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PREFACE
The purpose of this publication is to acquaint line officers of the
Navy and Naval Reserve with the administrative responsibilities and
procedures with which they should be familiar when assigned to billets

concerned with electronic material.
In general, the text is confined to those classes of electronic material

(less weapon control systems and air applications) normally installed in
naval vessels and at shore activities - that is , material under the cogni

zance of the Bureau of Ships and the Electronics Supply Segment of the
Navy Supply System . Electronic material peculiar to ordnance or aero
nautics is touched upon only in instances where such reference is neces
sary to a clearer understanding of the topics discussed , or where the

duties of the billet under discussion include responsibilities for such
material.
Organizations,procedures, and facilities for supplying naval electronic

material are described because an understanding of these phases of
logistic support is important for officers whose duties are concerned with
such material.

This publication is concerned more with the organizations and func
tions of naval activities having those billets commonly referred to as

details of the with the princ responsibilit

" electronic material," with the way in which these billets fit into their
respective organizations , with the administrative responsibilities of offi
cers assigned to such billets , and with the principles underlying proce
dures , than with the details of the procedures themselves . It is to be
remembered , however , that organizations, functions , and administrative

responsibilities , as well as details of procedure, are subject to change.
This publication , therefore, can serve only as a guide. The particular
officer involved must by adequate in - service training fit himself into the

organization to which he is attached and increase his understanding and
proficiency in the performance of his assigned tasks.
In general, only where the billet referred to carries a specific title,
such as Electronic Material Officer , is the title used in the text. In other
instances , the responsible officer is referred to as the electronics officer .
This text was prepared by the Navy Training Publications Center , a

field activity of the Bureau of Naval Personnel, with technical assistance
from the Navy Department and cognizant activities afloat and ashore.
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THE UNITED STATES NAVY
GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRY
The United States Navy is responsible for maintaining control of the sea

and is a ready force on watch at home and overseas, capable of strong
action to preserve the peace or of instant offensive action to win in war.
It is upon the maintenance of this control that our country ' s glorious
future depends ; the United States Navy exists to make it so .

WE SERVE WITH HONOR
Tradition , valor, and victory are the Navy 's heritage from the past. To
these may be added dedication , discipline, and vigilance as the watchwords
of the present and the future .

Athome or on distantstations we serve with pride, confident in the respect
of our country , our shipmates , and our families .
Our responsibilities sober us; our adversities strengthen us.
Service to God and Country is our special privilege. We serve with honor.

THE FUTURE OF THE NAVY
The Navy will always employ new weapons, new techniques, and
greater power to protect and defend the United States on the sea , under

the sea , and in the air .
Now and in the future, control of the sea gives the United States her
greatest advantage for the maintenance of peace and for victory in war.
Mobility, surprise, dispersal, and offensive power are the keynotes of
the new Navy.

The roots of the Navy lie in a strong belief in the

future, in continued dedication to our tasks, and in reflection on our
heritage from the past.
Never have our opportunities and our responsibilities been greater.
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CHAPTER 1

SHIPBOARD ELECTRONICS OFFICER
--ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES
responsibilities include those portions of pre
ventive maintenance which require realignment

With the introduction of radar , the field of
naval electronics expanded greatly . This ex
pansion necessitated the establishment of an

after accomplishment. Material responsibil

organization which differed from the communi

ities normally are assigned to technical per

cations organization in effect prior to World
War I . As a result, individual organizational

sonnel - that is, personnel of repair or material
divisions. Such personnel do not have the fore
going responsibilities , however , in instances

units , such as departments, divisions, and
groups, were assigned primary responsibility
either for electronic material upkeep or for the

operational use of such material.
Within the postwar organization for elec
tronics, the assignment of operational and
material responsibilities is as follows:
1. Operational responsibilities - that is, op
erational use , manipulation , operational main

tenance, and those portions of preventive
maintenance not requiring realignment after

where equipment is assigned by competent
authority to another department or division .
For example , the electronics officer is not
responsible for fire control and associated
electronic equipment when maintenance of

such equipment is assigned to fire control
technicians.
Though an organizational unit may be pri

marily responsible for either operational or
material matters , each type of unit must un
derstand the functions of the other and the two

accomplishment - are assigned to personnel
charged with operating electronic and associ

must be so fitted together by command that
they form a homogeneous whole , supporting

ated equipment. (See chapter 2 for definitions
of terms.)
2 . Material responsibilities include tech

each other and command to the best of their
abilities . Electronics officers (EOs), there
fore , must not lose sightof the responsibilities

nical and tender /yard maintenance and repair

and problems of the operating personnel whose

of all assigned electronic equipment.

equipment they service.

Such

Responsibilities Of EOs
Article 0917, U . S. Navy Regulations (1948),
states in part that " Assistants to the operations

officer may include a communications officer

and a combat information center officer , . . .
and an electronics material officer who shall
be responsible for the technical maintenance

From their inspections of electronic ma
terial aboard ships throughout the past several
years, inspecting officers have reached the
conclusion that the good material condition of
shipboard electronic equipment is more often

and repair of all electronic equipment as

the result of administrative rather than of
technical ability . This does not mean that

signed ."

the shipboard electronics officer without an
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engineering degree may expect to succeed ifhe
neglects to learn as much as possible about the
technical aspects of his work . It does mean ,
however , that he can be successful withoutpre
vious electronics training, since his is not the
job of personally repairing inoperative equip
ment but rather of directing and coordinating
its repair .

Those phases of the shipboard electronics
officer ' s work which are primarily adminis
trative in nature - that is , those which stem

from his responsibilitiesas a division officer
are discussed in this chapter . Those which
deal primarily with electronic material are
discussed in the following chapter . The two

administrative responsibility, is also a mate
rial responsibility . In other words, the major
aim of training in electronics is to achieve
better material maintenance . In fact the pri

mary goal of all shipboard electronics adminis
tration is proper electronics maintenance .
Other chapters also are ofimportance to the

electronics officer aboard ship , as for example ,
" Allowances" and " Records, Reports , Publica
tions." These present in more detail matters
merely mentioned in the shipboard chapters .
Aboard ship , the electronics officer usually
carries the title, ElectronicsMaterialOfficer ,
and, although no two ships are identical in de
tail , the responsibilities of this officer are in

of course cannot be entirely separated , since ,

general similar to those described in this and

for example, training, discussed here as an

the following chapters.

General Administrative Responsibilities
officer all infractions of regulations, orders ,

As a division officer , the electronics officer
has such general responsibilities as those

and instructions which are deserving of disci

quoted from U . S. Navy Regulations (1948) as

plinary action .

follows :

" 2 . He shall by personal supervision and

" 1. A division officer shall be responsible ,

frequent inspection insure that the spaces ,

under the head of his department, for the proper

equipment, and supplies assigned to his division

performance of the duties assigned to his
division , and for the conduct and appearance of
his subordinates , in accordance with regula

are maintained in a satisfactory state of clean
liness and preservation . He shall report
promptly to his head of departmentany repairs

tions and the orders of the commanding officer
and other superiors. He shall keep himself in

formed of the capabilities and needs of each of
his subordinates and , within his authority , he
shall take such action as may be necessary for

the efficiency of his division and the welfare
and morale of his subordinates. He shall train
his subordinates in their own duties and in the
duties to which they may succeed , and shall en

which may be required or other defects which

need correction and which he is unable to
effect.
" 3. He shall carefully instruct his subordi
nates in all applicable safety precautions and

shall require their strict observance .
" 4 . He shall maintain a corrected copy of

improve their education . He shall suppress any
improper language or unseemly noise or dis

the watch , quarter , and station bill and other
bills and orders for his division and shall in
sure that pertinent parts thereofarekeptposted
where they will be accessible to his subordi

turbance , and he shall report to the executive

nates. "

courage them to qualify for advancement and to

Personnel Administration
As indicated above , in his capacity as a
division officer, the electronics officer is ad
ministratively responsible for the men of his

division . Because of the importance ofperson
nel administration to the success ofhis division ,
the EO should refer to the latest edition of
Personnel Administration , NavPers 10848 , for

information on the philosophyofand procedures
for achieving effective administration . He
should also acquaint himself with Shipboard
Procedures, NWP - 50 , which outlines basic

shipboard organization , enumerates the re
sponsibilities of department heads and other
key officers , provides sample watch bills, and
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gives directions for all sorts ofadministrative
5 . Miscellaneous Equipment Group Tech
procedures.

ORGANIZATION BILL

nician , an ET assigned by the EO : Responsi
bility for the maintenance, upkeep, and pres
ervation of remaining electronic equipment .

Reports to the Leading Technician .

Although the foregoing publications indicate
the dependence of good administration upon
good organization (division of responsibility and

6 . Other Technicians and Strikers,assigned
by the EO: Responsibility as assistants and
helpers to one of the Group Technicians. Re

specifically in terms of shipboard electronics .

ports to the cognizant Group Technician .
Because of the need for personnel qualified
in all types of electronic equipments and to

A sample shipboard electronics organization

meet training needs, Group Technicians , as -

bill (plan ) is therefore given below . Such a bill
must of course be adapted to the needs of the

sistants, and helpers will be rotated periodi -

authority ), they do not discuss organization

individual ship . The one given here is appli
cable in general to ships having a large com

cally among the above types of equipments.
The Electronics Officer determines the peri
ods of rotation .
ELECTRONICS OFFICER 'S

DUTIES . -- In

plement of electronics technicians.

carrying outhis responsibilities for electronic
equipment, personnel, and spaces, the elec

Sample Electronics Organization Bill

tronics officer has the following specific re

sponsibilities:

DIVISION MISSION . - The mission of the

1. Providing information on the capabil

Electronics Division is to support the mission
of the ship by maintaining all assigned elec

ities , limitations , and reliability of installed

tronic equipments at designed standards of

performance, taking immediate steps to rec

tify deficiencies that arise, keeping the Oper
ations and Commanding Officers informed of
the current status of all assigned electronic

electronic equipment. (At least 36 hours be
fore time for getting underway , the Operations
and Commanding Officers should be advised of
the exact condition of readiness of all installed
electronic equipments. )

equipments , and, at least 36 hours before get
ting underway, advising them of any equipments

2. Scheduling and assigning tasks to sub
ized methods and procedures for their guid

not operating atdesigned levels of performance .
DIVISION PERSONNEL . - Electronics tech

ance to ensure coordination of the technical
maintenance program .

nicians assigned to this ship are members of
the Operations Department and are under the

tronics maintenance.

direct administration of the Electronics Offi

or causing to be made , frequent inspections and

cer. Individual personnel are assigned general
responsibilities as follows:

tests of equipment and ensuring timely repairs
and adjustments , subject to such authorization

1 . Electronics Officer, a commissioned or
warrant officer as signed by the Commanding
Officer: Over -all responsibility for the main
tenance , upkeep , and preservation of assigned
electronic equipment and spaces , and for the

supervision and trainingof enlisted electronics

ordinate personnel and prescribing standard

3. Supervising personnel engaged in elec

This includes making,

as may be required .

4 . Collecting and disseminating technical
information , including instructions and direc
tives, applicable to electronics maintenance.
5 . Providing an effective preventive main
the POMSEE Program . ( This program , Per

tenance program , including implementation of

personnel.

formance , Operational, and Maintenance Stand

2. Leading Technician , the senior ET on
board: Supervisory responsibility for all work
of the Division . Reports directly to the Elec

ards for Electronic Equipment, is discussed

tronics Officer . When circumstances warrant ,
hemaybe assigned as one of the following group
technicians.

nance program , including training as required .

3. Communications Group Technician , an
ET assigned by the EO : Responsibility for the
maintenance , upkeep , and preservation of com
munications equipment. Reports to the Leading

Technician .

4 . Radar Group Technician , an ET assigned
by the EO : Responsibility for the maintenance ,
upkeep , and preservation of radar equipment.
Reports to the Leading Technician .

in the following chapter.)

6 . Coordinating the operational mainte
7 . Ensuring modification , alteration , and
installation of electronic equipments as re

quired by authorized field changes, instruc
tions, and improvement programs.

8 . Estimating and justifying funds re
quired for electronicsmaintenance and repair .

9 . Ensuring correct preparation and
timely submittalof work requests , reports , and
information required for tender / yard work .

10 . Ensuring that the repair parts allow
ance is adequate and on board .
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11. Ensuring accurate inventories of elec
tronic equipments .

12. Ensuring correct preparation and
13. Ensuring proper maintenance of re
quired records .
14 . Supervising the training of Division
personnel for increased proficiency in their
work .
15 . Ensuring proper upkeep and cleanli
prompt submission of required reports ,

ness of all assigned spaces .

The Radar Group Technician is responsible
for the proper operating condition of all air and
surface search radars and associated equip

ments.
The Miscellaneous Equipment Group Tech

nician is responsible for the proper operating
condition of all electronic equipment under the
cognizance of the EO that is not assigned to
one of the other Group Technicians.

Such

equipments include electronic aids to naviga

tion , electronic countermeasures, test equip

LEADING TECHNICIAN 'S DUTIES. - The

ment, recreational equipment , etc .
The above technicians carry out their re
sponsibilities under the supervision of the Lead

Leading Electronics Technician serves as as
sistant to the Electronics Officer and under the

ing Technician . Except that each isresponsible
for different types of equipment, a Group

latter ' s direction he :

Technician performs the following duties:

1. Directly supervises the preventive
maintenance program .
2 . Certifiesmeasurements required by the

preventivemaintenance on the equipment under

16 . Performing such other duties as may be

assigned.

POMSEE Program
3 . Instructs electronics personnel in cor

rect preventive maintenance methods.
4 . Ensures correct and current entries in
such records as Equipment History , Resist

ance Test Record, etc .

5 . Ensures that Electronic Failure Re

1 . Supervises the accomplishment of all
his cognizance, including preventive mainte
nance delegated to operational personnel.

2 . Supervises all technicalmaintenance and
repair on equipment under his cognizance.
3 . Provides on - the - job instruction in pre
ventive and technical maintenance as required .

4 . Assists with the electronics training
program .

ports (DD - 787) are completed and submitted
for all failures and that information on failures
is entered on the appropriate Equipment His

5 . Instructs and supervises as necessary
to ensure prompt and accurate entries in all
records and reports applicable to the equip

tory Card .

ment under his cognizance .

6 . Is responsible formaintaining a library

6 . When required , establishes performance

of pertinent publications such as equipment

standards for equipment under his cognizance.
DIVISIONS POLICIES
The following policies apply to all personnel

technical manuals , maintenance bulletins ,

periodicals , and texts for reference use .
7 . Ensures that all changes are made in
equipment technicalmanuals , periodicals , and
other publications .
8 . Has custody of all test equipments and
accessories and is responsible for their proper

of the Electronics Division .

working condition .
9. Ensures the cleanliness and upkeep of
all assigned spaces.
10 . Supervises the preparation of the annual
equipage inventory .
11. Prepares and submits to theEO for for

these procedures.

warding all required reports ,

12 . Initials appropriate formsto indicate to

1 . All technicians will become thoroughly
familiar with the operating , tuning , and cali
brating procedures for all ship ' s electronic
equipments , and , when necessary , will assist
operating personnel in becoming familiar with

2 . As much timeas possible will be devoted

to group instruction , but electronics personnel
will be individually responsible for further in
creasing their knowledge by utilizing slack

the EO his approval or disapproval of all spe

periods to advantage . No nontechnicalpublica

cial requests .

tions will be read during working hours.

13 . Assists the EO in establishing and

3 . All technicians will become thoroughly

carrying out the electronics training program .

familiar with the contents of the Electronics
Maintenance Book , Electronics Information

Bulletins, equipment technicalmanuals , Elec

GROUP TECHNICIANS' DUTIES
The Communications Group Technician is

nal, " applicable portions of the Bureau of Ships

directly responsible for the proper operating
condition of all communication transmitters ,

Manual, and U . S . Navy Safety Precautions.
4 . To reduce accidents and breakage to a

tronics sections of the " Bureau of Ships Jour

receivers, and associated equipment, and of

minimum , all equipments, parts, and tubes

all units of communication remote control

will be handled in accordance with established

systems.

safe handling procedures.
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5 . All safety precautions shall be strictly
followed . All electronics personnel will read
the safety precautions bill monthly and be able
to demonstrate proper methods of first aid and
artificial respiration .

6 . All electronics personnel will become
thoroughly familiar with all applicable security
regulations.

7. Each man in the Electronics Division will
be assigned a General Quarters station on the
master bill for the Operations Department.

When practicable , they will be assigned for

electronics casualty control.

OTHER DIVISION BILLS
In addition to the organization bill, the
Electronics Officer may prepare such other
bills as may be necessary for more effective
administration . Bills on preventive mainte
nance, safety , and security are excellentmeans

of quickly acquainting newcomers with infor

followed when handling cathode ray and radio
active tubes.

(All personnel new to work with electronic
equipments must be made immediately aware
of the necessity for observing all precautions
pertaining to such work . In addition , experi
enced men should frequently review these pre
cautions in order to avoid hazards. To empha
size the need for safe working practices , the
potential dangers of electronics work , as well
as some of the required precautions , are dis
cussed later as part of the electronics training

program .)

Security Bill
A security bill should point up the need for

security , list the publications which provide
security regulations, and cover such matters
as the proper stowage and handling of clas

mation of immediate importance. They also
provide ready references for all personnel. In
each instance the bill should cover all impor
tant points.

and spaces.

Preventive Maintenance Bill

Watch Bill

A preventive maintenance bill should include
such information as a brief of the division

watch bill, a sample is included here for

organization to indicate responsibilities and
lines of authority ; a summary of the program ;
lists of the checks and tests to be made, with
" how to " references given ; inspections to be
made by the EO ; and any other maintenance

items of importance to the particular ship .

sified matter , the persons authorized to enter

electronics spaces, and the regulations govern
ing the photographing of electronic equipment

Since every electronics officer will post a
guidance .

From : Electronics Officer
To :
Electronics Division , USS
Subj: In port and underway watches
1. For continuous maintenance and to pro
vide for emergencies , personnel of the elec

Safety Precautions Bill

tronics division are divided into watch sections .

A safety precautions bill should contain
sufficient information to make electronics per

2 . The senior technician of each watch sec
tion is designated Duty Electronics Technician
for the period of his watch . He is responsible

sonnel aware of the hazards inherent in elec
tronics work , should list the safety publications
with which electronics personnel mustbecome

thoroughly familiar, and should include such
information as the location of dangerous volt
ages , work to be done by authorized persons
only , open

switch and open ground tagging ,

location of operating switchesand fuses, avoid
ance of work on energized circuits , mainte
nance of interlocks and safety devices, pre

for correcting all electronics casualties which
may occur during his watch .

3. All technicians who are on board, even
though they may be entitled to liberty , may be

called upon at any timeby the Duty Technician
to assist in the correction of an electronics
casualty .

4 . Underway , a watch list will be prepared
by the Leading Electronics Technician , ap
proved by the Electronics Officer , and posted
in the Electronics Workshop . All watch stand

ing will be in accordance with this list. The

cautions to be followed when handling loose
metal parts and liquids near electronic equip

ElectronicsWorkshop , except when called away

ments , high voltage measurements, capacitor
discharge, work aloft, and precautions to be

maintenance, or make inspections and tests .

Duty Technician willmaintain his station in the
to correct a casualty , supervise

preventive
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5 . The hours of underway watches are con

d . Cleaning up unskilled repair jobs such

sidered to be working hours , and themen on
watch

as removing excess solder on termi
nals, jury rigs , etc.

will spend their time in routine mainte

nance if there are no jobs of an emergency

nature . It is directed that the following types

of routine maintenance be given priority on
underway watches:

a . Repair of test equipment

6 . The only materials authorized for read
ing during underway watches are technical
publications, such as equipment technical

manuals , the EIB , and the like.

b . Sensitivity and alignment checks on

Replacement of wiring on which in

7 . The Electronics Workshop will not be
used as a recreation room by off- duty person

sulation has frayed , cracked or

nel.

receiving equipment
burned

Training
The publication , Personnel Administration ,
also discusses training, an important part of
effective administration , as do the Shipboard

Training Manual, NavPers 90110, and the
Manualfor Navy Instructors, NavPers 16103 - B .
Although these publications give information
that is basic to a good training program , they
do not pinpoint training as it applies specifi

cally to electronics. The following brief dis
cussion is therefore included as a suggested

guide to setting up such a program .
In carrying out his responsibilities to the
Navy and to his men , the electronics officer
must keep himself informed of the quotas and

entrance requirements for naval schools which
offer training in electronics . In order to moti
vate his men to improve their general education ,
he must also be alert to programsand courses
offered

through Information and Education .

Above all, however , the EO must assume re
sponsibility for continuous training within his
division .

The manner in which trainingmaybe accom
plished varies with each ship . On small ships ,
there frequently is only one electronics tech
nician (ET) and no electronics officer . Any
training that is done is dependent upon the

initiative and energy of the ET and upon his
interest and ability in developing technicians
out of seamen . The only responsibility an EO
can have for training on small ships is to pre
pare technicians for independent duty prior to

their assignment to such duty . While an ET
is ashore or is under the command of an EO
aboard ship , the EO can instill in him a sense

of responsibility toward any future subordinates
he may have and give him pointers on how to
train them . Thereafter it is up to the ET.

On larger ships where there is an EO ,
training electronics personnel is his responsi
bility . He is responsible for deciding who will
instruct and for establishing and supervising
the training program . He is also responsible

for training equipment operators in the types of
maintenance specified for operator accom

plishment. In providing this training , the EO
must be alert to the problems of the operating
departments and cooperate with them when es
tablishing training schedules and assignments .
The quantity and kinds of electronic equip
ment, the number and capabilities of the men
on board , and the mission of the ship dictate
the training needs of a given ship . Conse
quently , no set rules can be established for an
electronics training program . The program
described below has been used successfully
aboard some of the larger ships of the Atlantic

Fleet. It is offered , therefore, as a pattern to
be followed or modified to fit theneeds of other
ships .

SAMPLE TRAINING PROGRAM
In establishing a training program , the elec
tronics officer must consider the training needs
both of his seamen (graduates and nongraduates
of class - A schools) and of the petty officers.
When a nongraduate is assigned to thedivision ,
the EO examines his service record in order to
learn something of the man ' s background. He

then interviews him and discusses the possi

bilities of electronics as a naval career. He is
careful to point out both the good and bad points
of work in electronics. As a resultof this talk ,
the man knows just what he may expect in the
way of additional training and advancement. He
knows also what will be required of him in the
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way of study, hard work, and the training of
subordinates as he himself advances.

To make the training as useful as possible ,

The

practical as well as theoretical problems are

man ' s training in electronics normally begins
with his being assigned to work along with an

considered . One of the first practical things
taught the men is the correct use and care of
the tools they will use in their work . They are
taught this both on the job and in classes
through discussion , demonstration , and prac
tice. They are taught also the purposes of the
various electronics testing equipments andhow

experienced man in the division . The latter is
charged with developing the seaman as rapidly
as possible into a useful member of the divi
sion .

When school graduates reportaboard , either
as petty officers or strikers , the electronics

to use and care for them .

officer also examines their records and talks
with them . In this way he learns something of

The men are encouraged to bring to class
problems they have had on the job . They ex

their backgrounds, their generalattitudes about

plain the symptoms of an equipment failure and

the naval service, and their interest in elec

tell what they did to discover the cause of and

tronics. He begins to know them as individuals.
When possible, he assigns them first to work on

to remedy the trouble. The technical manual
for the equipment in question isbroughtoutand

the equipment which interests them most. They

frequently the group goes to the equipment itself

are told , however, that they will be rotated to
other equipment after a period of time, prob

in order better to understand just what caused
the failure and the action taken to diagnose and
remedy it. In this way , the men as a group

ably 3 months. Though they may be school
graduates , strikers reporting aboard are at
first assigned to work along with more expe
rienced men in the division .
The electronics officer establishes classes
in the fundamentals of electronics and elec

tricity for the men who have not attended class
A

school.

The purpose of classes in these

subjects is to help the men understand the
theory behind the practical work they are

learning on the job , to increase their judgment
of what practices are safe in working with

equipment, and to give them sufficient back

learn from each other's individual experiences
on the job .
The EO examines supplements and new

issues of publications such as those listed in
chapter 3 . He notes information applicable to
the equipment aboard his ship and passes the
publications on to his men for study . Material

from these publications may also be discussed
in class .

In order that the men will appreciate the
necessity for conservingmaintenance parts and
for timely requisitioning of replacements, the

ground to obtain greaterbenefit from the study
ing they will do when sent to a naval school for

electronics officer gives them a brief discus

further training .
The classes are held wherever space is

He indicates the publications that assist in

sion of the fundamentals of electronics supply .
identifying material, and the importance of
submitting correctly completed requisitions .

available. The needs of the ship determine
who will attend . On some ships the classes are

later chapters of this text.) He explains elec

open to any men who want to attend but are

tronics allowances and points out the routine

compulsory for those who have not been to a

service school.
Though battle conditions,
maneuvers, the breakdown of equipment, other
emergencies, or the normal workload of the
division may interfere with attendance , a par
ticular time is set for the classes which are

( These matters are discussed in more detail in

established aboard his ship for stowing , ac
counting for, and requisitioning parts .
As with less experienced men , the service
records of experienced technicians reporting
aboard are examined by the electronics officer
who also talks with each man in order to get a

held as regularly as possible even though only
one or two men may be able to attend .
It is emphasized that the men 's major ship
board training is received on the job . Since
the ultimate purpose of classes is to supple
ment on - the - job training, class work must be
tied in as closely as possible with the men ' s
jobs .

better idea of the man 's previous experience
and to begin to know him as a person . The
training assignment of ETs newly reporting

depends upon the EO ' s knowledge of the men .
For instance, the previous experiences of such
men may indicate that they are qualified to

assist the EO with the training program .
Each man is assigned to work on one equipment
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for a time and then is rotated to others as
feasible. Classes are held for group discus
sions of problems encountered in their work ,
and to bring them up to date on matters which
the EO considers of importance to them . These
classes are particularly helpful in quickly

training problem to the appropriate person at
the training aids activity and request assist
ance. When ordering instructional materials
he must keep in mind the stowage space
available aboard his ship .
He points out to his instructors the neces

familiarizing the men with types of equipment

sity for recognizing individual differences

which may be new to them . The training of
technicians is aimed at increasing their ability
to maintain electronic equipment in the best

among members of the classes and the impor
tance of getting to know each man as an indi
vidual. He emphasizes that a man ' s lack of

possible condition . The major training is prac

interest and poor performance may be the re

tical, although theoreticaldiscussion may grow
out of discussions of practical problems.
The electronics officer takes advantage of
visits of repair teams and contract field tech

sult of a personal problem . If the instructor
understands the man he may be able to help
him solve his problem , though he may find it
necessary to refer him to the EO , or to the
chaplain for assistance . By knowing the man ,

nicians to arrange for as many of his men as
possible to observe the work accomplished un

the instructor is better able to suggest the

der the supervision of these skilled men and to
talk with them about problems which have

right person for additional assistance.
The electronics officer refers his instruc

arisen on the job .

tors to the Shipboard Training Manual, Nay

The EO also explains to the men thatbefore
they can be considered eligible foradvancement
they must satisfactorily complete certain naval
training courses and fulfill both the military
and practical requirements for advancement.
These latter include satisfactory completion of
the applicable practical factors listed in the
Manual of Qualifications for Advancement in

Pers 90110 and the Manual for Navy Instruc

Rating, NavPers 10868. They must also pass

tors, NavPers 16103- B for suggested details
on how to instruct. He observes their classes
and helps them in every way he can to improve
their methods.
The EO makes it clear that he is ready and
eager to talk with any of the men about their
problems, either professional or personal.

a Navy -wide competitive examination .
In addition they must complete any required
formal schooling. He makes it clear that
completion of all of the above does not mean
that they will be advanced immediately ; they

He finds that from these talks he can learn

must await openings in the next higher pay

afford him an opportunity to build toward team
work through instilling a right attitude in his

grade in accordance with quotas and comple
ments established by the Bureau of Naval
Personnel.
Though the electronics officer may do none
of the actual instructing , he is responsible for
the effectiveness of his training program . He
must know what suitable texts and training aids
are available. To get this information , he ex
amines the latest edition of the Listof Training

Manuals and Correspondence Courses, Nav

additional details about the electronic instal
lation , and about how his division is working
as a team , as well as how a particular man is

developing .

He finds , too , that these talks

men as well as furthering their technical
knowledge by discussing specific problems.
In planning his training program , the EO
keeps in mind the other shipboard training
programs and cooperates with the officers in
charge of these in order that his men may

receive proper training in the subjects re

quired of all hands, such as damage control and
seamanship .

Pers 10061, the latest USAFI Catalog, the U . S .

Navy Film Catalog ,NavPers 10 ,000 , and issues

Repair Ship Training

of the U . S . Navy Training Bulletin , NavPers
14900 . When in port and near a Forms and
Publications Distribution Point or a training
aids activity , he examines the available ma
terial in order to make a better selection for
his classes. If he does not find training aids

and administration of the training program
may be patterned after the program described

suitable for his needs, he should outline the

above .

Training as a responsibility of the elec
tronics officer aboard a repair ship is dis

cussed briefly in chapter 2. The establishment
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SAFETY
The safety of his men is a major responsi

battle shorts be checked frequently. A sched

bility of the electronics officer . As one officer

ule of inspections should be set up for this pur

put it , electronic equipment enforces a stern

pose, and the EO must ensure that it is followed .

safety code and violators are likely to be exe
cuted on the spot. Because of the dangers in

It is imperative that all inter locks and

Dangerous voltages may exist at capacitor
terminals after equipment is de - energized .

herent in work with electronic equipment, the

For this reason each space containing elec

electronics officer should make safety pre

tronic equipment should be provided with

cautions an important part of his training
program , both on the job and during class
periods. Basic safety procedures are given in

residual charge and thus remove the dangerous

Chapters 60 and 67 of the- Bureau of Ships
Manual, in the Electronics Maintenance Book ,

Stack gas and high voltage warning signs
should be posted on the stacks and mast.

NavShips 900,000 (EMB) and in U . S. Navy

Warning signs should also be posted near high

Safety Precautions, OpNav 34P1. In the latter ,

voltage equipment and on transmitter antenna
trunks and feed wires.

Chapters 16 , Portable Tools, and 18 , Electric
ity and Electronics, are especially applicable .
The following items indicate the importance of
assuring that each man concerned understands
and practices all prescribed safety precautions.

High Voltage
An obvious source of danger to electronics

shorting probes for capacitors to dissipate the
voltages.

The following precautions should be followed

when sending a man aloft. Obtain permission

from the Officer of theDeck . Personally ensure
that all radio transmitters and radar antennas
are secured , properly tagged , and remain se
cured until you give the all clear . Check the
wind to see that the man aloft will not be ex
posed to stack gases , or to high winds . See that

technicians is high voltage . For instance , in

the man wears a safety belt and that all tools

comparison with an electric chair which oper

have safety lines attached .
Since electric shock is one of the causes of

ates at 2 ,200 volts, radar transmitters operate
at about 15 ,000 and repeaters at about 7 ,000 .
Although death can be caused by less than 80

stoppage of breathing , every ET should be
capable of administering artificial respiration .

volts , high voltage is ordinarily understood to

At least once each quarter a hospitalman

mean 300 or more volts . Chapters 60 and 67 of
the Bureau of Ships Manual prescribe the

method for administeringartificialrespiration .

method for high voltage measurement. This
procedure should be made mandatory for all
equipment using over 300 volts .

All meter and megger leads should be care

should demonstrate to all ETs the correct

The demonstration should be followed by
practice by each man .

Dangerous Tubes

fully checked . Those with damaged probes or
jacks should be taken out of service until re

paired and any with poor insulation should be
discarded .

When a switch is opened to devenergize the

Because of the dangerous nature of cathode
ray tubes , rubber gloves and plastic face

shields should be worn when handling them .
NANCY units are sealed . They are lethal

circuit and thus permit work to be done safely ,
the switch or connection should be tagged with
a red tag- out card . These cards serve as sig

and not to be tampered with .

nals to others that work is underway and that

should be required to know which tubes used

only the man who opened the switch is allowed

aboard his ship are poisonous or radioactive.

to close it .

Occasionally it is necessary to work on live

circuits. In such cases the procedures pre
scribed in Chapters 60 and 67 of the Bureau of
Ships Manual are mandatory. No one is to be
permitted to work on a live circuit unless an
observer is standing by to pull the power
switch if necessary .

Caution must also be used when handling
poisonous and radioactive tubes.

Each ET

The former are listed in the Electronics

Maintenance Book , NavShips 900 ,000 (EMB) and
the Electronics Information Bulletin (EIB ).
Radioactive tubes manufactured since June 1956
are marked by the manufacturer to indicate
that they are radioactive. Such markings are
mandatory .

To determine which tubes manu

factured before June 1956 are radioactive ,
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reference should be made
th to the list of tube

material in any way should remove any con

ypes ber 1957 any of ished by

taminated clothing and wash hands and arms
thoroughly with soap and water , especially be
fore smoking , eating, or drinking .
The following first-aid procedure is to be
followed if a man sustains a wound from a

types given in the Bureau of Ships Journal,

December 1957, " List 2 ," pages 27- 31.
Disposal of any of the foregoing types of
tubes must be accomplished by the methods
prescribed in the EMB.
Tubes containing radioactive material are
now commonly used in fire control and guided

sharp radioactive particle :

1. Apply a tourniquet if one is required ,
using approved method of application .

missile systems and in radar equipment. In
the latter , they are usually found in the wave
guide as ATR or TR tubes and in some models
as spark gap tubes.
Radioactive materials are added to tubes to
produce a continuous supply of ionized parti

2 . Stimulate mild bleeding by pressure about

the wound and by the use of a suction cup . Do
not suck the wound by mouth .
3. Wash the wound with soap , and flush with
plenty of clean water .

4. If the opening is quite small or thewound
is of the puncture type, make an incision to

cles, whether the tubes are in storage , transit ,

the equipment, or in disposal containers.
Many people think that ionization occurs only
when voltage is applied to the tubes , but the
voltage only increases the rate of ionization .

promote bleeding and to facilitate cleaning and
flushing.
The above procedure refers to first -aid
treatment only . Further measures to be taken
in each case should be left to the judgment of
the responsible medical officer .
Radioactive tubes should not be disposed of
individually but should be collected in a suitably
marked steel GI can with tight fitting lid until a

It does not affect the rate of decay of the radio
active material.
Radioactive tubes in normaluseand storage

at stations and aboard ships presentno external
radiation dangers, but personnel must be con
stantly aware of the internal radiation potential
of broken tubes .
Internal radiation means that radioactive
material has entered the body through the

reasonable quantity has been collected . At
present usage rates , normal collections of
electron tubes at most stations and on board

mou 'h (eating or drinking), nose, (inhalation ),

ships will not approach danger levels. At

or skin (open wounds). These particles injure

major supply points, however, tube collections

and may destroy blood - forming organs and

present a potential hazard .

Radioactive waste can be disposed of by

other tissue. The degree of injury depends
primarily upon the quantity of radiation energy

burying it in soil or by sinking it in the ocean .
The Atomic Energy Commission does not
authorize disposal of radioactive material in
the ocean unless theproposed burial procedure
will assure that the material will be taken to a
depth of 1,000 or more fathomsand willnot rise
to the surface .
Instructions for the disposal of radioactive
material at sea are contained in U , S . Navy
Safety Precautions, OpNav 34P1. Information
on radioactive material is also referenced in
chapter 67 , Bureau of Ships Manual, as follows:

absorbed by the cells . Repeated exposuresmay
lead to cumulative biological damage. Needless
exposure to any radiation , no matter how slight,
should therefore be avoided .
Danger from unbroken tubes is slight, buta
broken tube presents a definite hazard because
of the possibility of internal radiation . When a

radioactive tube has been broken , the following
rules should be followed . These rulesapply to
any material contaminated by radioactivity .
1. No material contaminated by radio

activity should be allowed to come into contact
with any part of the body . Rubber or plastic
gloves should be worn at all timeswhen radio

" . . . Detailed information regarding the han

dling of radioactive material is contained in
BuShips Letter S67/ 9 - 11(871C ) Serial 871 - 268

active wastes or broken radioactive parts are

of 11 Sept 1956 . . . In the event of breakage,
the broken tubes and waste matter should be

handled .

2 . No food or drink should be brought into

removed and disposed of in accordance with

the contaminated area or near any radioactive
3 . Immediately after leaving the contami

. . . BuShips Instruction 5100 . 5 of 28 Nov 1955 ;
Radiological Safety Regulations, NavMed P
1325 ; and BuShips Electronics Maintenance

nated area , personnel who handled radioactive

Book, NavShips 900,000, change 9, Section 7 ,

material.
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Chapter 1 . See also Electronics Information
Bulletin No. 271, NavShips 900 ,023 . . ."
If radioactive material is to be buried in
soil, the burial area must be devoid of edible
plant life ; the soil , because of its topographic
and geological characteristics , must not be
subject to pronounced leaching or erosion ; the
area must be suitably marked and protected
from unauthorized entry ; the burial depth must
be 4 or more feet; and the concentration of
radioactive material in a cubic footof soil must
not be greater than 0 . 1 millicurie for strontium
90 , plutonium 239 , radium 226 , or polonium 210 .

collecting bags. Dispose of used bags in the

manner previously described for disposal of
debris .
All tools used in handling radioactive ma
terial should be cleaned thoroughly with soap
and water and well rinsed with clean water.
They should then be monitored by the radio
logical safety officer . If, when monitored after
cleaning, they emit a radiation level of more
than 0 .05 roentgen per working day (gamma plus
beta ) or are contaminated with an alpha
emitting material, they should be disposed of in

the same way as other radioactive material.

The foregoing numbers represent the mass
numbers of the elements . Neither must there

be more than 10 millicurie of radioactive ma
terials having a half - life greater than 180 days,
nor more than 100 millicuries of radioactive
material having a half-life of 180 days or less.

SECURITY
The electronics officer is responsible for
seeing that each of his men complies with the
regulations pertaining to the security of elec

In addition to proper disposal of contami
nated debris , all contaminated surfacesmust be

tronic equipment, spaces , and printed matter .

decontaminated . Either of the followingmeth

5510 , is the basic security document. In addi

ods is recommended for this purpose:
WET METHOD . - Wear rubber or plastic

familiarity with all other applicable security

gloves . Pick up large fragments of contami
nated material with forceps and then wipe sur
faces with a wet cloth . Make one wipe at a
time, fold cloth in half, and use the clean side
for each additional wiping. Wipe in onedirec
tion only . A back and forth motion will rub

radioactive particles into the surface. When
cloth becomes too small for use, discard it and

The U . S. Navy Security Manual, OpNavInst
tion to the information given therein , thorough
regulations is required .

Security should be

made a partof the training program because the
instructor can determine by testing whether or
not the men fully understand such regulations
as those applicable to the proper stowage and
handling of classified printed matter , the per
sons authorized to enter electronics spaces ,

and the photographing of electronic equipment

startwith a clean piece.

and spaces . Since , however , understanding is

DRY METHOD . - Wear rubber or plastic
gloves. Pick up large pieces of contaminated
material with forceps. Go over the area care
fully with a vacuum cleaner , using disposable

not necessarily followed by correct practice,
the EO must also provide the supervision nec
essary to ensure that proper security is prac
ticed on the job .

Conclusion
As indicated in this chapter, ifhe exercises
proper administrative techniques, provides the
necessary training and supervision , and dili
gently pursues the task of learning as much as
possible about his equipments, the electronics

of these matters, the regulations governing
them , and the practices to be followed in spe

officer aboard ship who has had no training or

cific instances .

previous experience in electronics can expect
to succeed in his job .

Of first importance is the establishment of
a good division organization , with responsi
bilities and lines of authority clearly defined .
In addition , division bills covering safety ,
security , maintenance , and other matters of

importance to all division personnel should be
drafted and posted or promulgated to ensure

that the men become aware of the importance

Because of the shortage of qualified person
nel, training is an important part of the EO ' s
job of maintaining all assigned equipments at
approved standards of operation . Training is
important, too , to the individual men as they
seek to become more proficient in their jobs
and to qualify for advancement. In addition to
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improved performance in maintenance, the

sufficiently familiar with the general education

training program should include such topics as

available through the Information and Education
program to be able to sell his men on this type
of training as a profitable way of spending some
of their spare time.
The degree of emphasis to be placed upon

proper safety and security practices.

The foregoing training is of specific value
to the ship . Of wider value is the training
provided by naval schools from which the men

may be ordered to other ships or activities .
To benefit the Navy as a whole , the EO should
keep informed on the applicable schooling
available , and of the entrance requirements

and quotas for these. He also should be

each of the EO ' s administrative responsibilities
depends upon the ship to which he is attached

and upon the experience and abilities of his
The information presented in this
chapter therefore can serve only as a guide .

men .

CHAPTER 2

SHIPBOARD ELECTRONICS OFFICER
- MATERIAL RESPONSIBILITIES
these matters are discussed in this chapter.
Others are discussed in the chapter on records ,

Material responsibilities of the electronics
officer aboard ship include maintenance of the
electronics installation on board . The size and
complexity of this installation and the ship type

reports , and publications.

The electronics officer' s material respon

largely determine the size and complexity of
the maintenance job . For instance , if aboard
a repair ship or tender , the electronics offi
cer's responsibility for installed equipment is
minor in comparison with his primary respon

sibilities further include knowledgeofthe types
and numbers of equipments his ship should
carry, the kinds and numbers of parts neces

sary to support the equipment, and thedegree of
his responsibility for seeing that these items

sibility - that is , his responsibility for repair
ing electronic equipment assigned to the ships

are on board . These matters are discussed in

the chapter on allowances.
The number and ratings of themen on board
and their capabilities affect the degree ofdiffi
culty of the electronics officer ' s job . With
adequate numbers of well trained men , the job
becomes primarily one ofassigning and sched
uling the work to be done. Because of the

dependent upon the repair ship or tender for
this phase of logistic support. Similarly , on a
ship attached to the Operational Development
Force , maintaining the ship ' s permanent elec
tronics installation is secondary to the job of

maintaining and evaluating equipment tempo
rarily installed for evaluation purposes .

shortage of electronics technicians, however ,
no EO is likely to have enough capable men to
make his job that simple . He therefore must,

Whether the material to be maintained is

aboard his own or another ship , proper ac
complishment of maintenance requires knowl
edge of such matters as past equipment
performance , modifications or alterations af
fecting a specific equipment, and sources

through proper administration , make the best
use of the talents at hand while maintaining a

continuing program designed to improve the
capabilities of his men , as pointed out in this

providing the detailed technical information
necessary for proper maintenance. Certain of

and the preceding chapters.

Combatant Ship EO
Maintaining the electronics installation
aboard his ship is the primary responsibility

directed primarily toward the electronics

of the electronics officer aboard a combatant

procedures described are applicable to elec
tronics personnel aboard other ships. Major
differences are brought out in the separate

officer aboard a combatant ship , in general the

ship. Because maintenance is a big job and be
cause it is a major responsibility , this subject
is discussed more fully later in the chapter .

Although

discussions of the repair ship / tender EO and
the Operational Development Force EO .

the discussion of maintenance is
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assigned to the department; and if appropriate ,

OTHER MATERIAL RESPONSIBILITIES

for the maintenance of required calibration
In addition to the responsibilities already

curves and tables, and for performing calibra

briefly mentioned , the shipboard electronics
officer has such other material responsibili

tion checks at prescribed intervals .

ties as the following :

5. An Air Department aboard an aircraft
carrier or seaplane tender. In the Air Depart
ment, the air officer 's assistant for airborne

Installation

electronics is responsible for all airborne

Installation of additional electronic equip
ment aboard completed ships is accomplished
by naval shipyards , naval stations, or forces
afloat, only upon receipt of specific author
ization by the Bureau of Ships in each instance .
Installation of additional ordnance electronic
equipment also requires authorization from the

equipmenthowever , is the responsibility of the
electronics material officer. To ensure conti
nuity of the technicalaspects of ship - to - air and
air - to - ship electronics applications, the EO
must work closely with the assistant for air
borne electronics.
6 . A Repair Department aboard a repair
ship or tender , including aircraft repair ships .
The head of the Repair Department on such

equipment.

Bureau of Ordnance.
' The electronics officer is responsible for

all authorized installationswhich are within the
capabilities of the ship' s force .

The ship 's installed electronic

ships is known as the repair officer. On air

craft repair ships , the repair officer is some
times referred to as the O -and - R (overhaul and

Liaison

repair) officer as well as the repair officer .
The electronics officer aboard a repair ship or
tender is assigned to the repair departmentas
an assistant to the repair officer . In this capac
ity his primary responsibility is the repair of
electronic equipment aboard other ships . He

In carrying outhis responsibilities for elec
tronics maintenance, the EO has official con
tacts with various departments of his ship .

These departments, and the degree of the EO' S
contacts with them are :
1. The Operations Department, which is

is also responsible for the electronic equip
ment installed aboard his ship . A more de
tailed discussion of the responsibilities of the

responsible for the custody , operation , and
operational maintenance of electronic equip

electronics officer aboard a repair ship is

ment assigned to the department. As an as

given later in this chapter .
Because of his responsibility for technical

sistant to the operations officer , the electron
ics officer is responsible for the technical

electronics maintenance , the EO is concerned

maintenance and repair ofall electronic equip
ment assigned to this department.

with all of the above departments . In addition
to performing technical maintenance, he has

2. The Gunnery or Deck Department,which
operational maintenance of electronic equip

responsibility toward personnel of these de
partments insofar as training in operational and
preventive maintenance requires his assist

ment assigned to the department. Where fire

ance.

control technicians or other technical person
nel are assigned to the Gunnery Department,

Electronics Literature

is' responsible for the custody , operation , and

preventive and technical maintenance of fire
control radar and associated IFF equipment
tions Department for assistance .

To keep himself and his men currently in
formed , the electronics officer must be famil
iar with all directives , regulations, and other

3 . The Engineering Department, which fur
nishes wiring , electrical services, and such

these are discussed in more detail in chapter 3 .

are also their responsibility , although they may
call upon technical personnel from the Opera

information pertaining to his work . Certain of

other engineering assistance as may be re

Test Equipment and Tools

quired for electronics maintenance .

4 . The Navigation Department, which is re
sponsible for the custody, operation , and oper

Electronics test equipment and tools for use

ational maintenance of electronic equipment

with BuShips equipment are usually assigned to
14
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the electronics officer for custody, operation,

Supply

and maintenance .

Although test equipment for airborne elec

On board a ship with an officer of the

tronic sets , as well as the sets themselves ,are
under the custody of the Air Department or

Supply Corps and storekeepers, these person

performndtheasupply
ccountifunctionsconnected
nel perform
eir
ng for ele devote th
nel
with

squadrons of an aircraft carrier or seaplane
tender , the ship ' s electronics officer, as stated
above , maintains close liaison with theassist
ant for airborne electronics to achieve conti
nuity in air - to - ship and ship -to -air electronics

obtaining and accounting for electronic ma
terial. Electronics technicians devote their

time to the work in which they are specialists.
ETs and the EO must work closely with supply

applications.

items; for appropriate stowage, particularly of
components or parts for which bin stowage is

Because electronic equipments are instru
ments of considerable precision , the test
equipment used for checking their performance
must receive superior care. Haphazard stow
age on decks or in crowded lockers is to be
avoided , since such stowage ultimately results

not provided ; and for correct preparation of

in maloperation .

electronics officer may be assigned major
responsibility for electronics supply . In this
case he becomes responsible for custody ,
stowage, and maintaining stock levels of elec

personnel, however , for proper identification of

requisitions when the required information is
not readily available or recognizable to supply
personnel, as in caseswhere technical descrip
tions of requested items are required .

On ships without Supply Corps officers, the

Instead , suitable racks or

shelves should be provided .
Maintenance tools, many of which are of

special design , also require superior care.
The EO must make every effort to acquire the
full allowance of these tools and, having ac
quired them , must ensure against loss or
damage by ( 1) providing adequate , accessible ,
centralized stowage and (2 ) training personnel
to use correctly and return each tool to its
proper place after use .
Except that recalibration facilities may not

tronic material. Other supply functions, such

as preparing and forwarding requisitions and
checking and filing invoices , are normally
performed by a line officer appointed to act as
supply officer.
No matter where an electronics officer is
stationed , whether within or without the supply

system itself, he must be able to speak the
language of supply and use stock numbers and

be available on some ships , themaintenance of

descriptions understandable in the supply sys

electronic test equipment is similar to the
maintenance of other electronic equipment as

tem . For this reason , chapters 9 , 10 ,and 11 of
this text are devoted to a discussion of naval
supply .

discussed later under the topic , "Maintenance . "

Definitions
The following terms are defined in the in

term extending into divergent fields of en
deavor . To delineate , it is necessary to define
the scope covered by electronics in terms of

terest of uniform usage and a more accurate

understanding of electronics terminology .
These definitions are from OpNav Instruction

" electronic material. "

10380 . 1 of 5 September 1951 and the Bureau of

ELECTRONIC MATERIAL , from a mili

Ships Manual, chapter 67.

tary point of view , generally includes those
electronic devices employed in the field of
detection and tracking (underwater , sea , land,

ELECTRONICS is the science and tech
nology that is concerned with devices involv
ing the emission , behavior , and effect of

and air), recognition and identification , com
munications, aids to navigation , weapons con
trol, and electronic countermeasures.

electrons in vacuums, gases , and semicon
ductors. Technically , electronics is a broad

Approved for interservice use .
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devices incorporated in such ordnance equip

Electronic devices are understood to in
clude the nonelectronic components required to
complete their individual operational efficiency

ment as mines and torpedoes .

- such as power supplies , hoist mechanisms,

further disassembly , such as a resistor , gear ,

and antennas - but to exclude associated non

knob , insulator , or electron tube .
An ASSEMBLY or a SUBASSEMBLY is a
commonly mounted group of two or more dif
ferent parts that are physically or electrically

A PART is any item not normally subject to

electronic equipment in certain over -all sys
tems.

Electronic material is a general term that
may refer to electronic gear as complex as a
complete system or as simple as a small part

combined to perform a specific function within

a unit but that will not perform that function

subject to no further disassembly. The follow

until connected to related subassemblies or

ing definitions indicate ranges within the area
of electronic material.

parts which comprise the complete unit. This

BUREAU OF SHIPS ELECTRONIC EQUIP

term should not be applied if a more specific
name is available. For example, an IF trans

MENT generally includes equipment employed

former of an IF amplifier isbest so named , but

in the field of detection and tracking (under

the primary of the transformer furnished with

water, sea , land , and air) recognition and iden

its associated capacitor is best termed an IF

tification , communications, aids to navigation ,

armament) placed under the cognizance of the

transformer subassembly.
A UNIT (formerly major unit) is an assembly
or any combination of parts, subassemblies,
and assemblies mounted together , normally

Bureau of Ships by competent authority .
AIRBORNE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT is

capable of independent operation in a variety of
situations. Examples of units are electric
motors, electric generators, and radio re

and electronic countermeasures (except when
designed for use in aircraft or expendable

electronic equipment designed to be fitted or
carried in aircraft.

ceivers . (Note : In some cases the size of an
item is a consideration in classifying the item

AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT is

as a unit. For instance, an electric motor for a

airborne electronic equipment, together with

clock may be considered a part inasmuch as it

additional equipment or accessories specifi

is not normally subject to disassembly .)
An ACCESSORY is a part, subassembly , or

cally required for the installation or mainte
nance thereof.
consist of airborne and surface (ship or ground)

assembly designed for use in conjunction with ,
or to supplement, another assembly, or a unit
or set, contributing to the effectiveness thereof

AIR -SURFACE ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
electronic equipment which must be comple

without extending or varying the basic function

mentary and interdependent for performance
of an over -all function ; namely, IFF , recon

of the assembly , unit, or set. An accessory may
be used for testing, adjusting , or calibrating

naissance television , homing , loran, beacons,

purposes.

radio ranges, airborne early warning , radio

eras for radar sets , head phones , and emer

sonde, and certain communications applica

gency power supplies, are examples of acces

tions.

sories.
A GROUP

ORDNANCE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT is

Test instruments , recording cam

is a collection of units,

electronic equipment that forms an integral

assemblies, or subassemblies which is a

part of ordnance equipment, or the functioning
of which is essential and peculiar to the op

subdivision of a set or system , but which is not
capable of performing a complete operational

eration of such equipment. This includes
precision tracking radars , the primary function

function .

of which is the control of guns, guided missiles,
torpedoes, and rockets ; certain target indica
tion systems; identification and recognition de
vices integral with ordnance equipment; anti

assemblies , 'subassemblies, and parts con
nected or associated together to perform an

A SET is a unit (or units) and necessary
operational function .

Radio receiving set,

jamming devices associated with ordnance

sound measuring set, and radarhoming setare
examples of electronic sets .

equipment; influence fuzes ; electronic equip
ment incorporated in missiles under the cog
nizance of the Bureau of Ordnance , and sonar

bination of two or more sets , generally physi

A SYSTEM (electrical - electronic) is a com
cally separated when in operation , and such
16
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FITS and its UNIQUENESS . Such parts are
designed primarily for use in but one set and
are generally obtained from the manufacturer
of the basic set into which the parts fit. A
part peculiar may eventually become a part

other assemblies and parts necessary to per
form an operational function or functions, as for

example, AEW electronic system and GCA
electronic system .

A CENTRAL is a grouping of sets with or

common through usage .

without other units which are operated con

junctively in the same location for a common
tactical purpose. It may provide facilities for
controlling , switching, and monitoring elec
tronic and electrical equipment from one cen
tral point.
A REPAIR PART is a part which may be
requested for repair or maintenance purposes

equipment which are normally supported by an
Electronics Repair Parts Allowance List

during the life of the set(s) or units with which

(ERPAL ).

the part is used .

Equipment repair parts sets (formerly re

pair parts kits ) are of the following three types:
Type 1 sets are boxed sets of parts peculiar
for either permanently installed or portable

The term " repair part"

Type 2 sets are for support of mobile type

supersedes all previous designations such as

equipment.

spare part, replacement part, maintenance
part, and maintenance repair part.

Type 3 sets are for support of experimental
type equipment.

A PART COMMON is an item listed in the
Electronics Supply Office publication , Common
Electronic Parts in the Electronic Supply
System . Such parts have a high degree of inter

STOCK REPAIR PARTS (formerly stock
spares or bulk spares) consist of those repair
parts peculiar and common , assemblies , ac
cessories, and complete sets furnished in bulk

changeability .

A PART PECULIAR is a part designed

specifically for a particular set. It is distin

to the supply system for allowances, load lists ,

guished by its basic identification ofWHERE IT

and system stocks.

Maintenance
Shipboard electronics maintenance consists
of: ( 1) regular use and full and complete peri
odic operational tests to establish readiness;
( 2) power tests , calibration , nonoperational
adjustments, and other prescribed qualitative
and quantative performance measurements to
establish functional evaluations; ( 3 ) replace
ment or restoration of deteriorated or defec
tive parts, and replenishment of lubricants ,
coolants, filters , and other consumables ; (4 )
correction incident to parts failures or equip
ment damage during operations ; and (5 ) polic
ing and protection of insulation or conduction
by the removal of dust, lint, conductive or

see that his allowance of parts and tools are
maintained and that all pertinent forms and
publications are available.

non conductive deposits or fluids, and the pro

and operational maintenance of electronic

tection of equipment from the accumulation of
such substances , or from man -made hazards .
Because of the complexity of electronic
equipment, it is imperative that personnel
available for its maintenance be used to best

equipment associated with the technical spe
cialties of their ratings, and such portions of

In order to conserve the timeof electronics

technicians for that type of maintenance which
requires advanced technical knowledge and
skill, the electronics officer must assist as
required in training equipmentoperators in the
performance of their maintenance duties .
To clarify the duties of enlisted personnel,
rating responsibilities have been assigned by
competent authority as follows:
1 . Personnel in operational ratings are
charged with the operationaluse ,manipulation ,

preventive maintenance as do not require re

alignment after accomplishment.
2 . Personnel in technical ratings are re

advantage.
This means that each officer
charged with maintenance must assign hismen

sponsible

for manipulation , technical and

tender /yard maintenance, repair , and those
portions of preventive maintenance requiring
realignment after accomplishment.

wisely , train them well , establish effective
schedules for routine checks and tests , and
17
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ing , tuning , and the general handling of the

For electronic equipments not yet included
in the POMSEE Program , the division ofmain
tenance responsibilities between operational

equipment' s external controls for the purpose

and technical ratings is left up to the individual

of extracting usable data from the equipment.

ship . The technical manuals furnished with
these equipments are useful as guides to such

MANIPULATION refers to themanualproc
esses involved in starting , stopping , calibrat

(External costrols include those adjusting
mechanisms that can be reached or used with
out breaking the seal in hermetically sealed

division of responsibilities. For example , Sec

tion 5 of the Instruction Book for Sonar Sound

equipment or without using special shorting

ing Set AN /UN- 1A , NavShips 91360, discusses

devices, such as " battle short switch ." )
In small ships and shore activities , the

operational maintenance for the AN / UQN - 1A .

It states that when the operator checks out the
equipment before a run he should be satisfied
that it will render continuous performance dur
ing the anticipated operating interval. He should

operational and technical responsibilities out
lined above may be assigned to a single
organizational unit. In all instances, however,
the effect of such combination upon the com
petency of personnel to perform their elec
tronics duties must not be overlooked .

be prepared to make minor adjustments , re

place lamps, tubes, styli, or paper , if necessity
warrants and due authorization is obtained . It
points out that the operator is best fitted to
sense impending trouble, because he is familiar
with all the aural and visual manifestations of

OPERATIONALMAINTENANCE
Operational maintenance is the care and
minor maintenance of equipmer.t through the

proper operation . He is responsible for the

following factors incident to continued success
ful operation of the AN /UQN - 1A :
1. Routine check to ensure that the equipment
is properly powered and in condition to remain
operative for the anticipated intervalor watch .
2 . Routine adjustments , operational checks,
and familiarity with the characteristics of a

performance of those tasks which do not re

quire detailed technicalknowledge of equipment
functions and design . It is defined by the

Bureau of Ships Manual as normally consisting
of inspection , cleaning , servicing , preserva
tion , lubrication , and adjustment, as required .
Such maintenance may also includeminor parts
replacements not requiring high technical skill
or internal alignment.

well functioning equipment.

3. Routinemaintenance, such as lubrication .

As the term implies , this type ofmaintenance

4. Identification and replacement of ex

is performed by theoperators of the equipment.
Its purpose is to : ( 1) make operators more
aware of the equipment's state of readiness ,
(2) reduce the delays which would occur if the
making of simple adjustments were dependent
upon an ET, and (3) release technicians for

pendable parts .
5 . Maintaining an up -to -date, adequate , and
readily accessible group of maintenance parts
for instant use if needed . "
6 . Logging all work done on the equipment,
including all measurements made.

work of a more complicated nature .
With reference to preventive maintenance

maintenance, requires that personnel respon

for equipments included in the POMSEE Pro
graml ( This program is discussed later ) ,

sible for it be trained in the performance of
their duties. The EO assists in this training

Bureau of Ships Instruction 9670 . 86A states

as necessary .

that ' " . . . An Operational Maintenance Pro
gram shall be established as an integral part

Usually the electronics officerassigns each
equipment to an ET or group ofETs for regular
maintenance and for assisting, as required , in

To be effective, operational, like any other

of the Preventive Maintenance Program . The

Operational Maintenance Program shall be
conducted by operational ratings and shall
include all items designated as routine or op
erational in Maintenance Standard, Part II ,
plus increasingly technical items as the training
level of the operational personnel increases. "

training operators in those maintenance tasks

that are specified for accomplishmentby oper
ators. The EO also sees that schedules for this
training are established and that checkoff sheets
are devised for regular logging ofmaintenance
items as they are accomplished . In addition ,

Performance, Operational, and Maintenance Standards for Electronic Equipment.
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maintenance program is mandatory . Since
such a program varies with each ship because

he observes the performance of operational
maintenance from time to time.

of differences in electronic installations and
differences in complement and abilities of

To assist in preventing serious equipment
derangement, each operator mustbe impressed

personnel, no set rules can be given regarding
details. Each preventive maintenance pro
gram should , however , be based upon the
general directives given in Chapter 67 , Bureau
of Ships Manual, and should include the specific
preventive maintenance requirements for each

with the importance of reporting promptly to
the electronics division equipment defects and
irregularities noted . Such defects can then be
corrected immediately or noted in the CSMP

file for later correction , depending upon the
nature of the defect and its effect upon the

equipment as set forth in technical manuals,

readiness of the ship .
In carrying out any assigned responsibility
for operational maintenance the electronics

POMSEE , and other pertinent publications.
The Bureau of Ships Manual points out that

officer confers with operating division officers

operational or preventive inspections and tests

in order to avoid interrupting schedules estab

shall not be permitted to interrupt unneces

lished by those officers and to maintain smooth

sarily the services provided by a ship or station .
No equipment should be dismantled or other
wise made inoperative without proper authori

working relationships among all personnel

concerned . The possibility of conflicts be
tween departments ordivisions is decreased by

zation , nor should " on the air " tests of trans
mitting equipment be made during scheduled

a ship' s organization which clearly defines

periods of silence or when such tests would

areas of responsibility .
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

interfere with normal service.
The manual states also thattests and inspec
tions shall be made by operating and mainte

It is reasonable to assume that many equip
ment breakdowns were at some time minor

nance personnel of the activity concerned , but

faults . Some of theseminor faults have detect

that where qualified personnel or suitable
testing equipmentis notavailable at theactivity ,

able manifestations. The detection and correc
tion of these faults before they result in

arrangements shall be made through the cog

nizant unit commander for the temporary sery

equipment failure is the ultimate objective of
preventive maintenance , which is defined as the
systematic accomplishment of those mainte
nance items necessary to reduce or eliminate

ices of qualified personnel and proper testing
equipment. Currentdirectives and instructions
of the cognizant commander should be consulted

for the proper method of requesting such
assistance .

equipment failures and prolong the useful life
of the equipment.
Equipment failures are governed in general
by the complexity of the equipment, thedemands

As stated earlier , those portionsof preven
tive maintenance which require realignment
after accomplishment are the responsibility of
electronics technicians,while those not requir
ing realignmentare normally the responsibility

placed upon it , and the abuse to which it is

subjected . Equipment abuse arises from
failure to follow proper operational procedures ,
and from lack of adequate preventive mainte
nance. Since appropriate technical and main

of equipment operators .
In order to avoid duplication of effort, the

tenance manuals and POMSEE publications

electronics officer may be assigned responsi
bility for the entire preventive maintenance

indicate the preventive maintanance which is
required because of equipment complexity and
performance demands, proper use of the in

program , although such assignment is a matter

to be determined by the individual ship .

formation in these publications will prevent
Checkoff Lists

equipment abuse and assist in reducing or

eliminating equipment failures. The EO there
Checkoff lists are the heart of the preven

fore must see that his men are thoroughly
familiar with the content of the maintenance

tive maintenance program . There should be a

publications applicable to equipment on which
they are assigned to work .
To reduce equipment failures, a well planned

equipment on board . This includes test equip

ment, radiac equipment, antenna systems, and

and conscientiously

remote systems.

checkoff list for each piece of electronic

supervised preventive
19
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which will ensure peak equipmentperformance
ifproperly utilized . Known as the Performance,
Operational, and Maintenance Standards for
Electronic Equipment (POMSEE ) Program , it
provides performance and maintenance stand
ards publications for all major electronic
equipments under the cognizance of the Chief,
Bureau of Ships. For each equipmentsupported
by the program , the following publications are
provided : Performance Standard Sheets; Main
tenance Standards Book , Part I - Test Pro
cedures and Maintenance References; and

Program (discussed later), the Bureau of Ships
provides checkoff sheets for many equipments.
The ship is responsible for preparing pre
ventive maintenance (PM ) checkoff sheets for

equipmentnot supported by the POMSEE Pro
gram . The maintenance sections of equipment
technical manuals (instruction books) indicate
the checks that should be made. The electronics
officer should use these manuals as guides in
preparing the checkoff sheets for his equip
ments. Care must be taken to ensure that all
component parts of each equipment, such as

Maintenance Standards Book , Part II – Pre

MG sets and antennas, are included. Each
check should be so worded that it indicates the
exact test or inspection to be performed . None
should be vague, general, or all inclusive in
nature. Because checkoff lists must be in

ventive Maintenance Checkoff.

Performance Standard Sheets provide op
erational performance data and basic technical
measurements indicative of the minimum ac
ceptable level of performance for the
equipment to which they apply . NavShips
93000 , Binder for Electronic Equipment Per
formance Standard Sheets , provides for incor
porating under one cover all performance
standard sheets on board . The binder is

accord with the type commander ' s preventive
maintenance instructions, these instructions

should be consulted during preparation of the
lists .

It is suggested that a preventive maintenance
file folder be made up for each installed equip
ment not supported by POMSEE publications.
Place the checkoff liston the left , a log form on

distributed by the Bureau of Ships.

the right, and keep the folder in the same com

Maintenance Standards Book , Part I - Test

partment with the equipment itself.
Chapter 3 discusses required records and
reports for electronic equipments. Checkoff
sheets, when properly made up and completed ,
can provide most of the data needed for the
permanent records. In addition they are useful
for training new men to perform routinemain
tenance and for ensuring that no important

Procedures and Maintenance References (for
merly Performance Standards Book ) provides
standard methods for determining measure
ments affecting the performance of a specific
equipment. The tests specified in PartIare to
be made and the readings recorded when the
equipment is operating at peak capacity . These
readings then provide the standard of compar

maintenance procedure is overlooked .

Whether using locally prepared checkoff

ison to be used when the regular preventive
maintenance checks are made as required by

sheets or POMSEE publications, responsibility

Part II. Part I lists step -by - step procedures

for each preventive maintenance check should
be specifically delegated so that individual per
sonnel may know which maintenance items they
must accomplish . Normally , all preventive

to be used in recording performance standards.

Upper and lower limits of tolerances (dial
readings, voltages , or currents ) are given for
each step . No attempt is made in this publica

tion to show how to locate the cause of ineffi

maintenance checks of teletype equipment;
lubrication of motors, generators , and radar

cient operation . Reference to the appropriate
technical manual is still required for trouble

antennas; and cleaning of filters should be
assigned to equipment operators for accom
plishment. After instruction , an RM3 should
be able to perform such duties as making

ventive Maintenance Check -off (Formerly

quarterly sensitivity measurements on LF,

Maintenance Check - off Book ) lists thepreven

shooting and corrective maintenance.
Maintenance Standards Book , Part II – Pre

MF, and HF radio receivers.

tive maintenance checks that should be made

POMSEE Program

on the equipment. The list is broken down into
daily , weekly, monthly , and semiannual checks,

with the steps for each period itemized ,

The Bureau of Ships has developed a com

described , and illustrated . Some Part II books

prehensive system of preventive maintenance

indicate for each check whether it should be
20
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accomplished by the equipment operator or a
technician . Others do not, and in these in
stances the electronics officer mustdetermine
which tests are to be performed by operators .
As they become available , Performance

Standard Sheets and future editions of Mainte
nance Standards Books covering installed
equipment will be distributed directly to ships.

The Ship Electronic Installation Record , Nav
Ships 4110 , is used as a guide for this
distribution .

The sheets and books for new

equipments under production will be distributed
with the equipmentin the samemanner as equip
ment technical manuals .
Available POMSEE publicationsare listed in
the Electronics Information Bulletin (EIB ).
Additional copies may be ordered from Forms
and Publications Supply Distribution Points on

requisition form DD1149. Because many
POMSEE books are still in short supply, those
not available when requisitioned should be
reordered at a later date .

Because preventive maintenance under the

POMSEE Program is relatively new , it is
subject to change and improvement. For in
stance , many of the tests listed in Maintenance
Standards Books, Parts I and II require test
equipments that are not on ships ' allowances.
This situation is being remedied by revision of
the allowances , and BuShips letter 974 - 10 of

25 January 1957 provides type commanders
with approval to procure commercial test
equipment in critically short areas. The fact
that all required test equipment isnot on board

is not to be interpreted as a reason for omitting
the POMSEE Program . The proper equipment
should be borrowed if possible , but if not
possible, all tests possible with available equip
ment should be accomplished .

In implementing the POMSEE Program , the
first step is to establish performance standards
for each onboard equipment included in the
program . These standards should then be re
corded in the applicable publications. Perform

ance standards for many equipments are
established by Bureau of Ships industrial

activities when these activities install,orper
form major repairs on , electronic equipment.
Ships are responsible for seeing thatperform
ance standards are established for other

equipments included in the program . Mainte
nance Standards Books, Part I, indicate that
the measurements specified therein are to be
accomplished by qualified engineers only .

BuShips Instruction 9670.86A , however, says
that forcesafloatmust" complete the remainder
of the Maintenance Standards , Part I, meas
urements . . . when only Performance Standard
Sheet measurements are accomplished by the
accomplishing activity . " This instruction says
further that forces afloat must " Record the
results of the remainder of . . . Part I meas
urements on the Summary Sheet provided and
forward to the Bureau (Code 975 ) when only the
Performance Standard Sheetmeasurements are

accomplished by the accomplishing activity ."
When it is necessary for ship 's force to
accomplish measurements as indicated above ,
it is suggested that they obtain thebest technical
assistance available for the purpose - that is ,
shipyard personnel during the checkout after

shipyard repair, tender personnel, or civilian
technicians after they peak up the equipment.
Regardless of themethod used to accomplish
the measurements prescribed in Maintenance

Standards Books, Part I, the standards estab
lished must be recorded in the appropriate

Part II publication .
Maintenance Standards Books, Part II Preventive Maintenance Check - off Books, con
sist of tests to be used in the routine preventive

maintenance program . The use of Part II
publications is required by the Bureau of Ships
regardless of whether or not the performance
standards have been established in accordance
with Part I. The tests in preventive mainte
nance check - off publications are described in

such detail that preventive maintenance with the
use of these publications can be accomplished
by relatively inexperienced personnel. Ac
tually , following the step -by - step pictured
checks is an excellent method of familiarizing
inexperienced men with the various equipments.
When the results of checks indicate equipment

derangement or malfunction , the cause should
either be corrected at once or made known to
supervisory personnel for later scheduling of
the repair .

The electronics officer must determine the
frequency of checks listed on locally prepared
checkoff sheets. He also must determine
whether or not the indicated frequency of
POMSEE checks is realistic for his particular
ship , for although personnel shortages do not
permit the omission of a preventive mainte
nance program , such shortages must be con

sidered when determining the frequency of

ELECTRONICS ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPLY
required checks. If adequate numbers oftech

with the content of directives and instructions

nicians are not on board , some of the daily

affecting their work , as for example , BuShips
Instruction 9670 .89 which requires discontin

checks will of necessity have to be scheduled
for weekly accomplishment, someofthe weekly
checks for monthly accomplishment, and so on .
Weekly and monthly checks should be so sched
uled that some testing is performed each day .

uance of the wholesale removalof electron tubes

for routine testing. This instruction announces
the change , explains why the former procedure

was unsatisfactory , sets forth the new proce

This will eliminate attempts to accomplish all

dure to be followed as general practice, and

tests on the last day of the week or month .

indicates the need for informing the Bureau of
Ships in cases where extensive tube selection
for a particular socket was necessary .

Maintenance Supervision

The

men obviously should be familiar with all of the
above matters in order to appreciate fully this

A successful preventive maintenance pro

change in procedure .

gram requires proper supervision . Withoutit,
the program may degenerate into nothing more

than a series of initials on checkoff sheets.

TECHNICAL MAINTENANCE

It is emphasized that each item initialed on a

checkoff sheet must represent actual accom

Technical maintenance is the restoration of

plishment of that maintenance item . Blank
spaces are acceptable as useful information ,
because they serve as a record of checks that

equipment to normal operating condition
through the elimination of electrical and me

have not been made.

chanical faults ; replacement of unserviceable

Should an administrative inspection indicate
careless completion ofpreventive maintenance
records, the electronics officer is the person

parts, subassemblies, or assemblies; and
ment. This work in general requires skill and

who will be held responsible. He therefore

detailed technical knowledge of the equipment

aligning, testing, and adjusting affected equip
and is the direct responsibility of the EO and

should set up the program in such a way that
it can be carried out as planned . He then must

his electronics technicians.
The knowledge required for technicalmain

ensure that it is carried out.
Neglect of itemssuch as lubrication , antenna

insulator cleaning, and antenna meggering are

tenance can be acquired only through adequate
applicable experience , individual study, formal

easy to spot.

Other preventive maintenance

naval schooling , observation of the work of

should be spot checked periodically, preferably
some each week . In addition , the electronics

other skilled personnel, and in - service train
ing. The electronics officer is responsible for

officer should observe the complete preventive

so administering his division that the men are

maintenance checkout of a different equipment
weekly . Such observations will enable him to

given opportunities to increase in capabilities
through all of the foregoing factors .

ascertain that the checks are being performed

Details of technical maintenance (usually

properly and will increase his knowledgeof the
equipment.

referred to in technical manuals as " correc

tive" ) are given in equipmenttechnicalmanuals,
maintenance manuals , letters, directives, and

Inspections of all equipments , to determine
material condition and the correctness ofcom
pleted maintenance, is another important part
of maintenance supervision . To prevent the

periodicals such as the Electronics Information

Bulletin, NavShips 900,022A . The electronics

possibility of a man ' s neglecting his work ex

officer is responsible for seeing that allperti
nent literature is readily available to his men .

cept when inspection is scheduled , such in
spections should be made at random . They
should be made in the presence of the man

TENDER /YARD MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR

responsible for the equipment.
No inspections, tests , nor maintenance

Tender / Yard maintenance is that mainte
nance which requires a major overhaul or
complete rebuilding of parts , subassemblies ,

which would interruptnormal service should be
permitted .

Another facet of maintenance supervision is
that of ensuring that the men become familiar

or the end items involved . Such maintenance is
22
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the responsibility of the EO aboard ship to the
extent that he establishes the fact that the re
quired work is beyond the capabilities of the
ship ' s force and recommends to the command
ing officer that it be accomplished . He also

determines whether or not the work is of an
emergency nature, recommends the type of

availability required , and initiates the repair
request to be forwarded by the commanding

officer to the appropriate commander. Work
beyond the capacity of the ship ' s force , includ
ing types ofavailabilities and thepreparation of
work lists and repair requests , is discussed in

chapter 5.

Repair Ship And Tender EO
Although thedevelopmentofrepair ships and
tenders has reached a certain degree of spe

ASSISTANTS TO REPAIR OFFICERS

cialization , they have many characteristics and
facilities in common which make them suitable
for general work in addition to the specific

assistant repair officer who is charged with

tasks for which they were designed . In general ,

latter ' s absence and with carrying out such
other responsibilities as may be delegated to

the organization , procedures , and responsibil

ities of the officers and men aboard a tender
are similar to those aboard a repair ship . The
following discussion of a repair ship , therefore ,
is applicable also to a tender.

REPAIR OFFICER

A repair ship ' s organization provides for a
repair officer who is primarily responsible for
a well organized and efficiently operating re
pair department. In carrying out this respon

A repair ship' s organization provides for an
the responsibilities of the repair officer in the
him .

Other assistants to the repair officer in
clude :
1. An electrical assistant who is responsi
ble for the proper functioning of the electrical

instrument, electrical repair, gyrocompass ,
and battery shops .
2 . An electronics assistant who is charged
with all work of the electronics division .
3. An engineering or machinery assistant

who is responsible for the proper functioning

sibility he keeps himself informed of the cur

of the machine shops .

rent workloadof his department and the capacity

4 . A construction or hull assistant charged
with the proper functioning of the pattern ,
carpenter , shipfitter , blacksmith , sheetmetal,
pipe and copper , and welding shops.

of his crew and facilities. He also keeps the
maintenance representative of the Service
Force , or type commander in the case of an

AD or AS, informed of the current status of
work in order that the appropriate represent
ative may properly schedule and assign ships
to be repaired . He is responsible for the re
view of work requests received from ships

5 . An ordnance assistantwho is responsible
for the fire control, ordnance repair, canvas ,

assigned for repair and for the acceptance or

ELECTRONICS ASSISTANT

and torpedo shops.

rejection of the jobs according to the capacity
of his department.

The repair ship electronics assistant is con

In order to obtain first-hand knowledge of

cerned primarily with testing and repairing
equipment from other ships. Healso is respon
sible for the upkeep of the electronic equipment

conditions and to ensure the maintenance of
required standards, the repair officer makes
frequent inspections of his department and re
quires his division officers to make corrections
in conditions as necessary .

regularly allowed and installed in the repair
ship . In carrying out these responsibilities the
electronics assistant directs and supervises

his officer assistants , enlisted personnel, and

and contract
contract field
field service
service technicians
technician assigned
any
He is charged with the review ofall person
nel problems arising within his department in

such matters as training , work assignments,
and leave .

to his organization . Under the repair officer ,
he has responsibilities toward the electronics
division similar to those of the repair officer
toward the repair department.
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He makes inspections as required to ensure

ships in work beyond the capacity of their

that the work done by his personnel is effective

personnel or facilities. This assistance may
be given by ( 1) sending repair ship personnel
and equipment aboard another ship , (2 ) pro

and complete.
He sees that space and testing equipmentare
available for bench testing and repairing such

equipment as VHF, UHF , loran , IFF ,and tele

viding for technicians from other ships to come
aboard and use repair ship equipment to test

type.

and correct their own equipment under the

supervision of repair ship personnel, or (3)
receiving equipment from other ships for test

He plans for and supervises the accomplish
ment of those installations and field changes
authorized by the Bureau for accomplishment
by forces afloat. In making installations he
follows the type plans and instructions issued
by the Bureau.
While the priority of work to be undertaken

and correction by repair ship personnel.
He assists other ships' forces in inspection
of electronic material to ensure effective me
chanical and electrical operation . As soon as
practicable he advises the cognizant command
ing officers of the results of such inspections
in order that these officers may take approp
riate action to have any material requiring tests
or repairs removed as necessary for these

by the electronics division is furnished by
other cognizant authority, it is within theprov
ince of the electronics assistant to suggest
changes in priority schedules . With his knowl
edge of the capabilities and limitations of the
personnel at his disposal he is able to suggest
schedule variations which will improve the
flow of work.

purposes.
When requested by proper authority , he
further assists commanding officers of other
ships by providing instruction to the personnel
of these ships.

Repair Ship Training

Such instruction may include

proper use of pertinent publications and infor
mation on electronics supply in addition to in
struction on the correct performance ofmain

Training the enlisted personnel under his
cognizance is an important responsibility of
any electronics officer . For the repair ship ' s

tenance .

electronics assistant this is a major job . Not
only must his men be able to maintain and re
pair the ship ' s installed equipment, they must
also be able to repair various equipments in
stalled aboard other ships. To accomplish the

Repair EO 's Supply Responsibilities
The electronics assistant aboard a repair
ship must cooperate with supply personnel on
electronics supply matters. While it is the
function of associated supply activities to order
and stock equipment components and parts , it is
necessary that the repair ship electronics as
sistant have limited authority in the issue of
critical items. With his knowledge of the re
quirements of the ship serviced by the repair
ship , he should be able to divert critical items
to those having the greatest needs.
He must provide technical assistance as
required by supply personnel for the purpose
of screening requisitions and identifying elec

work of his division the EO must have on board

at all times a nucleus of trained men . In addi
tion , he must ensure that electronics school
graduates received for duty within the command

obtain a minimum of 3 months intensive train

ing in practical electronics repair in order to
qualify them for independent duty . He must
also arrange for the school graduates thus

trained to be exchanged for men requiring
training for independent duty . Thismeans that
a well organized training program must be in
effect at all times and that the program be given
sufficiently high priority in the working sched
ule to ensure its continuance during periods
when the repair workload seems excessive.
Provision also should be made for temporarily
assigned technicians of repair units to impart

tronic material. He must also review other

ships' allowances of electronic materials and
recommend changes to the commanding officers
in order that sufficient stock will be on hand to

their specialized knowledge to the ship ' s force.

meet requirements without involving unneces

Assistance to Other Ships

sary purchases or the carrying of excess stock .

Upon request the repair ship electronics

He must see that adequate and suitable stowage
facilities are available and that deterioration

officer assists commanding officers of other
24
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of equipment due to improper care while in

storage is avoided .

Equipment Improvement
In accomplishing the above responsibilities
the repair ship electronics assistant ofneces
sity acquires detailed knowledge of the equip
ment installed in units of the fleet.

This

detailed information enables him to discover
modifications which if put into effect would
increase the efficiency of equipment. He thus
becomes an important source of suggested
improvements for electronic equipment. He is
responsible for initiating correspondence on
proposed improvements and forwarding it via

appropriate channels in order that the Navy
may benefit from his knowledge .

Operational Development Force EO
The purpose of the OperationalDevelopment
Force is to evaluate naval tactics and material.
This includes operational andmaterial evalua

therefore , care must be exercised to eliminate
all bias and prejudice from project reports.
Though opinion and conjecture are solicited ,

tions of electronic systems, equipment, and

they must be clearly identified as such . The

accessories.

EO assists in the preparation of these reports

The electronics officer aboard an OpDev For

by recording the results of his tests of the

ship assists in conducting electronics evalua

equipment's material reliability .

tion projects to investigate equipmentand sys
tem potentialities. When project equipment is
received on board , the EO must familiarize
himself with its maintenance requirements as
soon as practicable, since equipment or sys

Evaluation projects are assigned to a ship
by the Commander Operational Development
Force through individual project assignment
letters.

tems under evaluation mustbe maintained atas
high a level of operational performance as

possible. All available facilities for meeting
this requirement mustbe utilized . ComOpDev
For staff personnelmay assist, but the primary
responsibility remains with the individual ship .

In order that the report of the project will give

Generally only a small portion of the elec
tronic equipment installed in OpDevFor ships is
peculiar to the requirements of the Force. The
equipment regularly allowed and installed in
such ships is normally the responsibility of the
administrative type commander . The elec
tronics officer ' s responsibilities for this equip

a true picture of the equipment' s potentialities,
a complete and detailed maintenance log , in

ment are specified by the type command and

cluding accounts of all casualties , must be

are similar to the responsibilities aboard any

kept.

ship of the type , that is , similar to the respon

Future electronics planning in the Navy is
influenced by the results of evaluation projects;

sibilities already described in this and thepre

ceeding chapters .

Conclusion
The electronics officer aboard ship has im
portant material responsibilities . These in
clude installations authorized for ship ' s force

electronic equipments. In fact, his adminis
trative responsibilities, discussed in chapter 1 ,
and the foregoing material responsibilities are

accomplishment, liaison with other depart

all directed primarily toward his responsibility

ments of the ship , and knowledge of pertinent

for electronics maintenance .

literature. They include familiarity with naval

The three types ofmaintenance for which the
EO is responsible are operational, preventive ,
and technical or corrective. Under normal
circumstances the greatest emphasis will be

supply and may include the performance of such
supply functions as maintaining approved stock
levels and ensuring proper stowage of elec
tronics items. The major portion of the EO ' s
time will normally , however, be spent in en
suring adequate maintenance of all assigned

placed upon preventing equipment breakdown .

An effective preventive maintenance program
is therefore imperative .

Inherent in such a

ELECTRONICS ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPLY

program are such actions as assigning themen

maintenance of any electronic equipment per

to work on specific equipments, devising check
off sheets and records as necessary to ensure
that all required preventive items are accom
plished , scheduling the checks and tests to be
performed , supervising to ensure that all items
are performed properly , and initiating any
necessary requests to tenders or other activ
ities for the assistance of qualified personnel
or the use of suitable testing equipment.
The primary responsibility of the elec
tronics assistant to the repair officer aboard a
tender or repair ships is the repair of equip
mentregularly installed in other ships, although

manently installed aboard the repair ship is
also his responsibility . Training is another of

his major responsibilities as he prepares his
men for independent duty or undertakes to im
prove the technical abilities of crews aboard
other ships .

The electronics officer aboard a ship of the
Operational Development Force is responsible
for all permanently installed equipmentaboard
the ship, but his primary responsibility is to
assist in testing, evaluating, and reporting upon
equipments assigned to the ship specifically for

test and evaluation .
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Efficient administration requires exact and
current knowledge of all matters under the
cognizance of the administrator. In the case
of the electronics material officer , this in
cludes knowledge of the current operating status

to the development of improved equipment. It
describes the Reports Program and indicates
the part played by this program in eliminating
unnecessary reporting . Various publications
and the manner in which their proper use con

of all electronic equipment and systems for
which he has maintenance responsibility . It
includes maintaining proper records and com

tributes to increased equipment efficiency are
also discussed .

piling and forwarding to higher administrative

In some instances only thebasic publication
number is given for printed matter (manuals,
directives, forms, and the like) referred to in
this and other chapters . In other instances the

levels various reports required to assist these
officials in carrying out their responsibilities

for naval electronic installations . It also in
cludes ensuring the proper use of publications
which present information on electronics main

number given is that of the edition current at

tenance matters .

the EO must determine whether or not he has

This chapter discusses various records and

reports required of the electronics material
officerand indicates the contributions of certain

of these to the enforcement of guarantees and

the time the text was prepared . In either case ,
current information . If he hasn ' t, he must ob
tain the latest edition or the changes that will
bring his copies up to date . Use of incorrect
information can be dangerous.

Records
Because information on material as com
plex as electronics cannot be carried in the

recording the results of inspections of equip
ment as well as any tests and field changes

mind, certain records are necessary . To as
sist electronics personnel in keeping up - to

made. The Manual states further that a ma
terial history , comprised of cards filed in

date

looseleaf binders, supersedes the Machinery
History and Hull Repair Books formerly re
quired aboard ship . Such cards as the Ma

information on equipment under their

cognizance, the Bureau of Ships has established
certain required records. These records and
the requirements for maintaining them are

chinery History Card (NavShips 527) , the Elec

discussed in the following paragraphs.

trical History Card (NavShips 527A ); the
Electronic Equipment History Card (NavShips

MATERIAL HISTORY
The Bureau of Ships Manual states that each
activity engaged in the operation of electronic

equipment shall maintain suitable cards for

536 ), and the Hull History Card (NavShips539)
form the basis of the ship ' s material history .
Their purpose is to provide a comprehensive
record or complete history of the items con
cerned . They are to be kept up to date and
available for inspection at all times and are

ELECTRONICS ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPLY

card for electronic equipment. It provides for

to be integrated into preventive maintenance
programs such as the Current Ship 's Main
tenance Project (CSMP).
In maintaining the material history an ap
propriate card is used for each item in the

recording failures and other pertinent informa
tion on electronic equipments . A separate
card is made out for each unit on board . If
additional cards are required they are added ,

llatiforon eeach
10 ). EnirIndex
tem inin the Ship
ach iitem
nstaand
1Electronics
IInstallation
4Machinery
Record (NavShips

and all cards for a particular unit are trans

4110 ). Entries on the cards include descrip

the ship .

ferred with the unit when it is removed from

tions of equipment failures, repairs effected ,

The heading of the card is so designed that
when the card is properly filled in , all the

alterations and field changes made, tests con

ducted, and any other information necessary
to provide a complete material history of the
items. Routine cleaning and operation are not
recorded . The material history cards for
which the electronics material officer is re

Electronic Equipment History Card

necessary information is readily available for
completing the upper part of the Electronic
Failure Report (DD - 787). The heading of the
card shoi ld be typed, but entries on the body
of the card may be either typed or written in
ink or indelible pencil. The following instruc
tions should be followed closely in filling in

(NavShips 536 )

the form , a sample of which is shown in figure

sponsible are described as follows.

3 - 1.

The Electronic Equipment History Card ,
NavShips 536 , is the basic material history

)-49.R( 8ev
636
NUIIPS
NAV

Radio Receiver R -266 AN / URR - 13A
485

AN /URR - 13A
Equipment Model Designation e
l ctorTelephon
Fedeof ra
Name
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Equip . Ser.No.

Contract Na

& Fadio Corp ., Clifton , N . .

Card No.

Serial No. of Unit

Date Installed

NObsr 52051

/54vity Phil Nav 48SH5YD
1/ 15
ng Acti
Installi
Instr. BE.

Location Radio Central , 01- 105 -0 - C
CARDIPMYENT
HIS
EQUTOR
CTRONIC
ELE

Bor No. sod Location
SPARE
PARTS

DATE

Bin stoviage
NATURE OF TROUBLE
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Figure 3.1.- Electronic Equipment History Card (NavShips 536).
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Equipment Model Designation : All letters

space should not be checked . To indicate the

and numbers should be included to indicate the
specific model. For instance, AN /ARC - 1

status of the edition that has been received
(Manuscript, Preliminary, or Advance ) it is

should NOT be entered as AN /ARC or ARC - 1.
Equipment Serial Number : This refers to
the main serial number of the equipment. Do
not use the serial number of a unit or part. If

MS, Pre , or Ady - be inserted here. Promul

in doubt, refer to the publication , Reporting
Electronic Equipment Installations, NavShips
900, 135B , for location of main serial number .
(NavShips 900, 135B will soon be incorporated

in the Electronics Installation and Maintenance
Book . ) Where it is definitely established that
an item does not bear a serial number an
asterisk (* ) is entered in this space.

recommended that the applicable abbreviation
gating

letters in manuscript - form manuals

carry notices of the temporary status of these
manuals .

Date : This refers to the date of a failure,
the correction of a failure, theaccomplishment
of a field change, and other work involving
maintenance or repair.

Nature of Trouble: External evidence of the

number " 1 " for the first card on each unit of
equipment in the original file. As additional

equipment trouble is entered in this column.
The action of the equipmentwhich was sympto
matic of trouble should be described in detail .
Also , whenever a field change is made the field
change number and title are shown in this

cards for a specific unit are filed , they are

column.

Card Number: The number in this space is

numbered consecutively.
Name of Contractor: Enter here the name
of the contractor in full as given on the unit
nameplate or in the technical manual.
Contract Number: The complete contract
number includes all letters and numbers as
given on the unit nameplate .
Serial Number of Unit: Enter here the serial
number of the unit , taken from the unit name
plate . Do not confuse this number with the
equipment serial number .
Location :

Enter the name and designation

of the space in which the unit is located aboard
ship . If the unit is portable , enter the space
where it is normally stored .

This entry is in addition to the entry

required on

the Record of Field Changes

(NavShips 537).

Cause of Failure: This column is most im
portant. Describe how the trouble was traced

and what correctivemeasures were taken . Give
detailed information . Note peculiarities and
weaknesses . The clearer the information in
this column, the more valuable it will be to the
ship , the Bureau , and the manufacturer. It is
also of value as a source of information for
the technician in correcting similar future
trouble. The information in this column , and
that reported on the Electronic Failure Report
(DD - 787) , assists in the production of better

Date Installed : This refers to the date the
unit was installed . If the installation required

and more reliable equipment.

several days, the date of completion is the date

column such information as the name and rate

entered .

Installing Activity : This space is for the
name of the activity which actually installed the

of the person actually doing or supervising the
work , the man - hours consumed , and the sig
nature of the division officer. Such entries

unit.

are optional.

Box Number and Location : Enter here the
numbers and locations of all boxes containing
parts peculiar to the unit in question . If parts
have been removed from boxes and stowed in

Some activities may wish to record in this

Name of Part: List here the names of the

parts involved in the failure.
Circuit Symbol (Part Ref. Desig .) : Record
here the reference designations , as shown in

bins, so indicate in this space. In ships not
converted to the shipboard maintenance parts

the technical manual, of the parts that failed.

system , all parts are furnished in boxes . The

Federal stock number (formerly standard Navy
stock number) including all prefix and suffix
letters , exactly as given in the technicalmanual

numbers and locations of these boxes are en
tered here.

Technical Manual on Board : This space is

Navy Stock Number : This space is for the

checked when the finaltechnical manual ( form

or Stock Number Identification Tables (SNITs).
Life Hours: Enter here the estimated life

erly instruction book ) is received . If only the

of the part. To obtain this figure use the ma

manuscript form of the manual is on board , the

chinery history cards, readings of elapsed time
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meters which total the operating time of the
part, or any other available data.
Date DD -787 Mailed : Record the date the

omitted. Large ships often require that re
pairs be logged in a work book for checking by
a supervisor who then enters them in the ma
terial history . This procedure is successful
where there are many ETs ; however , work
books are not required by regulation . It is
rs madeships
ry. the
he ship 's that
tsuggested
repaismall
histolog
Shiprepairs
repairs

Electronic Failure Report (DD - 787) was mailed
to the Bureau. This means that all failures,
including those of tubes, should be entered on

the history card . The reason for this is that

directly
the material history.le Ships often
sin, arepairs
tis, theby ppeople
hopytoardlog
nd thamade
eop ofother than
Sfail
the ship' s force; thatis, those madeby tenders,
shipyards, and civilian technicians. These also
should be entered in the material history .

if, for example, the same type tube should fail

lue supan overload at a circuit coe
ccausing
an overload on the tube. With

several times in succession there would be
reason to suspect that a circuit component is

this

clue supplied by the history card , the real
cause of the failure can be attacked .

Despite the shortage of ETs it is still pos

Resistance Test Record (NavShips 531)
The Resistance Test Record, NavShips 531,

sible to keep a complete material history by
having each man who performs a repair make
the entry in the material history as soon as he

or megger card as it is commonly called , is

finishes the job. To ensure that proper en

shown in figure 3 - 2. It provides for recording

tries are being made, the electronics officer
should check them once a week for complete

the insulation resistance of units and circuits
such as radio antennas and power distribution
circuits. It is inserted in the materialhistory
binder adjacent to the applicable history card .

ness and correctness . Spot checks should suf

fice to prove whether or not entries are being
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Figure 32 -Resistance Test Record (NavShips 531).
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typing or writing with ink or indelible pencil .

Resistance tests indicate when work is re

The official name and Navy type number (or

quired to prevent expensive failures or to main
tain equipment at its peak. Responsibility for
resistance tests and record entries should be
assigned to designated personnel who should be
the importance of accurate readings and en
tries. Because falling resistance readings may
indicate the approach of trouble, the EO should

other official identification) of each component
affected by a field change should be shown
parenthetically after the title of a change.
The columns headed Number , Title of Field
Change, and Authority for Change are to be
completed in numerical order for all changes
affecting a specific equipment. Field changes

check the records periodically. When a fall is

affecting given equipments are listed in the

noticed he should have the reason determined
and corrective action taken as necessary .

Electronics Installation and Maintenance Book
(NavShips 900 ,000 ) which indicates the instruc

Electron Tube Performance Record
(NavShips 538 )

tion bulletin or reference instruction authoriz
ing the change . The authorizing document
provides information required in the above

trained in the use of the megger and aware of

columns.

The columns, Change Made By and Date of

The Bureau of Ships no longer requires the
use of the Electron Tube Performance Record ,

Change , should be left blank until the change

NavShips 538. The cards, however, may be
used at the ship 's discretion for any large or

is completed at which time the name of the
person making the change and the date should

expensive tubes for which it may be desirable
to maintain separate records . When used , the

be entered . If the change applies to the model

but not to the particular serial number of the
equipment, the words , " not applicable, " should

cards are inserted in the binder behind the
history card for the equipment in which the

be entered in these columns.

tube is installed . Upon failure of the tube , the
card may be destroyed after an Electronic
Failure Report (DD787) has been completed

performance data are discussed later under

New field changes are listed in the Elec
tronics Information Bulletin (EIB ) which also
gives the information needed to order the ap
plicable field change kit , or , if a kit is not re
quired , to order the field change bulletin . Kits
are ordered on form DD - 1145 . If printed mat

Tube Guarantees .

ter only is required , it is ordered on form DD

and forwarded to the Bureau of Ships .
Bureau requirements for recording tube

1149. Both were formerly ordered on S . and
A . Form 43.

Record of Field Changes( NavShips 537 )

When the EIB lists a field change that is ap
Information on field changes for electronic

plicable to the equipment on board , the required

equipment is recorded on the Record of Field

material should be ordered and the change
number , title , and authority should be entered
on the Record of Field Changes . (A Repair
Record Card , NavShips 529, should be com

Changes NavShips 537. One of these cards is

prepared for each equipment and filed in the
material history binder adjacent to thehistory

card for the equipment.

pleted and filed to indicate that the change is
yet to be made.) If within the capacity of the

This record is of paramount importance .
Without modifications an equipment may be

ship' s force , the change should be made when
the required material arrives. If the change
is not within the capacity of the ship ' s force ,

dangerously out of date and subject to numerous

serious difficulties . Without a record of field
changes it is difficult to determine whatmodi
fications, it any, have been made. The informa

the material should be stowed until the next

availability .
To determine whether or not the ship ' s
field change cards are up to date , the Elec

tion recorded on these cards is essentialthere
fore for routine maintenance, for trouble
shooting , and for ordering repair parts which

tronics Installation and Maintenance Book
should be consulted . Should the information in
this publication be insufficient to make the
determination , assistance should be requested

belong to the improved equipment.
Figure 3 - 3 shows a Record of Field Changes

(NavShips 537).

The spaces for equipment

model designation , serial number , date in

from a tender , a shipyard , or civilian tech
nicians. If there is to be an arrival inspection

stalled , and card number are filled out by
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Figure 3.3.-Record of Field Changes (NavShips 537).
vey may be made upon request at that time.

described Record of Field Changes, NavShips
537, which is white. As a repair is required ,

Record Card , Plain (NavShips 532 )

an alteration approved , or a field change
authorized , the applicable card should be filled
in and filed in the material history binder be

The purpose of the form NavShips 532 is to
provide for recording any desired supple

hind the appropriate history card . Being of

mentary information .

outstanding work .

before a shipyard overhaul, a field change sur

distinctive colors, the cards readily indicate

It is inserted in the

binder behind the card it supplements.

Repair Record Card (NavShips 529 )
CURRENT SHIP 'S
When a required repair cannot be accom
plished immediately or is beyond the capacity

MAINTENANCE PROJECT

The purpose of the Current Ship 's Main

of the ship 's force, a Repair Record Card ,

tenance Project (CSMP) is to provide a current

NavShips 529, should be filled out and filed be

record ofmaintenance, modifications, and re
pairs yet to be accomplished by the ship 's

hind the appropriate history card . The repair
cards for work beyond the capacity of the ship ' s
force should contain the information that will

personnel or during availabilities. The CSMP
is comprised essentially of the following three
cards : Repair Record Card , NavShips 529 ,

later be given on the repair requests for ship
yard or tender work . Entering complete in
formation at the time the need for repair be
comes evident will do much to guarantee

which is a blue card, Alteration Record Card ,
NavShips 530, which is pink , and thepreviously
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successful shipyard and tender availabili

field Changes , should then be removed and

ties .

A note in the upper right corner of each
card to indicate whether the work is to be
done by ship 's force (S. F .), tender (T ), or
shipyard (Yd) will simplify locating the ap

placed in a Completed Work file.
Repair Record Cards and Alteration Record
Cards are retained for a period of 2 years
after the work noted thereon has been com
pleted and entries made in thematerialhistory .

propriate cards when ETs have time to under
take jobs awaiting accomplishment. Before

destroyed at the discretion of the commanding

After the 2 - year period these cards may be

officer. When ships are decommissioned or
placed out of service during this period the

tender or yard availabilities , pulling thecards
on which to base work requests will also be
easier.

cards are retained on board .
Electronic Equipment History Cards and
Records of Field Changes remain with the
equipments referred to on the cards. If the
equipment is transferred , these cards are

Alteration Record (NavShips 530 )
When an alteration is approved , an Altera
tion Record Card , NavShips 530 , should be
filled out and filed behind the history card for
the equipment that the alteration is to modify

transferred with it . The history card is to
remain with the equipment throughout its

normal service life. If an equipment is proc
essed through equipment restoration pro
cedures , a new history card will replace the

or replace. If the alteration approves the in
stallation of new equipment, the card should
be placed in the binder where the new history

previous card .

card will eventually be inserted . The spaces
on the card are generally self- explanatory. The
important consideration is that the alteration

LOCAL RECORDS

be adequately described in the Work Required
section of the card .

EMO may establish such local records as he

Record Retention Procedures

considers desirable for the improved func
tioning of his division . It is emphasized how

When CSMP work is completed , notations
to this effect should be entered on the material
history card and the applicable CSMP cards .
The latter , with the exception of the Record of

ever that unless the additional records will
contribute materially to the efficiency of the
division their establishment is not recom
mended . ETs have a big job to do without being
swamped with paperwork .

In addition to the required records, the

Reports
To increase the effectiveness of recurring
reports and to avoid duplication , a program
known as the Reports Program has been put
into effect. The major objectives of this
program are: (1 ) to develop themost effective
new reports and reporting procedures ; (2) to

Direct responsibility for the Program is

vested in the Navy Management Office , Navy
Department. Periodically , the bureaus and
offices furnish the Navy Management Office
with current listings of their required re
curring reports . These listings are published

improve existing reports and related pro

in NMOINST 5213.2, Consolidated List of Re

cedures in the light of current needs ; (3 ) to

curring Reports Required by the Navy Depart
ment From the Naval Shore Activities, and
OpNavinst 5213 . 7 , Consolidated List of Re
curring Reports Required by the Bureaus and
Offices, Navy Department, From the Operating

ensure economy in paperwork , man -hours , and

other costs by analyzing and simplifying re
ports and reporting procedures ; and (4 ) to

eliminate and preventunnecessary or duplicate
reporting.

Forces.

The Reports Program is installed in the
various naval bureaus and offices , in the
Marine Corps , in each continental naval dis
trict , and in selected major field activities.

vised periodically to reflect changes made by

The foregoing instructions are re

the bureaus , offices, and Chief of Naval Opera - .

tions, in their requirements for recurring
reports. The bureaus and offices will furnish
33
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reports information to individuals and other

factors entering into analyses of the fleet's

offices upon request.

The latest list should be used as applicable

electronic equipmentand maintenancerequire
ments. It reduces the time required for main

by the operating forces and shore activities

taining and analyzing records and promulgating

to compare the reports required with those
actually being submitted . To comply with
existing directives and to ensure the elimina
tion of unnecessary reporting, any requests

essential information to interested activities.

It also is used in planning future overhauls ; in
budgeting for, procuring, and distributing

for reports not listed in the instructions should

ships .

equipment; and in planning the deployment of

The details for recording and reporting the

be brought to the attention of the office or

required information are contained in NavShips

bureau making the request.

sponsibility of the electronics materialofficer

900 , 135B , Reporting Electronic Equipment In
stallations. The system is designed around
automatic tabulating machines using punched
cards. Briefly , the system functions as follows:
Immediately following the fitting out avail

are discussed in the following paragraphs.

ability , an initial report, listing the electronic

Ship Electronics Installation Record

(NavShips 4110 )

equipment installed on an individual ship , is
submitted to the Bureau of Ships on NavShips
Form 4110 -4 as described in NavShips 900 ,

The Ship Electronics Installation Record,
NavShips 4110 , is a report of a ship ' s elec

initial inventories are submitted, forms
NavShips 4110 - 4 are available at the appro

ELECTRONICS REPORTS
Certain of the reports which are the re

135B.

(Used only as worksheets on which

priate forms and publications supply distribu

tronic equipment inventory and is the basis of
the ship electronics installation record sys
tem . Using form NavShips 4110 the system
provides for recording and reporting the cur

tion point.) The Bureau of Ships then prepares

machine tabulating cards from the data ap
pearing in the ship ' s initial report. Utilizing
these tabulating cards , the Bureau prepares

rent status of electronics installations on naval
vessels and for promulgating this information
to interested fleet and shore activities . It is
applicable to all U . S . Navy commissioned

printed records (NavShips 4110 ) of the equip
ment installed in the ship and distributes vary

ing numbers of copies of the record to in
terested activities as indicated in NavShips

vessels (including Naval Reserve Training and
Service Craft, Reserve Fleet, and Military
Sea Transportation Service) having electronic

900 ,135B .

Figure 3- 4 illustrates a portion

of such a printed record .

equipment on board .

Whenever a major change is made in a

The form NavShips 4110 makes readily

ship ' s electronic equipment installation a cor

available to fleet and type commanders and

rected NavShips 4110 is submitted to the
Bureau of Ships . (See fig. 3 -5 for examples
of corrections. ) The Bureau ' s record for that
ship is then corrected and reprinted , and
copies are distributed to the recipients of the

to commanding officers accurate and current
information on the electronic equipment in
stalled in units under their command. It simpli

fies the determination of which field changes
are applicable to the equipment on board and
it reduces the time required to prepare equip

previous record .

The necessary data for printing the initial

ment installation records .

machine -tabulated installation record for a
given ship are obtained from shipyard ma
terial installation lists , shipyard inspection
reports , commissioning inspections, or from a

The NavShips 4110 furnishes the Bureau of
Ships a complete and current record of ship
board electronic installations and serves as a
means of informing the Office of the Chief of

combination of these sources . When compiled

Naval Operations, fleet commanders , type
commanders , the Electronics Supply Office ,
and naval shipyards of the electronics installa
tions in the fleet. It serves as a basis for
determining Electronics Repair Parts Allow

especially for record purposes , an inspection
report or list of equipment must contain all
the data required for filling in the ultimate
NavShips 4110 . Such a list should be typed and
arranged in a manner similar to the printed

ance Lists (ERPAL ) and constitutes one of the

form .
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SHIP ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION RECORD
DATE REVISED BY SHIP _ 9/12 /56 SHIP
T
ME

NAVSNIPS 4110 REV. 6-98)

AREA

NUMBER

S . C . C . CODE

CAT

EQUIPT
VOLTAGE

SERIAL

REMARKS

NUMBER

EQUIPMENT MODEL
FOR DURCAU USE ONLY

DIST.

NE

1 A2

USS EVERSAIL , BB2

DATE

DIS . DERTH HO
YARD VOLT. MODA
ARE

FLT.N ICOMMI
FRO

SHIP NAME
SHIP

BUSHIPS REPORT . 0670

LOCA
TION

200

200

24206
AM - 215 A /u
AM -215 Alu
AN -ARC - 1

2571

2744
28046

3341

MAR

RDR

2079
3359

TCS- 9

1617

49546
49546

1619
NONE

66053
66095

10088

66147

12628

334

SCR -578 -B

AN /SPS -5
C -682 /SR

NONE

PAGE

Figure 3-4.-Printed Ship Electronics Installation Record (NavShins 4110).
record printed , and copies distributed to the

It is necessary that a machine- printed rec
ship. If a ship has not received a printed
NavShips 4110 at any time in the past, a list
of the electronic equipment on board should
be compiled in accordance with the instruc

activities concerned .

ord be compiled as soon as possible for each

Six copies of the record are retained by
the Bureau of Ships for administrative use and
for reference use by other bureaus, offices,
and agencies. When the record covers the

tions in NavShips 900 ,135B, and forwarded to

installation in a ship which is operating in a
special service, such as the Operational De
velopment Force, one of the Bureau copies is
furnished to the command of the special force

the Bureau for initial processing. Requests
for initial records should not be forwarded to
the Bureau unless accompanied by such a list
of equipment. Upon receipt of this list, the
Bureau sees that cards are punched, the initial

for information and planning purposes. Other
copies of the record are distributed in varying
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SHIP ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION RECORD
DATE REVISED BYDIST,SHIPBER_LATH6 / HO
/57 SHIP
10 ME

NAVONIPI 4110 (REV. --

COMMAR

SUSHIPS REPORT - 070 DATE

YARD VOLT. MO.

DIST

DAY

Harus ARCA

NF

SHIP NAME
SHIP NUNDER

REMARKS

IPT

.S

USS EVERSAIL , BB2
EQUIPMENT MODEL
A
1.C. C. CODE CAT LOC
TION
E
FOR OUREAU VOC ONLY
EXAMPL 1: REMOVAL OF EQUIRENT
TYPE

CQUTAGE.
VOL

SERIAL
NUMBER

EXAMPLE 2: EQUIPMENT RELOCATED
EXRDZAMPLE 3: CORRECTING EQUIRENT SERIAL NUMBER
40 EXTDAMZ PLE 4 : CORRECTING EQUIPMENT VOLTAGE

670

EXTCAMS PL- 13E 3: OLD EQUIPMENT REMOVED AND NEW INSTALLED

Wholest
# 677 TCS -15
EXAMPLE 6 : CORRECTING EQUIPENT MODEL
il 10 EXBEAMPLTE8L7: -17REPORTI NG TRANSFER PANELS

6

5678

OTY 62
QTY

SB -82 - SRR
SBAM-82PLE SRR

OTY

EXSB -83- SRT8: REPORTING RADIAC DOSIMETERS AND POCKET CHALLBERS
QTY 104C !
QTY 63

DT-60 -PD
IN - 9D - PD

PAGE 1 of 1

Figure 3-5.- Corrected NavShips 4110 showing changes in a ship's electronics,installation.
the printed record is found to contain errors,

numbers to the type commander , home yards,

omissions, or in any manner does not agree

and so forth , as set forth in NavShips 900 , 135B .

with the ship' s equipment, all copies must be
corrected with red pencil or red ink and one
copy returned immediately to the Bureau for
reprinting and redistribution. The other cor
rected copies are retained in the ship 's files
for information and record pending receipt of
the reprinted copies from the Bureau. In case
a change is made in a ship ' s installation prior
to receipt of the reprinted copies from the
Bureau , a second corrected copy should be
submitted to the Bureau. The third copy then
becomes the ship 's file copy.

The copies of primary interest to the ship
electronics officer are the five forwarded to
the ship . In order that these records may be
of value to the holders , they must be correct
and up to date at all times. Accordingly , im
mediately upon receipt of the printed copies,

ship 's personnel must check the printed list
against the electronic equipment on board. If
the record is entirely correct and in complete
agreement with the shipboard equipment , the

copies are filed. If, however, upon checking,
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When a change in the electronics installa
tion is made by the ship ' s force , a tender force,
or a shorebased activity, the ship ' s copies of
the installation record should be removed from
file and revised to agree with the changed
installation .

The necessary changes must be

noted on all copies, in red pencil or red ink ,
and the date of revision indicated in the space

provided at the top of the form . One revised
copy is then mailed to the Bureau for reprinting

and redistribution while the other revised
copies are returned to the ship's files pending
receipt of the reprinted copies from the Bureau .

The filed revised copies are destroyed upon
receipt ofthe reprinted copies from the Bureau .

bution isis rresponsible
esponsi
4110The(1)Bureau
and disoftriShips

for

publishing and distributing a revised NavShips
4110 ( 1) upon receipt of the post overhaul
NavShips 4110 , (2) upon receipt of reports of
major changes made between overhauls , and

( 3 ) six months before a regularly scheduled
overhaul. (In preparing this preoverhaul issue,
the Bureau uses the latest NavShips 4110 on
file and consolidates with it all minor changes
reported to date . This procedure eliminates

the need for the ship to submit a preoverhaul

report; therefore such a report from the ship
is no longer required .) The Bureau forwards
the completed preoverhaul NavShips 4110 to
the ship , type commander , overhaul yard , and

(Minor changes in on board equipment, not
accomplished during regular overhaul periods,

the Electror :cs Supply Office.

are reported to the Bureau ofShips on NavShips
4263 as illustrated in figure 3 -6 . If additional

Electronics Performance and
Operational Report (NavShips 3878 )

NavShips 4263 forms are required , they may
be obtained from the appropriate forms and
publications supply distribution point.)
Because the information provided by the

tronics Performance and Operational Reports ,

NavShips 4110 is essential to the operation of
various bureaus and offices of the Navy De

ments .

partment and because the information also is
frequently used by other Government offices
and agencies in coordinating their activities
with those of the Navy , it is imperative that
all ships concerned maintain complete, ac
curate , and current records oftheir electronics

The Bureau of Ships requiresmonthly Elec
NavShips 3878 , on certain electronic equip

erence, currectron

To determine those on which reports

are required , reference should be made to the
appropriate instruction , currently BuShips In
struction 9670 .20A . The Electronics Installa

tion and Maintenance Book , NavShips 900 ,000 ,
gives a sample form for the report and de
tailed instructions for its preparation . Since
the reports require information of an opera

installations.
Errors in an installation record have a
direct bearing upon the adequacy of the Elec
tronic Repair Parts Allowance List, because,

tional nature , the appropriate operations of
ficer has a joint responsibility with the EO in
their preparation .

obviously , an error in the inventory will be

Bureau informed on equipment performance

ce thasen,iannaderror
equr iinn the ERPAL and will
divinresult
nthus
ireflected
in inadequate repair parts support.
Since the NavShips 4110 is initiated by the
individual ship, the Bureau of Ships can do

little , except during regularly scheduled over
hauls , to verify the accuracy of the report.
The responsibility therefore rests with the
ship and it is to the ship ' s benefit that she
submit changes as soon as they occur.
In summary then , the ship' s responsibility
is

to submit a corrected NavShips 4110 one

veek before completion of a regularly scheduled
verhaul (the post overhaul NavShips 4110 ) ,
und whenever a major installation or removal
s made between overhauls. Minor changes
»ccurring between overhauls must be reported
romptly on the postcard form , NavShips
1263.

These reports are essential to keeping the
and operation .

Because they provide first

hand information on equipment under actual
operating conditions and report the maximum

ranges obtained , they are extremely valuable
in evaluating the electronics maintenancepro
gram , enforcing manufacturers ' guarantees ,
evaluating installation adequacy , improving
equipment operation and safety , and improving
equipment design .

Figure 3 - 7 shows a correctly prepared
Electronics Performance and Operational Re
port. The importance of the space allowed for
general remarks is emphasized . In this space
should be indicated any information not included
elsewhere on the form , such as detailed in
formation on any unusual trouble encountered
in operation ; exceptional maintenance re

quired ; types oftargets tracked atthemaximum
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PENALTY F06 PRIATE USL TO AVOID
PAYMENT OF POSTAGE , 3300

U .S.S. EVERSAIL (BB2 )
C/O FLEET POST OFFICE
OFFICIAL BUSINESS
FORN NO . NAWSKI

- 705 (REV . 6 - 9 )

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
BUREAU OF SHIPS - CODE 972
WASHINGTON 25 , D . C.

from : Commen SALL *(BB2)
Chief, Bureau of Ships , Code 994
To :

LOCATION

DUG / INSERTION / IEDEREK

AN /ZRA - 34
NAVSHIPS 4110

900

SERIAL NO .

DATED

9999999
USS EVERSAIL

| 12/ 12 /58

(BB2 )

F. P.Mepeau
ed

( Authoriz

Sina ture )

REPORT BUSNI PS- 9670 - 2

Figure 3-6.-NavShips 4263 indicating minor change in electronic equipment.
ranges reported ; and suggestions for improve

electronic equipment regardless of whether or
not an operational report is submitted .

ment in design , tests , and new applications.
The forwarding of suggested improvements is
not to be construed , however , as authority to
modify the equipment in any way . Nor does
the forwarding of this report eliminate the re
quirement for forwarding the Electronic Fail
ure Report (DD 787) for each failure of

Electronics Field Change Report

(NavShips 2369)
The Electronics Field Change Report, Nav
Ships 2369, has been canceled . If a NavShips
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ELECTRONICS PERFORMANCE AND OPERATIONAL REPORT

SEPORT- SHIPS- 192

Submit original ONLY to Bureau
CLASSIFICATION Confidential,etc.) DATE

NAYSHIPS 3876 (REV . 6 -52)
USS EVERSAIL

FROM:
TO :

FLESTI

OTHER

SONAR

SERIAL NUMBER

AN /SRR - 13A

859

857

861

862

864

865

592

595

595

585

HOURS OF OPERATION DURING

595

PERIOD OF REPORT

TO 5 July 1957

MODEL ON TYPE OF EQUIPMENT

SONAR

D RADAR

PERIOD OF REPORT

FROM 31 May 1957

Chief, Bureau of Ships

CHECK E DIN CATEGJEY REPORTED ON

X RADIO

5 July 1957

UNCLASSIFIED

BB2

Ship' s lane, Type and pull Xo.

HOURS NOT IN OPERATING CONDI.

10

TION DURING PERIOD OF REPORT
OVERALL PERFORMANCE

POOR 0 - 40%
AVERAGE 40 - 70 %
GOOD 70 - 100 %
APPLICABLE FIELD CHANGES
NOT ACCOMPLISHED TO DATE
MAXIMUM RELIABLE RANGE
Radio , Countermeasures and
infra - red )

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

3000

3000

3000

3000

3000

NONE
1 3000

MAXIMN RELIABLE RADAR

RANGE

ST

MINIMUM RELIABLE RADAR

YOS

RANGE

TYPE OF TARGET
ALTITUDE AT MAXIMIM KELIABLE
RADAR RANGE

AVERAGE ECHO BOX RING TIME
AVERAGE VOLTAGE STANDING
WAVE RATIO IN RALAR
TRANSMISSION LINE

MAXIMA ECHO SONAR RANGE

YDS

YDS

YDS

YDS

YDS

YDS

MAXIMUM LISTENING SONAR

YDS

YDS

YOS

YDS

YDS

YDS

RANGE

MAXIMUM SOUNDING SONAR

FMS

FMS

FMS

FMS

FMS

FHS

RANGE

INSTRUCTIONS
Report Signal to Noise

GENERAL REMARKS (Report Ambient and Equipment Temperature in DEGREES if undue heating occurs,

Ratio in " E " Units .
. . Indicate No. for type.

Dropogation and oceanographie conditions, inadequacy of test equipment aboard , explanation of
unusual performance of operational difficulties, etc. )

interference encountered , voltage fluctuation, major failures , new eplications , unusual

2 . Small plane

8783. 1 Kc day voice
12957 kc day RATT
2716 , 0 Kc
3315 .0 " day & night RATT
2836 .0 Kc day & nigut voice 7975. 0 "

6 . Bouy
7 . Rain squall

2386 . 2
8212 .6

1.
3.
4.
5.

Large plane
Group of planes
Ship
Submarine

8 . Blimp

m

CW 3231. 0
voice
4630 . 0
2 394 .0

9

8233 .
.1
4500 . 0
RATT 4379. 3
2624 .0
night RATT
4 587 . 5
#
NO FORWARDING LETTER WILL 7397. 5 " day & night RATT 4590 .0 "
BE REQUIRED
8364 ,0 m voice & CW distress7342 . 5 " +
9 . Land

10 . Iceberg
11 . Misc . smal targets

SIGNATURE

voice

.
RATT

CLASSIFICATION

Fenstean

UNCLASSIFIED

Figure 3-7.- Electronics Performance and Operational Report (NavShips 3878).
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2369 is packed with a field change kit, it may
be destroyed .

·Alteration Approval Record (NavShips
99 " Pink ” ]

To avoid forwarding an incorrect stock num
ber, check the number against the Stock Num
ber Identification Table (SNIT ), or, for newer
equipment, the appropriate technical manual.

A separate DD -787 is required for each
failure.

Upon completion of an authorized alteration ,
the ship' s pink copy of NavShips 99, Alteration

Approval Record , is to be
Bureau of Ships without delay
ment reporting the completion
The endorsement should also

returned to the
with an endorse
of the alteration .
include a state

It is important that the accuracy of

the entry describing the reason (s ) for the fail
ure be verified .

A sample of an accurate and complete fail
ure report is shown in figure 3 - 8 . Note that

every necessary detail is supplied to give a

technical manuals have been corrected to
record the changes made.

clear picture of the failure - date, complete
description of equipment and part or tube fail ing , first symptom of failure , cause and type
of failure, and approximate life of the failed
part. This is theway all failure reports should

Electronic Failure Report ( DD - 787 )

be made if they are to be ofvalue to the Bureau .
The approximate life of the part failing is very

ment to the effect that the ship 's plans and

By informing the Bureau of Ships of failures

important information and the heart of failure

in electronic equipments , units, parts, and
tubes , Electronic Failure Reports , DD - 787,

analysis .
The form DD - 787 carries no security classi
fication . Classified military information , in

serve several excellent purposes . They pro
vide theBureau with a comprehensive presenta

cluding in some cases theoperating frequency ,
is therefore not to be included on the completed
form .

tion of the over - all performance of electronic
material. They point out the weakest circuit
positions of any particular equipment. They
are useful for calculating load lists and repair
parts requirements. As new models (ormodi--

All parts and electron tubes received by a
ship , station , or other using activity should be

fications of old models ) are usually in some

breakage, defective packing , or signs of rough

stage of development, promptreceipt of failure
reports enables the Bureau to initiate im

be checked upon receipt for filament continuity,

examined immediately upon receipt for obvious

handling . All large or expensive tubes should

mediate corrective action to eliminate similar

shorted elements , and loss of vacuum , and ,

or related deficiencies in subsequent produc

when possible, they should be checked in an

tion .

equipment socket under rated operating condi

Reported failures are tabulated and regular

tions. Failure reports should then be completed

summaries made to show at a glance the num
ber and types of failures of any part of any

and forwarded to the Bureau for all parts and

equipment. These summaries are forwarded
to the cognizant design and maintenance en
gineers in the Bureau , and the equipment con
tractor for evaluation and correctivemeasure.

tubes received in defective condition . In ad
dition , the supply activity from which the de
fective material was received should benotified
promptly in order that the activity may initiate

appropriate action in conformity with instruc

The importance of reporting failures and the

tions in the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts

causes thereof cannot be too highly stressed ,

Manual and the U . S . Navy Shipping Guide. In

particularly the circumstances which exist

formation copies of correspondence concerning
shipping claims are to be forwarded to the
Bureau of Ships.

when

failures occur under actual operating

conditions. The reports are to be filled in
completely and in conformity with the instruc
tions accompanying the card . Many reports
received by the Bureau are valueless because
they do not give the essential information re

quired by the form or because the information
given is incomplete. When indicating themodel

The failure reporting system , utilizing the

Electronic Failure Report DD - 787, is theheart
of the Electronic Equipment Maintenance and

Material Replacement Programs. The failure

reports submitted by the fleet form the basic
feedback of data essential for evaluation of

or type of equipment, include all significant

equipment parts and circuitry , and evaluation

nomenclature, modification letters , and digits .

of the physical and thermal designs of the
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REPORT THE FAILURE OF ONLY ONE PART OR TUBE ON THIS FORM

DATE OF FAILURE

REPAIRED OR REPORTED BY INANE )

8 . OPERATIONAL CONDITION
E . ShavSASeMISrSIOE
,N ABOZ
RTED

(P

ING OR
TIMETALMETE
LATIONREAD
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LSMODMEL DESRIGNATION5AND14MOD . NO .

USS

EQUIPMENT

12 . CONTRACT OR ORDER NO

INS

REPORT NO.
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RD
- 1
r
e
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IT
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R
C
EN
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MP
CO
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i
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*
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19 . MANUFACTURER
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22. STOCK NO. IFAILED TO )
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E
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4
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IRST INDICATION OF
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TROUBLE

20 . (LEAVE BLANK )
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Figure 3-8.-Electronic Failure Report (DD-787).
equipments. These data enable the determina
parts thereof (except batteries, rubber, and
tion of what field changes must be made to
material normally consumed in operation).
make the equipments perform reliably. The
data also show the point of diminishing return

at which it is more economical to replace an
equipment than to keep the old one in operation .
Failure reports are submitted directly to
the Bureau of Ships without a covering letter.
The ship is not required to retain a copy. It
is suggested that once a week all failure re
ports filled out that week be inspected by the
electronics officer . This should ensure their
correct preparation and submission.

GUARANTEES.- An additional and important
purpose served by reports of failures is the
supplying of information for use in enforcing
guarantees on electronic material. When

purchasing electronic equipment, it is the
practice of the Bureau of Ships in most cases
to include in the contract for complete sets a

guarantee covering design ,material,and manu

facture of each set and the components and

This is also the general practice for electron
tubes and piezo - electric quartz crystalswhich
are covered by separate contract with the tube

and crystalmanufacturer respectively.
In recent contracts the practice has been to

require a 1 -year guarantee which becomes ef
fective upon the date of acceptance by the In
spector of Naval Material. This date ofaccept

ance, when available ,and thedate ofinstallation
should be entered by the installing activity in

the appropriate logs, installation records, and
equipment history card. Specified guarantee
periods are automatically extended by what
ever time the equipment fails to give the re
quired performance because of any defect
covered by the guarantee or lack of suitable

replacement parts due to such defects.
To obtain maximum protection and effec
tiveness under termsofcontractual guarantees
it is essential that all failures be reported

ELECTRONICS ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPLY
promptly to the Bureau of Ships . The informa
tion forwarded should be complete and so
described that the Bureau can conduct an anal

period . In case of failure during the guarantee

period , the instructions contained on thecertifi
cate should be carefully followed .

ysis which will provide a basis for claim under

If a ship or activity should for no apparent

the applicable guarantee. (System and unit
defects and failures are reported to the Bureau

reason experience a series of premature fail
ures of specific types of tubes, such informa

on Electronics Performance and Operational

tion , along with a brief description of the

Report, NavShips 3878 . Other defects and
failures are reported on theElectronic Failure

failure conditions, should be forwarded im
mediately to the Bureau of Ships . Samples of
the failed tubes should be retained by the
activity until reply is received from the Bureau .
Since failed tubes may convey valuable informa
tion to the manufacturer , their return for ex
amination may be requested .
If, for information purposes, it is necessary

Report, DD - 787.) The activity reporting the
defect or failure may be requested to furnish
additional information to enable the Bureau to
pursue claims under contractual guarantees .
The Bureau will provide instructions requiring
such information after analyzing the defects
reported.

or desirable for the Bureau to receive service
life or performance data on new tubes or tubes

Upon determining that a claim is warranted ,

of specific types, such information will be re
quested by special correspondence with the
ships or activities operating equipment con

the Bureau advises the contractor and the
cognizant Inspector of Naval Material (INM ),
since the INM is directly concerned with en
forcing guarantees and obtaining suitable ad

taining such tubes .

justments. When he receives this information
from the Bureau , the Inspector of Naval Ma

Additional Reports

terial takes the action necessary to obtain an

appropriate adjustment under the terms of the

Other electronics reports regularly re

guarantee .

Since guarantees apply to replacements for

quired by the Navy Department are listed in

parts , units, and sets, as wellas to the originals ,

the Consolidated List of Recurring Reports

these replacements must receive the same

consideration as the original itemswith regard
to recording dates of acceptance and periods

Required by the Navy Department From Naval
Shore Activities, NMOINST 5213 .2 , and in the
Consolidated List of Recurring Reports Re

of service and the prompt reporting of failures
and defects .
TUBE GUARANTEES . - As a general rule ,
there is no life guarantee on MIL type tubes

quired by the Bureaus and Offices, Navy De
partment, From the Operating Forces, OpNav
Inst 5213 . 7 .
Type commanders and other authorities may

because each lot is accepted through a lot life
test. In a limited number of cases , special

by the Navy Department.

type tubes are covered by a life guarantee.

cerning such reports may be promulgated via

require reports in addition to those required
Instructions con

These may be identified by the life hour guaran

letter , message , or other official means.

tee certificate which is shipped with the tube

electronics officer therefore must examine all

by the manufacturer . The life performance of

these tubes should be recorded on this certifi

official correspondence regarding electronics
forwarded to his activity in order to keep

cate by the user throughout the guarantee

abreast of current instructions.

The

Publications
Various publications, some of which are

distribution point. The equipment installed ,

discussed below , are available for guidance in

the mission of the ship or activity , the purpose

maintenance work , or for reference and study

of and distribution policy for the individual
publication , and the available stowage space
should all be considered , however ,before req

by electronics personnel. Some are as vital
to intelligent maintenance as is test equipment.

uisitioning such material.

In general, publications are available from
the appropriate forms and publications supply

The electronics

officer may find it advisable to visit a forms
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reading for electronics personnel. This chap
ter is available as a separate pamphlet and 2

and publications supply distribution point and
personally examine the publications in order to
determine which of those available, but not
automatically furnished , will be most useful
to his division .

copies per ship are usually required , 1 for the
shop and 1 for the electronics officer . Chapter

67 lists other chapters containing information
of value to electronics personnel.

Because it is essential that reference ma
terial be as current and accurate as possible,

The purpose of chapter 67 is to provide

publications changes and corrections should

major policies and instructions pertaining to

be entered as they become available. For ex

electronics work and electronic material under
the cognizance or technical control of the

ample , if the current issue of the EIB cor

Bureau of Ships .
The latest revisions to manuals, instruc
tions , and notices referred to in chapter 67
apply in all cases . To minimize the need for
pen and ink changes throughout the chapter ,
the index includes a list of applicable instruc
tions, notices , and publications in effect at the

rects information in an earlier issue, the
earlier issue should be changed. If the change
affects other publications (technical manual,
Field Change Bulletin , parts allowance list,
for instance ) these also must be corrected .
Changes must be legible and accurate. If no
page is furnished

for recording completed

date of preparation of the chapter . This list

changes some method for this must be de
vised . One method is to annotate the margin
of the new material to indicate the publications

is revised as necessary as semiannual changes
to the Manual are issued .

in which the change has been entered .

Electronics Installation and

By assigning to specific individuals re

sponsibility for making all changes in desig

Maintenance Book (NavShips 900,000 )

nated publications and by checking their en
tries from time to time, the electronics officer

The Electronics Maintenance Book (EMB)
is being revised and retitled Electronics In

will do much toward eliminating the possibility
of his crew 's using incorrect repair informa

stallation and Maintenance Book (EIMB) Nav

tion .

Ships 900 ,000. Subordinate policies , installa

In order that an activity ' s file of publica
tions may be kept up to date , current issues
of the Bureau of Ships Journal, the EIB , and
the Index of Publications (Forms and Publica
tions Supply Office Instruction 5600 . 1) should
be examined for information on theavailability
of handbooks , final technical manuals , re
visions, supplements , anc changes pertaining

tion and maintenance standards, and procedures
required to implement the major policies of
Chapter 67 of the Bureau of Ships Manual are

provided by the EIMB. The new version also
provides general information on electronics

matter and material. For convenience, the
EIMB consists of several volumes covering

each major electronics field.

to the equipment on board.

Handbook of Test Methods and Practices

INSTALLATION AND
MAINTENANCE PUBLICATIONS

(NavShips 91828)

The Handbook of Test Methods and Prac
The Bureau of Ships is endeavoring to

tices, NavShips 91828 , was prepared to meet
the technician ' s need for a convenientreference
on the fundamentals oftesting electronic equip

eliminate the large number ofmaintenance and

installation publications now in use . Some of
those currently in print and plans for their
future are discussed below .

ment. Valuable to both the beginning and the
experienced technician , the manual incorpo
rates many practical suggestions and time sav
ing practices that have proved effective in the

Bureau of Ships Manual

field .
The first section of the publication , Testing
in General, stresses the importance oftesting ,

(NavShips 250 - 000 -65 )
The Bureau of Ships Manual is the most
complete authoritative reference available on
Bureau of Ships ' equipment. Chapter 67 of the

discusses the functional divisions of testing,
and explains the need for various types of

Manual is titled Electronics and is required

measurements .
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in the EIB that is of general interest to all
activities is also published in othermedia such

The second section , Test Equipment and
Measurements , provides information on test
equipment circuit theory . With the informa
tion given in this section and in the Electronics
Installation and Maintenance Book , the tech
nician should be able to select the test equip
ment most suitable for a particular job and

as the Bureau of Ships Journal, and the Elec
tronics Installation and Maintenance Book . Is
sues up to EIB 300 have been included in the
EIMB .

Although punched for insertion in a binder ,
no basic book or binder is supplied for the

correctly interpret the data obtained .

Section three, Testing - Techniques and

EIB . As issues are received they are to be

Practices , gives in detail specific procedures
to be used in testing communications , radar ,

filed in a folder or notebook in consecutive
order .

and sonar equipment. The selection of logical
test points , the correct interpretation oftests ,
the selection of suitable testing equipment, and

TechnicalManuals

en els dare to the

Technical manuals carry information es
sential to the proper operation , maintenance ,
and repair of the equipment to which they apply .
Two copies ofthe technicalmanual for a partic

speed of performance are also stressed .

The fourth section , Care and Repair of Test
Equipment, gives information on preventive
maintenance procedures, periodic inspections ,
and the care of accessories. It also discusses

the different levels of maintenance.

ular equipment are normally supplied with the
equipment. In addition , the Bureau supplies
file copies to activities concerned with in

Electronic Installation Practices Manual
(NavShips 900, 171)

stallation and maintenance of the equipments
or with training electronics personnel. Supplies
of manuals , remaining after initial distribu
tion , are stored at forms and publications

The Electronic Installation Practices Man

supply distribution points for issue to individual
activities . Where the supply of manuals is
extremely limited , special justification may
be required to obtain copies .
Requirements for technical manuals are

ual (EIPM ) NavShips 900 , 171, provides refer
ence data and other information on standard

or desired methods ofaccomplishing electronic
installations . It is issued in chapters which
are revised from time to time as new or im
proved procedures are developed .
Supplementing other manuals , the EIPM is

included as a part of the contract for equip

lems.

ments , the number of manuals varying with
the number of equipments included in the con
tract. Consequently the quantity of manuals
is always limited and for this reason distribu
tion is normally limited to recipients of the
equipment and to those activities required to

Electronics Information Bulletin

however , to supply the usual file requirements

(NavShips 900,022A )

of Navy and Marine Corps electronics schools .

The Electronics Information Bulletin (EIB ),
NavShips 900 ,022A , published bi-weekly, is

rors . To permit correction of these, temporary

currently under review and may be absorbed
in other publications as the Bureau of Ships

endeavors to reduce the number of publications

dealing with installation and maintenance prob

service it .

A sufficient quantity is obtained ,

Technical manuals frequently contain er
correction sheets are published . When avail

forwarded to all naval ships and to naval elec
tronics installation and maintenance activities .
It contains advance information which is both
authoritative and directive in nature on field

able, they are listed in the EIB . Corrections
may also be published - that is , discussed - in
the EIB .
All corrections, including field

changes ,

devoted to information which is of primary

less of the time and effort required . If the
corrections are not made , many man -hours
may be lost in , for example , attempting to re
pair an equipment, using an obsolete schematic .

benefit to the activities to which it is distrib
uted. Confidential issues are published when

Advance , preliminary , or temporary tech
nical manuals may be furnished where a delay

sufficient classified data warrants. Material

in completing the final manuals is anticipated .

installation

changes , must be made in themanuals , regard

techniques , beneficial

suggestions adopted by various yards and
bases , and new publications . In general, it is
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As a general rule, return postcards are in

when conditions warrant . It is essential , there

cluded under the front covers ofthese manuals .
The cards provide a ready means for inform
ing contractors of where the completed final
manuals are to be sent. To ensure receipt

fore , when changes to JANAP 140C and supple
ment JANAP 140C I are issued that the security
classification

of all technical manuals and

handbooks be checked against the classification
indicated therein . When the symbol indicates
that the security classification given for a par
ticular equipment and the manuals differ , in
formation regarding the proper classification

of the final manuals , the postcards should be
filled in and returned promptly . Advance,

temporary, and preliminary publications are
to be destroyed upon receipt of final technical

shall be requested from the Bureau of Ships

manuals , as indicated with the covering letter
forwarded with the final books. If themanuals
to be destroyed are classified , disposal must

in order that manuals maybe properlymarked .

For all other equipment not listed with the
symbol (# ), the front cover and title page of the

books shall be prominently marked with the

be in accordance with existing regulations
covering the destruction ofclassifiedmaterial.
Promulgating letters or instructions which ac
company changes to technicalmanuals indicate

revised classification indicating JANAP 140C
and supplement JANAP 14001 as the authority

for reclassification . (See United States Navy
Security Manual for Classified Matter .)

the desired disposition of material removed
from the basic publications.

Requests for technical manuals and other
NavShips publications are made to the appropri
ate forms and publications supply distribution
point. In view of the limited number of tech
nical manuals printed , and the excessive cost

With reference to the security of technical
manuals and other electronics publications , the

Bureau of Ships Manual, change 16 , states
that :

of reprinting when stocks are depleted , re

Confidential, Secret, and Top Secret tech
nical manuals and other electronics publica

quests for technical manuals must include a
statement of the reason they are required .

tions shall be transported and safeguarded

Normally only those requests for two manuals

as prescribed by the United States Navy Se

per equipment will be approved . Manuals for
instruction and study can be issued only to
Navy and Marine Corps schools and they only
in quantities consistentwith the stock available .

curity Manual for Classified Matter . Regis
tered publications shall be transported and
safeguarded as prescribed in the Registered

Publication Manual. Periodic accounting is
required for registered publications.

ALLOWANCE AND OTHER LISTS

Confidential, Secret , and Top Secret Tech
nical manuals shall be made available to com
missioned , warrant, and enlisted personnel

Shipboard Electronics Allowance List

whose duties require knowledge of their con

tents. Similarly , they shall be made available
to civilian personnel of the Navy and to Navy

The Bureau of Ships lists the electronic
equipment authorized and required to be on
board a ship in the Shipboard Electronics Al
lowance List (SEAL ). As pointed out in the
more detailed discussion of this publication in
the chapter on allowances , the SEAL consists
of two groups : 567, electronic equipment, and

contractors ' civilian personnel whose duties

require knowledge of their contents in con
nection with the design , manufacture, installa
tion , or maintenance of electronic equipment

for theNavy andwhere the individual is cleared
to handle classified matter for the particular

classification involved . The security classi

S69, electronic testing and measuring equip

fication of technical manuals for Navy elec

ment. Each group consists of two parts : I, in

tronic equipment shall be as specified in the

stalled equipment, and II, portable equipment.

current edition of Security Classification of
Electronic Equipment, JANAP 140C and sup

Electronic Repair Parts Allowance List

plement JANAP 14001, and supplements there
to . It should be noted , however , that certain

equipment is listed with a symbol (# ) indicating

The allowance of repair parts which would
ordinarily be part III of each of the two SEAL
groups is a separate list known as the Elec

that the classification of the technical manual
and the associated literature differs from the
classification given for the equipment. The
security classifications of electronic equip

tronic Repair Parts Allowance List (ERPAL ) .

ments are under constant review , and classi

The ERPAL consists oftwo sections, one giving
the electron tube allowance and the other , the

fications are lowered or equipment declassified
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electronic repair parts other than electron

the Catalog of Navy Material, Bureau of Ships

It is prepared and issued by the Elec

Section , Part III, (Electronic Equipment). This
is a confidential looseleaf publication contain

tubes.

tronics Supply Office, Great Lakes .

It is

discussed more fully in the Allowance chapter .
ERPAL and other allowances are being

superseded by COSAL , Coordinated Shipboard

ing data sheets that provide major military
characteristics of all separately issuable Bu
reau of Ships ' electronic equipment currently
in use by naval ships and shore facilities .

Allowance List. This , too , is discussed in the
chapter on allowances .

Other pertinent data , such as dimensions,

List of Nomenclature Assigned to

weights , and stock numbers for the listed
equipment are also provided . New and re
vised data sheets are issued periodically .

Naval Electronic Equipment

Although this portion of the Navy Stock List
A confidential publication , the List of No
menclature Assigned to Naval Electronic
Equipment, lists the principal radio , radar , and
sonar equipments that have been proposed by
the Navy and to which nomenclature has been
assigned as of January 1955 . It provides brief
identifying data for the equipment listed and is
distributed to all ships and stations. The edi
tion mentioned here will be the last one of
this publication . Copies may be retained as
long as they are of value.

was originally issued as a confidentialpublica
tion , data sheets for all unclassified equipment

should be removed and filed in a separate
binder , thus making 2 volumes, 1 of which will
be classified. A separate list of effective
pages is provided for both the classified and

unclassified portions.
All holders ofthe publication are responsible
for keeping the security classification of each
equipment data sheet up to date in accordance
with the latest edition of the Security Classi

fication of Electronic Equipment (JANAP 140).

Navy Stock List of the
Electronics Supply Office

Personnel should refer to the previously
described List of Nomenclature Assigned to

Naval Electronic Equipment (NavShips 900 , 123)

As segments of the Navy Supply System
convert to the use of Federal stock numbers,
Navy Stock Lists (NSLS ) are progressively

to identify equipment which does not appear in

the Electronic Equipment portion of the Navy
Stock List.

superseding sections of the Catalog of Navy

The Navy Stock List of the Electronics Sup

Material. These stock lists contain identifying
information formerly listed in the Catalog but
expressed in terminology approved by the
Federal Cataloging Program .
Portions of the Navy Stock List of the Elec
tronics Supply Office are replacing those por
tions of the Catalog of Navy Material which

ply Office (Major Electronic Units) describes
major electronic units which are issued sepa
rately and which are currently in use by naval

pertain to electronic material. For instance,

the Navy Stock List of the Electronics Supply
Office (Electronic Parts) was formerly the

ships and shore facilities. The publication pro
vides major military characteristics and other

data , such as dimensions, electrical character
istics , manufacturers' reference numbers , and
Federal stock numbers for the units listed .
It is published in looseleaf form to permit the

Catalog of Navy Material, Bureau of Ships

insertion of new and revised data which are
issued periodically. It is not a procurement

Section , Pt II (Electronic Parts). Published
in sections, each of which is devoted to a spe
cific type of common electronic parts having
high substitution potential, this portion of the

was formerly the Catalog of Navy Material,

catalog.

This portion of the Navy Stock List

Bureau of Ships Section , Part IIIA (Electronic
Major Units).

NSL gives detailed descriptions , Federal stock

numbers , and illustrations of the parts included .
Electronic parts peculiar and items of
limited application are listed only in theMaster
Cross Reference List, another portion of the

Compilations of Electronic

NSL of ESO .

tronic equipment installations by ship and by

Equipment Installations
There are four publications which list elec

The Navy Stock List of the Electronics Sup

function . They are designed primarily for the

ply Office (Electronic Equipment) was formerly

use of fleet and type commanders and their
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titles are : Compilation of Electronic Equip

Radar Electronics Fundamentals (NavShips

ment Installations in the Active Atlantic Fleet,
Compilation of Electronic Equipment Installa
tions in the Active Pacific Fleet, Compilation

Radar Systems Fundamentals (NavShips

of Electronic Equipment Installations in the

Microwaves and Wave Guides (NavShips
903- 5 )

900 ,016)
900 ,017 )

Atlantic Reserve Fleet, and Compilation of
Electronic Equipment Installations in the Pa
Each is a confidential

U . S. Navy Synchros (Ordnance Pamphlet
No. 1303, published jointly by the Bureau

publication based upon the Ship Electronics
Installation Records (NavShips 4110) submit

Radio Frequency Transmission Lines (Nav

cific Reserve Fleet.

of Ordnance and the Bureau of Ships)
Ships 900,008)

ted by the individual ships .

Shipboard Antenna Details (NavShips 900,

MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS

121)
Applicable technical handbooks and text
books . (See Radio Maintenance Book ,
chapter 1, for suggestions.)

The Bureau of Ships Journal, NavShips 250 ,

200 , is published monthly. It carries topics
of interest to all personnel in the Bureau of
Ships or at field activities of the Bureau . Of
particular interest to electronics personnel is

As their titles indicate ,many ofthese publi
cations offer information on the theories and
principles basic to a fuller understanding of

the section in each issue that is devoted to
discussions of electronics matters .

Other publications of value to electronics

electronic equipment.

The training needs of

the technicians and the timeavailable for study
will determine which of such publications are

personnel are :

Elements of Electricity and Radio (NavShips
900 ,012 )

required by a ship or station .

Conclusion
In addition to the tasks of preventing equip
ment breakdown and effecting corrections, the

and with the maintenance capabilities of his

crew . If the reports are carelessly completed

electronics material officer must administer

he knows also that additional explanation is

such paperwork as the keeping of adequate

needed to make his men more fully aware of
the purposes and importance of these reports

records, and the completion and forwarding of

required reports . He must also have at hand
an adequate file of current electronics refer
ence material.

and of the procedures for completing them
properly .
Familiarity with the contents and uses of

Properly maintained and used records en

various publications is also a part of elec

able the electronics material officer to keep
abreast of the current condition of his equip

tronics administration , for although it is not
necessary that the EO know the answer to every

ment, to know what work is outstanding, to

problem , it is important thathe know where the

know which outstanding work is beyond the
capacity of his force , to know when to request

answer can be found .

He therefore should

a particular type of outside assistance , and to

familiarize himself with all pertinent publica
tions so that he knows the general content and

determine what further training his men re

purpose of each . He must also ensure that his

quire .

publications are current, either by obtaining

By checking outgoing reports, the EO be

the latest editions or by having all applicable

changes entered in his copies .

comes further acquainted with his equipment
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CHAPTER 4
ALLOWANCES
Kinds and amounts of equipment and parts to
be carried by naval operating forces are estab
lished by allowance lists developed in accord
ance with the concept that naval ships must be

covering a particular type of material.

For

example , there is an allowance list for elec
tronic equipments , another for electronic re
pair parts , one for ordnance equipment, one for

self -sufficient to the maximum possible extent
and that a ship ' s own storeroom is its first
echelon of supply support.
Shipboard allowances list operating equip

general stores , and so on . These separate lists

have varied considerably in recent years as
each preparing activity presented varying kinds

of information in varying format. With the
advent of COSAL , however , allowances are
being standardized . COSAL is the Coordinated

ments for individual ships and the repair parts
necessary to support these equipments . They
set forth the range (number of kinds of items)

Shipboard Allowance List which will eventually

and depth (number of individual items) of ma
terial a given ship should carry to maintain its

supersede existing varieties of allowance pub

mobility and retaliatory power .

It is with the allowance for one particular
type ofmaterial - electronic - that this chapter
is primarily concerned . The present complete
electronics allowance for a ship consists oftwo
documents :
(1) the Shipboard Electronics
Allowance List (SEAL ) which is that portion of

lications.

Ship allowances are not a new development.
The first one, authorized by an actofCongress
in 1842 and published in 1854 , was called Book
of Allowances . Since then , technological ad

vances in equipments and changes in ship design
have made allowance revisions necessary from
time to time. In 1865, in 1890 , and again in

the allowance furnished by the Bureau of Ships

and (2) the Electronic Repair Parts Allowance
List (ERPAL ) which is furnished by the Elec
tronics Supply Office. (SEAL and ERPAL are
rapidly being superseded by COSAL . Although

1926 , allowance books were changed and lists
consolidated.

Coincident with the tremendous surge in
shipbuilding and the introduction ofnew types of
material during and after World War II , many

there aremany detailed differences between the

present and superseding allowances , the basic

variations in allowance lists weredeveloped to

principles are similar.

meet specific needs . This unsatisfactory situa
tion is being remedied at the present time as

lists are discussed in this chapter . The elec

All three allowance

tronics segment of COSAL , in effect, combines

the functions of SEAL and ERPAL .) The SEAL
lists electronic equipments. These are Fcog
nizance material. The ERPAL lists therepair
parts necessary to support these equipments .

allowances are again undergoing change . This
change will standardize allowance format and
procedure.

A ship ' s total allowance is composed of

These are N cognizance items.

several separate allowance documents , each

Material Cognizance
The cognizance of naval material is identi
fiable by a letter prefixed to the Federal stock

number.

When this first letter is F , the

material is electronic equipment under the
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cognizance of the Bureau of Ships. N indicates

issue of BuShips -controlled material, states ,

electronic repair parts under ESO cognizance.
" F " cognizance material usually consists of

however , that in cases of field change kits and

complete equipments or units provided by the

Allowance List, a ship may order Fcognizance
material directly from the supply system with
out referring the request to the Bureau ofShips.

items appearing in the Electronic Repair Parts

Bureau of Ships atno cost to the individual ship .
Ordinarily , release of F cognizance material

In general, N cognizancematerialconsists of
consumable repair parts, replenishablethrough
regular supply channels, and paid for with funds
from the ship's operating target amount.

must be requested of the Bureau of Ships in
accordance with Bureau of Ship ' s Material
Requisitioning Guide , NavShips 250 -550 - 2 . Bu

Ships Instruction 10550.1B ,which discusses the

Equipment Allowances
The allowance of electronic equipment for
any ship type is established by the Bureau of
Ships after considering themilitary operational
requirements , prescribed by CNO , which are to
be met by the electronics installation in the ship

As indicated in the list below , both installed

and portable equipment are included in the

Based upon the mission of the ship , CNO

SEAL . As further indicated , the material is
divided into groups. Part I of each group lists
equipments which require installation ; that is ,
bolting to a deckor bulkhead, running of cables ,
or some other means of fixing to one location .

specifies communications and other electronics
requirements . For example , for each ship

Part II of each group lists portable equipments
which may be transported for operation in

type , CNO will prescribe in broad terms the
number of receiving and transmitting frequen
cies , range required , etc . (These technical
characteristics are grouped into categories by
means ofthe Ship Type Electronics Plan (STEP)
OpNav 09672.2 ). It is then the responsibility of

various locations .

details on the SEAL are contained in BuShips

the Bureau of Ships to recommend the exact

Instruction 4441. 33B .

type .

The paragraphs which follow define more
fully the types of material in each group and
explain the conditions under which Part I and
Part II items may be obtained by the ship . Full

model which will fulfill these requirements .
The Bureau' s recommendation takes into con
sideration such factors as the availability of

Group 567
Part I

equipment, feasibility of installation , and the
necessary space, weight, and moment compen

Group 567 - 1

Installed

electronic

equipment

Part II Group 567 -1

Portable
electronic
equip

Part II

Accessories, fit

sation required to accomplish installations in

ment

the specific type of ship in question .

Group 567 - 2

tings and replace

When the prescribed CNO requirements can
not be met by a current equipment, the Bureau
of Ships recommends the use of a specified
interim equipment pending the development,

ment material

Part II

evaluation , and procurement of a new equipment

Group 567 - 3

Tools

Group 569

which will have theprescribed characteristics .

Part I

Group 569 - 1

Installed electronics

Part II Group 569 -1

testing and meas
uring equipment
Portable electronics

SHIPBOARD ELECTRONICS
ALLOWANCE LIST (SEAL)

testing and meas
uring equipment

Listing BuShips electronic equipments al

Part II

lowed and required to be on board , the Shipboard
Electronics Allowance List (SEAL ) becomes
part of the total allowance for an individual
ship . When received , it should be inserted in
the ship ' s Allowance Book .

Group 569 - 2

Electrical testing
equipment

( The Electronic Repair Parts Allowance List
takes the place of Parts III of the above groups ;
therefore no Parts III are issued as such .)
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Part I Group 567 -1

such installation material as insulators and
whip antennas which are required to support a

Part I Group 567- 1 lists the installed elec
tronic equipment authorized and required to be
on board to enable a ship to carry out its as
signed mission . As an allowance item , listed
equipment is identified by its primary nomen

system but which arenot included in the ERPAL .

Replacement material listed in Part II Group
567- 2 should be stowed and accounted for aboard
ship in the samemanner as explained later for

parts allowed by the ERPAL .

clature. For example , one TCZ - 2 radio trans

mitter is listed as an allowed item .

The

Part II Group $67 - 3

components which make up the TCZ - 2 (Trans

All common tools normally used in themain

mitter COL -52286 - A , Dynamotor Assembly
COL - 211624 , Remote Control UnitCOL - 23410 ,
Crystal Unit CR -2B / U , Antenna Load Coil
COL - 47505 , Antenna Shunt Capacitor COL
481628 and interconnecting cables 65X7, 65X8,

tenance of electronic equipment are listed in
Part II Group S67 - 3 of the SEAL . Tools pecul

iar to a specific piece of equipment are fur
nished with the equipment. These therefore are

65X9, and 65X10) if listed at all , are shown for

automatically allowed and are not shown with

information only .

Group S67 - 3.
Part I Group $69 - 1

This section of the allowance does not au
thorize the installation or removal of the items
listed . In general, these items are installed
when a ship is built. Subsequent installations
or removals are accomplished only upon receipt
of an authorized (not merely approved ) Shipalt.

Similar to Part I Group S67- 1, Part IGroup
S69 - 1 lists test equipment only . It indicates all
of the installed electronic test equipment
authorized and required to be on board andmay

The Bureau of Ships should be informed ofany

also indicate the recommended location of the
equipment. Installation is usually authorized in
the same manner and accomplished at the same

equipment listed in Part Iwhich is noton board.

Part II Group $67 -1

time when other electronic equipment is being
installed .

The Part II Group 567 - 1 portion of the SEAL
lists the portable electronic equipmentauthor

Part II Group S69-1

ized and required to be on board . This portion
of the SEAL authorizes a ship to requisition any

Part II Group 569 - 1 of the SEAL lists port

of the items listed herein which are not on
board . Furthermore, it is the ship's responsi

able electronic test equipment authorized and
required to be on board . In addition to indicat
ing the total quantity of each model allowed for
a ship , Group 569 - 1 usually recommends spec
ified portions of the allowed total for custody of
the various user technical ratings - electronics
technicians , fire control technicians , interior
communications electricians, and power and
lighting electricians. This recommended cus
tody is for guidance only, however. Custody

bility to maintain a full allowance of portable

equipment on board and ready for use. Ex
amples of equipment in this group are portable
radio communications equipment and portable
infrared and radiac equipment.

Part II Group 567 -2
Accessories , fittings , and replacement ma

should be assigned as necessary to achieve

terial authorized to be on board to support or

complete installed electronic systems are
listed in Part II Group 567- 2. Since it is not
feasible to indicate each allowed bolt and length
of wire , only principal accessories and fittings
are listed . By extension , these minor items,
necessary to support the electronic installation

themost efficient utilization aboard thepartic
ular ship . Equipment in the custody of the vari
ous technicians should be made available to
other ratings on a loan basis so that each group
may perform its functions without unduly in
creasing the quantity of test equipment carried
on board .

are also authorized by this part of the allow

Part II Group 569 - 2

ance. Replacement material listed in this por
tion of the SEAL is similar to the repair parts

Except that it lists the electrical test equip
ment authorized and required to be aboard ,

listed in the ERPAL . Included in Part II are
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SEALs are mandatory but not final allow

Part I Group 569- 2 of the SEAL is like Part

ances . Changes may be made upon approvalby
the Bureau of Ships. Should a change in a
ship 's SEAL be considered advisable, such

II Group 869- 1.

Bureau SEAL Responsibilities

change may be requested by the ship , type
commander , or other activity . The request
must be forwarded to the Bureau of Ships

In general, a new SEAL is issued by the
Bureau to an active ship each timethe ship re
ports for a regularly scheduled overhaul. The

through the chain of command and mustcontain
an explanation of the need for, or benefit to be

complete SEAL may be issued in several steps.
Normally, Part II, which gives authority for

derived from , the requested change .

action by the ship, ismadeavailable to the ship

In case of a temporary or emergency re

30 or more days before commencement of the

quirement for electronic equipment in excess of

overhaul. Part I, on the other hand , which does
not give authority for action by either the ship
or the overhaul activity , may notbe issued until
the last week or two before completion of the

mulgated by issue of a new Part IIGroup 567 - 1

allowance , the required equipment should be
requested from the type commander who will
arrange the necessary details.
To service electronic equipments satisfac
torily , it is essential that ships have the pre
scribed testing and measuring equipments . As
indicated in the foregoing listofSEAL sections,
portable test equipments are Part II itemsand
as such may be requisitioned to fill allowance.
Since these items are Bureau of Ships F cog
nizance material, they will be furnished at no
cost to the ship when requisitioned to fill
allowances . Many test equipments still are in

to all ships of the class. Other portions of the

short supply , however ;therefore,before requi

SEAL for these ships would of course remain

sitioning , the electronics officer should deter
mine whether or not the needed item is on the
critical list. The Bureau of Ships has given
issue control ofcritical itemsto Service Forces

overhaul.

Changes, either additions or deletions ,to the
SEAL may be authorized only by the Bureau of
Ships . Any or all parts of the allowances may
be issued on either an individual ship basis or
on a class or typebasis. Thus , a change in re
quirements for portable electronic equipment
which affects an entire ship class may be pro

unchanged by this action .

Ship SEAL Responsibilities

Commanders who have set up procedures for
issuing this material. In the Atlantic Fleet, for
example , ComServLant Instruction 9670 . 2E

When a ship receives a new SEAL , or portion
thereof, the allowed items should be checked

sets forth the procedures governing critical

against those actually on board . If the allowance
and onboard equipment match , the new SEAL

electronic material. The appropriate Com
Serv Pac Instruction 9670 .5B should be con

should be filed and the earlier issue destroyed .
If only a portion of the SEAL has been replaced ,

sulted before taking action to obtain critical
items in the Pacific Fleet. These publications

only the superseded portion should be de
stroyed . All other sections remain in effect

normally are held by the ship's supply officer.

until they are superseded .

If any items listed in Part Iare not on board ,
the Bureau of Ships should be notified . No
equipment, even though listed in theSEAL ,may

FITTING -OUT ALLOWANCE

A fitting -out allowance indicates the elec

be installed without Bureau authorization in
each instance .
Missing Part II items should be requisi

tronic equipment and material (including testing
equipment and tools ) necessary to complete a

tioned , since it is the ship ' s responsibility to

only those items which require no installation
work on the part of the shipbuilding activity . It
is not necessary that thismaterialbe placed on
board a vessel prior to delivery by the building
activity unless the building activity is also the
fitting - out activity. Where ships are built at
one activity and fitted out at another , the ma
terial is retained at or shipped to the fitting - out

ensure

ship ' s initial electronics allowance . It includes

that all such items are on board .

Bureau of Ships Instruction 4441.33B gives
authority for issue of these items.
Any SEAL items believed to be in error
should be referred to thetype commander. The
Bureau should then be informed of anymatters

determined to be errors .
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aboard . Parts required to support equipment

activity for placing aboard during the fitting -out
period .

Certain items of material in this

installed in load ships are integrated with load

category may be required during check -out of
the ship prior to Preliminary Acceptance

list material. At time of overhaul, load ships
receive an information ERPAL and a load list

Trials .

supplement. The information ERPAL lists the

Requests for these required items

should be made by the cognizant supervisor of

entire range of parts required to support in

shipbuilding for delivery to the ship .

stalled equipment. Quantities on the informa
tion ERPAL are for information purposes only
and arenot additive to load list quantities . The
load list supplement lists parts that are not in
cluded in the load list but are required for sup

ESO CONSOLIDATED LOAD LIST ( CLL )
Based upon the appropriate supply demand
control point' s estimate ofthe items mostlikely
to be needed , a load list is an authoritative ex

port of installed equipment. These parts should
be requisitioned in load- list supplement quan

pression of items to be carried aboard a given

tity . Stock record cards for all parts listed in
the information ERPAL should be tabbed to pre
vent their being offloaded as the result of load

supply issue ship , tender, or repair ship .

Electronic repair parts load lists prepared at
ESO are known as ESO Consolidated Load Lists

list deletions . In the event that a tab stock num
ber is deleted from the load list, the quantities

(CLL ) . The purpose of thematerial listed is to
fulfill demands of the fleet when supported by

listed in the information ERPAL should be re
tained for support of installed equipment.

mobile logistic support forces .

Load lists are mandatory as to minimum
range and depth . They may be supplemented ,

however, to provide for special or unique
support requirements , as directed by the com

SMALL CRAFT AND BOAT ALLOWANCE

mander in chief in accordance with OpNavInst

4441. 5 . " Add" itemsmay be either new items

In the past it has been the practice of many
shore activities to install electronic equipment

or increased quantities of items already in
cluded . Such itemsare chargeable to type com
manders ' funds .

in miscellaneous types of small craftassigned

to naval districts and stations. This has neces
sitated carrying a stock of electronic equipment

Material on fleet issue ships is financed in

in shore station allowances in order to supply
these craft . To eliminate the accounting con
fusion which resulted each time a change was

Class 207 (Navy Stock Fund financed load and

allowance list inventories carried on board

tenders and repair ships under the simplified
stores accounting procedure). In the past,
material on all tender and repair ships was

made in the assignment of such craft to shore

financed by type commander funds . Currently ,
several tender and repair ships are being ex
perimentally funded in Class 207. It is expected
that in the future all load list material will be

allowances on a type basis for these boats , in
cluding district craft and floating equipment.

financed in Class 207.

panies it upon transfer , thus requiring no change

Load list items may be deleted also . Dele
tions may be the result of later issue of a load

in station electronics allowances .

list or they may be requested (request for

the Chief of the Bureau of Ships in the event the
assigned duties of these miscellaneous craft

stations, the Bureau of Ships now promulgates
In each case the electronic equipment is con
sidered a part of the boatand normally accom

Cognizant commands are required to advise

change in load list) by Service Force com
manders . These items may be either com

require installation of electronic equipment in

pletely deleted or decreased in quantity. The
value of items deleted from load lists financed
by type commander funds is credited to the type
commander if they meet the criteria established

applicable to a sufficient number of craft of one

excess of the type allowance. If the change is

type , the allowance will be amended accord
ingly . If the type allowance is not changed , the

excess equipment may be installed upon receipt
of the Bureau' s approval, but such equipment

by ESO for creditable material.

Requests for load list changes go to ESO via
the type commander.
Ships maintaining ESO Consolidated Load

must be removed from the craftupon its trans

Lists (CLL ) will have Supply Corps officers

fer from the station .

remains on the shore station's allowance and
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Repair Parts Allowances
stock numbers is made known to all cognizant

The present repair parts allowance system
for supporting BuShips electronic equipments

personnel through the promulgation of a SNIT
(Stock Number Identification Table) for each
equipment with definitive nomenclature. The
SNIT is published as a reference document for
use by maintenance and supply personnel. For
allowance preparation , the SNIT takes the form

began with the binning program in 1948 when
boxed sets of spares were broken down for bin
storage. The large number of parts from boxes
found to be common to more than one equipment

necessitated an automatic method for reducing
the allowance of these items - that is , for deter
mining the totalnumber of each of these common
parts required to support all electronic equip
ments on board .
The method which evolved is known as the

of a deck of electronic accountingmachine cards
to permit easy sorting and resorting into
various sequences .

Inventory reporting means that ships and
shore stations must make known to the allow

Integrated Electronic Repair Parts System , and

ance preparation activity the number of each

the parts allowed a particular ship at present
are usually listed on an Electronic Repair Parts
Allowance List (ERPAL ). (Although ERPALS
are being replaced by COSALS, as indicated
later in this chapter , many ERPAL principles
and procedures apply also to the newer allow
ance list. The following discussion therefore
is largely applicable to both allowances inas
much as it points up certain basic allowance
concepts and the roles played by the cognizant

kind of electronic equipment on board - that is ,
the total on board of various equipments as
signed the same definitive nomenclature. Nav
Ships 4110 , Ship Electronics Installation Rec
ord , provides for forwarding this information
from ships . NavShips 3603 is used ashore. On
the basis of the installation record , ESO ar
ranges the appropriate SNIT cards in stock

number sequence and applies integration for
mulas as necessary to reduce allowances of
parts common to onboard equipments . The

technical bureau , supply demand control point,

and ship in ensuring an adequate electronics
allowance .)

Electronic Repair Parts Allowance List is then

printed .
Determining a practical parts allowance re
quires realistic data based upon considerations
that go beyond usage and demand . In many
cases , technical judgment is the primary factor

Three requirements are basic to the inte

grated parts system . These are ( 1 ) definitive
nomenclature , ( 2 ) identification of equipment
parts by stock numbers , and (3) an equipment
inventory reporting system .
Definitive nomenclature means that when a
name is applied to an individual equipment, the
equipment contains a particular grouping of
specific parts. It means further that when this
name is applied to any other equipments , these

in determining placement of an item

and depth formula are all problems requiring

machine and manual collection ofdata on which

to base practical allowances.

ESO ERPAL RESPONSIBILITIES

others are composed of the samegroup ofparts .

The purpose of definitive nomenclature is to
ensure that if a nameplate indicates that an
equipment is an AN /XXX - 1 , no other equipment
bearing this namewill contain differentkinds of
parts .
Identification

in the

allowance. Weight and cube , balanced support,

The function of parts allowance preparation
lies with the technical bureau whose equipments

require parts support - in this case, the Bureau
of Ships . The Bureau ofShips has delegated the

of parts by stock number

mechanics of allowance preparation to ESO and
has assigned ED officers to ESO for technical
guidance in this and other programs.
The major reasons for this delegation of
responsibility are the availibility at ESO of
(1) a large punched cardmachinery installation
and ( 2 ) current stock number information . With
over 100 ,000 stock numbers involved in elec
tronics allowances , it is essential that current

means that each different type of part in an
equipment is identified by a particular stock
number . Identification by stock number is of
importance to the user of the equipment for
maintenance purposes , to the supply system for
supply demand purposes, and to allowanceprep
aration activities for purposes of determining
individual parts population . Identification by
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information be readily accessible to personnel

will result in prompt forwarding of copies to

who prepare allowances .
roof
China has
hoe alsodatested
site
The Bureau
of Ships
delegated its

requesting ships and activities.

provisioning functions to ESO . Provisioning is

ELECTRONIC REPAIR PARTS

selecting the initial range and depth of repair

ALLOWANCE LIST

parts required to support new equipments .

Obviously, provisioning information is neces
sary for complete allowance preparation .

The Electronic Repair Parts Allowance
List (ERPAL ) is a list of a ship ' s allowed
quantities of electronic repair parts. The list

In recent years , electronic parts allowances
have been expanded to include electronic parts
support for equipments under the cognizance of
the Bureau of Ordnance. By this expansion
electronic repair parts allowances now con
sider the parts populations of both BuShips and
BuOrd onboard electronic equipments . Dupli

provides parts support for installed electronic

equipments and indicates range and depth for
the parts listed .
The ERPAL provides , insofar as practica

ble, a 90 -day operating supply of predictable

electronics installation , ESO prepares a new

life (wear out) items and an endurance load
(overhaul to overhaul supply ) of random life
items. Quantities of repair parts listed in
ERPAL are determined at ESO by formulas
which consider many factors , including such
individual ship factors as configuration of the
ship 's equipment, its assigned mission , and
available space .
The usual time for a ship to have new elec
tronic equipment installed or old equipment

Electronic Repair Parts Allowance List. When

removed is during a regular shipyard overhaul.

equipment is installed or removed at other

To ensure that the parts allowance supports

times , ESO provides other appropriate allow
ance documents .
Since all items on an allowance are con

ERPAL must be prepared .

cations are thus further eliminated , and the

total number of parts a ship need carry is re
duced . Under COSAL procedures (discussed
later) ESO will determine the " N " cognizance

parts required to support all program man

agers' equipment.

This will eliminate all

duplication of support.

Whenever a ship undergoes a regular ship
yard availability and a change is made in its

the changed electronic

installation , a new

ERPAL Processing

sidered essential to a ship ' s readiness (OpNav
Inst 4441.4 ), it is important that the ERPAL or
other allowance document be correctly proc
essed . Personnel concerned should therefore

The Bureau of Ships starts ERPAL prepa

ration by forwarding to ESO the Bureau 's plans
for adding or removing equipment during over
haul. The list of equipments already on board ,

become familiar with the appropriate process
ing instructions.
To make such familiarization easier, ESO
has combined all instructions applicable to

as indicated in the NavShips 4110 , is also for

ERPAL processing and financing and has

warded to ESO . With the information provided ,
ESO prepares a Preliminary Equipment Index

issued them as ESO Instruction 4441. 17B ,
Electronic Repair Parts Allowance List Proc

and forwards it to the overhaul activity before
the date for starting overhaul. The Prelimi

essing Guide. This instruction is intended as
a basic reference tool to be used when a

nary Equipment Index is a summarization ,
based upon information available to ESO ,of all

change in electronic equipment installation
It provides detailed guidance in pro

installed electronic equipment expected to be
on board upon completion of overhaul.

cedures to be followed in obtaining and proc
essing the ERPAL and related allowance
documents , as well as an explanation of various

in advance of overhaul. Their jobs consist of

occurs .

Ship' s personnel also have some work to do
making a complete physical inventory of on
board electronic equipment and parts and
bringing their N cognizance stock records up

sources of electronic repair parts allowance
information . It is the documentto be consulted
whenever questions arise concerning the
ERPAL .

to date. Advance accomplishment of this work

simplifies comparing onboard equipments with
the Preliminary Equipment Index furnished by
ESO . It also permits the use of stock record

Broad distribution of the above instruction
has been approved . Requests to ESO , Code 8 ,
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cards in determining parts deficiencies or ex

Ships and the Electronics Supply Office of the

cesses in lieu of physically matching items

specific modifications to be made at such times .
In cases , however , where major programs are

against the ERPAL during overhaul when both
time and personnel are at a premium .

initiated by the Bureau of Ships , ESO will be

After the ship has arrived , and immediately

informed and will then provide the ship with

following the arrival conference , ship and ship
yard personnel together must compare the
Preliminary Equipment Index with the equip
ment actually scheduled to be on board at over
haul completion . All discrepancies , either
listed equipment not in fact scheduled for in
stallation or equipment not listed which is

advance notice as to the type of support guide
that is to be provided .

Unless notified by ESO that a support docu
ment will be provided without action by the
ship, the ship should advise ESO by message

of the quantity of each type of equipment, in
cluding complete nameplate data , requiring

scheduled for installation , must be reported

support.

promptly to the Allowance Coordination Section ,
ESO . Upon receiving this information , ESO
prepares the allowance list and forwards the

ERPAL Supplement, SNIT Allowance Guide ,
or IPL required to support added or modified
equipment should be submitted to the nearest

ERPAL package to the ship via the overhaul

ERPAL processing point in accordance with the
procedures in ESO Instruction 4441. 17B .

activity .

Requisitions for items listed in an

Processing an ERPAL is a complex proce
ERPAL Financing

dure notalways easily understood by shipboard
personnel on whom the burden falls . If, after
consulting ESO Instruction 4441.17B , ships
experience difficulty in processing the ERPAL ,
they should contact the overhaul activity , type

A Bureau of Ships allotment pays for many
ERPAL (N cognizance) items.

For instance ,

ERPAL and promulgates processing proce
dures, it is suggested that this maybe the best

all items to support newly installed equipment
are chargeable to this allotment. Payments are
made by the Bureau ofShips regardless ofwhen
the new equipment is installed . ESO Instruction
4441. 17B gives complete information on financ
ing N cognizance items required to supportnew

source from which to seek assistance .

electronic equipment.

Repair Parts Support Guides

or IPL , in lieu of a requisition , is instrumental

A repair parts support guide is furnished a
ship to indicate the parts required to support
equipments which have been modified or in
stalled at times other than during overhaul.
The three types of support guides are ( 1) an

the shore allotment.

commander , or ESO . Since ESO urges ships to

make known to that office any ERPAL process
ing difficulties , and since ESO prepares the

The use of the appropriate allowance guide
in ensuring that these parts will be charged to
guide.) The fact that the parts appear on these

lists establishes them as parts for support of
new equipments and chargeable to the shore

ERPAL Supplement which lists quantities of
additional items required to support newly

allotment. Before forwarding , the marked -up
list must be authenticated by the commanding
officer .
Type commanders' afloat fundsmust pay for
only those electronics items required for end

installed equipments, (2) a SNIT which contains
an

(An allowance guide is

part of a SNIT ; an IPL is an advance allowance

Allowance Guide indicating quantities of

items required to support an equipment, and
( 3 ) an Interim Parts List (IPL ) which in gen
eral supports equipment so new to the Navy

use replenishment. In other words, repair parts
ordered to replenish the ship ' s allowance are

paid for from the ship ' s operating target
amount - the funds allowed a ship by the type

that stock number assignments are not yet

available for all items.
Sincemajor changes to equipment configura
tion frequently are made while a ship is under
going a restricted availability or during normal
operations, the burden of initiating action to
obtain a repair parts support guide usually rests

commander for operations during a quarter .

The ship ' s commanding officer divides the
total allowed funds among the ship ' s depart
ments . The electronics officer must keep in

formed on the funds available for purchasing

with the ship . The reason for this is that there

electronic repair parts .

often is no advance notification to the Bureau of

formation from the supply officer .
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another, he should forward the receipt for this

Should therebe insufficient funds to purchase
necessary parts, the commanding officermust
be informed . The commanding officermay then

material (or other papers indicating thetrans
fer) to the type commander , via the chain of

command. The type commander can then credit
the ship with the amount of the material fur

make funds available from any he has retained ,
or he may find it necessary to request an
augmentation of funds from the type com

nished . Such action will eliminate theneed for

mander . When requesting an augmentation he

an augmentation to replace the transferred

follows the type commander 's instructions.

items.

Should the electronics officer transfer parts
from his ship to relieve an emergency aboard

Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List
Themany variations in allowance format and

demand control points, with a view toward

procedures which developed during and after
World War II made it difficult for ship' s person
nel to accomplish their responsibilities for

oping standardized criteria and procedures for

allowances . Other shortcomingswere duplicate

nance .

standardizing allowance documents and devel

their preparation, publication
eran, and mainte

listings of some items in several allowance
lists and lack of coverage in others . For ex

Since its

pp
o
s
a
h
establishment,

n

oo
the CCoordinated

Allowance Branch , in cooperation with the
bureaus and SDCPs , has developed a stand
ardized format for a new allowance publication

ample , electronics and ordnance allowance lists

might duplicate a number of general stores
tools . Varied criteria for establishing range
and depth of items to be carried was also un

called the Coordinated Shipboard Allowance

satisfactory from the standpoint of readiness ,

List (COSAL ) . This is a simplified consoli
dated shipboard allowance list designed to pro

as one allowance preparing activity provided

vide balanced shipboard stocks , ship self

for a 6 -month supply , another for a 3 -month

sufficiency, and easy -to -use publications .

supply , and others for still other periods of

Initial distribution of the COSAL began in
November 1957, with 19 destroyers of the
DD692 class selected as the fïrst group to use
the new allowance. Future issuance will gen

time.

To eliminate the confusion caused by varia
tions in format, types of information included ,

erally be geared to the overhaul schedule.
COSAL publications are expected to bedistrib
uted to all ships by June 1960 .
It is anticipated that indoctrination teams,
initially composed of members of the Coordi
nated Allowance Branch , will deliver the first

and periods provided for by different allow
ances ; to prevent duplications; and to ensure
that all material is covered by an allowance, a
program

for allowance coordination and man

agement has been initiated . Allowance coordi
nation includes standardizing allowance docu
ments so that these willnot only permit ease of

COSALS and explain their use, content, and

use by fleet personnel but will also permit
machine processing for faster production and

maintenance . As the program accelerates ,
these indoctrination teams may be expanded to

subsequent maintenance at less cost.
The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts has

include personnel from fleet commands , ship

yards, fleet training commands , and supply
demand control points .

been delegated allowance coordination and
management responsibilities for the Navy. As
a result of this delegation of responsibility , a

COSAL FORMAT

new branch , theCoordinated Allowance Branch ,
has been established in the Bureau of Supplies

and Accounts. The mission of this branch is to
implement OpNavinst 4441. 4 of 20 December

A COSAL is identified with the ship for which
it is intended . The complete COSAL for each
ship consists of three segments , one for each

1956 , the instruction which set allowance co

major shipboard equipment category . There is

ordination in motion . The new branch is re
sponsible for coordinating allowance prepara
tion actions of the technicalbureaus and supply

a segment for electronics (BuShips /ESO ) one
for ordnance (BuOrd /OSO ) and one for ships
parts (BuShips /SPCC ). Present plans call for
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Each APL describes a component and lists
its applicable maintenance items, such as the
various supporting repair parts and special

expansion , with segments to be added covering
submarine , aircraft, automotive , andmaterials
handling parts .
The electronics segment
replaces data now included in SEAL and ERPAL ;
the ordnance segment replaces NavOrd Lists

tools . Each contains adequate component de
scriptive data ; applicable bureau manual or

and VOCALS; and the ships parts segment re

plans references ; and a breakdown of repair

places RIALS .

parts , with manufacturers' numbers , nomen

In general, all of a particular item shown in
COSAL will be listed in only one segment of the
allowance. For example , N cognizance repair

clature , and current stock numbers shown .

APLs thus constitute standardized parts lists
for particular equipments. They are the parts

of COSAL that will be most frequently used by

parts appear only in the electronics segment,
regardless of the cognizance of the equipment
in which these items may later be used - elec
tronic , ordnance, or engineering , for instance .
Each segment of a COSAL contains an intro
duction and three parts . The introduction
contains a chapter ofgeneral interestapplicable
to all users and another chapter of specific in

ETS.

Part II of the electronics segment ofCOSAL
will replace the collection of SNITs previously

prepared by ESO . Individual SNITs will be
phased out and replaced by APLs as the SNIT
supply is exhausted .

formation useful only to a particular division of

Part III, Stock Number Sequence List (SNSL )

the ship , such as the electronics division . To
the extent feasible , the introduction will con
solidate outstanding directives applicable to the

- a consolidated stock number sequence listing
of repair parts , special tools, consumables ,
and equipage under the inventory control of the
supply officer, allowed for support of equip
ments listed in Part I. To use Part III it is
necessary only to identify the stock numbers
of interest, as these are listed in sequence .

cognizance material listed in that segment.

Part I, Equipment Index, is a listing of on
board equipments , equipage, and units , in
alphabetical sequence, with shipboard applica
tion , service , and installed quantity indicated .

The SNSL lists stock number,nomenclature ,
equipment application , unit of allowance, and
storeroom quantity , for each repair part in the

This part of the electronics segment replaces
Part I of SEAL (installed equipment lists ) and

the ERPAL Index .

COSAL . By consolidating all SNSLs received ,
the supply officer has a single source for ef
fecting stock and inventory control. Part III of
the electronics segment replaces the SNSL of
ERPAL .

Part II, Allowance Parts Lists (APL ) is a
collection of all APLs for equipments installed
in a particular ship . There is oneAPL in Part
II for each equipment listed in Part I.
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CHAPTER 5

WORK BEYOND CAPACITY OF SHIP 'S FORCE
The electronics officer is responsible for
advising his commanding officer of the neces
sity for repairs to electronic equipment and of

As stated in chapter 1, electronics work
within the capabilities of a ship' s force is ac
complished by the ship 's personnel. Such work
is considered operational and technical main
tenance . When , however, the required work
cannot be accomplished by the ship 's force , aid

the appropriate priorities to be assigned to in

dividual repair items. To do this hemust know
the condition of his equipment. He must know

purities, aofnd the
during e types of ship
thered various
the purposes
the
availabilities , and the kinds of repairs which
may be accomplished during each type . He
also must understand the regulations governing
the accomplishment ofalterationsand the kinds
of assistance available through contract field

must be enlisted from a repair facility afloat

or ashore.

This is considered tender /yard

maintenance or repair work . Obviously , even
with experienced and skilled crews, ships can

not operate indefinitely without repairs of
various sorts. To keep them in prime operat
ing condition , therefore, specific intervals of

service technicians .

time are allotted for their overhaul and repair .

Availabilities
The control and disposition of a vessel atall

Restricted Availability

times is a function of certain operating com
mands . A vessel in commission , therefore, may

A restricted availability is an availability for

not informally and on her own initiative, enter a

the accomplishmentof specific itemsofwork by
a repair activity , with the ship present. For ex

shipyard or go alongside a tender for repairs .
Instead , when there is need for outsideassist
ance, the vessel' s type commander , or in some

ample , assume that a leak is discovered in the

sonar dome. Since it is necessary that the ship
be in drydock for the repair of the dome, the
commanding officer would request a restricted
availability for the repair of the specific item .
If additional urgent repairs of a kind requiring
shipyard accomplishment are discovered after
the ship is in the yard ,accomplishmentmustbe

cases the task - force commander , assigns the
vessel an availability at a repair facility. This
means that the ship is available to the facility
for repair , overhaul, and / or alteration . Navy
Regulations, 1948 defines availability as " the
period of time assigned a ship by competent
authority for the uninterrupted accomplishment
of work at a repair activity ."

requested of the type commander . Routine ship
yard repairs will not be accomplished during a
restricted availability . They will be deferred

until the ship 's regular overhaul period .

KINDS OF AVAILABILITIES

Technical Availability

Availabilities vary according to thekinds and
amounts of work to be accomplished . These are

A technical availability is one authorized for
the accomplishment of specific items ofwork by

discussed as follows.
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a repair activity ,with the ship notpresent. For

Tender availabilities are similar to shipyard
availabilities .
United States Pacific Fleet Regulations
(Cinc Pac FltInst 5440 .3, 12 Sept. 1955 ) defines a
tender availability as a maintenance period

instance , should a component of an equipment
require repair , that is , a component which can
be removed and repaired withoutthe presence of

the ship itself, such as an amplidyne motor, a
technical availability would be requested . The

assigned alongside a tender or repair ship for

item to be repaired would be removed , repaired ,
and returned to the ship .

capacity of the ship 's force. Tender availabili

A technical availability mustbe requested of

ties are generally assigned during upkeep

the type commander . Ifhe approves the request,
the type commander makes the arrangements

periods scheduled by operating commanders .

repairs or authorized alterations beyond the

The Regulations say further that type com
manders or officers responsible for mainte
nance shall arrange for at least one three -week
upkeep period alongside a repair ship or tender ,

and provides funds for the availability .

Upkeep Period

or at a ship repair baseaboutmid -way between

An upkeep period is a period oftimeassigned
a ship , whilemoored or anchored , by competent
authority for the uninterrupted accomplishment
of work by the ship's force or other forces

regular overhauls , whenever practicable.
Repairs by tenders under the cognizance of
the Commander , Service Forces, U . S . Atlantic
Fleet, are classified as ALONGSIDE , NOT

afloat; that is , a period during which the steam
ing notice is extended sufficiently to facilitate

ALONGSIDE , and SHIP - TO -SHOP.

overhaul of machinery and equipment. The ship
may or may not be assigned availability along
side a repair ship or tender or at a ship repair
base during such a period , depending upon

An alongside tender availability is similar to
a regular overhaul in that such an availability is

normally included in the operating schedule of
most ships , other than capital ships . The ship
concerned is assigned a definite period ,usually
2 weeks , to tie up alongside a repair ship or
tender. Work requests , similar to those re

whether the work to bedone is within or beyond

the capacity of ship ' s force . For example, a
ship ' s force may be able to clean a corroded
antenna. Since, however , this job is dangerous
with the ship underway , an upkeep period would

quired for a regular overhaul,are submitted to
the ship ' s type commander at least 6 weeks be

be requested in order that the work could be

fore the date of an alongside availability .

accomplished while the ship is moored or an

Similar to a restricted availability , a not

chored .
Regularly scheduled upkeep periods are a

alongside tender availability is normally
granted for specific repairs of an urgentnature.

normal part of a ship ' s maintenance cycle .

When such repairs,beyond ship's force capacity
but within the capacity of tender accomplish

Their purpose is to keep the ship in condition
during the intervals between regularoverhauls.
They are scheduled in advance by the type com
mander. During peacetime, ships are generally

ment, are required , they are requested of the
ship' s type commander . He screens the re

assigned upkeep periods 3 months after an over
haul and at approximately 4 -month intervals

tenders operate. The latter then designates the

quest and forwards it for final approval by the
type commander under whose cognizance the

thereafter. Combatrequirements influence the

tender that is to accoinp . ': the work . When

scheduling of ships during wartime. For regu

time is an important co cideration , the not

larly scheduled upkeep periods, work requests ,

alongside r yuest should be hand carried . If
this is not possible , the request should be sub
mitted by laval message.

similar to those for a regular overhaul, are pre
pared and forwarded via the type commander to

reach the repair facility approximately 30 days

A ship -to -shop tender availability provides
for the repair of items which can be physically
removed from the ship and taken to a tender for
overhaul. It is similar to a shipyard technical

before the date scheduled for the upkeep period .

Tender Availabilities

availability and may be assigned atany timefor
The purpose of tenders is to providemobile
repair support for the accomplishment of work
which is beyond the capacity of ships ' forces .

any ship type . Aswith not alongside availabili

ties , ship - to - shop repairs must be beyond the
capacity of ship ' s force accomplishment but
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within the capabilities of a tender. When ship

she was constructed , in the case of ships con
structed or converted in a naval shipyard ) .

to - shop availabilities are required , they are
requested and approved in the samemanner as
that described for not alongside availabilities .

Defects in a newly constructed or converted
ship , which are discovered before final accept
ance of the ship from the contractor and for
which the contractor is considered responsible ,

Voyage Repairs

are reported by the commanding officer to the
Chief of Naval Operations , if the defects are of
such nature as to affect seriously the ship' s
performance. Copies ofthe reports to CNO are
forwarded to the bureau having cognizance of
the defective items. If the noted defects are

The term voyage repair refers to emergency
work necessary to enable a ship to continue on

itsmission and which can beaccomplished with
out requiring a change in the ship ' s operating
schedule or the general steaming notice in
effect. For example, during a midshipmen
cruise, a ship may be in port for a week , at

less serious they are reported to the Board of

Inspection and Survey .

The post- shakedown overhaul is the lastop

which timevoyage repairs may be accomplished

portunity for getting the ship and her equipment
in top operating condition before she enters un

by such repair facilities as are available.

restricted duty . After this availability she is

Regular Overhaul

expected to operate for a period of from 18
months to 2 years without benefit of shipyard
overhaul.

A regular overhaul is an availability for the

accomplishment of general repairs and altera
tions at a naval shipyard or other shore -based
repair activity , normally scheduled in advance

Except for the time allowed for advance plan
ning, and the action to be taken in the event of

noting serious defects, the procedures for re
questing and accomplishing repairs during this

and in accordance with an established cycle.

This kind of availability is discussed in some

detail later in the chapter.

availability are in general the same as for a
regular overhaul as discussed later .

Post- Shakedown Overhaul

Emergency Repairs

A newly commissioned or converted ship

Emergency repairs may bemade by tenders,

operates at sea for a trial period , or shakedown
cruise , during which her construction , machin

repair ships, or by a naval shipyard if the ship

ery , systems, and equipment are tested . In

ship ' s commanding officer usually requests an

order to correct the faults noted during this

availability for only the specific repair needed .
Such an availability may be a restricted avail
ability, a voyage repair , or , if the presence of
the ship is notrequired , a technical availability.

is near such an activity . In emergencies the

shakedown cruise , after the cruise the vessel is
granted an availability , or post -shakedown

overhaul, at a shipyard (usually the yard where

Regular Overhaul
Ships are scheduied for and assigned avail
abilities at shore -based repair activities as

works around the clock overhaul timecan be re
duced to 3 months for large ships and less for

directed by the Chief of NavalOperations . The

smaller . The employment schedule, an operat
ing directive furnished by the type commander ,

first regularly scheduled overhaul isnormally

indicates when a ship is scheduled for overhaul.

granted a ship after an initial operating period
of about 2 years . Thereafter , scheduled over
hauls are granted about every 18 months, de
pending on the ship type. The amountof time in

PROCEDURES PRECEDING OVERHAUL

the shipyard for these overhauls varies. If the

In order that the best usemay be made of the

shipyard works on a one- shift basis the over

time and funds available for an overhaul, plan

haul often requires 6 months, but if the yard

ning for the repairs to be accomplished during
60
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cussion .

The assignment of priorities is extremely
important since the limitations oftime or funds
usually prevent the accomplishment of all the
work requested . It is necessary therefore that
urgent items be high on the priority list and that

Work List Preparation

all items be assigned priorities commensurate
with their relative importance.

the overhaul must be done in advance of the
ship 's arrival at the repair activity. Advance
planning is required ofboth the ship and the re
pair activity , as indicated in the following dis

About 60 days before the date set for entering
the repair activity, the ship submits to the ac
tivity , via the type commander , a work list
showing the repairs and improvements to be
accomplished during the overhaul. The work
list is prepared by combining the information
from individual work lists submitted to the
ship' s commanding officer by the various de
partment and division heads. These individual
lists indicate (1) all work which the particular
department or division head considers neces

sary for accomplishment during the overhaul,
( 2) the priority considered appropriate for each
item , and (3) the names of theship's inspectors
(the officer or enlisted personnel familiar with

In preparing the electronics work list for
submission to his commanding officer the elec

tronics officer must give for each item re
quested all information necessary to assist

shipyard personnel in locating and rectifying
the trouble. A sample request for one item
follows :

Identity :

Model RDZ - 1, Admiral Corp .,

Chicago , ni., Serial No. 2666

Location: Radio central
Repair : Sensitivity tests indicate r -f am
plifier requires realignment

Parts : No parts required for this repair
Plans: Refer to RDZ - 1 Technical Manual

(NavShips 900 ,617)

the condition of the equipment). These lists in

Ship 's Force Assistance: Ship's Force will

dicate all requested items in the order of their

remove equipment, deliver to shop , and rein

relative priorities within the following groups :
Hull;

stall after repair

Engineering (mechanical );
Engineering (electrical , including degauss
ing);
Electronics (including ordnance electronics ,

with applicable Ordalts , and Ordnance
field changes );

Aeronautics (where applicable).

Finally , a single ship ' s priority index is pre
pared by dovetailing the items in the several
groups .

This enables the shipyard to allocate

the available funds and manpower in the order
desired .

Supplementary lists , that is, lists of repair
items which develop after preparation of the
basic list, should be similarly arranged in
groups and then fitted into the ship' s priority
index . Decimal numbers , such as 1. 1 and 1 . 2 ,
are used to indicate the relative importance of
such supplementary items.
Work incidental to a repair or improvement

Ship 's Inspectors : LT J. F . Doe; G . W .
Reissig , ET1
Priority : 2

The necessity for stating in the work list
exact information on each item of work cannot
be emphasized too strongly . Poorly worded or
ambiguous statements will cause return of re
quest for clarification . To be avoided are re
quests which indicate lack of familiarity with
the condition of equipment. For example, such
a general statement as " Inspect and repair
radar antenna as necessary, " should be re
worded to state specifically the nature of the
trouble and the repair required , as , " Water in
radar antenna pedestalcauses weak signals and
sluggish rotation . Remove , clean , and water

proof pedestal. "

It is also necessary to state specifically what
plans or repair parts (if any) are required and
whether or not the ship can furnish them . The

in a different group is given the same priority

repair facility can fabricate many parts butwill
not do so if the parts areavailable from the ship

as the basic item . For instance , if repair or
modification to an electronic equipment (Elec

or if standard parts are specified for use.
The reason for appointing ship 's personnel to

tronics Group ) requires a change in the ship ' s

wiring, the change in wiring receives the same

act as inspectors is to assist in the overhaul and
ensure that each repair is carried out in a man

priority as the basic item , although thewiring is
listed under Engineering (electrical).

ner satisfactory to the ship . An inspector , as
the term is used here , refers to someone who
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knows what work is required and can speak

Work To Be Done by ship 's Force

authoritatively on the particular piece of gear
involved . Hemay be an officer or enlisted man .
Inspectors' names are given on the worklist in
order that shipyard personnel may know whom
to contact for consultation on any given job .

In addition to the work list forwarded via
appropriate channels to the shipyard , the com
manding officer of the ship prepares a list of

work to be accomplished by the ship ' s force
during the availability. Normally this list also
is forwarded to the shipyard commander to en
sure proper scheduling ofallwork to be accom

The electronics officermust avoid including
requests for work ( 1) which is within the capac
ity of the ship 's force , (2) on an article which
is the subject ofpending survey action , (3) on an
article which , if repaired , will be in excess of

plished .

Work List Review by Authority
Allotting Funds

the ship 's on -board allowance, or (4 ) on an
article for which the estimated cost of repairs

Preliminary determination ofthe nature and
extent of the repair work to be performed on a
ship during a regular overhaul is made by the
authority allotting the funds to cover the cost of

exceeds the limiting amount prescribed by the
Bureau . In the latter case, however , Navy Reg
ulations states that if an exception appears
warranted , the matter shall be referred for

such work .

This authority is the chief of the

bureau concerned or the commander adminis

decision to the bureau concerned .

tering the funds allocated by the bureaus for this
To determine what work is required , theEO

purpose.

refers to the repair record cards in the Current
Ships Maintenance Project (CSMP) on which are
recorded items of work awaiting accomplish

Work List Review by Repair Activity

ment. Items in the CSMP are recorded as a re

Upon receipt of a ship's work list therepair

sult of observing equipment operation , periodic

activity investigates the work requested. If at

inspections by the ship 's force , and any mate

this time, or during the course of the overhaul,

rial inspection of the ship by a Board of Inspec

conditions develop which render it inadvisable
to do the work requested the commanding offi
cer of the repair activity so informs both the
commanding officer of the ship and theauthority
allotting the funds . If the scope of the work is
greater than that originally determined , the

tion and Survey or other authorized inspection

group . Since recommendations by these offi
cials do not constitute authority to accomplish
the recommended repairs and improvements ,
these items must be requested and approved in

commanding officer of the repair activity may
request additional funds from the allotting

the same manner as other work beyond the
capacity of the ship ' s force. The ship ' s com
manding officer may report to appropriate
authorities any board - recommended repairs

authority .

upon the technical knowledge oftheEO to assist

Plans and Material Assembly
After examining the worklist submitted by a

in determining whether or not electronics re
pairs recommended by a board arenecessary .

ship , the commanding officer of the repair ac
tivity , insofar as is practicable , assembles in

which he considers unnecessary . He relies

advance the plans and material required for the

Upon its completion , the work list is for

work authorized for accomplishmentduring the

warded to the shipyard as prescribed by the
appropriate fleet commander . Generally it is
forwarded via the type commander to reach the

availability .
Receipt of the approved work request from
the appropriate authority constitutes permis
sion to begin manufacturing materials needed
to accomplish the work requested .

shipyard about 60 days before the ship ' s sched
uled arrival. Since receipt ofthe approved work
request from the appropriate authority consti
tutes authorization for advance manufacture of
material required for the overhaul, this gives

PROCEDURES DURING OVERHAUL

shipyard personnel timeto assemble in advance
the plans and material necessary for the work
authorized during the overhaul.

responsibility for the items scheduled for re

During an overhaulthe ship continues to have

pair .
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review , jointly with repair activity personnel,

the costs thereof when determined ; and the

of the repairs requested and inspections of the

issue, closing , cancellation , or other changes in
status , of job orders affecting the ship .
By copy of his official communication to the

repairs during accomplishment and upon com

pletion . The commanding officers of the ship
and the repair activity also have certain re
sponsibilities to each other, to the grantor of

the availability, and to the authority allotting the
overhaul funds . The following paragraphs de
scribe the above responsibilities in more detail
and indicate those which the ship ' s EO may be

called upon to assume.

authority allotting the funds or the grantor of
the availability , the commanding officer of the
repair activity informs the commanding officer

of the ship when work cannot be accomplished
within the funds allotted or within the time of the
assigned availability .

If repairs to an article of equipage cannotbe
completed during the availability of the ship and

Arrival Conference
Upon arrival of a ship at a repair activity an
arrival conference is held to discuss the work

the article is required for military efficiency or
for the health and comfort of the crew , the com
manding officer ofthe repair activity so advises
the commanding officer ofthe ship in order that

requested by the ship . The conference nor
mally is conducted by the commanding officer
of the repair activity . It is attended by the

the latter may have thearticle surveyed and re

commanding officer of the ship and by repre
sentatives of the repair activity , the ship , and

Inspections

such other commands and authorities as the
circumstances may justify .

The commanding officer of the ship is re
sponsible for inspecting the work being done by
the repair activity for the ship . Hemakes such
inspections as may be necessary to determine
that the work is satisfactory , both during its
progress and when completed . To this end he

During the conference thework requested by
the ship is reviewed , and the EO , as a repre

sentative of the ship, may be asked to amplify
and explain certain of the electronics items
listed . Questions of material, parts , and as

sistance by the ship' s force are also discussed
and settled .

placed .

appoints such additional ship' s inspectors as

may be necessary to assist and represent him .
He and his assistants confer frequently with the

If the commanding officer of the repair ac
tivity considers it advisable to make any signifi
cant changes pertaining to the work requested ,

appropriate officials of the repair activity con

he makes appropriate recommendations to the

Unsatisfactory Work

grantor of the availability . He includes in his
recommendations the comments of the com
manding officer of the ship regarding the rec

In the event the commanding officer of the
ship considers unsatisfactory any work doneby

ommended changes .

Use of Shipyard Facilities by Ship 's Force

cerning the work being undertaken .

the repair activity , and satisfactory adjustment
cannot be obtained locally , when the circum
stances warrant it , he reports the facts directly

to the Chief of Naval Operations,with copies to
In order to expedite therepairs and improve
ments to be undertaken by the ship ' s force, the
commanding officer of the repair activity is
responsible for seeing that, insofar as is prac
ticable , the facilities of the shipyard are made
available to the ship ' s crew .

the type commander , the grantor of the avail
ability , and the commanding officer of the repair
activity . The commanding officer of the repair
activity then immediately submits his recom
mendations in the matter to the Chief of Naval
Operations .

Information Furnished the ship

PROCEDURES UPON COMPLETION
The commanding officer ofthe repair activ

OF OVERHAUL

ity is responsible for keeping the commanding
officer of the ship appropriately informed of the

repair activity's action on all items of work ;

As described below , completing an overhaul
requires a reporton the completion status of all
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authorized repair items, plans for the cancella

pertinent information and such material as has

tion or later accomplishment of uncompleted
work , and readying the ship for its initial voyage
after the overhaul.

been assembled for the work .
Should work be desired later on job orders
which have been closed or canceled , new re

Completion Report

of the ship.

Insofar as its material condition is con
cerned , a ship leaving a repair activity upon
completion of its overhaul normally is ready for

Preparing for Sea Duty

quests must be made by the commanding officer

war service.

Readying a ship for sea, including its initial

Upon completion of the overhaul, the com
manding officer of the repair activity submits
to the authorities concerned a report showing
the completion status of each item of repair or
alteration. In his report he includes a list of

lowup to make certain that no necessary action
or material is omitted. The electronics officer
must see that his division is in order and that

all items which were authorized butnot under

his allowances of equipment, tools, and repair

taken .

parts are on board and properly stowed . The
reason for this is obvious , as negligence can

Uncompleted Work

make his ship a liability during crucialaction .

Except in unusualcircumstances , job orders
for uncompleted repair work are closed or
canceled upon the ship ' s departure from there

The EO must impress his technicians and the
operators with the importance of reporting to
proper authority all defects , regardless of their
apparent insignificance . When he reports his

pair activity . Job orders for authorized altera

division ready for sea , or for getting underway ,

tions, however , are held open until the work is
later completed or canceled by the bureau con
cerned .
In case of the departure of the ship when un
finished work is to be completed at another
activity , all outstanding job orders are trans
ferred to the latter activity together with all

his commanding officer assumes that each
equipment is in condition to give the perform
ance required of it . If, however, the command
ing officer is advised of the exact condition of
the equipment on board he knows to what extent
his ship can or cannot meet her commitments

voyage after an overhaul, involves meticulous
planning, persistent work and determined fol

and can act accordingly .

Alterations
An alteration is any change in hull,machin
ery , fittings , or equipment which involves
changes in design ,materials , number, location ,
or relationship of the component parts of an
assembly , regardless of whether undertaken
separately or together with repairs. Changes in
allowances of installed equipment are altera

tions and should be so handled .
The word " approve " in connection with an
alteration indicates the Bureau 's action on the
proposed change . Bureau approval is promul
gated in letters of technical' instruction or
Shipalts as defined below . Approval alone,
however , does not constitute authority to pro
ceed with the work . The work " authorize " is

Alterations which affect the military char
acteristics of a ship may be approved only by

the Chief of Naval Operations , who also es

tablishes their relative priority for accom
plishment.
Alterations other than those affecting mili

tary characteristics are approved by the
cognizant bureaus without reference to CNO .
In general, alterations of this type concern
matters of safety , efficiency, and economy of
operation or upkeep (recorded in the Opera
tional Improvement Plan ) and health and com

fort of personnel (recorded in the Habitability
Improvement Plan ) . The bureau concerned is
responsible for determining whether or not

used to signify the Bureau' s permission to pro

military characteristics are involved .

ceed and the granting of funds for a particular
ship during a particular availability .

Alterations to vessels which are made
necessary by changes in armament or by
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changes in equipment furnished by other bu

without delay with an endorsement reporting

reaus are under the cognizance of the Bureau
of Ships.

that the ship ' s plans and technicalmanuals have

its completion , and a statement to the effect
be on corrected to record the changes made .

This copy is forwarded by the following per
sons under the circumstances indicated :

SHIPALTS
Approved alterations under the cognizance
of the Bureau of Ships are known as Shipalts .
Each quarter these are listed according to
priorities (A , mandatory ; B , essential; and C ,

1 . Cognizant supervisor of shipbuilding, in

desirable), are compiled as type priority lists ,
and are forwarded to cognizant type com

2 . Commanding officer via the type com
mander for ships in commission ;
3 . Reserve fleet group commander via the

dustrial manager , or commander naval

shipyard for ships under construction or
conversion ;

manders for information . Type commanders
are requested to review outstanding approved
alterations periodically and to initiate action
to cancel those no longer considered absolutely

reserve fleet for reserve ships ;
4. District commandant for ships assigned
to Naval Reserve training.

Shipalts no longer planned for accomplish

essential.
Priority lists are also forwarded to the cog
nizant naval shipyards for guidance in advance

ment are canceled by the issuance of a Nav
Ships 97 having the samefile number and desig

planning; for proceeding with design , procure

nation as that previously given to the

ment, and installation work ; and for resolving
conflicting demands upon personnel and facili

appropriate NavShips 99 .

ties .

Ship 's Responsibilities for Shipalts

In order to facilitate record keeping in the
case of multiple building programs, alterations

In his capacity as repair officer, the en

ordered in ships under construction which are
also approved as Shipalts for ships already

gineer officer of a ship maintains the ship 's

master Shipalt file. He receives all new
Shipalts and is responsible for routing them to

delivered are indicated by including the ships

other departmentheads concerned . His records
can be consulted to ensure that the electronics
Shipalt cards in the CSMP are up to date . When

under construction in the applicable Shipalt.

This facilitates the orderly accomplishmentof
these alterations after delivery in case they are
not completed during the construction period .

a new Shipalt is received , a Shipalt card ,
should be prepared and placed in the Material

Items omitted from master lists are as
signed appropriate priorities at the time work
is authorized for applicable ships , or upon re

History .

quest.

alteration . Accomplishment willbe authorized

The Bureau reviews outstanding shipalts for
an individual ship in advance of its scheduled

later, in accordance with priority lists, as
previously discussed . Since Shipalt priority
lists are forwarded to type commanders , the
ship electronics officer can obtain priority in

Receipt of a Shipalt constitutes an approved

overhaul period and issues , not later than 4
months (120 days ) before such overhaul, a list

of the alterations authorized for accomplish

formation form the electronics officer on the

ment during the overhaul.

The list is based

staff of the type commander . The ship itself

upon available funds and equipment. The order

will be notified by the Bureau ofShips 120 days

of priority follows, as far as is practicable,

before an overhaul of the alterations scheduled

that of the type priority lists . The type com

for accomplishment during the overhaul. This

mander and the commander of the overhauling
naval shipyard are requested to comment upon
this list. Upon receipt of their recommenda
tions, the Bureau modifies , as considered de

letter is generally referred to as the 120 -day

sirable , the original list of authorized altera
tions .
Shipalts are issued on form NavShips 99.
Upon completion of an alteration the pink copy

Shipalt number , as, for example, A01263K . A
and K Shipalts are funded by the Bureau of
Ships. Since the Bureau and the Chiefof Naval
Operations establish priorities for these and

of NavShips 99 must be returned to the Bureau

schedule them

letter .

Shipalts fall into three classes , each ofwhich

is indicated by a letter (A , K , or D ) after the
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do not require BuShips special material, and

should not include requests for A or K Shipalts
in their overhaul work lists. These will be
accomplished as directed by the Bureau of Ships

provided they meet other requirements set
forth above. They are financed and otherwise

administered by type commanders in the same

when they fall within the established priority .
The number of Shipalts to be accomplished is
determined by the funds available for the Ship

manner as repairs except that their approval
is reported to the Bureau .
In the interest of uniformity , when possible,

Improvement Program .
If a commanding officer believes that the

alterations equivalent to repairs are approved

Shipalt priority arrangement could be improved

at about the same time for all vessels of the
type to which they are applicable. To this end
full exchange of information among the cor

or that an alteration listed below the cutoff

priority should be accomplished ,he should for
ward his recommendation to the Bureau of
Ships via his type commander . To permit

responding type commanders of the fleet is
essential .

routine handling , any such recommendations
must be forwarded not less than 6 months be

ALTERATION REQUESTS

fore the start of overhaul.

Class D Shipalts are funded by the type com

Because type commanders may modify pro

mander . Work requests for this class ofaltera

cedures for requesting alterations, the appli
cable type commander's instruction should be

tion mustbe submitted in the overhaulwork list.

referred to before such a requestis forwarded .

ALTERATIONS EQUIVALENT TO REPAIRS

In general, alteration request procedures are
as described below for ships in various cate

gories.

An alteration is considered an " alteration
equivalent to repair" when it meets any of the
following conditions:

Active Fleet Ships

1. Substitution , without other change in de
sign, of different materials which have been

When the commanding officer of a ship of

previously approved by the Bureau for similar

the active fleet determines thatan alteration is

use , and which are available from standard
stock .

advisable or necessary for the increased
efficiency of his ship herequests an alteration ,

2 . Replacementof wornoutor damaged parts

outlining the changes required to obtain the de

requiring renewal by those of later and more

sired results . He makes his request to the
Bureau of Ships in standard letter form , and in

efficient design and previously approved by the

addition to discussing the change in question ,

Bureau .

he covers specifically the following points :
1 . The estimated change in weight and mo

3. Strengthening of parts which require re
pair or replacement in order to improve reli

ment about the center ofgravity. In case weight
and moment compensation is required he rec

ability , provided no other change in design is
involved .

4. Minor modifications involving no signifi

ommends appropriate action .

cant changes in design or functioning of equip
ment, but considered essential to prevent re
currence of unsatisfactory conditions.

available for the accommodation ofthe crew will
result, a statement as to the amountof this re

Electronic field changes for Bureau of Ships

duction is included , along with a statement of

equipment are normally classified as altera
When , however ,

the reasons for accepting it .
Alteration requests are forwarded via type

the work required is extensive or requires
concurrent weight and moment compensation ,

cable , for their endorsement and recommenda

tions equivalent to repairs.

2 . In case a reduction in the spacenormally

or other administrative commanders , as appli

field changes are designated as alterations , and

tions as to approval, classification , and appli

Shipalts are issued .
Alterations equivalent to repairs maybe ap

basic request, and endorsements thereto ,

proved and authorized for accomplishment by
type and reserve fleet commanders without

should be forwarded to corresponding com
manders in other fleets , with a request that

reference to the Bureau provided they do not
involve increases in weight or vertical moment,

their comments on the proposed changebe for

cability to other ships of the type . Copies of the

warded to the Bureau of Ships for information .
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Commanding officers should bear in mind
that even though alterations are recommended
by the Board of Inspection and Survey , they

designation as that previously given to the

normally will not be acted upon by the Bureau

WEIGHT ANDMOMENT COMPENSATION

appropriate NavShips 99.

until after receipt of appropriate requests
from commanding officers and recommenda

Weight and moment compensation is re

tions thereon of type commanders .
Upon receipt by the Bureau , requests for

quired for alterations, allowance list changes ,
and other changes in the loading of ships as

alterations which affect military character
istics are forwarded to the Chief of Naval Op

found necessary by stability and buoyancy

erations for action . Other alteration requests
are acted upon by the Bureau after considera
tion of all the factors involved , such as the

reau exercises its discretion in limiting weight
and moment additions to those itemswhich are

effect on weight, stability , space , power, and

essential for other reasons. Shipalts and other
correspondence approving alterations are not

the possible increased effectiveness of theship .
Requests for alterations equivalent to re
pairs involving weight and moment changes are

addressed to the Bureau of Ships as indicated

studies made by the Bureau of Ships . The Bu
of military importance or which are absolutely

issued therefore until the required compensa

tion has been designated , including an estimate
of the net change in weight andmoment result

above for other alterations .

ing

Reserve Fleet Ships

ment of the action required to compensate for
the effect on displacement and stability . If
compensation is not required because of the
status of the ships and the importance of the

Requests for alterations, or alterations
equivalent to repairs , for reserve fleet ships
are addressed to the Bureau of Ships by reserve

must be given .

fleet commanders, with copies to the corres

ponding type commanders and the other reserve
fleet commanders. Except in unusual circum
stances , no alterations are authorized for ac
complishment in reserve fleet ships other than
those which are equivalent to repairs and which

are essential to bring the ship concerned to a
fully operational condition .

from the alteration involved and a state

alteration , a specific statement to that effect

It is the joint policy of the Bureau of Ord
nance and the Bureau of Ships thatwhen arma
ment is removed in compensation for material
placed on board during peacetime to enhance
comfort and morale , such addedmaterial shall

be capable of expeditious removal by the ship ' s
force .

Alterations authorized for accomplishment

The Bureau of Ships Manual points out that
many naval vessels have suffered from in
creased weight to such an extent that drastic
steps have been necessary to avoid compro
mising their power of survival. In somecases
the situation has been so serious that the ship

in ships assigned to Naval Reserve training are
limited to the minimum necessary to provide

has been unableto carry thedesired armament.
The Bureau is able to control weight increase

satisfactory training units . Requests for such

only ( 1 ) through action taken on proposed al
terations and allowance changes , (2 ) as the

Naval Reserve Training Ships

alterations are forwarded to the Bureau of
Ships by district commandants , with a copy of

result of unsatisfactory conditions reported by

the request to the Bureau of Naval Personnel.

forces afloat, or (3 ) as the result of inclining
experiments . It is important therefore that

Ships Under Construction

type commanders and personnel aboard ships ,
at shipyards and at repair activities , learn to

Alterations requested for ships under con
struction are forwarded to the Bureau of Ships

via the supervisor of shipbuilding or com
mander of the naval shipyard responsible for

development of the design .

think in terms of weight and find ways and
means to minimize weight increases .

Fleet

commanders , type commanders , commanding
officers, and other shipboard personnel can
contribute, for example , by ( 1) eliminating un

Shipalts are canceled by the issuance of a

authorized alterations and installations of un

NavShips 97 having the same file number and

authorized equipment; (2) locating unnecessary
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equipment, structures, fittings, stores, and

a ship , the danger lies in the cumulative effect

miscellaneous items which may be removed or
replaced by lighter items; and (3) determining
approved alterations which can be canceled .
Though the weight of an individual item may
be insignificant when compared to the weightof

ofmanyweight increases over a period of years.
Additional details on alteration procedures
may be found in BuShips Instruction 4720 . 1 ser.
508 - 30 of 25 March 1954 .

Contract Field Service Technicians
In addition to the regular repair assistance
available at shipyards or alongside repair ships
and tenders, shipsmay request assistance from
contract field service technicians. These are

detailed information on the fine points of equip

ment, maintenance short -cuts, and improved
techniques . On board ships , contract tech
nicians familiarize the ship ' s force with the
adjustment, maintenance , and operation of in

civilian electronics personnel from commer
cial firms who are under contract with the Bu

stalled electronic equipments as necessary to

reau of Ships . Their primary purpose is to
assist naval personnel through training.

make these personnel less dependent upon

Ordinarily, electronics work assigned to or
undertaken by field activities of the Bureau of
Ships is accomplished by naval military and
civilian personnel. When necessary , however ,
to meet the needs of the Service , the Bureau of
Ships will provide the professional services of

In addition , contract technicians train naval
personnel at regularly established schools.
Located at key points , these schools provide
continuous training on such systems as ASW ,

outside assistance.

fire control radar , AN /URT, SRT, and other
electronic equipments in use by the Navy .

contract technicians for work at these activi

In addition to the duties described above,

ties .

field service technicians report to the Bureau

of Ships the conditions they find on each job and

As directed by the Bureau ofShips , contract

the steps taken to remedy defects notes . These

field service technicians are assigned by con

reports are complete . They state the natureof

tractors to shipyards , maintenance yards , and
fleet commands requiring their services . They
are administered , and their services coordi
nated , by the command designated by the fleet

ure, condition of equipment, reason for failure,

commander or by the shipyard or maintenance
authority to which they are assigned . Ships

the Bureau .

the services performed , the symptoms of fail

training level of assigned personnel, action
taken , and anything else considered of value to

They provide the Bureau with

vital information on each equipment serviced

desiring the services ofthese techniciansmake
their requests to the appropriate service force

and present a cross - section of equipment per
formance in general. From a compilation of

commander .

the data thus received , the Bureau can deter
mine whether a piece of equipment is of poor

Contract technicians provide technical in
formation to naval military and civilian person
nel on unusual design , planning, installation ,
and maintenance problems associated with the
introduction of new equipments . The major
justification for their use , however, is their
contribution to on -the - job training . Their
function is to help local personnel to perform

design or has been either improperly installed
or maintained . The reports tie in closely with

the electronics failure report system and add to
the data on which depend much of the design of
new equipment, the modification of old , and

changes in installation or maintenance pro
cedures .

their duties more efficiently - not to do the work

Because this is an expensive program , using
funds that would otherwise beused for purchase
of equipment or for research and development,

for them . At naval shipyards , for instance,
they train and instruct shipyard personnel in
installation , checkout, and adjustment of equip
ments to enable these personnel to carry on
their duties more capably . Shop men are given

it is of utmost importance that contract tech
nicians be assigned and utilized in such a way

that maximum benefit is derived from their
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services . Requests for their assistance should
always be based upon the realization that their
purpose is to help the Navy to help itself . They

are not to perform work that is a normal re
sponsibility of naval military and civilian per
sonnel.

Conclusion
In order to make the best use of outside
assistance when electronics work is beyond the

In order to advise his commanding officer
on Shipalt priorities , he must keep himselfand
his leading technicians informed on proposed
alterations . Because of his daily contact with
equipments underoperating conditions he is in a

capacity of the ship ' s force, the electronics

officer must know the kinds ofassistance avail
able and the circumstances under which each
may be requested . This means that he must

position to recommend alterations which will

first be fully aware of the technical capabilities

improve installations aboard his ship type.

of his crew . Such awareness will enable him to
avoid requesting outside assistance unneces
sarily and also to avoid delay in requesting such

Knowledge of the procedures for requesting
alterations will enable him to know which kinds
of alterations may be approved for ships in the

assistance when needed . He must understand

category to which he is assigned .

the purposes of the various availabilities and
the procedures to be followed when these are

It is also important that he appreciate the

required . Such understanding includes his re
sponsibilities for electronics work before,

necessity for having his men available for
training during all periods when contract field
service technicians are on board .

during , and after regular overhauls.
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to fight and relieve them of the administrative

Knowledge of the general organization of the
fleet is necessary if the electronics officer is
to appreciate fully his relationships to com

responsibilities which would interfere with

combat operations.

mands or units above or below the one to which
he is assigned . In general the structure de
scribed here is that of the Pacific Fleet, but
where important differences occur in Atlantic
Fleet practices these are noted . Though within
either fleet there are important differences

As indicated in figure 6 - 1, the operating
forces are organized for operational purposes
into fleets , task forces , task groups , and task
units . The fleets , under commanders in chief,

such as Cinc Pac Fit and CinCLantFit, are the
major commands, with each fleet containing

between war and peacetime organization , this
discussion deals primarily with current peace
time structure.
The designation of Commander in Chief

several task forces . Each task force is com
posed of task groups , and the groups aremade
up of task units .

Pacific (Cinc Pac ) refers to the commander of

forces are divided into type , division , and

For administrative purposes, the operating

the Pacific area who functions under the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. This is the unified command
through which joint operations are conducted
within the area defined . The strictly naval
command of the Pacific Fleet is exercised by
the Commander in Chief U . S . Pacific Fleet
(Cinc Pac Fit) .
Fleet organization for operational, or tacti
cal, command differs from its organization for

squadron commands .

Figure 6 - 2 shows the

various type commands under Cinc Pac Flt.
These are subject to change as military re
quirements change . The organizational struc

ture depicted in figure 6 - 1 is relatively stable.
A type command may be composed of a num

ber of vessels of specific type ( s ) or it may
carry out a particular type of function . For
example , Commander Submarine Force Pa

cific has administrative responsibilities for a

administration . (See fig. 6 - 1.)

particular ship type assigned to the U . S . Pa

Operational, or tactical, organization has

cific Fleet, whereas Commander Training
Commander Pacific is responsible for a partic
ular type of function throughout the fleet.

to do with the actual deployment and utilization

of ships and other fleet units in military opera
tions. The primary purpose of operational

Supply and logistics responsibilities , al

commands is to fight.

though comprising a large portion of fleet ad

Administrative organization , on the other
hand , has to do with the logistics of fleet
support and maintenance, including technical
training and repair; preparation of doctrine
and tactical instructions based on war ex

ministration are not allocated to each type
commander for his respective units , but are

concentrated in the three largest type com
mands - Commander, Service Force; Com
mander, Air Force; and Commanding General,
Fleet Marine Force. Logistics matters per
taining to the Pacific Fleet, with the exception

perience ; supply ; and general administration .

The purpose of administrative commands is to
provide operational commands with the means

of aviation and Marine supplies, are the
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FLEET COMMANDER IN CHIEF

OPERATIONAL

ADMINISTRATIVE

TYPE COMMANDER

NUMBERED (TASK) FLEET COMMANDER

SQUADRON COMMANDER

TASK FORCE COMMANDER

DIVISION COMMANDER

TASK GROUP COMMANDER

SHIP

TASK UNIT COMMANDER

SHIP

Figure 6-1. -Fleet organization for administrative and operational control.
responsibility of theCommander Service Force
Pacific (ComServPac) . Thes Commander
nsible Air

From the foregoing brief discussion of fleet
organization it is apparent that the electronics

avy and Mar)iis rresponsible
espo
of N(ComAirPac
foforr
Force Pacific
the support
of Navy and Marine aviation units .
arine support, except aviation , is a responsi
MMarine

officer may expect to find his billet somewhere

in the administrative chain of responsibility.
Maintenance and material usually are con
sidered logistic functions; therefore , the larg

bility of the Commanding General FleetMarine
Force Pacific (ComGenFMFPac) .

est number of billets is in the Service Force .

Staff Organization
Diversity of missions and forces precludes

way .

rigid naval staff organization . Navy Regula

The chief of staff is responsible for the

supervision and coordination of the staff of

ficers , while the latter are responsible for the

tions , 1948 provides somegeneral instructions
to the effect that the organization should be as
prescribed by the commander and that it should
conform in nature to that of the staffs senior
to it. It further defines the authority and re
sponsibilities of the staff officers in a general

duties assigned and advise the commander on
such matters as are pertinent to those duties ,

but the staff officers haveno command authority
of their own. When the staff is embarked in
a ship , the staff officers are subject to the
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CINCPACFLT

Commanding
General Fleet
Marine Force
Pacific

Commander
Air Force
Pacific

Commander
Amphibious

Commander
Training

Commander
Cruiser -Destroyer

Force

Pacific

Commond
Pacific

Pacific

Commander

Commander
Submarine

Service Force

Force
Pacific

Pacific

Force

Commander
Mine Force
Pacific

Figure 6-2 -U. S. Pacific Fleet type commands.
internal regulations and routine of the ship ,
signed to the ship for administration and
discipline. When the staff is ashore, the en
listed personnel are assigned to an appropriate
shore activity foradministration and discipline.
This is as far as the regulations go .

responsibilities , it is logical to expect con
siderable abbreviation and combination in the
staffs of the type commanders.
The general internal administration of the
staff is within the province ofthe flag secretary
whose responsibilities include the mail room ,
routing, filing , and checking of correspondence

Amplifying the above regulations, The Navy
Staff, NWP12 , presents an organizational pat

ment and supervision of enlisted personnel;

and the enlisted personnel of the staff are as

for timely action and correct form ; assign

tern , and outlines staff organization principles,

preparation of officer and enlisted watch lists ;
preparation or endorsement of orders for of
ficer personnel; and officer records.

staff functions and procedures.

Type (administrative) and force (opera

tional) staffs have similar subdivisions but

The Chief of Staffsupervises and coordinates
the work of all divisions of the staff. He
screens all action which must be referred to
the commander for decision . Since heads of
staff divisions usually have the authority to

emphasize them differently . Staff divisions
usually are : personnel (or administration) ,

intelligence, operations, logistics, communica
tions, and plans. Inasmuch as thecommanders

sign letters and release dispatches "by the
direction of the commander," it is important

immediately under Cinc Pac Flt pattern their
staff organizations to a large extent on his
plan , figure 6 - 3 is presented as an example .

that the officers clearly understand whatkinds
of action must first be cleared with the com
mander. The degree of independence allowed

Because this is an extremely large staff, with

heavy planning, administrative,and operational
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CINCPACFLT

FLAG SECRETARY
AND AIDE

FLAG LIEUTENANT
AND AIDE

FLEET MARINE FORCE

PUBLK FORMATION OFFICER

PACIFIC LIAISON OFFICER

OF STAFF

ASSISTANTECHE STAFF

ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAF
FOR INTELLIGENCE

FLEET
PERSONNEL

FLEET
CHAPLAIN

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
TO CHIEF OF STAFF

CHIEF OF STAFF
AND AIDE

AIDE TO CHIEF

ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF
FOR LOGISTICS

ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF
FOR OPERATIONS

FLEET
MAINTENANCE

FLEET

MEDICAL

FLEET
DENTAL

ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF

FOR COMMUNICATIONS

FLEET

AEROLOGIST

ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF
FOR ADMINISTRATION

FLEET
SUPPLY

Figure 6-3. -CinCPacFlt stafforganization.
staff duty officer in accordance with the watch

varies widely between commanders, but itmay

list prepared by the flag secretary. Among

be generally stated that any pending action that
might influence policy currently in effectmust
be referred to the commander for clearance .
Action clearly within the outlines of current
policy may be directed without his personal
clearance.
It is the responsibility of all officers to
initiate action withoutdelay on any communica
tions they receive which require reply or

further promulgation .

his responsibilities as duty officer are: (1)
receiving and making routine reports , (2)
making reception or departure arrangements
for visiting officers, and (3) taking administra
tive action on matters not normally under his

cognizance , in the absence of officers usually

responsible for these matters.

CINCPACFLT ELECTRONICS OFFICER

In order that such

action will conform with the commander ' s

The electronics officer on the staff of the
Commander in Chief, U .S . Pacific Fleet is an
assistant to the Assistant Chief of Staff for
Communications and to the Assistant Chief of

policies, staff officers must keep themselves
informed of those policies. They also must
keep the commander informed on matters under
their cognizance.
Most staffs follow the doctrine ofcompleted
staff work. This means that any officer pre
paring paper work must pass it to his senior
for action or release in a final or finished
form . To do this requires thorough considera
tion of all the factors involved and drafting to
the best of the officer's ability . Thus the
senior, or the commander, hasonly to read and
approve or disapprove the finished product.
He is relieved of the chores of proofing and
editing which are time-consuming. If the paper
is not approved, the work must be redrafted
according to the changes indicated and again
presented in finished form .
In addition to his section responsibilities,
each officer periodically assumes the status of

Staff for Logistics. Through the appropriate
assistant chief of staff he is responsible for

keeping CinCPac Flt in touch with all current
electronics problems, practices, training , ap
plications, developments , and progress; for
the technical policies of Cinc Pac Fit in mat
ters affecting the use of electronic equipment;
for the technical control of electronics train
ing; and for other electronics matters, includ
ing logistics planning, with which CinC Pac Fit
is concerned. His responsibility is extended
to include comparable functions with respect
to electronics matters that concern the Com
mander in Chief, Pacific (Cinc Pac).

In carrying out the above responsibilities ,
his duties are as follows:
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1. He assists the Assistant Chief of Staff
for Communications, and other staff divisions
concerned , in advising the Commander in Chief
on all electronics matters .
2 . He assists the Assistant Chief of Staff

for Logistics in matters affecting electronics
logistics planning .
3. He assists the Assistant Chief of Staff

for Communications , the Assistant Chief of
Staff for Logistics , and the Fleet Maintenance
Officer in the planning , construction , and
operation of shore communications stations
under the cognizance of Cinc Pac and Cinc Pac
Flt .

4 . He assists the Fleet Personnel Officer

the solution of operating and technicalproblems
encountered at these activities.
8 . He keeps informed on Navy Department
electronics programs, including research and
development, evaluation , procurement and in
stallation , and allowances, in order to make
constructive recommendations to CNO and the
bureaus on these programs.

CINCLANTFLT ELECTRONICS OFFICER
The electronics officer assigned to the staff
of CinCLantFlt is officially designated as Elec
tronics Material Officer . He assists the As

in matters concerning the assignment of elec

sistant Chief of Staff for Logistics in advising

tronics personnel.

the Commander in Chief on electronics re
search , design , procurement , installation ,

5. In cooperation with the Fleet Readiness
Officer , he prepares recommendations to CNO
and the appropriate bureaus and offices on

maintenance , and related matters.

matters affecting electronics training .
6 . He maintains close liaison with task
fleet and type commanders and renders all
possible assistance and guidance in elec
tronics applications by : ( 1 ) recommending or
initiating , in cooperation with the Fleet Read
iness Officer and the Fleet Maintenance Of

tion to the Fleet and the Navy Department, as
appropriate. He visits periodically, or has
liaison with , subordinate commands and certain
joint service activities to coordinate technical
electronics matters. From time to time he

ficer , policies affecting the installation and

He cor

relates pertinent technical data for dissemina

attends conferences which are also attended by

type commanders , staff electronics officers,
and representatives of CNO and the Bureau of
Ships . At these conferences electronics prob

maintenance of electronics in the Pacific Fleet;
( 2 ) coordinating the views and recommenda
tions of type commanders in the formulation
of recommendations to the Navy Department;
and (3) implementing , through type com

lems are discussed and information is dis
seminated on new and future electronic equip

manders , the policies and programs promul

In addition he advises the Staff ASW Officer,
Readiness and Training Officer , and other staff

gated by CNO or a bureau .
7. He makes periodic visits to subordinate
activities to keep in touch with and assist in

ment for the Fleet.
members on matters involving the broad field

of electronics.

Type Organization And Administration
The type commands ofthe U . S . Pacific Fleet

( fig. 6 - 2 ) are administrative commands under
the fleet commander in chief. The functions
of these commands are given here in a general
way to illustrate the job they perform . It is
well to keep in mind that there is not always
a hard and fast division between operational

commanders must maintain close liaison in
order to avoid overlapping or conflicting re
quirements
Type .con.s, whe
qu Type
commanders are charged with issuing

instructions, where necessary , for the opera
tion , maintenance , and administration of ships

of the type in amplification ofmanuals , regula
tions, and other directives issued by higher

functions and administrative functions since
some phases of operation occasionally require
the assumption of certain administrative duties
by operational personnel, as for example, dur

manders, until such control is passed to other

ing sustained operations in remote areas. In
such cases , the operational and administrative

commanders by specific assignment. As a
corollary to issuing instructions to their ships

authority .

Operational control of ships and

units is normally exercised by type com
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and units ,type commanders are further charged

logistic support to ships, units, and overseas

with administration of inspections (material,

bases devolve upon the Service Force Com
mander , whereas similar responsibilities per

operational readiness, and administrative) to
ensure the maintenance of adequate standards .
The type commander determines thestandards

taining to aircraft devolve upon the Air Force
Commander. Support in matters peculiar to
the Marines falls upon the Commanding General
of the Fleet Marine Force; and supportby con
tinental activities is coordinated by the Sea
Frontier Commander.
The foregoing general functions are appli
cable to both the Atlantic and Pacific Fleets .

and recommends the inspections which are

then conducted by operational commands such

as commanders of task forces and groups for
the ships assigned to them .
One of the administrative functions em
braces supervision and allowances of person
nel within the type. For over -all fleet ad

Regulations published in each fleet outline the
responsibilities of the type commanders as

ministration , this function is assigned to the
service forces. For ships of his command
however, planning and recommendations in
personnel matters rest with the individ
ual type commander. Although all com
manders and commanding officersare charged
with training in preparation for war, the type
commanders are responsible for establishing
suitable minimum training requirements for
their respective ships.
Type commanders are responsible for the

signed to that fleet.
COMCRUDESPAC STAFF
It would be difficult and misleading to
present a composite structure of a typical

staff, since each staff is governed by its own
staff instructions which present the organiza
tion and define the responsibilities of each
officer. The first step in becoming acquainted
with a new job on a staff is to study and under

administration of materialmatterswithin their

commands, butmay decentralize this responsi

stand these instructions. As supplementary

bility to the extent that effective supervision

material, there is usually a set of stafforders

can be employed . Primary responsibilities
for logistics matters are assigned to the

and memorandums which govern details or
special contingencies not covered in the general
staff instructions. These are equally im

Service Force, Air Force (Naval), Marine
Force, and the Sea Frontier commands , each
for its particular specialty . For instance
planning, issuing directives, and implementing

portant.
The following paragraphs describe the staff

COMMANDER PACIFIC
CRUISER FLEET
-DESTROYER FORCE

FLAG LIEUTENANT

CHIEF OF STAFF
AND AIDE

AND AIDE

ADMINISTRATION

INTELLIGENCE

OFFICER

OFFICER

PERSONNEL
LEGAL

OPERATIONS
OFFICER
(Asst.Chief of Staff)

ASSISTANT
READINESS

PUBLK INFORMATION
ATHLETIC & WELFARE

1

organization (illustrated in fig . 6 -4 ) under the

FLAG SECRETARY
AND AIDE

MATERIAL AND

COMMUNICATIONS

LOGISTICS OFFICER

OFFICER

MAINTENANCE
FIELD INSPECTOR AND
REPRESENTATIVE

SIGNAL

MAINTENANCE (ORDNANCE )

POSTAL

RADIO
COMMUNICATIONSWATCH

MEDICAL
SUPPLY

Figure 6-4.- Cruiser.Destroyer Force, U. S. Pacific Fleet, staff organization.
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Consequently , type commanders issue type in
structions and type letters in which pertinent
material is quoted or summarized, thus re
ducing the general instructions to specific in
structions peculiar to the type.
Not only must type commanders issue data
as to the standards required for their ships,
they must also enforce these standards by
means of inspections. The number and kinds
of inspections are specified in Navy Regula

Commander , Cruiser -Destroyer Force, U . S .
Pacific Fleet. In this organization the frame

work necessary for immediate expansion to
wartime size has been retained .

The duties

of the type commander and the guiding direc
tives for the staff are largely contained in
United States Navy Regulations, 1948 ; United
States Pacific Fleet Regulations; Navy instruc

tions and notices ;CinC Pac instructions; and the
like.

tions and CNO directives .

The ships assigned to ComCruDes Pac for

Three types of

administration include destroyers , destroyer

inspections are mandatory - ADMINISTRA

pickets , destroyer escorts , high speed mine
sweepers , destroyer tenders , and light and

TIVE , OPERATIONAL READINESS , and MA
TERIAL . The scheduling ofinspections is based

heavy cruisers .

upon the operating cycles of the ships ; that is ,

As a type commander in the administrative

the periods between regularly scheduled ship
yard overhauls .

organization of the U . S . Pacific Fleet, Com
CruDes Pac is charged with administration of
all units and activities assigned . As a task
force commander, he is charged also with
certain responsibilities for tactics , doctrine ,
and the techniques necessary for theoperation
and combat readiness of his force as a whole.
The staff assists the type commander in dis
charging these responsibilities .

Inspections of ships and aircraft squadrons
are under the control of the fleet commanders
who delegate this responsibility to the type
commanders . The commanders of task forces

or groups conduct, or direct the conduct of,
such inspections as are recommended by the

type commanders and submit to the latter the
appropriate reports . When requested , fleet

Since the officers of the staff are selected

training commands assist the type commanders

because of their technical knowledge and ex

in the conduct ofadministrative and operational

perience, they are required to make this
knowledge and experience available not only to

readiness inspections .
The grade a ship receives on an inspection
is based upon the readiness of its personnel

the type commander but also to all units of
the force .
Each staff officer , irrespective of rank ,
corps, or duty assignment, bears a certain re

and material to meet the requirements of cur
rent and prospective missions, particularly

those required for war service. Final grading

sponsibility for the operational readiness of the

is done by the type commander , or a designated
subordinate , in order to obtain uniformity with
in the type.
An administrative inspection is an inspec
tion of all the administrative methods and
procedures normally employed by a ship to
determine whether or not the ship is being
administered in an intelligent and efficient
manner , and whether the organization , methods,

force . Discharge of this responsibility is ef

fected only by close contact with all units. To
this end, therefore , staff officers are urged
to visit other commands , units of the command

to which assigned , and shore facilities to ob
serve exercises and discuss problems.

INSPECTIONS

and procedures are directed toward keeping

Type commanders must ensure that the
ships under their command are informed of and

these sources get fleetwide dissemination , but
the material is so voluminous that it is not

the ship prepared to perform her wartime
mission . At least one administrative inspec
tion is conducted in each training cycle and is
divided into two. categories, the ship as a whole
and each department.
An operational readiness inspection con
sists of a demonstration on the part of a ship
of her readiness and ability to perform the
operations which might be required of her
during war. Normally two such inspections

readily effective except for detailed reference.

are conducted during a training cycle .

keep up to prescribed standards ofmaintenance
and readiness .

These standards are found in

various directives stemming from fleet com
manders , technical bureaus , and CNO . These

directives may be in the form of regulations ,
letters , directives , or manuals . Most of
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ship inspected , but the final decision as to

As with administrative inspections , the
conduct of an operational readiness inspection
is the responsibility of the type commander

those authorized for accomplishment rests with

the type commander or his seniors.

who normally requests the assistance of the

A report of an inspection is compiled by the

fleet training command. The inspection in
cludes a battle problem prepared , conducted ,
and observed as specified by CNO in the
publication , Preparation , Conductand Analysis
of a Battle Problem (FXP3 - 2 ) . In addition ,
other operational exercises are prescribed by
the type commander , including gunnery , damage
control, engineering, CIC , communications,

chief inspector from data supplied by his as
sistants . The report is forwarded via the com
manding officer of the inspected ship to the
type commander. The latter forwards it to
CNO unless military characteristics are in

volved , in which case it is forwarded via the
fleet commander. The report contains the
inspector' s evaluation and grading of the in
spection with supporting comment. Forwarding

seamanship , and aviation .

The inspection is conducted under way ex
ceptfor those portions which are tasks normally

officers , including the type commander , are

conducted at anchor, or in getting under way
and coming to anchor . The inspection lasts
for a period of 24 hours during which the ship

1. Action necessary to correct defects or
improve material conditions and reclassifica

charged with analyzing and endorsing the re
port indicating the following:

is rigged for battle to the maximum extent

possible.

tion of work list items.
2 . Effectiveness of the methods and routine
for upkeep of the ship .
3 . Sufficiency of the time assigned and of
that actually devoted to upkeep .

The criteria for performance are

(1 ) whether the ship as a whole can carry out

her operational functions and (2 ) whether the

ship's company is well trained and competent
in all phases of the evolutions.
The purpose of a material inspection is to
determine the actual material condition of a
ship and her equipment in respect to ability to
perform all functions for which the itemswere
separately and interrelatedly designed , and to
recommend repairs , alterations, changes , or
developments that will ensure the material
readiness of the ship to carry out the mission
for which it was designed . Material readiness
implies that the ship has established routines
for own force inspections, tests , and pre
ventive maintenance ; that there is effective
utilization offacilities for repair and preserva

4. Opinion of the ship 's material readiness
for war , including comment on any item of
major deficiency disclosed by the inspection
or otherwise known .

BATTLE EFFICIENCY COMPETITIONS
Closely related to the conduct and analysis
of inspections is the conduct of intra - type
competitions for awards. During these com
petitions , ships of the type compete in the
performance of battle exercises and problems
as determined by the type commander and his

tion ; and that outstanding items of work have

staff.

been correctly determined as within thecapac
ity of the ship's force, repair ships/tenders ,

commander may recommend to CNO those

As a result of the competition the type

or naval shipyards , respectively .

ships standing highest in the competition . He
bases his recommendation on the over - all

The scope ofmaterial inspections is similar
to that of inspections made by the Board of

performance in all forms of exercises, in the
general performance of assigned duties , and
in material and organizational readiness.
The conduct of the competition is normally
administered by theoperational readiness sec
tion of the type commander' s staff. This sec
tion depends , however , on the maintenance
section to grade that part of the competition
dealing with engineering , electronics , and
damage control performance and exercises .
These grades are then combined with other
performance grades to obtain a total grade for
each ship of the type.

Inspection and Survey (InSurv). Since an InSurv
inspection is required every 3 years , and since
in most cases the period between overhauls
is 18 months , the scheduling of a material and
an InSurv inspection is alternated . One of the

above inspections should be conducted a min
imum of 3 months prior to a shipyard overhaul.

The chief and assisting inspectors desig
nated by the type commander express their
opinions and make recommendations on the

necessity or desirability of work items for the
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Fleet training publications contain detailed

during restricted and technical availabilities

instructions as to what factors are to be
evaluated , and illustrate and describe the re
porting forms to be used . These publications

exercises which are mandatory and others

for ships of the command , and he controls the
screening of ships' requisitions for electronic
material. The staff supply officer provides
technical assistance as necessary for such
screening. In addition , the EMO advises all
members of the staff on matters involving elec
tronics , and in common with all staff officers ,
he must be familiar with existing staff policies

which are optional for each of the classes of

and instructions and must understand and

ships within his command . It is further neces

carry out the concept of completed staff work .

also include a list of possible exercises . Ac
cording to the type of ship , some exercises
are highly desirable while others are not ap
plicable. The type commander specifies the

sary for the type commander to divide the

Normally all incoming correspondence re

ships under his administration into competitive
groups since they may have major design or

lating to technical electronics , CIC , com
munications, ASW , and the training and admin

functional differences . For example , the ships
of the service force are ofmany types; thus ,

istration of electronics personnel is forwarded
to the assistantmaterial officer for electronics

grouping for a fair competitive balance is

for appropriate action or pertinent comments
and recommendations. Before taking action or

difficult.

commander by the chief observer, in which he

making recommendations on such correspond
ence, he confers with any other staff officers
who may have an interest in the matter at

states his evaluation of the results with

hand .

Upon completion of the competition , letter
reports of the exercises are made to the type
supporting evidence for his conclusions. The

As circumstances warrant, the assistant

reports are forwarded via the commanding
officer of the ship inspected with copies to CNO
and such other commands as the type com

material officer for electronics prepares let

ters and instructions to the vessels of the
command. Such letters and instructions may
concern maintenance and upkeep methods , tun

mander desires .

ing procedures , record keeping, and conserva

TYPE ELECTRONICS OFFICER

tion of tubes and equipment; or they may call

Because staffs differ in such things as
organization , specific duty assignments , and
officer titles , details of the following discus
sion are not identical for all type command

attention to policy, or violations thereof; errors
in , or failure to make reports ; and other
routine matters . These letters and instruc
tions are one means by which the experience
and knowledge of the staff electronics material

electronics officers . The general responsi
bilities described, however, are common to all
such officers .

officer are passed down the line.

On the staff of a type commander of the
Atlantic Fleet, the electronics officer is of
fically designated Assistant Material Officer

opportunity with shipboard personnel, as this

It is a primary responsibility of the staff

electronics material officer to consult at every
is another means by which his knowledge may

be passed on to others . This also is one of

sence of any one of them .

the ways he learns "what' s going on in his
ships' their technical, personnel, and logistics
problems; their discoveries of maintenance
short cuts ; their ideas for improving equip
ments or procedural routines ; and the like.
As a result of such consultations he is better
able to coordinate the electronics work of the

He works in close cooperation with the
Communications, ASW , and CIC sections of the

hand knowledge of existing problems, he is

for Electronics. He is responsible to the
Material Officer for all electronics matters

and assists in matters other than electronics
as required . He must be sufficiently familiar
with the duties of the Material Officer and his

other assistants to act as a relief in the ab

command, and because he has obtained first

staff on such electronics matters as operational
characteristics and frequencies of equipments ,

better able to help solve them or interpret

shipboard allowances , and actual shipboard
installations. He allocates funds for elec
tronics repairs during regular overhauls and

with the equipments, he calls on them

them to an appropriate activity for solution .
Because shipboard personnel actually work

opinions or assistance as necessary .
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Because the type commander is called upon

to act as liaison between ships and the fleet
commander , the Bureau of Ships , and naval
shipyards, the electronics material officer on

record . Although the entire record is revised
periodically, entries are usually made as

changes occur, thus keeping the list current
on a day - to - day basis .

his staff must be familiar with the organiza

In electronics logistics matters, the as

tional setup of these establishments and with
their policies and directives , especially where

sistant material officer for electronics on the
staff of a LantFit type command screens and

they are concerned with electronics .

follows up as necessary ships' requests for

The staff electronics officer' s responsibili
ties include reviewing material inspection re
ports , and screening the electronics portions of
shipyard and tender work lists and requests for
alterations. In the case ofmaterial inspection

material. Ships scheduled for extended opera

deficiencies , the commanding officer of the ship

takes initial action to see that the deficiencies
are brought up to required standards . The type
commander reviews the commanding officer' s
action and makes recommendations or takes

action as appropriate . In screening work lists
he ensures that no work within the capacity of

tions or foreign duty often require special
electronics material. The assistant material
officer for electronics acts for the type com
mander in ascertaining that this material is

aboard , installed as necessary , and fully opera
tive prior to departure of the ships.
The staff electronics officer serves also as
an assistant to the staff operations officer . In
this capacity he makes recommendations as
necessary pertaining to operational electronics

training. As required , he assists in CIC team

the ship 's force is approved for yard accom

training , in training in the use of electronic

plishment (necessary because ofbudgetary and

equipment in CIC ' s , and training of other elec
tronics personnel such as radarmen .
The staff electronics officermust ascertain

manpower limitations), that all unauthorized
items are deleted , and that priorities are cor
rectly assigned to ensure that the most impor
tant items are high on the list. He checks al
teration requests to determine the desirability

ofthe requested changes and their applicability
to other vessels of the type.
Thus it is evident that the staff electronics
material officer must be familiar with the
status of the installations aboard ships of the
command and know their operational char

acteristics and limitations.
The type commandermaintains an alteration
and improvement record for ships under his

cognizance, and the electronics officer on his
staff is responsible for the electronics portion
thereof. This record furnishes the type com

mander with information on the status of equip
ments throughout his command and thus is
useful in future planning . It consists of a
compilation of approved alterations and altera
tions equivalent to repairs for all vessels of
the command . Information recorded includes
alteration numbers , titles of alterations, spe
cific vessels to which applicable , and codes

indicating the status of each alteration in each
ship - that is, whether it has been completed ,
not completed , partially completed , canceled ,
or is not applicable. When an alteration has
been canceled or completed in all applicable
vessels , it is dropped from the list upon

periodic revision of the type commander 's

that full use is made by ships ' personnel of

shore-based technical and operational schools
and that adequate on -the- job training is provided
in ships of the command . His responsibility
for training usually is carried out via direc

tives and instructions to appropriate shipboard
officers , inasmuch as the type commander nor

mally has no facilities for actual training .
The staff EO has responsibility also for the
CIC component of the Battle Efficiency Com
petition . He reviews the requirements to see
that they are realistic , adequate , and provide

definite benefit to the CIC teams. In this con
nection he prescribes therequired and optional
exercises to be performed each quarter , as
signs relative weights to each , and if neces

sary prepares new exercises . He reviews all
exercise reports , compares them , and assigns
the final grade on each if at variance with the

grade recommended . Hemaintains all records

of the competition , including a quarterly sum
mary of standings.
As pointed out in chapter 3, shipboard
electronics officers forward certain records
and reports to their type commander.

The

electronics officer on the type commander's
staff ensures that these reports are made
promptly . When they are received ,he reviews
them and takes any action considered neces
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them and takes any action considered neces

Copies of staff instructions, letters, and

sary . In addition he prepares such reports as

competition and inspection instructions are

may be required by the Fleet Commander in
Chief, the Bureau of Ships , and the Chief of

available to assist all staff members in the
performance of their duties . In addition , the

NavalOperations; as for example, the quarterly
report required by CNO on the state of CIC
readiness in the command.

pertinent technical information , including pub

electronics officer maintains a library of
lications such as those discussed in chapter 3 .

Service Forces
The foregoing information applies to the

to the Marine Forces . A further exception to

service forces as well as to other type
commands. However , since the service forces
play a part somewhat different from that of
other type commands, the following discussion
is included to show the responsibilities of the
electronics officer attached to the staff of such

the logistics responsibilities of ComServPac
exists when joint logistics agreements within

specified areas make the Army or Air Force
responsible for specific classes of supplies or
maintenance. The promulgation of directives
for the disposition of surplus property in the
Pacific also is a responsibility ofComServPac.
Service force staffs ashore compile re
quirements, set delivery intervals , and take
action necessary to ensure that the required

a force .

The noncombatant auxiliary ships of the
fleet are referred to as the service forces .
These forces are composed of a variety of
vessel types , among which are cargo ships ,
AKA ; general stores issue ships, AKS; sea

materials are procured and delivered on time

where needed . They perform or administer
inspections as required and assist in training

plane tenders, small , AVP ; refrigerator ships ,

AF; salvage ships, ARS; and repair ships, AR ,

Fleet personnel. In addition to supplying ma

ARH , ARG .

terials, auxiliary ships deliver personnel,
distribute mail, transport the sick and wounded ,
and perform towing , salvage, repair , and other
services for ships of the Fleet , including those
of the service force itself.
ComServ Pac serves as Cinc Pac Fit 's prin
cipal supervisory agent for Pacific Fleet
maintenance . In addition , he is responsible
for coordinating the logistic support for all

The principaldifference between the service
forces and other type commands is the addi
tional logistics responsibilities assigned to the
former.

Naval logistics entails determining

requirements to meet the operating needs of
the naval forces and meeting these needs at

the time and places required . It includes pro
curement, storage, distribution , transporta
tion , and maintenance of material, and pro
curement, housing , training, distribution ,

communication and electronics facilities at
bases for which Cinc Pac Flt is responsible .
Within their areas of material responsi
bility , ComAirPac , ComGen FMFPac , andCom

transportation , and maintenance of personnel,
together with the rendering of services to the

operating forces.

SeryPac prepare and issue the directives re
quired for the logistic support of operations ,
plans, and policies of Cinc Pac Flt . Such direc

COMSERVPAC

tives are considered as emanating from Cin
CPac Flt.
These three commanders are

ComServPac is the principal naval logistics
agent for Cinc PacFlt. With the exception of
certain logistics functions performed for their
commands by other type commanders , Con
ServPac is charged with planning , conducting,
and supervising services to the U . S . Pacific
Fleet; furnishing Pacific Marine aviation units
with supplies, other than technicalaviation ma
terial; and supplying subsistence items, petro
leum products , medical supplies, and ground

as may be necessary to develop and carry out
established logistics plans and policies . Opera
tional type commanders are required to keep
ComServPac advised of their service require
ments , to comply with the logistics directives

ammunition (except small -arms ammunition )

tional control ofsuch mobile service and supply

authorized to conduct such direct correspond
ence with bureaus , offices , and naval commands

issued , to submit recommendations wherein
logistics affects their readiness, to conduct in
spections as necessary , and to take over opera
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on the staff of Cinc Pac Fit, and theirassistants

units as are allocated to them by ComSery

occupy similar assistant positions on the Fleet

Pac. In like manner , type commanders keep
ComAirPac and Com GenFMFPac advised on
logistics matters which are under the cog
nizance of these two commanders .
The staff organization of ComServPac is
illustrated in figure 6 -5 . As may be noted on
the chart, officers assigned to certain billets

staff . Although administrative cognizance is
assigned , and detailed duties are blocked out,
in accordance with theorganization illustrated ,
there is no " compartmentation " on the staff ;
that is , the action section must consider the
interests of other staff sectionsbefore recom
mending or taking final action .

occupy similar positions with associated duties

CINCP ACFLT
AIDE AND

AIDE AND

COMSERVP AC

FLAG LIEUTENANT

FLAG SECRETARY

CHIEF OF STAFF
AND

ADMIN ASST TO

CHIEF OF STAFF AND
CO SERVFOR ADMIN

PLANS OFFICER

AIDE

FLEET AND FORCE

LEGAL OFFICER

SUPPLY OFFICER

POSTAL OFFICER
FLEET
PERSONNEL

OFFICER
OPERATIONS AND
READINESS
OFFICER

FLEET AND FORCE
CHAPLAIN

FORCE
COMMUNICATIONS
OFFICER

FLEET AND FORCE

MAINTENANCE
OFFICER
ORDNANCE AND
GUNNERY
OFFICER

FLEET AND FORCE

'. . . . . . . . . . .

DENTAL OFFICER

- • COORDINATION OF PLANNING
ADMINISTRATION

Figure 6-5. -ComServP ac staff organization.
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promulgating instructions on the above.

ServPacEO

In

this connection ComServPac maintains close

The electronics officer assigned to the staff
of ComServPac carries the title Electronics

liaison with Cinc Pac Fit Assistant Chief of
Staff for Communications. In addition , in cases

Material Officer and is an assistant to the
Fleet Maintenance Officer. The maintenance
division is relatively large, as it is concerned

where electronics work beyond the capacity
of West Pac local commands and maintenance
authorities (ShipRepFac ' s ) is required , he as

with maintenance problems of the Fleet as a

signs assist tasks to an industrial activity ,

whole , as well as with type maintenance for

(Pearl Harbor or CONUS ).

ships of the Force.

The Electronics Material Officer recom
mends the locations and allowances (stock
level) of electronic materials under BuShips

The Fleet Maintenance

Officer is a department head on ComServPac's
staff and normally is assigned for additional

duty to the staff of Cinc Pac Fit. The Elec
tronics Material Officer therefore functions

cognizance. This requires supervising inven

as a type commander ' s electronics officer and
in addition has certain responsibilities under

salvage, and disposal of such material. To
assist in carrying out this responsibility, he

Cinc Pac Fit , stemming from the dual position

maintains complete inventories of electronic
material at all Pacific Ocean area supply
activities. He recommends to BuShips stock

tory , redistribution , care and preservation ,

of the Fleet Maintenance Officer . The elec
tronics officer on the staff of ComServPac
thus has a wider range of material responsi
bilities than do other EO ' s in the Pacific . He
is the link between the operating fleet and the

basing his recommendations on issue data ,
missions of theactivities , and known or planned

Bureau of Ships in the exercise of technical
control of BuShips electronic equipments afloat
and ashore outside the continental limits of the

requirements . Redistribution among the var
ious supply activities is accomplished as
necessary to meet changing conditions .

levels for the supply activities concerned ,

He also supervises release from stock of

United States.

He prepares the directives necessary to

BuShips special electronics material in the

support ship maintenance, industrial, and ma

Pacific Ocean area. Further information on

terial policies of Cinc Pac Flt insofar as these
apply to electronics. These directives include

this material is to be found in the BuShips

information on such matters as proper main

and BuShips Material Control Plan . ( The Navy

tenance procedures , practices , records, and

Supply System and repair parts supply are
discussed in later chapters .) He advises the

Manual, BuShips Index of Special Material,

the use of available repair facilities.
He maintains liaison on electronic matters
with CincPac Flt, other type commands , ma

fleet supply officer on the technical aspects ,

stock levels, and load lists of materials other

than " F " Cognizance used in support of elec

terial bureaus of the Navy Department, area
commanders , naval shipyards , Ship Repair
Facilities, and subordinate commands of the

tronic equipments .
The Electronic Material Officer is

re

sponsible for administering the allowance of
contract field service technicians and for
designating assignments to mobile electronics

service force. He keeps himself familiar with
the progress of shore electronics installations

at Pacific bases , by attending conferences and

making periodic visits to these commands

technical units and Pacific area ship repair

and bases .

facilities . The use of contract field service
technicians is discussed in the chapter on
Work Beyond Capacity of Ship ' s Force.
Mobile Electronics Technical Units (METU )
are composed of naval and civilian technical

ComServPac is the coordinator and acts
for Cinc Pac Fit in supervising the technical

and logistics aspects for all shore electronics
installations at Western Pacific bases . This

involves maintaining files of general informa
tion on each base , including equipment main
tenance , and on the status of construction

electronics specialists who assist ships in
performing maintenance and repairs. They
also assist in training ETs aboard ship . The

projects. It involves making recommendations
on requests for changes in allowances of elec

Electronics Material Officer supervises Com
Serv Pac administration ofMETUS.
The Electronics Material Officer ' s re
sponsibilities for Serv Pac ships parallel those

tronic equipments, reviewing annual electronic
inspection reports of shore installations , and
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of any other type electronics officer. He gives

service units. During World War II , for in

technical assistance and advice to his depart

stance , such subdivisions enabled the distribu

ment head on maintenance , alterations, al
lowance changes , and repair of electronic

outposts where shore repair facilities were

tion of afloat repair facilities at advanced

He

not yet established or where established shore
facilities required supplementing . Each of the

renders technical assistance to and advises the

subdivisions has a staff maintenance officer

Serv Pac Ordnance and Gunnery Officer on
electronic equipment employed in connection

who controls local maintenance problems.

equipments , and he specifically recommends

action on electronics work requests .

with harbor defense and ordnance fire control
systems. He maintains a complete inventory

The ServRon maintenance officer maintains
close liaison with the commander of operational
forces in the area in order to keep assign

of harbor defense electronic equipment in the
Pacific Ocean area . Administrative and ma

ments of availabilities within the capacity of

his maintenance facilities , to distribute work
among his facilities , and to determine the
necessary number, type, and distribution of

terial inspections are conducted as in other
type commands and the same records and re
ports are required .

his facilities to maintain required standards .
He maintains such records as are necessary

In addition to his regularly assigned tasks ,
the SeryPac Electronics Material Officer is
responsible for any special assignments re
ceived from the various material bureaus or
CinC Pac Flt. These assignments may include
such things as maintaining control of certain

to keep informed of the current status of each
of his facilities with regard to personnel,

capacity , and workload .
It devolves upon division and unit main
tenance officers to review and accept , or trim ,

work requests from ships; exercise immediate

critical material, conducting special inspec

supervision over the conduct of work by re

tions, commenting on fleet personnel and ma
terial problems, and assistingmaterial bureaus
in obtaining information for bureau projects .

pair ships ; prepare docking schedules if float

ing docks are available; and report to the Serv

To assist in carrying out his responsi

Ron commander the workload and personnel
status in the various repair departments . All

bilities , the ServPac Electronics Material

staff maintenance officers are responsible for

Officer has several officer assistants . The
number of assistants and the division of duties

furnishing technical advice to ships requiring

may vary with the needs of the force . Usually

as are within their province for obtaining

there are the following assistants : Senior
Assistant Electronics Material Officer , As
sistant Electronics Material Officer for Shore

special material and parts .

or requesting it . They also take such steps
These smaller

Facilities , Assistant Electronics Material Of

staffs form the chain of command between
Service Force ships and ComServPac. Within
each echelon , the staff electronics officer

ficer

assists and advises on matters pertaining to

for Ships , and Assistant Electronics

Material Officer (Technical Services ) . This
last assistant serves as Officer in Charge ,

electronics .

COMSERVLANT

Mobile Electronics Technical Unit ONE , with

collateral duties on ComServPac Staff .
ComSeryPac administers his ships through

Although greater distances in the Pacific
Ocean present logistics problems not found in

service squadrons . These squadrons represent
the Service Force in the field , and during World
War II , they were responsible for on the spot
decisions in the many problems of ship main
tenance and battle damage repair.

the Atlantic , the over - all organizations of the
two Service Force staffs are essentially the
same.

In the Atlantic , however , the staff of

the Service Force is separate from that of
CinCLantFlt. In general, staff maintenance
functions for the Atlantic Fleet are performed

The ServRon maintenance officer coor
dinates all local or squadron maintenance
activities , such as those aboard assigned re

by the appropriate section of CinCLantFlt' s

staff, with the staff of ComServLant concerned

pair ships and floating dry docks. Depending

primarily with type (Service Force) mainte

upon its size , a squadron may be divided into

nance. Certain electronics responsibilities for

service divisions with further subdivision into

the Fleet as a whole have , however , been
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(2) whether or not any noted deficiencies re

delegated to ComServLant. Briefly , these
responsibilities are as follows:
1. Administration of civilian electronics
technicians assigned to the Atlantic Fleet to
provide on - the- job training of enlisted person

quire correction before the ship can undertake

required training exercises . The checkout team
is charged with assisting the ship ' s force in
correcting deficiencies insofar as feasible
within the time assigned . The team then in

nel and to assist forces afloat with electronic
installations and repairs.

forms the ship of methods for obtaining addi

tional assistance if such is required .
Pretraining checkouts are scheduled for the

2 . Administration of Mobile Electronics
Technical Units to provide engineering and
technical assistance on installations and re
pairs beyond the capacity of ship or tender
forces and to provide a nucleus of skilled
technical personnel for wartime expansion and
deployment to forward areas.
3 . Provision of necessary boats , crews,

period between end of overhaul and departure
of the ship for training .
At the conclusion of the checkout a critique
must be held and all major deficiencies dis

cussed . A rough list of all deficiencies , noting
the status thereof, should be left with the ship .
The final report, prepared from rough copies of

and facilities for calibrating shipboard direc
tion finders and for taking antenna radiation

equipment sheets , is in letter form but is not

patterns .
4 . Control of allocations and issues of elec
tronic repair parts

graded . It must state , however , whether or not
the ship ' s electronic equipment is satisfactory
to undergo training . If found not satisfactory,
the reason for such finding must be stated . A list

and equipments when

directed by CinCLantFlt.

of equipment deficiencies found , corrective ac

5 . Logistics support of the fleet and ap
propriate bases insofar as electronic parts

tion taken , and,when required , further correc

are concerned .

tive action necessary must be included as En
closure (1) to the report.
Normally the report willbe addressed to the

6 . Operation of the wartime equipment pool.
7 . Conduct of pretraining checkouts of
Atlantic Fleet ships .

type commander , with copies to CinCLant Flt ,

In carrying out the responsibilities out

ComTraLant, ComServLant, the ship , the yard

lined in paragraphs 1 and 2 above, ComSery

at which the ship recently completed overhaul,
and the Bureau of Ships . When thetype comman

Lant assigns civilian technicians and super
visory naval personnel to fleet commands

outside the Norfolk area as required .

der is also the commandperforming the check
out, the report is addressed to the commanding
officer of the ship concerned , via the adminis

He

also assigns civilian technicians to tenders
and repair ships to advise and assist repair

trative chain of command. Type commanders

department personnel and those of ships along

may vary the routing and addressing ofthese re

side.

ports as long as designated addressees receive
copies .

Servlant Pretraining Checkouts
The purpose of pretraining checkouts is to

ComServLant Instruction 9670 .5A gives ad
ditional information on pretraining checkouts.
Enclosures to the instruction include a sample
material inspection letter report, with a sample

determine the operational and material readi

ness of electronic

equipment installed in

Atlantic Fleet ships prior to the reporting

form for reporting deficiencies found and action
recommended; a sample inspection summary

of these ships for training. They determine
such factors as (1 ) the operational readiness

sheet, with instructions for its use and an ex

and physical condition of each electronic
equipment and system installed in the ship and

planation of the grading system required ; and
a sample pretraining checkout report.

Operational Development Force
Chapter 1 includes a discussion of the duties

Force. The present discussion refers to the

of the electronics officer attached to a ship
assigned to the Operational Development

EO attached to the staff of the commander of
this force (ComOpDey For ).

Changed to Operational Test and Evaluation Force.
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COMMANDER OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FORCE

CHIEF OF STAFF

FLAG LT.
-

PLANS AND

OPERATIONS

-

-

DEPUTY C / S FOR
PLANS AND OPS

ADMINISTRATION

- - -

ASW

AIR
WARFARE

TACTICAL

CIC , ELECT

DEVELOPMENT

ANDMAT

ARMAMENT

IMINE WAR AND
HARBOR
DEF

• FOR ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS - - - - - FOR PLANS AND OPERATIONSMATTERS
Figure 6-6. -ComOpDevFor staff organization.

The mission ofthe OperationalDevelopment

results of these evaluations, CNO determines
whether or not the equipment is acceptable

Force is:

1. To evaluate, by operational tests and

for service use and so advises the cognizant

reports , such projects as may be assigned .
These projects arise from : (a ) proposals for,
and development and introduction into the fleet

bureaus and offices .
The Chief of Naval Operations also assigns

of, new weapons and equipments and new

afloat activity assists a technical agency in
conducting tests . Under theseprojects , partic

to forces afloat certain projects by which the

methods of employment and (b ) efforts to secure
more effective use of standard equipment and
weapons currently installed in the fleet.
2. To recommend training procedures ,
training aids , all types of countermeasures , and

ipation by the Operational Development Force,

or other afloat activities , is limited to furnish
ing ships , aircraft , or personnel. All test
data are obtained by the technicians furnished

changes in tactical doctrine incident to the

by the activity which requested the project.

proposals and efforts outlined in item 1.
3 . To assist other naval and extra - naval
agencies engaged in evaluation projects by
furnishing services and facilities .
Operational evaluation of new material de
velopments , to determine their usefulness or
adequacy to meet the needs of the Navy , is a
function of the Chief of Naval Operations.
Upon completion of the development and tech
nical evaluation of new weapons , equipments ,

Such a project is considered as assist project
and normally the report submitted by the as

sisting force consists only of a letter reporting
completion of the project.
As soon as a cognizant bureau or office

makes firm plans for theoperational evaluation
of equipment, it requests from CNO the as
signment of a project for the desired evaluation .
This request contains the following informa
tion : purpose of the evaluation , description of
equipment to be evaluated , scope of tests to be

or systems by the cognizant bureaus and of

fices , the Chief of Naval Operations assigns
to the Commander Operational Development
Force, or other afloat activities , projects for
conducting the operational evaluation of this
material. Such evaluation is conducted under

made, status of the equipment, and classifica
tion and security requirements . It also in
cludes remarks indicating the approximate date
on which the tests should start, estimated
number of operating days required to complete
the evaluation , availability of technical person
nel from the activity requesting the evaluation ,

service , or simulated service, conditions with

service personnel. Basing his decisions on the
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Figure 6-7. -CIC, Electronics, and Material Division of Op DevForStaff.

All types and classes of ships may be as
signed to the Force temporarily. Some are
permanently assigned , but theseare notneces

shore activities not under the cognizance of
ComOpDevFor may be assigned temporarily
to the Force. For instance, the NavalResearch
Laboratory may assign military and civilian
engineers and technicians to ComOpDev For for
the evaluation of a specific project.
In addition to working alone or with person

sarily representative ships , since, for ex

nel temporarily assigned to ComOpDev For ,

ample, a gun may have been removed to com
pensate for the weight of an equipment installed
for evaluation . The vessels permanently as
signed make up an organization composed of
destroyers and various small ships . The
permanent Force also includes air development
squadrons and an airship , a surface anti
submarine development detachment, a mine
warfare evaluation detachment, and a guided
missile evaluation unit. Larger ships such as
carriers , cruisers , and large amphibians,may
be assigned temporarily in connection with a
particular project.
In connection with paragraph 3 of the Op

project officers from OpDevFor are often as

and the name of liaison personnel for the
project. Information on deadlines, production ,

and fiscal matters may be included also, if
applicable.

Dev For mission , personnel from

signed to the fleet during exercises or in the

prosecution of projects requiring their pres
ence in ships other than those assigned to the
Force .

In other instances - for example, in develop
ing air defense tactics - the OpDev For staff

may design projects to be carried out by the
entire fleet.

OPDEVFOR STAFF EO
Figure 6 - 6 presents the staff organization
under the Commander Operational Develop
ment Force. Figure 6 - 7 shows the CIC ,

ships and
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Electronics , and Material Division of this

c. Radar equipments including display units ,

staff in detail and indicates that the head of

and special equipments such as elec
tronic processing systems.
d . ECM equipment and accessories such

Electronics Section carries the title, Elec
tronics Officer .

This officer has the follow

ing administrative and evaluative responsi
bilities .

ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1 . Advise the Force commander and other
staff departments on matters pertaining to the
development, design , installation , maintenance ,
and utilization of electronic equipment.

2 . Take staff action on all matters per
taining to the installation ,maintenance , repair ,
and removal of electronic equipment in ships
and aircraft of the Operational Development
Force.

3 . Administer the electronics organization
within the CIC , Electronics , andMaterial Divi
sion . This organization consists of several

officer assistants and specially trained enlisted

as antennas, control and display ac
cessories .
e . Sound powered and I . C . equipment.
f. Complete communications and ECM sys
tems.

g. Infra - red equipment .
h . Cryptographic equipment .
2 . Assist other staff divisions in the pros
ecution of the electronics portions of projects
assigned to those divisions . This involves
material tests of equipment and complete
systems.
3 . Maintain files of information on new
developments in the field of electronics , keep
himself informed of future plans for new de

velopment applications, and maintain files on
the equipments used in various ships .
In carrying out his responsibilities for

technicians .

equipment evaluation , the staff electronics

4 . Maintain a record of electronics equip
ment installed in ships and aircraft of the

officer assists in designing specific tests for

Force .

5 . Maintain a technical library consisting
of current technical publications, technical

reports and studies, pertinent naval publica
tions , and standard electronics engineering
reference books.
6 . Maintain an electronics repair shop and
an allowance of special test equipment.
7 . Advise and assist all ships and units
of the Force in the installation and mainte

nance of both regularly allowed electronics

equipment and that assigned for evaluation .
EVALUATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1 . Prosecute or supervise assigned proj
ects . Those projects normally assigned for
both operational and material evaluation con
sist of the following :
a . Major communication equipments.
b . Communication equipment accessories
such as antennas , transmission lines ,
couplers , monitors, and control units .

completely

investigating the equipment or

system to be evaluated . To ensure that avail
able ships and aircraft are utilized efficiently ,
he assists the operations officer and theproject
coordinator in scheduling tests .
When all tests have been completed , the
EO assists in coordinating the data and pre
paring the project report. Each report is
passed through the entire staff department for
review . This is done in an effort to make the
report a true evaluation of the equipment- to
prevent, for instance, biased reports by en
thusiastic technical personnel who may be
unfamiliar with the operational implications
of test results or , vice versa , by operating

personnel who may not recognize the equip
ment' s technical limitations. In all instances
the expected employment of equipment, and the
abilities of the men who will use and maintain
it , must be borne in mind when reporting an
equipment' s potential value to the Navy. Be
cause these reports influence the Navy ' s future
electronics planning, they are exceedingly im
portant.

CHAPTER 7
ELECTRONICS ASHORE --BUSHIPS
Since the outbreak of World War II the ap
plication of radio principles has grown from a
comparatively simple field to one that is highly
complex . The Bureau of Ships has played an
important part in this growth and continues to
have broad and important responsibilities in the

field of naval electronics. An electronics offi
cer is therefore likely at some time to be as
signed a billet in this Bureau or at someactivity
under its management control.

The Bureau of Ships exists to build and main
tain ships and certain systems of the Navy in
the highest state ofmaterial readiness for war.
To do this , it designs, buys, builds, converts ,
alters, repairs , maintains , and equips (except
for equipment supplied by the Bureau ofAero
nautics and the Bureau of Ordnance) ships of

the Navy, except for certain types of service
craft which are assigned to the Bureau ofYards
and Docks . It exercises management and tech
nical control over those activities of the shore
establishment engaged in design , construction ,
and repair of vessels ; and over laboratories
engaged in research , tests , and design devel
opment pertaining to shipbuilding and ship
propulsion . It exercises technical control over

inspection of equipment procured by the Bureau.
This chapter discusses the over -all elec

tronics responsibilities of the Bureau of Ships
and its organization for carrying out these re
sponsibilities . In general, only those organiza
tional segments having responsibility for some
phase of electronics work are discussed in de
tail.

Bureau Electronics Responsibilities
Bureau of Ships responsibilities for, and
technical control of, Bureau of Ships elec
tronic equipments used by the Navy include
research , design ,preparation of specifications ,

development, procurement, manufacture, test
ing , inspection , distribution , survey , altera
tion , repair , plant engineering , installation ,
maintenance , inactivation , preservation , and

preparation and distribution of technical in
structions pertaining thereto .
The Bureau of Ships is, in addition , respon
sible for :
1. Administration of the Bureau of Ships

Electronics Maintenance Engineering Pro
gram .
2 . Ensuring the proper maintenance sup

port for services beyond the capabilities of
forces afloat.

3. Monitoring , inspection , and control of

fleet maintenance of shipboard electronic
equipment.

4 . Coordination of the Bureau of Ships
Electronics Maintenance Program with other
agencies of the Navy Department and Depart

ment of Defense, in order to ensure complete
ness and consistency .
5 . Preparation and promulgation of the
Ship Electronics Allowance List, SEAL (Groups
567 and 869 of the ships Revised Individual
Allowance List, (RIAL) -being converted to
COSAL .)
6. Research ,development,design , specifi
cations, and tests of electron tubes , eiectronic
components, parts , and materials , except those
peculiar to the needs of the Bureau ofOrdnance
and the Bureau of Aeronautics .

ELECTRONICS ASHORE - -BUSHIPS

7 . Standardization of electronics compo

4 . Replacing or reinstalling such equipment
when necessary either within or remote from
the activity or location at which previously in
stalled . If the transfer, removal, or reinstal
lation of the equipment concerned is accom
plished at the request, or for the convenience,
of a bureau having neither cognizance of the
equipment nor responsibility for the training
involved , the financial responsibility for the
cost so incurred will be that of the requesting

nents and parts .

8. Preparation and promulgation of Elec
tronics Repair Parts Allowance Lists (ERPAL ) .
(Redelegated to Commanding Officer, Elec
tronics Supply Office .) ERPAL is also being
converted to COSAL .

9. Nomenclature, nameplates, and identi
fication plates for all electronics parts, sub
assemblies , assemblies , units , groups , sets ,
systems, and accessories, except those name

bureau or office.
With respect to training FUNCTIONS, the

plates and identification plates peculiar to the
needs of the Bureau ofOrdnance and the Bureau

Bureau of Ships includes as part of the equip

of Aeronautics .

ment production contract, provisions for:

10 . Management control at its assigned

1 . Training at factory , yard , or school for a
nucleus of installation , maintenance, and in

shore activities of installation , maintenance,
repair, alteration , and appropriate tests of
ordnance electronics equipment, subject to
technical control by the Bureau of Ordnance .
11. Procurement of cryptographic equip
ment (including special tools therefor ), altera
tions authorized by CNO , and maintenance and
repair of such equipment. (Distribution and
property .accounting is under CNO cognizance .)
12. Coordination within the Department of
the Navy and liaison with other departments ,
offices , and agencies , as appropriate , of the
technical and material phases of interference

structor personnel prior to the first installa
tions of electronic equipments procured in pro
duction quantities and for those developmental
equipments which are expected to culminate in
production contracts .
2 . A proposed training course to the Bureau
of Naval Personnel, suitable for use in Navy

electronics schools , on equipments procured in
production quantities and for those developmen
tal equipments which are expected to culminate
in production contracts.

reduction .

The Bureau of Ships also has certain re

3. The professionalservices of commercial

sponsibilities for Marine Corps, Military Sea
Transportation Service , Coast Guard , and
Military Assistance Programs electronic

electronics technical personnel to assist in the
training ofmilitary and civilian personnel.

equipments.

sonnel of the number of personnel, by rates ,
required to operate andmaintain the equipment.

4 . An estimate to the Bureau of Naval Per

With respect to training FACILITIES, the
Bureau of Ships is responsible for :

Further responsibilities for electronics
training include:

1 . Providing and installing the necessary
electronic equipment under Bureau of Ships
cognizance .

1 . Advising the Bureau of Naval Personnel
when training courses on specific equipments
should be initiated or terminated .
2 . Advising the Bureau ofNaval Personnelof
requirements for implementing study courses
involving new or novel circuits and tech

2 . Making major repairs to such equipment.

3 . Ensuring that adequate repair parts for

the equipment are in the supply system . Finan
cial responsibility for NSA material required
for day -to - day operation and upkeep of elec
tronic training equipment is assigned to the
Bureau of Naval Personnel.

niques which are expected to be incorporated

in Navy electronic equipments .

Bureau Organization
The Chief of the Bureau of Ships is assigned
authority and responsibility for accomplishing
the Bureau's mission . He is aided by a deputy

and assistant chief of bureau who is his prin
cipal executive assistant, six assistant chiefs ,
the comptroller, and the director of contracts .
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SHIP DESIGN AND RESEARCH

Each of these heads a major organizational
segment of the Bureau . Four of the assistant

The Assistant Chief of the Bureau for Ship

chiefs are concerned with vessel design and
component specifications, construction , and re

Design and Research (Code 300 ) is responsible

pair : the assistant chiefs for ship design and
research , shipbuilding and fleet maintenance ,
technical logistics , and nuclear propulsion .
Responsibilities of these, and of the assistant
chief for field activities , are discussed more

for administration and coordination of Bureau
research and development programs and prep
aration of design of all naval ships , including
conversions and major alterations . Under this

fully later.
The AssistantChief for Administration Code

research and development division and the ship
design division .

200 provides the administrative services nec
essary to the operation of Bureau headquarters .

Research and Development Division

The director of contracts buys the ships , ships'
parts , and services which the Bureau supplies
to the fleet. The comptroller develops and
administers the budget and supervises the

The director of the research and development
division administers and coordinates the re
search and developmentprogramsof the Bureau

assistant chief, there are two divisions - the

of Ships. With the assistance of assigned staff
and operating personnel, he discharges the fol
lowing specific responsibilities . He plans and

accounting for Bureau funds .

In addition to these major organizational
units, the Chief of the Bureau is assisted by
various special assistants : the Inspector
General, Director of Planning , Coordinator of
Undersea Warfare Planning , Director of Value
Engineering , Special Assistant for Legislation

conducts research and development programs
contributing to the fund of scientific knowledge
upon which the Navy and the Bureau depend for
success in ship design , equipment design , and
research programs. Hecoordinates Bureau re
search and development programs within the

and Liaison , and Office of Counsel, Office of
the Patent Counsel, and the Planning Council .
These officials serve in a staff capacity to the
Chief of Bureau , advisinghim and recommend

Bureau , with Bureau laboratories , and with out
side agencies . He establishes standards and

specifications for basic materials ; exercises

ing action on matters under their cognizance.
In the area of electronics, the Chief of the

management andtechnical control over Bureau
of Ships laboratoryprograms and funds ; and ex

Bureau of Ships has responsibilities as previ
ously listed . The organization for carrying out

ercises management and technical control over
U . S . naval inspection offices for petroleum in

these responsibilities is indicated in discus

foreign countries ,

In carrying out the above duties, the research

sions of the responsibilities of the assistant
chiefs of the Bureau . Also indicated in these

and development division maintains liaison with
Navy , Defense , and Federal activities; and with
private industry, professional and technical so

discussions is the integration of electronics
functions into various organizational segments

of the Bureau . Such integration provides for
the performance of electronics functions under
the same general organizational pattern pro
vided for performing functions in other spe
cialty areas (see fig. 7 - 1).
* Throughout this discussion , the reader must
bear in mind that detailed organizational as
signments as here presented are not entirely
firm .

cieties, foreign governments , and international
organizations.

Within the research and development divi
sion , there are program planning officials hay
ing responsibility for each of the engineering
disciplines, including electronics.

Ship Design Division
The ship design division designs the ships of
the new setations?

This means that officers assigned to

duty in the Bureau will need to acquaint them
selves with the organization as it then exists.
They will find , however , thatthe general pattern
is firm and that the functions described here
are being performed , regardless of possible

the Navy . This includes preparation of designs
for new ships and ship types , conversions,
major alterations , small boats and landing
craft , and conversions of merchant ships for
naval use.
Personnel of the division work

shifts within the over - all organization .

closely with personnel from the Office of the
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Ships Characteristics Board and other inter
ested groups .

Chief of Naval Operations, the Ships Charac
teristics Board , and with other branches and
divisions of the Bureau of Ships . Working

6 . Administration and technical guidance of
the shipboard antenna improvement program

within limits set by the Chief of Naval Opera
tions, the division prepares preliminary de

of the Bureau and coordination of its imple

signs and contract plans and specifications for

mentation by shipyards, laboratories , univer

ship construction .

sities , contractors , and other activities .

This division consists of the following or
ganizational subdivisions: specification admin
istration and coordination section , preliminary

auxiliary units and accessories necessary to

7 . Establishment of requirements for new

design branch , electronics - electrical design
branch , and conversion design branch .
ELECTRONICS -ELECTRICAL DESIGN

complete shipboard systems and furnishing
technical characteristics to the applicable
equipment and design group .
8 . Review of Operational Development
Force reports, attendance at inspection and

BRAMCH . - In this branch there are four elec
tronics officer billets - the branch head and

with fleet operational groups in order to pro

three project officers , including an assistant

vide feed -back data on shipboard electronic

for combat direction stations . Project officers
are responsible to the branch head for system
design of electronic and electrical systems

systems.

design branch , machinery design branch , hull

survey trials, and maintenance ofclose liaison

SHIPBUILDING AND FLEET
MAINTENANCE

aboard new construction and conversion ships .
One of their primary duties is procuring and
preparing facts and data on shipboard electronic

The Assistant Chief of Bureau for Ship

equipment and systems for presentation to the
Ships Characteristics Board and other inter
ested groups. When collecting and preparing

building and Fleet Maintenance (Code 500 ) is

data for the Board , they work closely with the

craft and vehicles , boats , surface targets ,
barges , and service craft of the Navy ( except
service craft assigned for control to the Bureau

responsible for procurement, construction ,
repair , and maintenance of ships , amphibious

assistant chief of thebureau for ship design and
research .

of Yards and Docks ); for development and

To indicate more clearly the electronics

coordination of design of ships and for con

areas for which these officers have some re

version of ships (after approval of contract

sponsibility , certain functions of the ship
electronic systems design section of this
branch are listed below .

preparation , and justification of budgets and

1. Creative, developmental, and experi
mental efforts in scientific and progressive

under his cognizance .
The operating groups under Code 500 are the

electronics fields , which may result in the
evolution of new shipboard systems or im
provement of existing systems.

within the ships division . The ship branches

plans and specifications) ; and for the planning,

the administration of funds to support programs
ship branches (colloquially : " Type Desks " )
are organized by the type of ship ; for example,

2. Development and design of coordinated

the submarines branch . They are responsible
for management of matters pertaining to new

and compatible electronic systems for all

types and classes of naval ships .

construction , conversion , and ship maintenance

3 . Review and approval of all proposed
physical and electrical changes to shipboard

programs throughout the Bureau , field , and
fleet and for coordination of the design of new
ships and conversion with practical experience

electronic systems.

from the fleet relative to ships types assigned .
There are four electronics officer billets in

4. Establishment of governing policies and
administration of the shipboard electronic
equipment and systems compatibility program ,
and coordination with other bureaus and De
partment of Defense agencies as applicable .
5 . Procurement and preparation of ship
board electronic equipment and systems appli
cation facts and data for presentation to the

these branches, one each in the cruisers, car
riers , destroyers, and submarines branches .

At present these are all LCDR billets . Since
this is the division where final planning

for putting a ship together takes place, these
officers are responsible for any coordination
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assistant for Marine Corps liaison , an assistant

and expediting necessary to ensure timely
availability of electronic equipments for in
stallation in individual ships under construction

for inventory management ( F cognizance) , an
assistant for management, and a staff assistant

or being converted or altered .

for liaison (S cognizance ) .

PLANNING BRANCH . - The planning branch

TECHNICAL LOGISTICS

is responsible for developing and coordinating
inventory management policies for the Bureau
of Ships and for executing and implementing
policies and procedures for " S" and " F " type

The Assistant Chief for Technical Logistics
is responsible for directing and coordinating the

technical logistics programs of the Bureau of
Ships.
This includes responsibility for the
curement, distribution , installation , mainte

materials. It maintains liaison within the
Bureau , with other bureaus and offices, and
with inventory managers on matters of inven
tory management. It is responsible for policy

nance, and repair of all hull, machinery , elec

and procedural planning for the Bureau of Ships

budgeting for and the design , development, pro
trical and electronic components, equipments ,

for the several types of coordinated procure

and systems essential to the shipbuilding and
fleet support programs. The four divisions
under this assistant chief are the technical

ment.
" S " COGNIZANCE INVENTORY MANAGE
MENT CONTROL BRANCH . - This branch di
rects the operation of inventory management

material, hull, machinery , and electronics
divisions .

and procurement programs, process coordi
nated procurement documents for " S " cogni

Functions of certain organizational seg
ments under this assistant chief are given in
some detail to indicate the relationship of this
area of Bureau responsibility to many of the

zance material, establishes and conducts liai
son with field activities concerning inventory

electronics jobs discussed throughout this text.

control functions for " S " cognizance material,

and is responsible for all catalog functions for

TECHNICAL MATERIALS DIVISION
The director ofthe technicalmaterials divi
sion is responsible for executing and imple
menting material management policies and
functions within the Bureau of Ships for Bureau
of Ships specialmaterial (S cognizance) and for
major electronic equipments ( F cognizance) .

this material.
" F " COGNIZANCE INVENTORY MANAGE

MENT CONTROL BRANCH. - The head of this
branch directs , supervises , and administers

the work of 6 assistants and 5 sections respon
sible for determining Bureau ofShips require
ments for electronic material. More specifi

cally , he directs the collation and analysis of

He directs the business functions associated

data leading to the establishment of require
ments ; assists Code 614 with preparation and
justification of budget requests ; initiates pro

with materials , such as the planning , execution ,
and implementation of methods and procedures

curement to fulfill requirements ; initiates
planning and establishmentof production sched
ules ; initiates shipments from manufacturing
plants and between naval activities ; authorizes
issues of electronic material; receives and
takes action on requests for electronic mate

pertaining to procurement, inventory manage
ment, inventory statistics , materialmanage
ment manual, logistics planning for " S " and
" F " material, material requirements and fund
ing , distribution and disposal of material,
cataloging , controlled materials, ship statis

tics , material delivery status , and ship allow

rial ; and directs disposition or utilization of

ances .

excess material.
also responsible for maintaining

Titles of the following assistants indicate

effective liaison on materialmatters with other

bureaus and agencies, supply demand control

their areas of responsibility within this inven
tory management branch : staff assistant,

points , offices of the Navy Department, offices

assistant for electronic data processing ma

of the Secretary of Defense, fleet supply staffs,

chine and management planning , assistant for
disposal and Government furnished material,
assistant for interdepartmental and mutual
defense assistance program matters, assistant

He

is

and field activities .

In addition to heads of the following branches
and sections, the division director is assisted
by an assistant for inventory management (S
cognizance), a special projects officer, an

for procurement , and assistant for require
ments .
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the Electronics Supply Segment of the Navy

The communications section has logistics
cognizance ofradio transmitters and receivers ,
teletype , mobile radio , facsimile , and tele
vision equipment and for major components
thereof.

Supply System .
10 . Maintains records of all uninstalled
material under its cognizance through the
Electronics Supply Segment or such pool re

porting systems as may be authorized .

The radar section has logistics cognizance
of ship and shore radar, IFF , radar repeaters ,
AEW equipment, and associated components.

The stock control section has logistics cog
nizance of electron tubes and repair parts . It
plans and coordinates the provisioningof parts
for new electronic equipments procured for or
by the Bureau of Ships , establishing required
quantities of repair parts to be procured . It
plans initial requirements for new electron
tubes and parts of new design , and initiates
procurements thereof. It coordinates for the

The sonar section has logistics cognizance
of all sonar; sonar countermeasures; hydro

graphic , sonar, navigational aids, and harbor
defense equipments ; and associated compo
nents .

The special equipments section has logistics
cognizance of radar and sonar test equipment,
radiac , loran , radio and radar countermeas

Bureau and assists the Electronics Supply

Office in the distribution of critical tubes and
parts . It furnishes equipment populations and
planned requirements data to the Electronics
Supply Office , with tubes and parts comple
ments , to permit maintenance replacement.
It assures availability of tubes and parts as
Government furnished material. It maintains

ures , direction finders , infra - red equipment,

and associated components .
With respect to the assigned equipments ,
each of the above sections performsthe follow
ing functions:
1. Receives phased summaries from vari
ous Bureau codes indicating material needs for

Federal Catalog Stock Number description

ship use, shore use, and use by other bureaus

card file.
PRODUCTIONSCHEDULING AND RAW MA

and departments .

2 . Analyzes requirements for stock to meet
the needs indicated by the above summaries ,
as well as needs for pipeline and maintenance
purposes and needs of other production sched
ules for Government furnished material.
3 . Maintains production requirement anal
yses for all material under its cognizance,
taking into consideration existing stocks and

TERIALS BRANCH . - This branch is responsi
ble for administering all matters pertaining ta
raw and semifinished material requirements;
securing raw and semiprocessed material for

naval and commercial shipyards and private
contractors for naval construction , conversion ,
alterations, and repair ; expediting deliveries
of contractor -furnished equipment or sub

already authorized production .

components as required ; production control;

4 . Advises appropriate codes on the feasi
bility ofmeeting the phased needs reported by
these codes , suggesting substitutions when
appropriate .
5 . Plans phased production schedules and
forecasts budgetary requirements formaterial
with the concurrence of appropriate codes .
6 . Initiates procurement under each of its
production schedules .

ships statistics; and material delivery status
within the Bureau of Ships .
Within this branch there is a unit in the raw
materials section which is responsible for

electrical - electronic material and a unit in the
production progress section which is responsi

ble for electronic equipment.
ALLOWANCE AND SUPPORT BRANCH.
This branch plans and develops over -all poli
cies , requirements , and procedures for Bureau
of Ships allowance lists , procurement of tech

7 . Establishes requirements for Govern

ment furnished material needed to implement
its own production schedules and takes appro
priate planning, funding, and procurement
actions through the cognizant codes .
8 . Maintains up -to -date mobilization re

nical manuals , for mechanical and electrical
equipment provisioning, bin drawer stowage of

onboard and tender load repair parts , prepa

quirements for material under its cognizance,

ration of tender load lists , and the Fitting Out

using methods similar to those outlined above .
9 . Distributes material under its cogni
zance from production or from stock through

Program for new construction and conversion .
It is responsible for over - all administration of

the Allowance Program and for the development
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of budgetary requirements for allowance list

of shipboard electronic equipments, compo

preparation and maintenance.

nents , and parts . He is also responsible for
the development of shore electronic equip
ments . In addition , he provides engineering

In the allowance and support branch , there
is an electronics allowance and supportsection
which directs the contract planning for all elec

support to the U . S . Marine Corps and U . S .

tronic equipments , components , electron tubes ,
and electronics services purchased by the

Coast Guard . He has five assistants , and a
Coast Guard liaison officer , with duties as
indicated below . See figure 7 - 2 .
The assistant for Marine Corps programs
administers research , design , development,

Bureau ; administers the disposal of obsolete

and

excess electronics materials and the

SERAD program ; and administers control ofall
electronics procurement activities initiated by
the Bureau .

applications engineering , production engineer

ing , installation and maintenance functions for

amphibious and Marine Corps electronic equip
Hull Division

ment.

The hull division is composed of the follow
ing six branches : minesweeping ; hullmachin
ery ; hull arrangements ; weapons; metals fab

rication ; and damage control, ship salvage,
and personnel protection . This division is
concerned with the most basic part of the

ship - the hull, into which must be placed all the
complex equipment necessary to run the ship .
Experts from division branches deal with such
technical problems as hull arrangement and
structure; preservation and insulation ; welding ,
casting, and fabrication ; damage control, sal
vage , and personnel protection ; and armameni

and hull machinery consisting of steering
gears , winches , elevators, cranes , hoists , and

utility machinery .

As indicated by branch

The assistant for management performs
management planning , including research and
development budget, management statistics ,

and mobilization planning . He maintains liai
son with other divisions, bureaus , et cetera ,
on policy matters concerning financial, pro
gram , and management planning. He also
provides managementservices for the division .
The assistant for development directs and
coordinates the research and development and

applied engineering programs and the formu
lation of short and long range research and
development plans to ensure a sound , forward
looking electronics program . He maintains
liaison with other divisions , bureaus, depart
ments , and agencies for policy matters con
cerning applied research , design , and develop

titles , mine countermeasures for sea mines

ment .

are also assigned to the hull division .

The assistant for installation
nance directs and coordinates
division operations in providing
guidance and technical data and in

Machinery Division

and mainte
electronics
installation
thedevelop

The following eight branches make up the

ment and implementation of maintenance pro

machinery division : steam turbines and gear' s

grams to assist the Fleet in obtaining optimum
performance of BuShips electronic equipments.

internal combustion and gas turbine engines:
machinery arrangements and piping system ,
refrigeration , air conditioning , and pump

boilers and heat exchangers ; propellers ani
shafting; electrical; and interior communica .
tion , fire control, and navigation . Branca
titles indicate the areas of responsibility as
signed to specialists in the machinery division .

Electronics Division

He establishes policies for installation , main

tenance, and support of electronic equipments .
The assistant for special projects provides
military direction and coordination for wide

range urgent projects as assigned to ensure
maximum division effort. Such projects as
anti-submarine warfare, Navy tactical data
system , Polaris . sound surveillance , and op
erational control centers are assigned to this
assistant.

The director of the electronics division is
responsible for the organization and direction

of all work required in the design , develop
ment , test and evaluation , installation , main

tenance, support, and production engineerin ;

The electronics division is divided into six
branches . In their assigned areas , heads of
four of these branches - radar , communica
tions, sonar, and electronic countermeasures
and parts - have similar responsibilities . Each
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phenomena (primarily acoustic ). Responsibil

directs and administers applied research ,
design , development, applications engineering ,

ities of the five sections in this branch are as

installation , and maintenance of technical items

follows: specialdevelopment section - mine and

under his cognizance. As necessary , each
branch head also maintains liaison and co
ordinates the work of his branch with other
branches , divisions, bureaus, et cetera and
provides technical support for logistics and

torpedo developments , special equipment, har
bor defense, and variable depth ; sonar support
section - oceanography, analysis , applied re
search , and instrumentation ; surface ship

procurement programs. In addition , the com

sonar; classification , depth determining sonar,
and mechanical systems; fixed systems section
- project officer (ocean defense) and project
officer (range instrument) ; and submarine
systems section - active and passive sonar ,
classification , communication , and navigation .
ELECTRONICS WARFARE AND PARTS

systems section - active , passive, and attack

munications branch performs budgetary func
tions for security equipment.

RADAR BRANCH . - This branch is com
posed of the following sections, with responsi
bilities as indicated : radar section - air search ,
submarine, height finder and control, missile

BRANCH . - There are three sections in the
electronic warfare and parts branch . The tubes

control and special applications , surface, and

special air search radars; IFF and electronic
navigation section - air traffic control, beacons ,
short and long range navigation , IFF , and
aircraft approach and landing equipment; ABC
warfare section - dosimeters and radiac equip
ment; and display and processing section - in
dicators , displays, data processing, Navy tech
nical data system , and special devices.
COMMUNICATIONS BRANCH . - The eight
sections of the communications branch , with
their assigned responsibilities , are : com
munications systems section - single sideband ,
amplitude modulated and frequency shift keying
systems, data transmission , microwave and
radio links , special purpose systems, antennas,
and communication countermeasures ; terminal
equipment section - record communications,
facsimile, data transmission , and television ;
receivers and infrared section - shipboard and
shore receivers , infrared , anti- jam techniques ,

and semiconductors section is responsible for
semiconductors , receiving tubes , microwave

tubes , power, gas , and radiac tubes , and dis
play tubes and techniques. Tube standardiza
tion and tube complement reports are also
administered in this section . The parts and
assemblies section is responsible for common
usage parts and assemblies and for administer
ing the standardization programs for these
items. The electronics warfare section is re
sponsible for jamming and deception , electronic
interception , direction finders , underwater
electronic countermeasures , and integrated
equipment.

PROGRAMMING BRANCH . - The program
ming branch consists of four sections, with

assigned responsibilities as indicated in the
following paragraphs.
The ship program section prepares the Ship
Electronic Installation Plan (SEIP ); develops
and prepares the Ship Alteration Material
Summary (NavShips 4661) ; and the Bureau
Responsibility Material (NavShips 3855 ) for
new construction and conversion of ships . It
prepares shipboard electronics allowance lists ,
maintains class master planning sheets , and
administers the electronic accounting machine
system for shipboard electronics require
ments . It also prepares the Ship Type Elec
tronics Plan (STEP) Key .
The scheduling section administers the elec
tronics portion of the Military Improvement
Program and the Operations Improvement Pro
gram . It provides allocation guides for equip
ment distribution , reviewstentative allocations

and receiver auxiliary equipment; transmitter
equipment section - shipboard and shore trans
mitters , transceivers and portable communi
cation equipment, RF antenna tuners, and
auxiliary equipment; computer development
section - special analytical systems, general
purpose digital, digital input - output , data han
dling , and special projects; computer systems
section - systems operation and program anal

ysis , and ship digital data processing; security
equipment section - research and development

planning , electro -mechanical system , elec
tronic system , applications engineering , and

field services ; and wave propagation section
noise and propagation .

SONAR BRANCH . - The sonar branch has

for compliance with priority guides, and fur
nishes future installation rates to the technical

responsibility for various underwater physical
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materials division of the Bureau . It assists the

equipments designed, developed , or procured by

shipbuilding and fleet maintenance division in

the Bureau of Ships, Bureau of Ordnance ,

budgeting for installation funds . It administers
the ship electronics installation record system

Bureau of Aeronautics, Marine Corps, and
Coast Guard. It represents the electronics

and the electronics distribution schedule . It

codes in the Federal cataloging program .
The technical editorial section directs and

also plans equipmentprograms for ships in or
out of commission .

administers electronics technical publications
requirements , including quantity and distri

The advance planning section provides ad

bution . It coordinates and approves publica

vance planning for shipboard electronics pro
grams. More specifically , it prepares guides
for proposed ship improvements, prepares
project cards and revisions for catalog ofma

by contractors , and it prepares publications
specifications .

terial improvement, and serves as liaison with
CNO on related matters . It performs long range

initiates requirements and administers all

tions, including technical manuals , prepared
The contract technical services section
Bureau of Ships electronics technical service
contracts and technical services furnished un

budget review to ensure continuity of improve
ment and maintenance replacement programs.
Coordination and maintenance of Appendix A of

der equipment contracts . It also coordinates
the budget and shopping list for electronics

STEP is also this section 's responsibility .

technical programs and services for the Ships

The engineering plans section provides en
gineering drafting services for the electronics

and Facilities Navy budget project.

division . From engineering notes or specifica

FIELD ACTIVITIES

tions, it develops equipment installation plans,
bills of material, mono - details, etc . It admin
istersprocurement and distribution of, andpre
pares specifications for , manufacturing draw
ings,microfilms, and prints, maintaining files
of these items and conducting liaison on mat
ters related to the drafting of manufacturing

shipyards , offices of industrial managers , su
pervisors of shipbuilding , naval inspectors of
ordnance, naval inspectors of machinery , and

drawings .

miscellaneous activities engaged in research

The Assistant Chief of Bureau for Field Ac
tivities (Code 700 ) supervises the management
of Bureau field activities which include naval

and in ship repair . The organization under this

TECHNICAL STANDARDS BRANCH .- Func
tions assigned to the five sections of the tech
nical standards branch are outlined below .
The test equipment section is responsible for
applied research , development, and applica
tions engineering for all electronic test equip
ment. The section establishes applications, re
quirements, priority of distribution , and cali

cerned with such management phases of field
activities as organization , procedures , and
methodsused in the field ; staffing (both military

bration of shipboard test equipment.
The material analysis section develops, ad

and civilian ) ; distribution of work to field ac
tivities , private yards , and private industrial

ministers, and coordinates electronics support
involvingmaintainability , reliability , frequency

istration of an industrial relations and man

assistant chief is composed of the field inspec
tion and work planning division , management
control division , industrial relations and man
power division , electronics shore division, and
facilities division . These divisions are con

plants ; industrialmobilization planning ;admin

allocation , interference reduction , training , and

power program for field activities ; development

value and human engineering.

of specifications for industrial equipment and

The installation , maintenance, and opera
tional standards section develops , maintains,
and exercises technical controlof standards for

tools used in shipbuilding; and shore elec
tronics . Certain field activities supervise and
inspect the work of private firms which manu

installation , operation , performance , mainte

facture equipment for the Bureau . These ac

nance, and testing of shipboard electronic

tivities are in turn supervised by Bureau field
activities divisions .

equipment.
The nomenclature and standardization sec
tion coordinates participation by Bureau of

Electronics Shore Division

Ships electronics codes in Department of De
Figure 7 - 3 shows the organization of the
electronics shore division . Functions of the

fense standardization . This section exercises
nomenclature control over all electronic
98
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division are performed within this organiza

communications facilities ; plans , budgets for,

tional framework as indicated below .

and controls an applications engineering pro

The Electronics shore division director
supervises and administers plant engineering
for all shore electronics facilities of the
Department of the Navy . He exercises en
gineering supervision over installation , main

gram to advance the state of the art.
2 . Provides consultant services to manage
ment bureaus for maintenance, operation , and

budgetary support of current facilities , and of
improvement, and military construction proj

tenance, and improvement of shore electronic

ects. It carries out line responsibilities for

and auxiliary equipment, prescribing pertinent
engineering standards for new and existing
installations and advanced base functional
components. He maintains liaison with other
bureaus and agencies relative to shore en
gineering programs. He is assisted by a chief
engineer , an assistant director, an advance
planning and project coordinator , and the
following branches and sections , having func
tional responsibilities as indicated .
SUPPORT ENGINEERING BRANCH . - This
branch plans, supervises , and administers

these functions for fleet support ashore at
BuShips -managed activities.
3. Plans and designs facilities for major

improvement and military construction proj
ects by establishing specific plant engineer

ing criteria for each project and following
through to completion by approvals of in

stallation design and schedules of Bureau
maintenance authorities or contractors, in
cluding field inspections of work .
* 4 . Plans and designs advanced base com
munication functional components and budgets
for these .

plant engineering for electronics repair and

calibration facilities, and for Navy and Naval
Reserve training activities . It administers the
electronic test equipment program for shore
activities and the radiac program for Navy
and Coast Guard shore activities and naval
aircraft squadrons. It coordinates military

The following organizational segments per
form branch functions for equipment and
systems within the areas of assigned respon
sibility , as indicated by section titles : trans
mitting facilities engineering section ,receiving
facilities engineering section , terminal equip
ment facilities engineering section , antenna
systems engineering section , and equipment
and facilities administration section .

construction and interbureau procurement pro
grams for shore based electronic equipment,
compiles the division 's annual budget esti
mates , and administers the preparation of

AERONAUTICAL FACILITIES ENGINEER

allowance lists and bills of material for the
electronics portion of the advanced base pro

ING BRANCH . - This branch plans, supervises ,
and administers plant engineering for com

gram .

munications, radar , passive and control aids

The following sections perform branch
functions within the areas specified by their

to navigation at Navy and Marine Corps aero
nautical activities. It exercises engineering
supervision over installation , maintenance ,
and improvement of shore electronic equip
ment at areonautical facilities , prescribing
pertinent engineering standards for permanent,
mobile, tactical, and advanced base applica
tions. In carrying out its responsibilities,
the branch :

titles: radiac and instrumentation engineering
section , repair and calibration engineering
section , procurement liaison section , elec

tronics training facilities engineering section ,
and advanced base electronics components
section .

COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES EN
GINEERING BRANCH . - This branch plans,
supervises , and administers plant engineering
for all shore naval communications facilities ,

1. Provides or approves engineering plans,
technical instructions, site recommendations,

except those under management control of the
Bureau of Aeronautics . The Naval Communi

and requirements specifications for associated

facilities and structures . It also provides or
approves cost estimates in connection with
installations and reinstallations, during both
preliminary budget and budget implementation
stages.
2 . Develops , improves, or alters systems
to provide service consistent with current

cations System , under the management control
of CNO , is the branch 's major responsibility.
In performing plant engineering functions , the
branch :

1. Develops and maintains engineering cri
teria and standard plans publications for
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echnical progress to conform with local
onditions, or to reflect changes in operational

electronics support specifications, and cost
estimates for budget processing .

requirements.

2. Analysis of operational requirements
and development of engineering standards on

3 . Analyzes operational requirements for
lectronic equipments and recommends ef

installation and maintenance matters for the

lective types in feasible arrangements , to
irovide basic justification for equipment pro

guidance of fleet and shore activities .

urement programs.

3. Development of techniques, materials ,
publications and equipments for the technical

4 . Establishes equipmentmaintenance plan
ling, develops logistic support guidelines ,
lesigns field modifications , promulgates main
enance and modification instructions, and
prosecutes these programs to completion .
5 . Designs and modernizes advanced base

advancement of installation and maintenance

practices .

4 . Effecting installations through industrial
manager forces or private contractors .

unctional components in which radar, navi

5 . Provision of technicalconsultation sery
ices to the Chief of Naval Personnel regard

sational aids, communication , and control
quipments are required . Such design re
fuires selection , correlation , and integration

ing naval training programs, curricula devel
opment, production of training films, and

training devices problems.

of various types of electronic equipment into
groupings capable of fulfilling the base's

6 . Performance of facility management en
gineering in coordination with operational in
terests of the United States Coast Guard ,
other bureaus, offices and services .
7 . Design , modernization , and re - design of
advanced base functional components for harbor

nission .

! 6 . Provides budget estimates to the Bureau
of Aeronautics, initiates and justifies equip
nent allowances to the Chief of Naval Opera
ions , and directs a program of annual
inspections . It also translates military char

defense.

acteristics provided by CNO into equipment
requirements and provides the Bureau of

8 . Provision of technicalconsultation serv
ices to the Chief of Naval Operations regard
ing technical aspects of plans submitted by
fleet commanders.

Yards and Docks with specifications neces
sary to implement construction projects in

volving electronic equipment.
Within the areas of responsibility indicated
by their titles , the following sections perform
branch functions for the ground electronics
portion of equipment systems at naval aero
nautical facilities: radar and control center
engineering section , control aids to navigation
engineering section , passive aids to navigation

The following sections perform the fore

going functions within their assigned areas of
responsibility :

oceanographic facilities en

gineering section , control and display sys
tems engineering section , and shore based

sonar and harbor defense facilities engineer
ing section .

engineering section , and aeronautical com

NUCLEAR PROPULSION

munication engineering section .
SPECIAL APPLICATIONSAND ENGINEER
NG BRANCH . - This branch plans, supervises ,
and administers plant engineering; project
Initiation ; and installation , maintenance, and

The Assistant Chief of the Bureau for
Nuclear Propulsion (Code 1500 ) directs the
research , design , and development of nuclear

improvement of control and display systems
at command centers , oceanographic installa

power plants for main propulsion machinery

tions , harbor defense installations, and of
corresponding advanced base components.

ble for acting as lead activity and technical

in naval ships . His organization is responsi

coordinator for developmental or new design
nuclear propulsion plants for naval ships ;

The systems and supporting functions for
which the branch is responsible require the
following kinds of engineering effort:.

designing , developing, procuring, and main
taining all nuclear components , and directly

| 1. Electronic system design , including tech

associated systems; for over -all propulsion

pical specifications , drawings , instructions,

plants control; and for collaborating with
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other divisions of the Bureau as necessary to
complete this work expeditiously . It is re

in the Bureau 's interest in matters pertainin
to nuclear propulsion development, and fo
establishing and maintaining training program

sponsible for research and development proj
ects pertaining to nuclear propulsion devel
opment; for correlating with the Atomic
Energy Commission , its field activities and

pertaining to nuclear propulsion , coordinatin
such training at naval shipyards with th

other outside activities , projects and actions

tivities .

Assistant Chief of the Bureau for Field Ac
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CHAPTER 8

ELECTRONICS ASHORE- - FIELD ACTIVITIES
In addition to his departmental responsi

Naval shipyards, offices of industrialman

bilities, the Chief of the Bureau of Ships has
responsibilities for electronics at Navy shore

agers, and other shore commands which have
been assigned technical and management con
trol of shore electronics activities in a given

communications and electronics activities .
Such activities include electronics repair and

area , or which provide technical maintenance

project facilities ; electronics laboratories ;
electronics search , guidance , and instrumenta
lion facilities ; and activities in the Naval
Communication System . The Chief of the Bu

services for ships , are known as maintenance
authorities .

reau exercises his responsibilities through

chapter discusses the missions and organiza
tions of a naval shipyard , office of industrial
manager , USN , and office ofsupervisor of ship
building , USN , and certain other field activities .

To indicate how these activities work with
the Bureau in the field of electronics , this

shipyard commanders ; industrial managers ,
USN ; supervisors of shipbuilding , USN ; and

commanding officers of other activities .

Naval Shipyards
naval base for matters of internal security ,
fire protection , defense , administration of

The primary mission of a naval shipyard
is to render service to the fleet. This service

includes providing logistic support for ships

naval discipline, and for coordination of ship

of the active and reserve fleets and for as

yard activities with other components of the
base in providing direct logistic services to the
operating forces .

signed service craft ; performing authorized
work in connection with construction , con
version , overhaul, alteration , repair , dry

locking , and outfitting of ships as assigned ;

SHIPYARD ORGANIZATION

and related or special manufacturing work .
In addition , the naval shipyard performs re
search and development projects and conducts

Included in naval shipyard organization ,

tests as assigned by proper authority ;develops

and conducts training programs as required ;
and furnishesmiscellaneous common services .

under the control and authority of the ship
yard commander and having direct access to
him at all times , are the heads of the planning,

A naval shipyard is a component activity of
a naval base . It is under the management and

medical, dental,' and administrative depart

production , public works, supply, comptroller ,

technical control of the Chief of the Bureau of

ments.

Ships and under the technical control of other

also includes an industrial relations depart

naval bureaus and offices for matters under

ment, and a management planning and review
department. These organizational segments

their cognizance.

It is under the military

The staff of the shipyard commander

command and coordination control of the com
mander of the naval base. The shipyard com

are shown in figure 8 - 1.

mander is responsible to the commander ofthe

is responsible to the shipyard commander for

Each of the above listed department heads
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satisfactory performance of the duties as

is issued by the planning department which

signed to him .

authorizes incurring direct costs against a

Management Planning
and Review Department

customer order in excess of funds available .
He issues advance information to the produc
tion department to be used for central schedul
ing purposes .
In authorizing work , he must
consider the available productive capacity as

The management planning and review de

stated by the production officer .

partment is a staff department which provides
management staff assistance to the shipyard

He is responsible for all ship design work
required of the shipyard .

commander in all matters concerningmanage

When a ship arrives for overhaul, he ar

ment engineering , industrial engineering , and
mobilization planning.
The industrial en
gineering officer is thehead of themanagement

planning and review department.

ranges as soon as possible for a conference ,
to be attended by representatives of the planning
department and the ship concerned , and of such

Industrial Relations Department

other departments as the shipyard commander
may direct. At this conference, work to be

done is reviewed and decided upon .
He is responsible for initiating and re
viewing correspondence and reports on ship
building and ship overhaul, and for promulgating
to those concerned pertinent information and
instructions derived from such correspondence

The industrial relations department is a
staff department which provides assistance to
the shipyard commander and to all levels of
management in developing and administering

the shipyard industrial relations program .
It serves all departments in meeting civilian

and reports .

He is responsible for notifying the appropri
ate activity if, for any reason , work requested
is not to be undertaken or will be delayed be
yond the specified completion date.
Hemust ensure that, except in an emergency ,
no job orders are issued for shipyard work
on ships that have not been , or are not
scheduled to be, made available for that work .
He is responsible for disseminating informa
tion on ship availabilities within the shipyard
and for requesting revision when necessary .

manpower requirements and in matters con

cerning civilian employees .
The industrial relations officer is head of
the industrial relations department.

Planning Department
The planning officer is responsible to the

shipyard commander for the organization , ad
ministration , and supervision of the planning

department, and for such other work as may
be assigned by the shipyard commander.
Excepting work under the cognizance of the
public works officer and excepting work on
shop expense job orders issued by the produc

He is

responsible for maintaining pre

scribed records of ships assigned to the
shipyard as " Home Yard . " He is further re

sponsible for records planning , and design
work on types of ships for which the shipyard
has been designated as " Planning Yard . "
He is responsible for seeing that no item

tion department and other general expense
job orders issued by the departments con
cerned under standing job orders issued by
the planning officer , the planning officer is re

of work is issued for accomplishment which
will require more time to complete than is

sponsible for approval, issue, and transfer of

available , as shown by his estimates .
Organization of the planning department
consists ofan administrative assistant (optional

work authorizations and plans . He is re
sponsible for initiating procurement of neces
sary material and funds for allwork requested
of the shipyard by other activities and per
formed in production department shops and

position ), a planning and estimating division ,
and a design division . .
PLANNING AND ESTIMATING DIVISION .

for all manufacturing work requested by the
supply department.

The planning and estimating superintendent is

The planning officer is responsible for

responsible to the planning officer for over

preparation and revision of man - day and cost

all job planning , issuing job orders, arranging

estimates for all work issued by the planning
department. He must ensure that no job order

for ship availabilities , requisitioning material

for work in hand, controlling assigned funds,
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administering a defense material system pro

structure had been a subject for study and

gram , and operating a program for shipyard

discussion since 1946 . A logical objective
seemed to be to place SHIP electronics func.

" farm out" work .

tions in existing shipyard organizational com .
ponents in order to accomplish electronice

Organization of the planning and estimating
division is shown in figure 8 -2 . Of particular
interest to officers experienced in electronics
are the assistant planning and estimating (P &
E ) superintendents and the technical planning
and estimating assistants .
As indicated on the chart , there may be
several assistant planning and estimating

was eventually solved at both the Puget Sound

superintendents having responsibilities for as
signed ship types . Each has technical and

and Long Beach Naval Shipyards by transfer
ring shore electronics functions and personnel

coordination control of advanced planning ,
issuing of job orders , reviewing and assigning

and San Diego, respectively .

work requests, and directing civilian assistants

Since this approach had worked success
fully at these two shipyards, the Bureau of

work within the same framework as that pro .
vided for accomplishing work in other specialty

areas. The disposition of SHORE electronice
work , however , remained a problem and be.
came the key to complete action . The problem

to the assistant industrial managers at Seattle

in work on ship types assigned .
There is also an assistant planning and es
timating superintendentwho administers ship
yard farm out matters . His responsibilities
include determining farm out work require
ments and initiating action for farm out serv
ices for the shipyard ; maintaining necessary

Ships at first directed (BuShips Inst 5450.51
of 22 July 1958 ) all naval shipyards to :
a . Disestablish the Ship Electronics
Branch of the Electronics Division
and reassign the functions and person
nel to the Assistant Chief Design

liaison for planning , coordination , conduct , and

Engineer for Electrical and Elec

acceptance of farmed out work ; and directing
assigned civilian assistants .

tronic Engineering.
b . Transfer the shore electronics func

Figure 8 - 2 shows that there may be a num
ber of technical planning and estimating super

tions to the IndustrialManager organ

intendents . Each of these is a specialist in
hull , machinery , electronics ,or other technical
field , and each is responsible to the various

The direction to transfer electronics func
tions was later canceled by BuShips Instruc
tion 5450 .51A of 8 Oct 1958 which is quoted

assistant planning and estimating superintend
ents for technical matters pertaining to his

in part below :

ization . . .

. . . The Bureau of Ships considers
that the organization for the per

specialty
DESIGN DIVISION . - Organization of the de

formance of electronics work in the

sign division is shown in figure 8 -3. This

shipyards should be compatible with
the following objectives:

chart depicts an optional organizational change
which , when made, affects the placement of
electronics functions at naval shipyards . The

a . Organizational responsibility for ac
complishing work in the electronics

tronics division (not shown on new chart) and

area should be located as for other
complex technical areas.
b . Should provide for themaximum flex

reassigning these functions . This change grew
out of the Shipyard Commanders ' Conference

ibility of the technical talent required
to perform necessary work .

held in 1957. To show the developments which

c . Provide for maximum economy in
supervision and provision of common

change in question is concerned with dis
establishing the ship electronics branch , elec

brought about the change, resumes of the

pertinent BuShips Instructions are given below :

services and support. The Bureau
recognizes that local circumstances

BuShips Instruction 5450.51 of 22 July 1958
(since cancelled , but discussed here to indi
cate the problems in organizing for electronics
work at shipyards and the solutions developed
by certain yards) said , in effect, that the

preclude establishment of a rigid
definite organization suitable to all
naval shipyards .
. . . In order that the Bureau may be

placement of electronics functions and re
sponsibilities in naval shipyard organizational

shipyard , it is requested that your

informed
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Figure 8-3. -Standard naval shipyard organization -design division, planning department.
choice of organization and staffing

with the organization of the particular activity

for electronics work be provided the
Bureau as soon as a decision is

to which he is attached.

reached on this matter.

to the planning officer for engineering con
sultation and investigation ; design and drafting

The design superintendent is responsible

Where shipyard commanders electto trans
fer electronics functions as indicated above ,
responsibility for administering special shore
programs should be assumed by the industrial
manager, utilizing such shipyard organiza
tional components as may be required . Such
special programs include radiological repair ,
navigational aids repair , and crystal manu

work for ships under overhaul, construction ,
conversion , or inactivation , and for assigned
special design projects ; development and re
vision of allowance lists; and preparation of
test memoranda and reports .
The chief design engineer is responsible to
the design superintendent for efficient per
formance and coordination of all activities
of the design division . He is principal ad
visor to the design superintendent on ad
ministrative and technical matters.
The deputy chief design engineer is re
sponsible to the chief design engineer for
daily technical and administrative supervision
and coordination of the work of the division.
He acts for the chief design engineer in the
latter's absence.
Assistants to the design superintendent are
responsible for technical matters pertaining to
their specialities (hull,machinery, electronics,
etc) and for those matters for which they

facturing facilities.
As is apparent from the later instruction,
the organization depicted in figure 8 - 3 is op
tional. It has, however , been adopted by a
number of naval shipyards; and although the
electronics officer may be assigned to a ship
yard having a different organizational pattern ,
his responsibilities will not be materially
changed. Major differences will be in chain
of command and work flow , resulting from
placement of electronics functions within the
organization . Obviously , to perform his duties
effectively , the EO must familiarize himself
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The production officer is responsible for

may have responsibility as program managers ,

notifying the planning officer if he predicts
that the time or total funds are in excess of

such as noise reduction , etc .

As indicated on the chart, there are three
assistant chief design engineers, each ofwhom
is responsible to the deputy chief design en
gineer for the work performed by assigned

needs, so that additional job orders may be

issued , or the availability time curtailed .

The production officer has custody and is
responsible for the care of all materials re
moved by shipyard personnel from ships under

technical branches . For example, theassistant

chief design engineer for electrical and elec
tronic engineering administers two technical

overhaul and scheduled for reinstallation .
(Excepted are materials turned over to the
supply department for storage and safekeep
ing .) He also has custody and is responsible
for the care of manufactured or partially proc

branches - the electrical branch and the elec
tronics branch . He is responsible to the

deputy chief design engineer for furnishing
all design and test engineering services and
material procurement specifications con

essed materials awaiting installation , except
when such materials have been turned over

cerned with lighting ; power ; interior com
munication ; degaussing ; electrical fire control,
including switchboards , generator installa

to the supply department for storage and safe
keeping .

tions, distribution systems transformation and
associated power analyses ; radio communica

The production officer is responsible for
routine repair and maintenance of ships and
service craft assigned to the shipyard. (Ex
ceptions are tugs , derricks , cranes, dredges,

tion ; radar and sonar installations , associated
antenna and wave guide installations; and other
responsibilities as assigned .

pile drivers , ships and service craft assigned

to other departments , and ships in commission
or assigned to the reserve fleet.) He is also

Production Department

responsible foroperation , security , and routine

repair and maintenance of floating drydocks.
The production officer is responsible to

In the production department, each division

the shipyard commander for the organization ,

superintendent (see fig . 8 -4 ) is an assistant

administration , and supervision of the produc

tion department (including shops, facilities ,

production officer , and , in addition to the
usual administrative and supervisory responsi

and personnel of the department) in its execu

bilities of a division head , he is responsible

tion of work issued by the planning department
and such work as may be assigned by the

for yard -wide coordination of the work of his
division .
SHIPBUILDING AND SHIP REPAIR

shipyard commander .

His duties include responsibility for en
suring that all work issued for accomplish
ment by the production department is accom

DIVISION

plished within

the time allowed and in

(shipbuilding and ship repair) hadmajor organ

accordance with applicable instructions and
sound engineering practice. This work is also
to be accomplished by the department within
the total funds made available under each
customer order or planning estimate applicable
to each ship or program .

izational changes in 1958 . Because few naval
shipyards have a shipbuilding division , BuShips
Notice 5450 of 23 May 1958, which set forth

Two divisions of the production department

the changes , was devoted primarily to the
revised ship repair division organization . The

Notice stated , however, that where there is a
shipbuilding division , its organization should
parallel that of the revised ship repair divi
sion ; its work should be divided among AS
SISTANT shipbuilding superintendents accord

The production officer is responsible for
notifying the planning officer (in advance of
the release of work on a ship or program , and
based upon current and prospective work loads )
of limitations on the quantity of work which
can be accomplished on that ship or program .
When it is determined that authorized work
cannot be undertaken within the time or total
funds available , the planning officer must be
informed immediately .

ing to complete jobs , possibly by ship type
rather than by technical specialty ; and func
tions of TECHNICAL shipbuilding superin

tendents shouldbe recognized organizationally ,

with this work performed by officers double
billeted from other billets in the division .
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ELECTRONICS ASHORE- -FIELD ACTIVITIES
Under the new ship repair division organi

superintendents , and technical superintendents

zation , assistant repair superintendents are
assigned duties according to work areas rather
than according to technical specialities (hull ,
machinery , electronics , etc .). Each assistant
repair superintendent has full responsibility
for all productive work in his area - that is ,

(hull , machinery , electronics).
The repair superintendent (assistant pro
duction officer for ship repair) is responsible
to the production officer for all ship and shop
work for ships and craft assigned to the ship
yard for repair , overhaul, or conversion and
for special projects as assigned . He is also
responsible for assignment of berthing space
and scheduling of ship movements in collabora

conversions, repairs and new construction ,
and manufacturing , as required . The number

and nature of assistant repair superintendent
billets may fluctuate as the workload changes.
To indicate that advantage is taken of the

tion with the administrative officer . He is

assisted by assistant repair superintendents ,
technical superintendents (hull, electronics ,
etc.), ship superintendents , and assistant ship
superintendents .
Whether in the shipbuilding or repair divi
sion , each TECHNICAL superintendent is a
specialist who is responsible for furnishing

technical qualifications of officers assigned
to the ship repair division , the technical func

tions to be performed are recognized organi
zationally by including on the chart the billet
Lilleonauhich
titles
which once
encompass these functions - that
is , technical superintendents (hull , ordnance,
electronics , etc .) . Technical functions are
performed , however , on a dual assignment

staff assistance to his respective division head

and to this official' s line subordinates in tech

Additional officers therefore are not

nical matters pertaining to his specialty (hull ,

required . This arrangement is similar to that
for the previously described technical planning

electronics , etc .). In discharging his re
sponsibilities , each has the full authority of
his respective division superintendent .
Similarly , each SHIP superintendent is

basis .

and estimating assistants who give staff as

sistance in their respective specialities to
officers having line responsibility for the work

responsible to his respective assistantdivision

superintendent for satisfactory , timely , and

being done.

economical accomplishment of the depart
ment' s task on his assigned ship or project.

Advantages of the new arrangement are:
the repair superintendent can more effectively
delegate responsibility to assistant repair

He has the full authority of his assistant divi

sion superintendent over all work on the ship
or project assigned to him .
Responsibilities of a ship superintendent,

superintendents as responsibility for entire

jobs is fixed ; ship superintendents are held
responsible to a single assistant repair super

whether he is in the shipbuilding or ship re

intendent, rather than to several; fewer of

pair division , include:

ficers are required for assignment as as

1. Meeting the ship on arrival, seeing that

sistant repair superintendents ; and officers

necessary services are provided , calling on
the commanding officer and heads of depart
ments , and establishing liaison with the ship ;

assigned to these repair billets receive broader
and more valuable experience than when limited
to a technical specialty . Under tight fund and

2 . Directing the work on his ship (s) outside

personnel conditions, this is an extremely de

the shops and following the progress of the
work on his ship (s ) inside the shops to the end
that completion of individual jobs and the en
tire overhaul or projects meet approved

sirable condition . It is also in consonance
with organizational concepts for the design

and the planning and estimating divisions.

SHIPBUILDING AND SHIP REPAIR BIL

schedules; and coordinating shipyard and ship ' s
force work ;

LETS. - The shipbuilding superintendent (as

3. Expediting the flow of information and

sistant production officer for shipbuilding ) is
responsible to the production officer for all

material so as to ensure orderly progress ;
4 . Notifying higher authority immediately

ship and shop work on ships and craft (other
than small boats ) constructed at the shipyard

whenever he believes that any schedule is
jeopardized by factors beyond his control;
5 . Directing minor departures from job
specifications, plans, and schedules as neces

until completion of the post - shakedown avail
ability , and for special projects as assigned .

He is assisted by assistant shipbuilding super
intendents , ship superintendents, assistant ship

sary to ensure a satisfactory result , to avoid
111
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assisting them

interferences , or to expedite the work. (Such
departures must be reported immediately to

in their relations with other

trades , with other shipyard activities , andwith
the ship ' s force.

the cognizant shipyard technical authority) ;
6 . Maintaining liaison with the ship as the

He takes direct action with

personnel below the level of the senior super
visor assigned to his ship ( s ) only when such

representative of the shipyard and in this
capacity coordinating all shipyard work on
and services to the ship ;
7 . Inspecting the work in progress at fre

action is immediately necessary to prevent or
correct errors , for reasons of safety , or in

emergencies , and in such instances he informs

quent intervals and ensuring that tests are ac

the senior supervisor as soon as practical of

complished on schedule and in accordance with

the action he has taken .

test requirements ;

An assistant ship superintendent reports

8. Obtaining the signature of ship 's in
spectors for satisfactory completion of in

and is responsible to the ship superintendent

dividual job orders , or obtaining a statement

to whom he is assigned .

of why the work specified has not been satis
factorily completed ;
9 . Ensuring prompt connecting , discon
necting , and reconnecting of services when

shipyard may have official dealings with such

Although an electronics officer at a naval
other departments as public works , supply ,
comptroller , and administrative , he is un
likely to be assigned a billet in one of these

the ship arrives or is shifted on the water
front; supervising those preparations for de

organizational segments.

Responsibilities of

these departments therefore are not included
in this text. Interested officers are referred
to BuShips Instruction 5450. 14A of 18 March

parture for which the production department

is responsible ; and assisting in timely com
pletion of the ship ' s preparations for sea . As

a matter of good practice, the ship superin

1958, Standard U. S. Naval Shipyard Regula

tendent deals directly with the senior super

tions, for a discussion of these departments ,
as well as for functions of other naval ship

visors of the several trades or shops assigned
to the ship (s ) for which he is responsible ,

yard branches and sections omitted from this

coordinating and directing their efforts and

chapter.

Industrial Manager
In each naval district there is an office

conversion , repair , and salvage that thesuper

of industrial manager which is under the
military command and coordination of the

Navy ship construction . The industrial manager

visor of shipbuilding performs with regard to

district commandant and under the manage
ment of the Bureau of Ships . Technical re

has jurisdiction over allocations (to either
Government or private shipyards) of conver
sion , repair , and salvage work within thenaval
district, not specifically assigned by higher
authority .
The supervisor of shipbuilding

sponsibility is exercised by the Bureau of

Ships and other bureaus and offices of the
Navy Department for matters under their
cognizance.

normally works with new construction at
private facilities only . In thosenaval districts

The industrial manager (IndMan ) is the
senior representative of the Bureau of Ships

IndMan is usually the naval shipyard com

in the naval district. As such , he is usually

mander also .

the maintenance authority .

in the First, Third , Fourth , Fifth , Sixth ,
Eleventh , Twelfth , Thirteenth , and Fourteenth
Naval Districts are naval shipyard com

in which naval shipyards are located , the

The industrial manager is on the staff of
the district commandant and is responsible

Thus the industrial managers

manders as well.

for shore electronics installation and main
tenance within the naval district.
In addition to shore electronics functions,
the industrial manager performs practically

Industrial managers who are shipyard com
manders are expected , when practicable, to
utilize shipyard personnel in discharging their

the same functions with regard to Navy ship

industrial manager duties .
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full - or part- time basis , the industrial man

industrialmanager division is incorporated in
the shipyard planning department.

ager may assign the functions to other organi
zational units.
The ordnance assistant serves as advisor
to the industrial manager and exercises tech
nical control over the conduct of the ordnance

Figure 8 -5 shows the approved standard
organization for the office of industrial man
ager . Responsibilities ofthe various assistants
and departments are outlined in the following
paragraphs.

work of the organization .

INDUSTRIAL
MANAGER
INDUSTRIAL MANAGER
ASSISTANT

ORDNANCE
ASSISTANT

SPECIAL
ASSISTANT
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REPAIR
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Figure 8-5. -Office of industrial manager, USN - standard organization chart.
The industrialmanager assistant represents

The electronics assistant assists the in

the industrial manager and carries out duties
assigned by him . He also administers public
relations matters for the organization . As
indicated in the discussion of naval shipyards,
this assistant may be assigned responsibility
for shipyard shore electronics work .
The special assistant is responsible for

dustrial manager by carrying out the latter's
policies in connection with electronics mat
ters. He serves as advisor and provides
guidance and assistance on electronics tech
nical matters of the organization concerning
shore-based electronics and shipboard -type
equipment afloat and ashore. He exercises
technical control over the conduct of elec
tronics work and acts as liaison with other
departments of the organization . These de
partments are the planning department, in
spection department, contract and materials
department, and ship salvage department.

over-all coordination ofmobilization planning.
He serves the industrial manager in a staff

capacity and in addition is responsible for
such management and special studies as the
industrial manager may assign. This billet
is optional and if the billet is not filled on a
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practices and adequate safeguards for the

Each department is composed of divisions ,
but only in the inspection department is there
usually an electronics division . This division
inspects and tests ship and shore work in
volving electronics installations and equipment

types of equipment involved .

quested installation and repair of electronic ,

The administrative department is assigned
all automotive transportation connected with
the industrial manager ' s organization . The
electronics assistant advises the head of the
administrative department on the technical
features of vehicles assigned throughout the

ordnance , and other equipment and for assisting

district which are equipped with electronic

contractors by furnishing advice on Navy policy
pertinent to work being performed . The officer

components . He must review and keep fully
informed of the status of all electronics funds
and authorize expenditures for electronics
work .
The electronics assistant cooperates and
works with the local supply officer , the district
public works officer, the director of training ,

and prepares required inspection and produc
tion reports . It is also responsible for re

at the head of the electronics division is known

as the assistant inspection officer (electronics ).

In the planning department, depending upon
the amount of electronics work to be done,
there may be billets for an assistant planning

and estimating officer (electronics ) and an
assistant design officer (electronics ).
In dealing with the planning department,
the electronics assistant is responsible for
review of planning and estimating work in

and the district communications officer . He
recommends stock levels of electronic equip

ments under the cognizance of the Bureau of
Ships to be held in the supply officer ' s custody .
He advises the public works officer on the
technical and operational features of elec
tronics public works construction . He pro

connection with electronics matters ; for

screening requests for electronic equipment
and materials ; and for reviewing specifications

for both ship and shore electronics contract

vides the director of training with technical

work .

advice, as requested , and he arranges for

In his work with the inspection department,

procurement of electronic equipments

for

the electronics assistant works with the de

Naval Reserve activities, via the planning

partment head to ensure good engineering

department.

.

Supervisor OfShipbuilding

To carry out responsibilities of the Navy
Department for new construction ofnaval ships
at private shipyards by private contractors ,
there is assigned to many of the large private

performs inspection duty as naval inspector of
ordnance with respect to specialized ordnance
material under his cognizance .
The office of supervisor of shipbuilding

shipyards, or groups of small shipyards , a

usually includes a planning department, an

supervisor of shipbuilding , USN (SupShip ). His
office is under the military command and

inspection department, a contract and ma
terials department, and an administrative
department.
When his office is not staffed with person

coordination controlofthe district commandant
and the management control of the Bureau of
Ships . Technical responsibility is exercised
by the Bureau of Ships and other bureaus and
offices for material under their cognizance.

nel qualified to accomplish necessary elec

tronics work , SupShip , with the concurrence
of the Bureau of Ships , usually requests tech

The supervisor of shipbuilding represents

nical assistance from the nearest naval ship
yard . In some cases, the Bureau of Ships

the Bureau of Ships and deals directly with

private
, administering shipbuild
ng contractors
nd ffacility
a
aingdm,idesign
pla,n aand
contracts at ship

provides assistance through contract engineers
from private engineering firms. Such as
sistance in each case is covered by a separate
contract.

building plants under his cognizance . Such
administration includes approval of certain
design plans , inspections, tests , and certifica
tions. He carries out prescribed industrial
mobilization planning functions . He also

Before completion of installation and repair
work by the private contractor, the supervisor
of shipbuilding provides anticipated completion
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dates to the naval shipyard concerned so that
a satisfactory testand commissioning schedule

may be established and carried out by naval
shipyard electronics engineers.

Electronics Laboratories
c. Human factors, including human en

There are two electronics laboratories
under the management of the Bureau of Ships

gineering and psychophysics
d . Theoretical and computer analyses

the U . S. Navy Electronics Laboratory at San
Diego, California and the U . S . Navy Under

2 . Conducts technical evaluations and en

water Sound Laboratory at New London , Con

gineering assists tests of electronic com

necticut.

ponents, equipments , and systems to deter

U . S . NAVY ELECTRONICS LABORATORY

mine their technical suitability for naval use .
3. Cooperates with the Forces Afloat, Shore

Establishment, other agencies of the Govern
ment, and with Navy contractors by providing
assistance, consultation , and advice on sciens
tific and technical matters .
4 . Maintains sea and shore test facilities

The U . S . Navy Electronics Laboratory
(NEL) is one of the Bureau of Ships' principal
activities for research and development. Under
the management control of the Bureau ofShips ,
and the military command of the Commandant,
Eleventh Naval District, the mission of the
Laboratory is to :

s of port of and
cavy contractors
ramLaboratory
ntifiNavy
pforrogthe
sciefor
contract
for

the support of scientific and technical

programs of the Laboratory and of the Bureau
of Ships .
5 . Maintains an Office of Patent Counsel to

Conduct research , development, and tests
in the field of electronics and the related

fields of engineering and science, including

provide services relating to patents, inven

radio , radar, sonar , oceanography, and the

tions , copyrights , and matters connected there

instrumentation for and analysis of environ
mental weapons effect and human factors ; and
provide consultative service and sea test
facilities as authorized for the Fleet, for Navy
contractors, and for other agencies of the

with to the Laboratory and to other Bureau
of Ships activities as assigned by the Bureau
of Ships .
The commanding officer and director of
NEL is assigned
of Ships
and
d
ea
Ships an
thattheburBureau
ble to by

n the general
is responsible to that bureau for
management , administration , and technical

Department of Defense .

In accomplishing its mission , NEL per
forms the following assigned tasks and func

work of the laboratory .

tions :

Organizationally , functions of the laboratory

1. Conducts research and development in

are divided among a scientific department, a

services department, and a comptroller de

the application of electronics and related
sciences to naval problems, primarily in fields

partment.

Functions of the administrative and comp
troller departments are similar to those of
such departments at other naval activities .
The scientific department is responsible
for conducting the scientific work of the
laboratory . Its major organizational com

of acoustic and electromagnetic detection and
location , communications, navigation , classi
fication identification , countermeasures , and
signal and data processing . Results of such
research and development are analyses , in
formation , techniques , designs, specifications ,

or prototypes leading to the production and
effective use of new and improved equipment
and systems in the fields of antisubmarine
operations, submarine warfare operations, and
air defense operations. Supporting functions

sulting staff, human factors division , propaga
tion division , special research division ,
acoustics division , electromagnetics division ,
systems development division , and technical

include:

analysis division .

ponents are the scientific planning board , con

The scientific planning board maintains
familiarity with program plans of the Navy
Department and Bureau of Ships , and with
research and development work underway at

a. Operations and systems analyses
b . Environmental research in the at

mosphere and the oceans, including
the Arctic
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other laboratories and on commercial con

The technical analysis division analyzes

tracts in fields of interest to the laboratory

proposed equipments and systems to deter

and the Bureau . On the basis of the knowledge
thus gained , it plans for the scientific program

mine their feasibility ; evaluates those in
existence to discover changes which should
be made to increase capabilities ; and indi

of the laboratory ; periodically reviews the
current program and reviews newly -assigned

cates promising areas for future work .

or proposed problems, to determine con

performs analyses in

formance with the over - all planned program .

engineering , and statistics . It also provides
machine computing facilities for the solution

It makes recommendations to the commanding
officer and director on matters under its

of complex problems.
Within the technical areas specified by their

cognizance.

titles , all divisions provide consultantservices
to the Bureau of Ships , naval activities , and

Providing the talents of individual scien
tific authorities , the consulting staff furnishes
advisory and consultant services to the tech
nical director , the laboratory, other naval
activities , and to others as authorized by the

others as authorized by the Bureau .

The services department provides various
services for the laboratory . Two of its divi

sions furnish services of a technical nature.
These are the mechanical engineering and

Bureau of Ships.
The human factors division conducts ex
perimental and theoretical studies of human
factors involved in design , operation , main
tenance, and use of Navy electronic and as
sociated equipment and systems. It also
makes engineering applications of research re
sults and functional evaluations through joint

engineering divisions.

The mechanical engineering division pro

vides engineering design of mechanical and
electro -mechanical devices ; designs and de
velops mechanical components of electronic

equipments ; provides mechanical and elec
trical engineering drafting services and stand
ards ; and maintains central drawings files .
The engineering division provides shop ,
materials engineering, recording, and equip

work with other divisions.
The propagation division conducts theo
retical and experimental investigations on the

propagation of energy through the atmosphere ,
the ocean , the ocean bottom , along any of their
boundaries , and on the environment and its
effects on propagation .

It

theoretical physics,

ment construction

services and

facilities ;

performs acceptance and specification tests
of equipments ; and maintains a reliability

Its work includes a

improvement program

for electronic equip

major effort in the field of underwater sound .

ments .

The special research division conducts the
oretical and experimental investigations in

Many of the laboratory 's problems are in
the field of sonar and thus require seagoing

broad fields or combinations of fields outside
the areas of responsibility of other research
divisions. Such problems include self- radiated

laboratories . For this reason the laboratory
usually has assigned to its operational com
mand certain craft , such as PGE (R ) ' s and at
least one fleet submarine, converted into
floating laboratories. In addition , several
small surface craft and some PBY aircraft
are usually available.
Naval officers, called director' s aides , are
assigned to duty with heads of divisions. They
do some administrative work and assist in
establishing integration between the military
needs and scientific aspects of the laboratory ' s
work . These aides are assisted by othernaval
officers designated as project officers. Project

and ambient noise and weapons effects .

The accoustics division develops, designs,
constructs and evaluates all models, through
the prototype , of equipments and components
of an acoustical nature or application .

It

conducts developmental research on related

theory and phenomena.
The electromagnetics division develops ,
designs, evaluates , and constructs prototype
models of electronic and electromechanical

devices , equipments, and system components.

officers work closely with scientific person

The systems development division studies ,

nel and provide liaison with fleet activities

devises, assembles, and evaluates integrated

when required .

electronic systems for the collection and dis

assigned to a particular branch of a division
or to a specific program or both .

semination of information .
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U . S. NAVY UNDERWATER

7 . Cooperates with the Forces Afloat, naval

SOUND LABORATORY

shore activitites , other Government agencies ,

The mission of the U . S . Navy Underwater
Sound Laboratory (USL ) is to conduct research ,

and various Government contractors to pro
vide assistance, consultation , and advisory
service on any of the above problems.
8 . Maintains a facility for performing ac
ceptance and qualification tests of production

development, system studies, and engineering

evaluation in the fields of sonar , radio, radar,
infra - red , and related physical sciences ; to

and pre -production equipment.

provide technical assistance and consultation

Organization of the laboratory is shown in

to the forces afloat, naval shore activities ,
including othernaval laboratories , and Govern
ment contractors on problems of mutual con

figure 8 - 6 . Although there are variations in
organization and consequently in assignments

of responsibilities within their assigned areas,

cern .

functions of USL divisions are in general
similar to those at the previously described

USL is under the military command of the
Commandant, Third Naval District, and under
the management control of the Bureau of

NEL .

Ships .

USL is responsible for all work of the labora

The commanding officer and director of

In accomplishing its mission the U . S .Navy

tory . He is assisted by military personnel

Underwater Sound Laboratory performs the

assigned as program officers , other naval

following assigned tasks and functions :

officers , and civilians.

1. Conducts research , development, in

He and the program

officers usually are engineering duty officers

vestigations, and tests to solve naval problems

with sea -duty backgrounds.

in the field of electronics and related physical

fields, including but not limited to radio,

Program officers as a group report to the

radar, infra -red , sonar, and other underwater

office of the commanding officer and director .

sound equipment and systems.

During progress of a project, the assigned
program officer acts asmilitary representative

2 . Undertakes design , development, pro
curement, and test of electronic equipment and
systems as assigned by the Bureau of Ships.
3. Makes recommendations to the Bureau
of Ships based upon observations of fleet

of the commanding officer and director . He
has no direct authority over the scientific
division concerned or any phase of its work

unless specifically delegated such authority .

operations and on confirming or exploratory

It is the program officer's function to interpret,

laboratory experiments at sea in order to keep
the fleet equipped in the best state of readiness
from the standpoint of anti-submarine warfare
detection and communication systems.

where necessary , the military viewpoint on

projects and problems. He provides liaison
with outsidemilitary and commercial activities
as required to prosecute the project. He

4 . Maintains a facility to conduct research ,

participates in sea testing as necessary and

development, and investigation in the field of

keeps himself continuously informed of the

underwater sound and sonar, as specifically

status of all division projects requiring de

applied to undersea warfare , including a facility

velopment and facilities department action
during the procurement, planning, installation ,
and sea test phases .
Other officers at the laboratory are oc
cupied with administrative duties, program
planning, scheduling ofoperations , supervision
of development facilities , and similar duties .

for calibrating hydrophones and transducers.
5 . Maintains a facility to conduct develop
ment and testing of antenna systems for
installation on submarines .
6 . Maintains a facility to develop and test
infra -red systems for all types of ships .

Electronics Search , Guidance, And
Instrumentation Facilities
means to collect, evaluate, or distribute data

The Bureau of Ships Manual defines shore
electronics search , guidance, and instrumenta
tion facilities as those utilizing electronic

relating to the presence and movement of

aircraft, ships , and subsurface craft; the
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Figure 8-6.-U. S. Navy Underwater Sound Laboratory Organization.
presence of natural and special signals and
5 . Weather stations and weather radar and
radiations; the presence and movement of
weather masses and other detectable phe
nomena; and the control of industrial proc
esses. The following are types ofinstrumenta

photoelectronic installations
Few of the above activities have billets for
electronice materials officers as such . When
maintenance work is beyond the capabilities of
available station personnel and facilities , the
commanding officer or the officer in charge
is responsible for reporting the condition via
the chain of command to the cognizantmainte
nance authority and requesting assistance

tion facilities :
1. Air traffic control and defense centers
2. Air warning centers andair surveillance
radar installations
Ground -controlled approach units

4. Harbor defense centers and harbor en
trance control posts

therefrom .

Naval Communication System
The Naval Communication System is the

Under the direction of the Chief of Naval

integrated network , essentially interarea in
nature, required to provide the basic frame

Operations (Director of Naval Communica
tions), the Naval Communication System func

work for rapid communications on a world

tions through naval communication stations
(or facilities), naval communication units,

wide scale .
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of Naval Operations.

registered publication issuing offices not as
signed to naval communication stations, and
certain activities in the Washington , D . C . ,

A NAVCOMUNIT is

under an officer - in - charge .

The Naval Communication System is under
the management control of the Chief of Naval
Operations. Technical control of communica

area .

A naval communication station (NAV
COMSTA ) is a major activity composed of

tion matters such as methods , procedure ,

required , and a registered publications issuing

military characteristics , and operational re
quirements is exercised by the Chief of Naval
Operations (Director of Naval Communica
tions).
Allowances of electronic equipment for
shore communication activities aredetermined
and promulgated by CNO .
Technical control of communication equip

office. For example , the U . S . Naval Com
munication Station , Norfolk , Va. , consists of

ment and material, other than airborne, is
exercised by the Bureau of Ships. All cryp

the following activities :

tographic equipment for the NavalCommunica
tion System , after procurement by the Bureau
of Ships , is turned over to the cognizance of

smaller activities and the auxiliary equip

ments required to provide essential interarea
communication services for a specific area .
A naval communication station is under a

commanding officer and normally includes a
communication center , radio station (s) as

1. Communication Center , Headquarters
Fifth Naval District, including transmit
ting and receiving equipments located

CNỌ (DNC ) for distribution and property
accounting. The Bureau of Ships is responsi
ble for alterations authorized by CNO , and for
the maintenance and repair of such equipment.

at the Naval Base, Norfolk , Va. ;

2. Registered Publication Issuing Office,

Norfolk , Va.;
3 . U . S . Naval Radio Station (R ) , Northwest,

The commanding officer or officer -in

Va .;

charge of a communication activity is responsi

4. Va
U . .S; . Naval Radio Station ( T),Monogram ,

ble for seeing that equipment is in satisfactory

operating condition . When maintenance work
is beyond the capabilities of local personnel
and facilities , he is responsible for reporting

5 . U . S . Naval Radio Station (s ), vicinity
of Norfolk , Va .

the condition via the chain of command to the

A naval communication facility is similar
to a NAVCOMSTA but is located on foreign
territory .
A

cognizant maintenance authority and requesting
assistance therefrom . Maintenanceauthorities
include offices of industrial managers, as
sistant industrial managers , ship repair facil
ities and other shore commands specifically
designated by the Chief, Bureau of Ships .

naval communication unit is a small

activity which fulfills limited or special func

tions as specifically prescribed by the Chief

Naval Air Stations
Technical control of ground electronic

is made by , or under the control of, the main
tenance authority . When , however , installation
work is within the capabilities of the local
electronics material division , and when suit
able arrangements have been made with the
maintenance authority , such work may be

equipment, except meteorological, at naval
air stations and facilities is exercised by the
Bureau of Ships through assigned maintenance
authorities .
Technical control of airborne
communication equipment and material is
exercised by the Bureau of Aeronautics .

accomplished by local personnel. When main

One of the chief responsibilities of the EO
at a naval air station is that of providing an

tenance work is beyond the capabilities of
available station personnel and facilities , the

adequate maintenance program for commun

commanding officer is responsible for re

ication equipment and electronic navigational

porting the condition to the cognizant mainte

aids.

nance authority and requesting assistance .

Installation of the equipmentnormally
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Civilian Personnel Administration
a shore billet he may have administrative

supervisor is not readily available , he should
inquire into the circumstances and take such

responsibility over various types of civilian
employees . On such an assignment it is

immediate steps as appear warranted . There
after the officer should locate the civilian

When an electronics officer is assigned to

necessary therefore that he understand and

supervisor , fully explain the circumstances

be able to administer the basic civilian pro

to him , and place responsibility for final

cedures established for the Navy .
Recognizing that naval officers without ex

disciplinary action in his hands .
At those activities where a shortage of
qualified civilian personnel makes it neces
sary to utilize military personnel as im
mediate supervisors of civilians , such military

perience in working with civilian personnel will
face administrative problems somewhat dif
ferent from those encountered with military
personnel, steps are taken to acquaint such

personnel exercise the responsibility and
authority over their subordinates which nor
mally would be the function of civilians oc
cupying these positions. Military personnel

officers with management practices which

have been found to be good . The publication ,

Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions (NCPI),

should not be placed in such supervisory

contains basic information on industrial rela
tions. Naval post -graduate courses also fre
quently include studies on this subject. To

positions unless the commanding officer is

assist naval management, either military or

all the administrative responsibilities required

civilian , in keeping abreast of modern person
nel practices the Navy has an Industrial Re

by the positions.
When a naval officer is assigned duties as

satisfied that they are capable of assuming

lations Institute in Washington , D . C ., and ,

the head of a department, an office, or one of

through its employee development program ,
naval management may continue to be trained

certain other prescribed organizational units ,
he has disciplinary responsibility for his

at local activities .
In addition to the above, the Bureau ofNaval

subordinates . He may delegate some of this
responsibility to lower levels of supervision .
The delegation of authority for such ac
tions as removal, demotion , or suspension

Personnel has made available two publications
which are helpful in this area of management
- PersonnelAdministration , NavPers 10848 - B ,

of an employee depends upon the group or
rating of the offending individual. Before

and Industrial Relations, NavPers 10793.
In the case of civilian employees of the
Navy , the electronics officer will find that
practically all civilian personnel actions and
relations are governed by Navy Civilian Per
sonnel Instructions (NCPI) .

taking action , therefore, it is necessary to
determine to whom such authority has been
delegated . NCPI and pertinent localdirectives
give this information .

This publication

Since the electronics officer does work with

is based primarily upon the Federal Person

civilian employees on many ofhis assignments

nel Manual, rulings and decisions of the

and may have administrative responsibility for
such employees in certain billets , it is neces

Comptroller General, directives of the U . S .
Civil Service Commission , Presidential Ex
ecutive Orders , statutes , and policies es
tablished by the Secretary of the Navy and the
Secretary of Defense. It presents detailed
regulations governing such matters as em
ployment, compensation , hours ofwork , leaves
of absence, in - service and other training,
promotions , discipline , employee grievances ,
and the degree of authority ofmilitary person
nel over civilian employees in specific in

sary that he familiarize himself with the
rules and regulations governing his relation
ships with civilians and with the personnel
policies and procedures in effect in each

instance.

In addition to the NCPI, he must

understand local regulations and any from
higher echelons, governing civilians attached
to a specific activity . He should work closely

When a naval officer observes any infrac

with the industrial relations officer in all
matters relating to civilian personnel.
When assigned to the fleet and to some
military establishments ashore the electronics

tion of the rules of the activity and the civilian

officer will find that the civilian employees

stances .
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appropriate in specific instances , the elec

reporting to and working with him consist
mainly of professional and scientific personnel
whose training and endeavors are specialized
in nature and who are assigned to specific
equipments or problems such as equipment
evaluation , surveys, and consultant duties .
These individuals often are employees of
private companies , or are carried on the
complement of military commands other than
the one to which the electronics officer is

tronics officer must understand the contract
which exists between the Government and the
individual company or corporation of which

these personnel are employees . These con
tracts vary according to thepurposes for which
they are executed . The EO therefore cannot
assume that his thorough understanding of one
contract makes him an authority on all civilian
contract personnel procedures.

To be ade

assigned . These civilians thus are not always

quately informed, he must study each appli

under the technical or management control of

cable contract.

the electronics officer .

To determine just what his authority is

Personnel working for the Navy under

toward such personnel and to determine the

private industry contracts are not Federal

personnel actions and procedures which are

employees .
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NAVY SUPPLY SYSTEM
Those functions of a material support system
which pertain to the procurement and flow of
material to the consumer are supply functions.
They are cataloging, procurement, inventory
control, storage , transportation (freight traf
fic ), stores accounting , issue, and disposal.
Before World War II therewas no established
system for supplying repair parts, electronic

In February 1947 the Secretary of the Navy
approved a plan to coordinate the various naval

supply systems which had developed during
World War II . The proposed integrated system ,

known as the Navy Supply System , is now in
effect.

Complete integration involves details which
are of concern to supply officers only . However ,
since a general knowledge of supply is essential
to any administrative billet in the Navy , this
chapter is devoted to a discussion of the Navy
Supply System .
In World War I, despite the tremendous in
crease in the Fleet and in the NavalEstablish
ment, the Navy did notoperate independently. It
made use of bases in French and British har
bors where piers , docks , buildings , and ware
houses were already available. Though highly
successful in World War I, the Navy had not
yet begun to think logistically.
Early in World War II it became apparent
that the war would be one that revolved around
the physical means for prosecuting it - that the

equipment, ordnance,and similar items. There

was little need for such a system , for at that
time the Navy ' s supply problems were rela

tively simple. The fleet was small and the
amount of such material expended was small .
The chief emphasis was on general stores , as

the small volume of required technicalmaterial
was handled largely by the technical bureaus
themselves . Even the number of itemshandled
in general stores was small compared to those
demanded by a global war which required

tropical gear,arctic gear , and hundreds of thou
sands of technical items necessitated by the
Navy 's gigantic expansion and by rapid techno

logistics aspects would be an important factor

logical changes.

in determining the strategy to be followed . The

During World War II entire fleets had to be
supported thousands ofmiles from home ports .
The technical bureaus , whose supply problems

problems of producing munitions in our facto

ries and transporting and distributing them to
the Armed Forces were gigantic . The logistics
problems of World War II were of such magni
tude that the logistics planning and implementa

had been minorbefore the war , now found them
selves swamped with identification , procure

ment, and distribution problems. Experienced
manufacturers , who in the past had had no
problem in turning out the quantities of both

tion of plans involved not only the service
personnel trained in that particular branch of
military art but also area and tactical com
manders; port authorities ; railway, truck line,

general stores and technical items required by

the Navy , could meet only a fraction of the
ballooning war needs . New sources had to be
discovered and new production lines had to be
set up by the manufacturers inexperienced in
meeting Government requirements.

and air line executives ; warehousemen ; long

shoremen ; manufacturers ; and on down through

the entire working population of the United
States .
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This sudden transition from a relatively

most of the systems was incomplete and lacked
standardization in the application of common
procedures ,methods, andbasic principles . For
example , recognizing the need for inventory
control, each system had a control point estab
lished as a separate agency or subagencyofan
office or bureau . Paper flowed to these various
control points through differing channels and
with varying degrees of detail and extent of

small scale of operations, with divided respon
sibilities , decentralized control, and varying
procedures , to an all - out scramble to obtain as
much of the Nation 's output as possible and to
distribute this material throughout the world

inevitably caused confusion .
The increased emphasis on technical items
made it apparant to those concerned that spe
cialized supply activities were called for. As
a result , each bureau developed , independently ,

coverage. Action by an individual control point
depended upon its charter , which in somecases

permitted completed action , while in others
approval from , or action by , higher authority
was necessary .

special systems for determining requirements
for , procuring , and distributing increasingly
large quantities of various specialized materi
als .

Some of the war -born supply systems
achieved a high degree of efficiency and well

These systems were not constructed to

conform to any standard pattern , nor to provide
a single system of supply for the Navy . About

ordered organization , while othersweremake

shift processes created only to meet the basic
needs of the moment. As combat operations
became concentrated in the Pacific after VE

30 systems grew in this manner .

To accomplish movement of material, a
corresponding movement of " paper" is neces

Day , it became clear that the interests of

sary . An examination of the naval supply sys

economy and efficiency could best be served

tems in effect during World War II reveals that

through the development of a comprehensive
support plan which would provide centralized

the samebasic channels were used for the flow
of both material and paper , but such an exam
ination reveals also that the development of

coordination without losing the advantages of
decentralized operation .

Official Studies Of Supply Systems
same time remain adaptable to industrial and
technological progress.

Shortly after the war ended two inde
pendent studies were conducted to exam
ine the logistics structure of the Navy and

The other study was conducted under the di
rection of the Chief of the Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts. The purpose of this project was
to examine and compare the features of each
different supply system and to present detailed
plans for the integration ofall supply activities
into a single coordinated system . Without cen
tral control, continued operation ofmany inde

make specific recommendations for its im
provement.

One survey was made by a committee of

civilians headed by Mr. John M .Hancock ,who ,
at the request of the Secretary ofthe Navy , ex
amined the Navy ' s supply organization in the
light of good business procedure , effective

pendent supply systems could ultimately lead

service to operating forces, and economical

only to confusion .
Independently reaching the same conclu

adaptability to war or peace . The Hancock Re
port, presented in April 1946 , affirmed the need
for an integrated supply system which could

sions , the BuSandA and Hancock Reports formed

the basis upon which the present Navy Supply
System is founded .

meet the demands of a fighting Navy and at the

Plan For An Integrated Supply System
Comparing thesupply systemsthen in effect,

uncompleted organizational development are
the inherent weaknesses in the Navy ' s many
supply systems. These major defects lead to
inefficient and uneconomical practices . Proper

the BuSandA committee , in its Plan for an Inte

grated Supply System , stated that " uncoordi
nated application of sound basic principles and
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technical knowledge is required , it comes from

integration of the Navy' s supply program be
comes, then , amatter of coordinated application

the technical bureau concerned . For example,
if electronic material is required fornaval use,
the engineering specialists in the Bureau of

of basic principles to thedetails ofsupply oper
ations and completion of the organizational
development of all thesystems. Thenecessary
coordination can be achieved only through cen
tralized direction of the performance of the

Ships specify what is to be obtained , and supply

efficient, flexible system of supply consonant

officers perform the supply function of procure
ment. If the nature of the material requires
special care in handling , the engineer pre
scribes the manner ; the supply officer performs
the task . By this close functional cooperation

with technicalvariations in materials which will :

the specialized skill and experience of both the

utilize the concept ofdecentralization ofopera
tion and will at the same time provide for
centralized coordination with respect to the

engineer and the businessman are utilized to the
utmost, and the margin of error in the procure

supply functions. The need , then , is for a sound
long - range program for the establishmentofan

ment, distribution , care , handling , issue , and
use of technical items is reduced .
Insofar as electronic material is concerned ,
this division of functions at present applies only
to repair parts , since the Bureau ofShips - the
technicalbureau - retains control of equipments
and major components .

application of policy and principles. Essential
to such a program is the establishment of clear
lines of control, responsibility , and authority ,

requiring themost effective use oftechnical and
supply personnel."

COGNIZANCE

An examination of the approved Plan for an
Integrated Naval Supply System (also known as
the Navy Supply Plan ) shows it to bebased upon

Perhaps the most significant feature of the
new plan was its implied departure from the

the thesis that the operation of a material
logistic support system requires theperform

traditional connotation of the term " cogni

by their nature into technical functions and

PHYSICAL AND FUNCTIONAL

ance of certain functions which may be grouped

zance ." Functional cognizance as distinguished
from physical cognizance is the keynote of the

supply functions, as follows:

new supply system . Technical bureaus have
always been responsible for control of certain

Technical

Supply

categories of material. This control included

Research and Development Cataloging

performing many of the supply functions in
volved in handling the material concerned .

Determination of Require

Design

ments ( initial)
Technical Supervision of

During World War II, jurisdictional disagree
ments arising out of various interpretations of

Cataloging
Technical Supervision of

the term " cognizance" often resulted in dupli
cated effort and overlapping supply activities
in such limited geographic areas as small

Storage

Inventory Control
Procurement
Storage

Transportation

Stores Accounting
Issue

Disposal

Technical Supervision of
Issue

Pacific islands . The waste oftime, manpower,

Inspection - During and
after Production , and in

material, and facilities under such circum

stances, had little justification .

Service

Construction and Manufac
ture

Technical and Supply Functions

Maintenance

The new supply system is designed to elim
inate such practices as those described. Under
this new system all naval materials of a re

From the foregoing list it may be seen that
technical functions are peculiar to each type of
material being supplied , while supply functions
are common to all types. It will be noted that

plenishable nature are controlled jointly by the
technical bureaus concerned and the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts. Thus, where training ,
ability, and experience in supply matters can
be used to advantage in the logistic process,

certain over - all functions are broken down into

both technical and supply functions, as, for ex
ample , cataloging . The technical supervision of

cataloging is considered a technical íunction
because technical knowledge of the material is

BuSandA supplies thetalent. Where specialized
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required to determine the accuracy and com

Accounts. For example, the Aviation Supply

pleteness of the information to be included in
catalogs . Such knowledge varies with each type
of material. Cataloging is listed also as a
supply function , since such general procedures
as assembling the information and arranging it
in an established order are nontechnical or
management functions. They are common to
all types ofmaterial.

Office is under the joint control of the Bureau

The plan pointed up theneed for coordination

such material coming into the supply system and

of both technical and supply functions and the
need for cooperation and exchange of informa
tion between technical and supply personnel at
the various levels of control.

point, the Electronics Supply Office , is dis
cussed in chapter 10 .

LEVELS OF CONTROL

such field activities as supply centers , supply
depots , and supply departments at other activi
ties. These local facilities are concerned with

of Aeronautics and the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts, while the Electronics Supply Office

is under the joint control ofthe Bureau of Ships

and the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts . It is
at this level that Navy -wide control is exercised
over special categories of material of a re
plenishable nature to obtain balance between
that going out.

One supply demand control

The fourth, or field , level is comprised of

The Navy Supply System , as recommended in

the physical handling ofmaterials , with issue,

the supply plan , breaks down into four levels of

and with such stock status reporting asmay be
required by a higher level of control to ensure

control.

The highest is the departmental, or top

correct inventory balance within the system .

management, level. At this level , broad ma
terial logistic support policies are decided and
performance of the over - all operation is re

cer comes into direct contact with the supply

viewed .

It is at the field level that the electronics offi
system .

It is here that bureau policies are

coordinated and controlled . Top management
is responsible, too , for seeing that the Navy ' s

COORDINATION AT THE BUREAU LEVEL

material control system complies with de
cisions made by such higher authority as the

With respect to material logistic support
functions , the BuSandA study revealed that de

Secretary of Defense.
For example, a certain kind of steelmay be
in short supply . The Secretary of Defense,
when notified of this shortage , will inform ' .

tailed management and technical control over

Navy ' s top management level. Top manage
ment will then issue the directives necessary

field agencies as exercised by thebureaus were
in large measure uncoordinated between the
bureaus .

For instance, regulations issued by the
Bureau of Ships for reporting BuShipsmaterial
at a field activity often conflicted with regula
tions issued by the Bureau of Ordnance for re
porting similar material at the same activity .
Such a situation made it difficult for the report
ing activity to set up administrative controlsto

to ensure that use of such steel by the Navy
will be only as specified by the Secretary of
Defense.

Below Top Management is the bureau level.
Here , detailed management and technical con
trol of the operation of the Navy Supply System ,
through field activities , is exercised by the
bureaus.

obtain the information required by thebureaus .

Duplicate files and separate stock levels often
had to be maintained, and in many instances

The operating, or program and commodity
management, level is represented by the vari

separate inventory reports were required - one
under BuShips stock numbers and one under

ous supply demand control points (supply offi

BuOrd stock numbers .

ces ) each exercising inventory control over

Technical functions often were duplicated

specifically assigned categories of material.
Each supply demand control point, or supply
office , is under ( 1) the technical control of the

also . Lack of coordination among the bureaus

made it possible, for instance , for the Bureau
of Aeronautics to design , develop , and introduce
under a different stock number, a new item al
though one which would have met thatbureau' s
requirements already had been developed and
stocked by the Bureau of Ships.

technical bureau having cognizance over the

special category of material assigned to that
supply demand control point and (2 ) the man
agement control of the Bureau of Supplies and
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How much to procure is determined by esti

In discussing the factors necessary to
achieve a well coordinated and efficiently or
ganized system , the Plan for Integrated Supply

mating future needs on thebasis ofall available
information , including knowledge of the status
of the Navy 's stock of the material.
Procurement thus requires coordination and
cooperation between the technical agency and

System pointed out the need for integration , at

the bureau level, of certain functions as dis
cussed below . It is to be understood that only

the supply agency. When material becomes
standardized , and changes in design are infre
quent, procurement proceeds on the basis of
experience plus a continuing review by the

material of a replenishable nature was con

sidered in the proposed system .

Cataloging

technical agency .
The greater part of procurement is accom

Basic and of utmost importance to the effi

plished through purchase. The determination

cient operation of any supply system is the

of what is to be purchased falls into two cate
gories , one of which includes purchases re
quiring technical knowledge and coordination ,

accurate determination of ( 1 ) identity of ma
terial items as defined by specifications and
engineering data , (2 ) interchangeability and
supersedure for each item , and ( 3 ) assignment
of uniform stock numbers based on such de
terminations. The only feasible method by

such as are required in the introduction of a
new item of equipment. The other category in

cludes purchases to replenish existing stock
items; that is , items ordinarily covered by

which all personnel of a system may speak of
an item in identical terms is one based upon a

standard specifications and requiring only

cataloged and the catalog is available through

limited technical control. The same purchase
organization can perform both types of pur
chase, provided thenecessary technical assist
ance is available.

out the Department of the Navy .
In the interests of economy, efficiency , and
the avoidance of duplication , the BuSandA com
mittee therefore urged that the cataloging

studied , Navy material (including replenishable
items) was largely procured and financed by the
bureau having need of it . Little or no coordi
nation existed among the several supply sys

complete and uniform catalog . The Navy Supply

System cannot operate with acceptable economy
and efficiency unless the material handled is

At the time the various supply systemswere

efforts of the various bureaus be coordinated

tems to satisfy demands by the interchange of

at the bureau level.
In recent years , coordination of cataloging

material among them . To remedy this situa
tion , the plan provided for coordination ofpro
curement at the bureau level where divisions of
control of specific materials can be established
on a Navy -wide basis .

has been expanded to include the entire Depart
ment of Defense . Under the Federal Catalog
Program , replenishablematerial for the Army,

Navy , and Air Force is now described and cat
aloged by one agency - the Catalog Division ,

Inventory Control

Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense (Sup
ply and Logistics) — and Federal stock numbers
replace stock numbers previously assigned by
the individual services .

The basic objective of inventory control is
to ensure a proper balance between the supply

Procurement

of and demand for those individual itemsofma
terial required to operate and maintain the
Department of the Navy . To accomplish this

Sound and efficient procurementofmaterial

objective it is necessary (1) that material be
identified and cataloged to ensure accurate

is based on two fundamentals - what is required
and how much is required .
The determination of what is required is
basically a technical matter. The engineers,

knowledge of what material the Navy uses , and

designers , and other technical personnel es
tablish the details of specifications in order

edge of both how much of a specific item the
Navy has on hand in relation to the amount re

that procurement personnel may get exactly

quired and also the location of these items
within the Navy .

(2) that each item be assigned to a control point
to ensure one point of responsibility for knowl

what is needed .
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4 . recommend

Balance between the supply of and demand

increases , decreases , or

transfers of storage facilities to meet
over -all requirements , and
5 . correlate storage control plans and oper
ations with over -all Navy plans and

for any item is obtained by reconciling the sum
of expected receipts and stock on hand with the

sum of planned , working , and reserve require
ments . To be of real value, this balance with
respect to any item must encompass all ofthat
item in the system - hence, the policy of estab
lishing one point of control for each category of

operations, including logistics plans and
policies.
Transportation

material.

It has been said that inventory control is the
hub of the supply wheel, since data resulting
from inventory -control procedures serve as the
basis of the intelligent performance of other
functions involved in the operation of a supply
system . For example ,before procurement can
be made , the quantity to be procured must be
determined . Before disposal can be initiated ,

The transportation, or freight-traffic , func
tion is concerned with controlling the movement
of material from one point to another. Since
such control is essential to the effective opera
tion of a supply system , it is necessary that
transportation be coordinated as an integral
part of the system . Navy regulationsdelegates
responsibility for the transportation of Navy

the quantity to be disposed of must be deter

property to the Chief, Bureau of Supplies and

mined . Before storage can be planned or ac
complished , the quantity to be stored must be
known; and before transportation can be ar
ranged , the points from and to which it is nec
essary to move an item must be known.

Accounts .

This Bureau exercises its responsibilities
for commercial traffic within the continental
United States through the Military Traffic
Management Agency (MTMA). This is an agency
established under the Single Manager Plan - a

Neither inventory control nor other supply func

tions can be intelligently and efficiently per
formed , however , without adequate and contin
uous coordination . For this reason it is
necessary that such coordination be accom
plished at the bureau level.

plan which provides for assigning to the Secre
tary of the Army, Navy , or Air Forcemanage
ment responsibilities for specified services or

commodities common to the three military de
partments . The MTMA implements thetrans

portation responsibilities of the Secretary of the
Army who has been designated as the single
manager of Department ofDefense commercial
transportation between points within the United

Storage
Realizing the necessity for integrating the
storage function in the expanding supply system ,
the Chief of Naval Operations established the

States .

Navy Storage ControlCommittee in July 1944 and

Other single manager assignments in the
transportation area are the Military Sea Trans
portation Service (MSTS) , under the Secretary
of the Navy , and the Military Air Transport
Service (MATS ), under the Secretary of the Air
Force. These latter agencies are responsible

directed it to study the adequacy of available
facilities, ensure utilization of all alternatives
to new construction , and establish a planned

program for any necessary construction .
The Navy Storage Control Committee was

subsequently abolished and the ChiefofBureau

for sea lift and air lift , respectively .

of Supplies and Accounts , was charged with

The

responsibility for administering, in accordance

Bureau ofSupplies and Accounts ensures trans
portation coordination between the Navy and

with policies and standards to be promulgated

these single managers .

from time to timeby CNO, a centralized storage
operating organization to:

The customer ' s responsibility for transpor
tation consists of determining the priority and

1. develop uniform
niques ,

storage control tech

assigning the due date for all items requested

and requiring shipment.

2 . improve procedures for estimating stor
age requirements ,
3 . obtain and consolidate space estimates

Stores Accounting

periodically from all bureaus and offices

The stores accounting function provides

and thereby determine over - all Navy
storage requirements ,

management with statistics to assist in control
ling inventories and property responsibility . It
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involves accounting for receipts ofmaterial into

For example, such supply functions as procure

the custody of supply officers and expenditures

ment, inventory control, and distribution of

of such material.

clothing differ from these same functions when
applied to electronic repair parts . The BuSandA

In order that the information developed
through stores accounting may be of effective
use to management, it is necessary that the re
cording and reporting techniques be uniform
throughout the supply system . Such uniformity

Committee recommended therefore thatmate
rials be grouped into types with each type as

signed to a specific supply office (supply demand
control point) where technical and supply

personnel (under the joint cognizance of the

can be achieved only by centralizing , on the

bureau level , the function ofstores accounting ,

appropriate technical bureau and BuSandA )

and for Navy -wide management, this centrali
zation must be the responsibility of theagency

designated as the coordinating authority for the

could work together for themost effective con
trol of each item assigned to the supply office.
As recommended by the Committee , co

supply system .

ordination at this level is effected by the de

The Bureau of Supplies and

Accounts has been designated as this coordi

centralized supply demand control points , each

nating authority .

of which is responsible for specified categories
ofmaterial. At present, there are 10 of these

Issue

supply demand control points (SDCP's ), and
each is responsible jointly to the Bureau of

Coordination of the supply system extends
also to issue, the function by which custody of
material is transferred from the supply system
to the consumer. Since issue is the point of
contact between the supply system and the con

Supplies and Accounts and to the material bu
reau having technical cognizance over the

sumer , the procedures must be as simple , uni

stocking and warehousing agencies . They are

form , and effective as possible. To attain this

material control offices. Each SDCP, under the

simplicity and uniformity, it is necessary that
control of this function also be centralized at
the bureau level.

technical guidance of a technicalbureau and the

category of material assigned to the specific
SDCP.

It is emphasized that these SDCP' s are not

management guidance of the Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts , (1) assimilates planning data
which flow down through the bureaus in terms

Disposal

of equipment and personnel to be supported ,
( 2 ) develops itemized lists ofmaterial required
to render this support, (3 ) collects issue data
from stocking activities, and (4 )maintains rec

Although specialized detailed procedures for
disposing of material were necessitated by the
excessive amounts of material on hand after
World War II, disposal of excess , damaged ,

ords of stock on hand and on order.
With these basic data , each supply demand
control point is able (1 ) to redistribute avail

obsolete, or surveyed material normally is a
routine function of supply . Even though dis
posal is normally a routine function , coordina

able stock to meet the latest deployment and
operational needs , (2 ) to estimate future re

tion is required at the Bureau level, ifuniform

quirements for each item in its material cate

procedures are to be used throughout the Navy
and if no activity is to dispose ofmaterial that

gory, ( 3 ) to deduct those quantities on hand and
on order , and (4 ) to initiate purchase for only

might be used elsewhere.

that quantity which is additionally required .

Additional functions of supply demand con

trol points are brought out in the following

COORDINATION AT THE

chapter wherein one such control point - the
Electronics Supply Office - is discussed in

OPERATING LEVEL

detail .

Supply offices , or SDCP' s , are staffed by

In addition to the integration required at the
bureau level, there is need for coordination at

both technical and supply personnel.

the operating , or program and commodity man

cooperation between these personnel is neces

agement, level. It is at this level that technical

sary for the effective discharge of their re
spective duties , sinceprocedures which are the

variations in materials have their greatest
effect upon theperformance of supply functions.

Close

responsibility of technical personnel often
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affect those which are the responsibility of
supply personnel. The reverse also is true.
For example, procurement, a supply responsi

physical facilities which handle the material
necessary to support top management plans .

bility , is affected by the determination of pre
ferred and substitute items, a technical respon

BUSANDA RESPONSIBILITIES

sibility . On the other hand , the determination

The Navy Supply Plan recommended that the

of preferred and substitute itemsis based upon

Chief of the Bureau ofSupplies and Accounts be
made responsible for the coordination of the
supply functions of the Navy Supply System and

issue and failure data , thecompilation ofwhich
is a supply responsibility .
The various bureaushave retained inventory

for the performance of these functions through

out the system . The plan also recommended
that he be vested with the authority necessary
to discharge these responsibilities with advice
from the technical bureaus and subject to
policy control, supervision , direction , and
evaluation of effort by the Chief of Naval
Operations and the Secretary of the Navy .
In addition to the coordination of the Navy

control of certain categories of material. For

the material so controlled , the bureaus, though
not specifically designated as supply demand
control points , perform in general thesame in
ventory control functions as the specifically

designated supply demand control points , or
supply offices .

The technical bureaus, the Bureau of Sup
plies and Accounts , and the several supply

Supply System , the Bureau of Supplies and

demand control points are the principal agen

Accounts is responsible for acting as a tech

cies for controlling and directing the flow of

nical bureau for certain assigned material , for

material in the Navy' s material logistic support
structure. As shown in figure 9 - 1 , these
agencies are sandwiched between top manage

example , materials handling equipment. The
responsibility of BuSandA for material under
its technical cognizance is comparable to the
responsibilities of the other technical bureaus
for material under their cognizance.

ment, where the Navy ' s current operating and

mobilization plans originate, and the far - flung

Single Manager System
the Army and Air Force have similar respon

Since the Navy Supply System was inaugu
rated , centralized coordination on a broader

sibilities for other assigned categories of serv
ices or commodities; for example , the serv

basis has been effected by means of the Single

Manager System .

This system is based upon

ices provided by the previously mentioned

a plan which provides for centralized manage
ment of specified commodities or services for
the entire Department ofDefense. The purpose
of the plan is to coordinatemore effectively the

Military Traffic Management Agency and the
Military Air Transport Service under the single

management of the Secretary of the Army and
Air Force, respectively .
Each single manager designates , with the

supply support of Defense activities . Briefly ,
the plan is implemented as follows:

approval of the Secretary of Defense , an
executive director to manage the operating
agency established to perform his assigned
single manager functions.
Single manager agencies having responsi
bility for assigned categories of commodities
must purchase and distribute these items. The
agencies are also responsible for cataloging,
standardization , determination ofnet require
ments (as opposed to gross requirements
determined by the individual services) , pro
duction , inspection , storage, disposal, trans

Under the general direction of the Secretary
of Defense , individual SingleManager Agencies
(each under the direction of the Secretary of the
Army, Navy , or Air Force ) are responsible for
specified commodities or services for the
Department of Defense . For example, the
Secretary of the Navy has single manager re
sponsibilities for medical material and petro
leum for all three services . He carries out

these responsibilities through the Military
Medical Supply Agency and the Petroleum Sup

portation , maintenance, and mobilization

ply Agency, respectively . The Secretaries of

planning for the assigned commodities . The
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Figure 9-2.- Inventory management, and information and material flow , under the single monager system .

functions performed by single manager agen

normally using its own stock fund to finance

cies thus correspond to a great degree to those
performed by the Navy 's supply demand control

the transaction .

points, as discussed in this and the following

individual services can hold and control retail

chapters .

material in their own stock accounts as neces
sary for issue or resale to final consumers .

In performing their assigned missions , the

Under a single manager assignment for a

Normally , retail stocks are restricted in
quantity . Figure 9 - 2 indicates inventoryman

commodity category, the individual services
continue to be responsible for determining their
own program requirements . A statement of

agement, and the flow of information and ma
terial, under the cognizance of a single man
ager.

these requirements is furnished the single
manager who is then responsible for procuring
stocks to meet these requirements . The ma

Single manager assignments do not relieve
the Navy Supply System of responsibility for

terial is bought by the single manager and is
financed by a separate division ofa single stock
fund . The single manager thus owns and con
trols the movement of wholesale stocks within
his assigned category .
· When one of the military departments re

service to Navy consumers . Close contact
must therefore be maintained with Navy ships
and bases to determine the effectiveness of the

quires material that is under single manager

cured by the Navy or another agency , naval

control, the requiring department usually pur

replenishable material flows through the Navy
Supply System to Navy consumers.

support rendered. The Navy Supply System
continues to be the principal pipeline for fleet
and field supply support; that is, whether pro

chases the material from the single manager ,
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Physical Facilities ForMaterial Support
Today the Navy is operating 3 inland depots ,

Thus far the discussion has been of those
activities which control and direct the flow of

4 coastal depots , and 4 overseasdepots. ( There

are also depots which are components ofnaval
supply centers , as for example , the Ships
Supply Depot, U . S . Naval Supply Center ,

material. Obviously , any supply system must
also include facilities for physically handling

the material if it is to flow as directed from
commercial plants to the operating forces of

Oakland)

the Fleet.
The facilities which handle the bulk of the

Coastal depots have missions similar to
those of supply centers . They do not, however,
furnish support in the complete range of ma

Navy 's material and which perform the func
tions of receipt, storage, issue or shipment,
and disposal are comprised principally of
naval supply centers , naval supply depots, and
supply departments of other shore activities
and aboard ships . In addition , certain ship types
are outfitted to furnish mobile supply support

terial categories . The coastaldepot fulfills the
majority of offshore base requirements , plus

the requirements of shore activities in the
proximity of the depot, and the requirements of
ships in the area .

Representing the Navy 's wholesale and re

to the forces afloat .

tail activities in

the material distribution

scheme, supply centers and depots in composite
ensure a regular flow ofmaterial to ships and

NAVAL SUPPLY CENTERS

to continental and overseas shore based con

sumers . In addition , certain centers and depots

Naval supply centers are functional com
mands established to provide bulk and ready

serve as reservoirs for housing strategic
stock -pilematerial ,mobilization reserves , and

issue supply support direct to the operating
and other specified services . Geographically ,

advanced -base components . Without these
centers and depots, Navy material mobilization
readiness would be based upon the impossible

supply centers are located at logistic support

assumption that, in emergency , industry ' s pro

focal points - Norfolk , Virginia ; Oakland, Cali
fornia ; and Pearl Harbor , Hawaii.
A naval supply center as part of a naval base
contributes to the base ' s mission offurnishing
local logistic services direct to the operating
forces. The local naval base commander ex

duction and shelf stock could meet and keep
pace with the Navy 's expanding requirements.

forces and shore establishment. They also
perform shipment and trans - shipment functions

SUPPLY DEPARTMENTS
Supply departments of shore activities such

as shipyards and air stations are primarily for
the purpose of providing day - to -day retail sup
ply support to the industrial, training , and op
erational programs. of their parent activities.

ercises military command and coordination

control over the naval supply center. Manage
ment control is exercised by the Bureau of

In some cases they provide depot -type support

Supplies and Accounts .

to other nearby activities and forces afloat, as
for example, thedepot -type support provided by

NAVAL SUPPLY DEPOTS

the Supply Department, U . S . Naval Shipyard,
Boston .

·Naval supply depots are command organiza
tions whose mission is to warehouse , distribute ,

A supply department is an integral part of
the parent shore activity organization . It is
established to warehouse , distribute, or control

and control particular types of naval material
required to support assigned fleet units and
shore activities and to furnish the necessary

material required by the shore activity in the
performance of the latter ' s primary function .

administrative service and maintenance func

It performs only such administrative service
and maintenance functions as are not provided

tions incidental to these operations. Supply
depots are activities of the naval base to which

by the activity command.

assigned , or , if independent, of the naval

There are also supply departments aboard
ships which supply day -to - day retail support to

district in which they are located .
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In some in

Constructing supply facilities for such lim

stances these shipboard supply departmentsare

ited use caused much thought among logistics

other departments of the ship.

like those at shore activities where Supply

planners .

Corps officers, in addition to thepaperwork in

manpower and critical materials , but also re

volved , are responsible for such functions as
storage, maintaining approved stock levels of

quired time. In some instances, for example ,
despite the rapid construction methods of the
Seabees, the forces moved forward so rapidly
that islands decreased in operational value
even before the construction of facilities was
completed.

replenishable items,and maintaining custodyof

materials until they are issued for consumption .
In other instances, especially aboard small

ships, the supply officer (notnecessarily a Sup

Such construction not only tied up

As finally evolved , the answer to this prob
lem of conserving materials , manpower , and
time was the introduction ofmobile support in

ply Corps officer ) takes care of the paperwork
only , while the department and division heads

are assigned custody of materials as soon as
the materials come aboard . In these latter

the form of supply and repair ships and barges ,

instances, the department and division heads

which could move up as the war progressed and
provide immediate logistic support to the forces

are made responsible for the maintenance of
proper stock levels and for furnishing the

in newly captured territory . The use of these
ships thus eliminated the duplication of con
struction on various islands and the delay re
quired for such construction. It also eliminated
the accumulation of stocks at no longer needed
points and the waste of personnel required to
man these shore -bound activities .
Mobile support, found so effective during the

supply officer with the information (stock
number, price, priority , etc.) necessary to en
able him to prepare the requisitions properly .

To perform the above duties effectively , it

is important that each officer concerned have a
general understanding of the Navy Supply Sys
tem and of the organization within the system
which controls the specialized materials es
sential to his department's efficiency. For ex
ample , it is important that a gunnery officer be
familiar with the Ordnance Supply Office (sup

war , has been adopted as a permanent instru
ment of logistic support to fleet units operating
at great distances from established bases.
Some of the ships used for this purpose are :

ply demand control point for ordnancematerial)

destroyer tenders (AD),ammunition ships (AE ),

and the Ordnance Supply Segment of the Navy

refrigerated stores ships (AF), cargo ships

Supply System . Similarly , an electronics
officer should know about the Electronics Sup
ply Office and the Electronics Supply Segment

(AK ) , general stores - issue ships (AKS) , oilers
(AO ), repair ships (AR ), submarine tenders

of the Navy Supply System .

dry docks (ARD ) .
Of particular interest to electronics officers

(AS), aviation supply ships (AVS ), and floating

MOBILE LOGISTIC SUPPORT

is the fact that certain supply ships are outfitted
with highly specialized types of material to
meet theneeds of other ships in advanced areas .
For example , certain AKS ships carry thou

Mobile logistic support refers to the use of
specially outfitted ships for support of the
following discussion , the use of such support

sands of different electronic items for fleet
issue. (In determining the kinds and quantities

developed as a result of efforts to meet the

of items to be stocked aboard such a ship , the

Fleet while at sea . As may be seen from the
logistic needs of World War II .

Bureau of Ships and the Electronics Supply

War in the Pacific was foughtfrom island to
island. After capture , islands of strategic
value were developed into bases for future
military operations. Developing an island in

Office performed considerable research , taking
into account the issue rates of the different

items. For example, electron tubes, because

cluded the construction of supply facilities for

of their high issue rate , form a large part of
the load of each AKS carrying a specialized

the storage and distribution of the materials

cargo of electronic material.) These fleet
issue ships augment the services provided by

required by the Fleet and by shorebased activ
ities. As the forces moved forward , however ,

tenders; that is, the tender provides a few

bases in rear areas had less and lessmilitary

ship types with many categories of material,

value, and the supply facilities in these areas

whereas the specialized AKS services all ship
types but with limited categories of material.

ceased to be required for logistic support.
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Conclusion
The Navy Supply System is the result of
efforts to establish a well organized and

bureau and the Bureau ofSupplies and Accounts .

Cooperation and exchange of information be
tween technical and supply personnel at all

smoothly functioning logistic support system
for replenishable material based upon central
ized control and decentralized operation .
A significant feature of the new system is the
concept of a difference between physical and
functional cognizance . As a result of this con
cept, functions which are peculiar to a partic
ular type of material (physical cognizance ) are
made responsibilities of technical personnel.

material control levels is basic to the success
of the system . Such cooperation is more readily
obtained

if technical and supply personnel

appreciate each other' s responsibilities and
problems.

Functions applicable to this same material

As unification of the military departments
has gone forward , still further centralized con
trol has been accomplished by means of single
managers of specific categories ofmaterial or

which are common to all types (functional cog
nizance ) are made responsibilities of supply

Whether procured by the Navy or another

personnel. Under this assignmentof responsi

agency , however , naval replenishable material

bilities , naval replenishable material is thus
controlled jointly by the appropriate technical

has been acquired .

services for the entire Department ofDefense.

flows through the Navy Supply System once it
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CHAPTER 10

ELECTRONICS SUPPLY SEGMENT OF
THE NAVY SUPPLY SYSTEM
The foregoing chapter discussed the efforts

familiar with the detailed procedures of a

to alleviate the confusion which existed in naval
supply during World War II and the Navy Supply
System which developed as a result.
The present chapter is concerned with that
phase of the Navy Supply System which pertains

supply department. It is true, also , that the
supply officer is concerned primarily with pro
viding the materials required by the electronics
officer and not with the technical knowledge re

quired to accomplish repairs . The technical
ability of the electronics officer ,however ,will

to electronic material — the Electronics Supply

Segment of the Navy Supply System . It is

be of no value unless he is supplied with the

emphasized that neither the Electronics Supply

Segment, nor the Navy Supply System of which it
is a part, is yet fully developed as contemplated
in the Navy Supply Plan . The basic principles
set forth in these chapters are sufficiently

the supply officer cannot expect to have the
necessary materials on hand when needed , if he

stable , however, to illustrate the effective sys

supply andmaintenance supportto the Fleetis to

parts and tools he requires . By the same token ,
has not been informed of the electronics offi

cer ' s requirements. It follows, then , that these
two officersmust correlate their work ifproper

tem toward which the Navy is striving .
As indicated in the preceding chapter, the

be accomplished .
Such correlation is more readily achieved if.
each officer understands the work and problems

electronics organization of the Navy is com
posed of both technical and supply personnel.

of the other. The purpose of this chapter ,
therefore , is to give the electronics officer an
understanding of electronics supply , the prob

Although the duties of these personneldiffer , it
is impossible to separate them entirely since
each is dependent upon the other . It is true that

lems of the supply officer , and the manner in

the electronics officer is concerned primarily
with the actual maintenance and repair of elec

which the work of both officers depends upon

tronic equipment and is not required to be

tion .

cooperation and mutual exchange of informa

Development of a Material Distribution System
Certain problems are common to the devel

A radio store, stocking electronic items

opment of any material distribution system . To

show how such problems arise and to present

commonly required to repair radio sets and
electrical equipment, is opening . The begin

solutions which have evolved , the development

nings aremeager. Half a dozen styles of lamps ,

of a commercial business from one small store

a few resistors , as many capacitors , common
plugs and cords , and possibly representative
vacuum tube types comprise the initial stock .

to a nation -wide network of stores is discussed
in the following paragraphs .
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from the catalog and sent, with an indication of
the quantity required , to the home office . The

Customers and clerks have no difficulty in lo

cating stock as it is arranged in bins along the
walls or under the counters with pertinent elec
trical characteristics, such as wattage and re
sistance , or tube - type number , inscribed on the
bins. Even if the stock grows to include several
thousand items, this method of stocking and
selling will be effective .

dissemination of such a catalog accomplishes
the following: ( 1) it simplifies the supply of
items from the home office by providing a
standard description for each item ; ( 2 ) it re
duces thetimespentat retail stores on develop
ing descriptions ; and (3 ) it provides all stores
with a complete list of items that can be ob
tained from thehome office . Such a catalog is a
prerequisite to a mail - order business .
Despite the fact that descriptions are pre
pared only at the home office , certain incon
sistencies will appear over a long period of
time. For one thing , descriptions developed

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
A logical extension of this radio supply store
is the establishment of other outlets for mate
rials in the immediate vicinity or on a wider
scale, perhaps on a nation -wide or world -wide
basis . The original shop then becomes the
" home office " and the other shops in theorgani
zation become retail suppliers responsible to

over several years for similar itemswill con
tain different types of information . . Also ,
elements of information in different descrip

the home office for their actions and dependent

tions will appear in different sequence, espe
cially if the descriptions are prepared by

upon the home office for the replenishment of
stocks. Indeed , if the organization becomes a
nation -wide one, it may be desirable to spot, in
various areas, warehouses or distributors ,

ambiguity , it is highly desirable that the same

whose sole job is to supply the retail outlets

characteristics of similar items be portrayed

with required stocks.

in the same sequence on all descriptions.

different people . To permit more rapid com

parison of stock with descriptions, and to avoid
To

accomplish this , a list of questions to be an
swered when preparing a description must be
developed for each type of item . A group of
such lists of questions embracing all types of

Describing and Cataloging Material
No sooner has a second retail storebeen es

items forms the nucleus of a description man

tablished than a problem , previously unknown,

ual. Such a manual should also include a list of

arises. The manager of the second store can

names , with definitions , which can be used in

not point to those items which he desires from

describing items and abbreviations which may
become part of the body of descriptions.

the first store . He must indicate in writing the
items which he needs . A description of the
items, as well as the quantity required ,mustbe
included on the request. As the totalnumber of
items which can be ordered increases, descrip
tions must becomemore complete to differen

Numbering
As the number of different items in stock
increases , descriptions become correspond
ingly lengthy to differentiate between similar
but not identical items. The result is that con

tiate between items which have many common

characteristics. As a result , there will be as
many descriptions for any one item as there
are retail stores , since each manager will view
a given item in a different manner . The sub

siderable time is consumed in copying lengthy
descriptions when requesting items. However
this time is reduced significantly if a catalog ,
or stock , number is appended to each descrip
tion , since only this number and a quantity need

mission of 10 different descriptions for one

item will undoubtedly cause confusion at the

home office when it attempts to supply material

be mentioned in correspondence. In applying

to the requesting stores .
To reduce this confusion , the home office

numbers to descriptions, it is necessary that a
different number be applied to each different
description and that the samenumberbe applied
to descriptions that are identical insofar as the
supply system is concerned . That is , the same
number may be applied to descriptions of two
items which are not identical in every detail

might prepare a description of each item that
can be ordered , list all of these descriptions in
a booklet or catalog , and send copies to all re
tail stores. Then when material is ordered , the
appropriate description need only be copied
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but which are interchangeable and therefore are
considered identical, insofar as the supply sys
tem is concerned . Furthermore, if stock num

Requisitioning and Procurement

bers are stamped on material sent from the
home office , this material can be readily

depleted or has reached a specified " low limit , "

In general, when an item at a storehas been
the store informs the home office of the stock

identified at retail stores . Binscan be arranged

number and quantity of the item desired. If the

in stock number sequence with the result that a
given item can be located with a minimum of

home office maintains a large stock of each

item , it then issues the required stock directly
to the store . When homeofficestock reaches a
specified minimum quantity , procurement is

effort . The stock number then is a useful and
necessary tool for indicatingmaterial require

ments and supplying this material.

made from the manufacturer to bring the stock
up to the desired level.

Preferred and Substitute Items

If the home office maintains no warehouse,
material must be procured directly from manu

facturers to fulfill each request as it is sub
mitted by each retail store. Under these
circumstances the ratio of procurement actions

As the number of different items in the sys

tem increases , more space is required to bin
material, more recordsmustbekept, and more

procurement actions mustbe taken . Ifthenum

to the number of items procured is high since

ber of different itemscan be kept to a minimum
consistent with the needs of consumers , the

each store undoubtedly will request a given

item one or more times per year .

space required and the time necessary for the
aforementioned procedures are reduced .

To reduce procurement actions and related
accounting costs , and to save on costs per

In any large recently developed supply sys

item , a planned procurement program may be

tem there are many pairs or groups of items

instituted whereby procurements are made

which have similar, though not identical, char
acteristics and which are interchangeable , at
least unilaterally. For example , a resistor
with a resistance tolerance of 5 percent can also
be used in any circuit where a resistor with a

periodically in sufficiently large quantities to
provide stocks for all stores . Such a planned

procurement program necessitates periodic
submission of requests (requisitions) by re
tail stores and consolidation of these requests

10 - percent tolerance is called for . If all 10
percent tolerance resistors can be eliminated
from the system by permitting stock to be ex

by the home office in order that the latter may

hausted , then the number of bins required to
stock resistors and thenumber of procurement
actions taken to replenish stocks of resistors

through a given period .

know the total amount of stock which must be
purchased to carry the entire organization
In order that the information obtained by the
home office from the stores ' requisitions may
be a true indication ofthe amountneeded , these

is reduced . In addition , quantity purchases of
one item are usually less costly. Obviously ,

requisitions must carry , in addition to the stock
number, the quantity of a given item issued

interchangeable items are preferable to those

having only one application . An efficienthome

during the past period , thenumber remaining on

office, therefore , seeks to determine which

hand , and the estimated quantity needed during
the ensuing period . ( The estimated quantity will

items are interchangeable and prepares list of

these " preferred" items for the use of retail

stores in issuing and requisitioning material.

be the issues of the past period minus the
amount on hand, unless it is known that there

Since in many instances it is possible to

will be an unusually large demand for the item
during the coming period .) The home office

supply a substitute for an out -of -stock item de

sired by a customer, the home office also de

then reviews and consolidates these requisi

velops lists of such substitute items for the use

tions . If it is found that one store has more of

of retail stores in meeting the requirements of
Thus, the development of lists of

an item than it will need for the coming period
while another ' s stock is depleted , the second

preferred and substitute items reduces the

store may be restocked by redistributing ma

number of items it is necessary to stock and

terial from the first store, thus reducing the
quantity to be procured or possibly eliminating

consumers.

ultimately results in reduced overhead costs .
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the necessity for purchase. If upon consoli

operations of describing, numbering , catalog

dating the requisitions it is found thatprocure
ment action is necessary , one purchase can be

requisitions and procurement are introduced .

ing , determining preferred items, and planning

made to satisfy the needs of all stores . Also ,

Though there are differences in details be

if successive consolidated requisitions indicate
that a particular item has not been issued , this
item may be eliminated from the line of stock
carried with the result that required storage

tween the electronics portion of the Navy

Supply System and a commercial supply or
ganization , the above discussion illustrates

the fundamental reasons for , and theadvantages
of, various policies and procedures now per
formed in the electronics distribution system
and at the Electronics Supply Office , the " home

space is reduced and accounting costs lowered .
The above paragraphs have shown that as
stocks in a supply system increase and the
organization spreads over a greater area , the

office" of the Electronics Supply Segment of
the Navy Supply System .

Electronics Supply Office
During the closing years of World War II, it
was recognized that a separate organization was
required to identify , catalog , and effect inven
tory control and distribution ofelectronics re
Following many preliminary
pair parts .
efforts , and in accordance
Secwith
r the Esupply de

of ESO as redefined in 1955 , the general pur
poses and some of the policies of stock co

ordination are discussed below .

Implementing the material cognizance pro
gram , stock coordination is a major step in
achieving a single integrated Navy Supply Sys
tem . The principal objective of stock coordi
nation is the assignment or reassignment of

etars lectred
point concept
Che
recommend
mand control point
o by

the Hancock Report, the Secretary of the Navy ,
in October 1946 , established the Electronics
Supply Office as the supply demand controlpoint
for electronic material.

supply management responsibilities for items

or groups of items in a manner which will re
sult in maximum effectiveness at minimum
cost. The ultimate goal is the elimination of
existing duplication and theprevention of future
duplication of supply management of the same
line items or groups of itemswithin the Navy
Supply System . Briefly , the general purposes
of the program are to :

The Electronics Supply Office (ESO ) is lo
cated at Great Lakes , Illinois , where supply

demand control is exercised over assigned
electronic material. This office is under the
military command and coordination control of
the Commandant, Ninth Naval District, under
the management control of the Bureau of Sup

1 . realign the material missions of the sup

plies and Accounts , and under the technical
control of the Bureau of Ships . It has been
designated by theSecretary of the Navy to serve
as the supply demand control point for Bureau
of Ships electronic repair parts (less nuclear

ply demand control points in order to increase

items) required in themaintenance, upkeep , and

agement of identical material and to reduce the

overhaul of equipments in ships and at shore

numbers of sizes , kinds, and types of similar

stations, other than those for which control is
specifically retained by the Bureau . ESO also

items;
3. contain the input of material to those
amounts determined to be essential for the sup

supply responsiveness to basic Navy programs;
2 . accomplish standardization or simplifi
cation ; that is , to purify supply system stock in

order to reduce to a minimum multiple man

has supply demand control responsibility for
such other electronic material as is, ormay be ,
designated by other naval bureaus and the Ma
rine Corps. In addition , ESO renders support to

port of authorized Navy programs; and
4 . obtain maximum utilization of inven
tories .

the entire Navy for electron tubes,dry batteries ,

Like other supply demand control points,

and certain common - category electronic parts .

ESO is responsible for reviewing the various
categories of material under its management
and for initiating action to transfer to a more

STOCK COORDINATION
Since an appreciation of stock coordination
is helpful in understanding thematerialmission

appropriate supply demand control point any

items not covered by ESO ' s material mission .
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Repair Parts Stock Coordination

Equipment Stock Coordination

Repair parts stock coordination is the proc
ess by which stocks of each category of items
required to operate and maintain Navy equip

In addition to repair parts , action is being
taken to coordinate stocks of Navy equipment.

Under this plan , like equipments will have but
one inventory manager ; that is, an equipment

ment are being assigned to specified supply
demand control points for logistic support. In

used in both ships and aircraft will be under
the inventory management of either the Bureau

general, all stocks in a particular category are
being assigned to only one SDCP for Navy - wide
support. (Exceptions are as indicated in num

of Ships or the Bureau of Aeronautics , not
both .

bered paragraph 4 below .)
Logistic support for parts is of two kinds -

Stock Coordination Policies

program support, covering over -all parts sup
port responsibility for an assigned equipment,
and supply support, covering responsibility for
support in only the specifically assigned cate
gories of items.

It is a basic policy of stock coordination that
a supply demand control point has both pro

gram support and supply support responsibili
ties .

Other stock coordination principles and

assigned such support is responsible for assur

policies include the following:
1 . An inventory manager can be responsive

ing that all categories ofitems required for the

to more than one technical bureau .

operation or maintenance of the parent equip

2 . One supply demand control point may
manage both common and peculiar items.
3 . Supply management responsibility for
specific categories or subcategories of items

PROGRAM SUPPORT means that the SDCP

ment have been accepted for supply support by
other SDCPs as appropriate. The SDCP having
program support also has supply support for the
repair parts peculiar to the equipment and for

will , to the maximum degree practicable , be
consolidated in a single supply demand control
point.

items that are not as yet in a stock coordinated
category .
SUPPLY SUPPORT means that the SDCP
assigned such support is responsible for as
suring that the assigned items are available

4. An identical item of material may, after
proper review , be allocated to the supply man
agement ofmore than one supply demand control

point, provided it is demonstrated that it will

in the supply system .

adversely affect the efficiency of the Navy

As implied above , program support is as
signed on the basis of EQUIPMENTS , supply
support on the basis of CATEGORIES OF
PARTS . For example, a BuOrd equipment

Supply System to allocate all of this item to a
single supply demand control point. A single
stock number will be used to the maximum
practicable degree to identify each of the items
assigned duplicate supply management.
5 . The assignmentofmaterial cognizanceof

assigned program support from the Ordnance

Supply Office (and supply supportofnot -as -yet
stock - coordinated categories ) would be in other
distribution systems, as appropriate, for supply

categories of parts to an SDCP includes assign

ment of responsibility for assuring the cata
loging of these items. It also includes respon
sibility for assuring that the itemsare included
in load lists and initial stock lists when appro

support in stock coordinated categories (ESO
for supply support in electron tubes , for in

stance).

To take another example , a BuShips

equipment assigned program support from ESO

priate and when within the policy limitations of

might receive supply support from GSSO for

the parent technical bureau. (Load lists are
authoritative listings of the itemsto be carried

certain categories of parts . In either case, the

on board given supply issue ships, tenders, or

program support SDCP has supply support re
sponsibility for all categories of items not as

yet stock coordinated .

repair ships. They are based upon the appli
cable supply demand control point' s estimate of

Program support and supply supportSDCPs
must coordinate their efforts in order to ensure

the itemsmost likely to beneeded to satisfy the
material demands of the fleet when supported by
the mobile logistic support force . Initial stock

adequate logistic support of all equipments.
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the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts to redefine

general stores , provisions , ship' s store stock ,

et cetera - to be carried on board' a ship in

in as precise terms as practicable the material

support of that ship ' s operations. Prepared
according to ship types , initial stock lists are
used as guides formaterial to be carried aboard
all active fleet ships of a type for operations of

mission ofeach of the inventorymanagers of the

specified periods.

Navy Supply System . Precise definitions ofma

terial missions were required to avoid duplica
tions of supply support and repair parts inven
tory . They were necessary also to assure that

They may also be used as

repair parts support for all equipments were

guides in stocking the storerooms ofnewly con
structed ships and by logistics . planners in

in fact assigned and thatnew items entering the
system would be properly assigned .

determining the supporting requirements for
operations of specific ships.)

BuSandA Instruction 4421.4 of 8 November

6. Reassignment ofmaterial cognizancebe

1955 promulgated the mission of the Elec
tronics Supply Office in terms of the material

tween supply demand control points must be
phased to ensure a minimum disruption to sup

over which this supply demand control point
has supply management responsibilities. E SO ' s

ply support and to permit immediate transition
to full scale operationsunder full mobilization .

material responsibilities include

inventory

control, program support, and supply support

7. Cognizance of major items of equipment
is transferable between the inventory managers

for specified items. Certain of the material

of the technical bureaus .
8 . Inventory control ofmaterial required by

specified in the Instruction is at present con

trolled by other inventory managers. Such ma

the Navy will be vested in inventory managers
at supply demand control points , as distin

consistent with the capacity of the Electronics

guished from the inventory managers in the

Supply Office to assume supply management

technical bureaus . Exceptions to the foregoing

responsibilities for this material.
A part of ESO 's primary mission of supply

terial is being transferred to ESO on a basis

are equipments or items which , by design , use ,
cost, or other unique features , require direct

ing activities in the electronics distribution

control by the technical bureau. In the case of
items requiring bureau control, the technical

system with repair parts is to prepare Elec
tronic Repair Parts Allowance Lists for ships

bureaus may , as appropriate, designate a sup

and shore stations, develop and maintain stock
numbered parts lists (referred to as SNITs or

ply demand control point as the inventoryman

ager for such equipment or item , but retain in
the bureau direct control of purchase, issue,

Stock Number Identification Tables) for indi

and disposal of these items.
9. Optimum use must be made of material

initial provisioning of parts for new electronic
equipments.

in all segments of the Navy Supply System be
fore new procurement of this material is
initiated .

supporting equipments used by agencies out
side the Department of the Navy as shown by

vidual equipments , and participate in

the

ESO also has certain responsibilities for
the following discussion .

10 . When a program support supply demand

In making require

control point is obtaining supply support from

ments determinations, ESO must consider the

another SDCP for technical items, theprogram

needs of these agencies , as wellas those of the

support SDCP must provide to the supply sup

Navy .

porting SDCP the technical information cover
ing the application of the supply support items

Coast Guard

to the degree that such information is required .
The supply supporting SDCP must then ensure

The Navy is obligated to provide full repair

that this technical information is utilized in its
supply determinations.

parts support, on a reimbursable basis , for all
current Navy type or Navy owned electronic
equipments in use by the Coast Guard - that is ,

ESO MATERIAL MISSION

ESO is responsible for having available the
electronic parts required for these equipments .
In addition , the Coast Guard may buy other
items stocked in the distribution system .

The increasing variety of equipments neces
sary to support basic naval programs caused
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ESO ORGANIZATION

Military Sea Transport Service
Supply support, in terms of common items
is furnished the Military Sea Transport Service
on a reimbursable basis .

With minor exceptions approved by the
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts , the organiza
tion of ESO conforms to the standard supply
demand control point organization established
by that bureau . Figure 10 - 1 shows the internal
organization established for accomplishing
ESO 's mission and indicates in a general way

Military Assistance Programs
ESO is responsible for providing parts sup
port for all Navy type electronic equipments

the kinds of work performed by this supply

furnished to other countries .

demand control point.
SPECIAL ASSISTANTS

ASE SA LIASON

COMMANDING OFFICER
SECURITY OFFICER
LEGAL COUNSEL
TECHNICAL ASSISTANT

PLANNING COUNCIL

SMALL BUSINESS SPECIALIST
ELECTRONIC DATA
PROCESSING COMMITTEE

EXECUTIVE OFFICER
SYSTEM PLANNING
DIVISION

MANAGEMENT PLANNING
DIVISION

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

EQUIPMENT SUPPORT

DIVISION

DIVISION

MACHINE RECORDS

DIVISION

PURCHASE DIVISION

STOCK CONTROL DIVISION

TECHNICAL DIVISION

ELECTRONIC REQUIREMENTS

FINANCIAL CONTROL
DIVISION

COMPUTING DIVISION

Figure 10-1. - Organization of the Electronics Supply Office.

Electronics Supply Segment of the Navy Supply System
assigned electronic material through the vari
ous stock points listed in the preceding para
graph .
AREAS AND ECHELONS

The supply of replenishable electronic ma
terial in the Naval Establishment is accom
plished through the ElectronicsSupply Segment
of the Navy Supply System . This system is
comprised of field activities designated as
distribution points, primary stock points , sec
ondary stock points , reserve stock points , and

OF ELECTRONICS SUPPLY

To effect decentralization of responsibility

consumers or end users.

for meeting demands and to ensure timely re

The Electronics Supply Office stocks no

plenishment of consumer activities , the elec
tronics distribution system is divided into

material. It controls and directs the flow of
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REPLENISHMENT

three major geographical areas - northeastern ,

southeastern , and western . In each area one
major supply activity is designated as a distri

A basic responsibility of ESO is to ensure

bution point and each distribution point is re

proper balance between the supply of and de

quired ( 1) to maintain sufficient stock to meet
diction , and ( 2 ) to participate in mechanized

mand for electronic repair parts . This balance
is maintained by a continuing review of stock
positions at activities in the electronics seg

inventory control through submission to the

ment of the Navy Supply System . Based upon

Electronics Supply Office of daily transaction

such review , requirements are determined and

estimated demands in its area of supply juris

reports on all transactions occurring each day ,

stocks are replenished through redistribution

including the first replenishable demand for a
not -carried item .
Each geographical area also includes pri
mary stock points and secondary stock points .
Primary stock points maintain stocks for issue

of material in the system and purchase of
additional items as necessary.
Distribution Points
and Primary Stock Points

to industrial departments of shipyards , to

These include the Naval Supply Center , Pearl

Replenishment at reporting activities (dis
tribution and primary stock points) is accom
plished on the basis of daily transaction
reports. At the close of each working day,

Harbor ; Naval Shipyard , Long Beach ; Naval
Air Station , San Diego ; Marine Corps Air
Station , Cherry Point; Naval Shipyard, Boston ;
Naval Station , New Orleans; and Naval Supply

reports (Item Detail Cards, SandA Form 791)
on all transactions that occurred during the
day. If no transactions occurred , activities

Depot, Great Lakes.)

make negative reports by submitting Item

Secondary stock points also maintain stocks
for issue to ships and to other consumer activ

Detail Cards marked " Negative ." Each trans
action report is coded with a transaction code
which gives ESO definitive information as to the
nature of the transaction . For example , trans

ships , and to other consumer activities or end
users in the vicinity. (At present thereare 20
primary stock points for N cognizance material.

reporting activities submit to ESO transaction

ities. The principal difference between the two

is that primary stock points ordinarily have a
greater demand and therefore are required to

action code " F " means "money value only
debit ."

submit to ESO daily transaction reports show

ESO

ing all transactions that occurred during the
day , including reports of the first replenishable
demand for fast fraction not- carried items.

consolidates transaction cards in

weekly batches and processes them through the
electronic data processing machine (EDPM ).
The EDPM is programmed to evaluate both

Distribution points and primary stock points
are often referred to as regularly replenished

individual activity stock positions and the
system stock position .

reporting activities , while secondary stock
points are referred to as regularly replenished

The EDPM process results in a system re
plenishment recommendation and redistribu

nonreporting activities .

tion shipment orders.

In addition to the above there are two reserve

The system recom

stock points where electronics bulk and reserve
stocks are stored as directed by the Bureau of

mendation is reviewed by a stock analyst

Ships or ESO . The Naval Supply Depot, Me
chanicsburg , Pa . and the Naval Supply Depot,
Clearfield , Utah , maintain such bulk and re

ESO directs redistribution action to a
consignor on Form DD - 1145 , Shipment Order.
This form designates the stock number and

serve stocks.

Consumer activities are normally dependent

quantity of items to be redistributed , the
consignee activity , document order number,

upon thenearest stock pointand are replenished
through the submission of requisitions to these

and contains other pertinent information . The

before it becomes firm .

consignor also receives an Item Detail Card
for use in adjusting the activity ' s stock .

stock points. Exceptions to the normal de
pendency of consumers are given under the

The consignee activity receives copies of

section on replenishment in this chapter.
Consumers are allowed only enough stock to
maintain their allowance, or for scheduledneed .

the shipment order , Item Detail Cards to

establish " due in " information on stock records,
and a Due Card (SandA Form 786 ) for the due
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and other pertinent information .

to SSD , NSC , Oakland. Ships in the Hampton
Roads area , exclusive of those at the Norfolk
Naval Shipyard , are authorized to submit re

Secondary Stock Points

quests to SSD , NSC , Norfolk .
OFFSHORE CONSUMERS. - All offshore

file.

The Due Card shows stock number ,

quantity , expected due date , consignor activity ,

Secondary stock points obtain regular re

consumers , including ships, submit requests in
accordance with current Fleet directives .

plenishment through submission ofrequisitions

Unless otherwise directed by ComServLant or

to designated supporting supply points .
Unexpectedly large demands may cause
stock on hand and on order at a secondary

ComAirLant, consumer activities in the Atlan
tic , Mediterranean , and Caribbean are author
ized to submit requests directly to SSD , NSC ,
Norfolk , the distribution point for the south

stock point to be reduced below the approved
If the remaining quantity is

eastern area . Normally , however, these con

insufficient to meet demands expected to occur
before delivery resulting from the last sched
uled requisition , interim requisitions should

sumers are replenished by means of mobile

minimum level.

logistics - that is, by ammunition ships (AE),
Fleet issue ships (AKS), and the like. Con
sumer activities in the Pacific submit requests
as directed by ComServ Pac or ComAirPac .
Normally these also receive mobile logistics
support. In addition , there are three bases in
the Pacific which ships may use under certain

be submitted , or action taken to purchase the

material under special authority for emergen
cies .

Consumers

conditions.

The consumer or end user is required to use
standardized stock record forms for his par

ticular type of activity (shop stores, ship , etc .),

System Replenishment

in accordance with procedures prescribed in
the BuSandA Manual. When a consumer' s
stock is reduced to a level established as the

maintained at the various activities in the elec

low level for that activity , a requisition should

tronics supply segment, such factors as the

In determining the actual stock levels to be

be submitted to the activity 's supporting sup

following are considered : authorized reserves ,

ply point as follows :

demand requirements , issue data , operational

CONTINENTAL SHORE ACTIVITIES. - Con

plans, construction and overhaul schedules ,
technical developments , procurement lead pe
riods (average time required for delivery of

sumer activities in the continental United
States submit requisitions to their designated
supporting supply points .

purchased material after the transaction date

SPECIAL NAVAL ACTIVITIES . - Naval re

or after preparation of requisitions ), manu

search activities are designated as direct

facturing setup costs , shipping and handling
costs , and storage problems.

dependents of distribution points .

These in

clude research and development groups, ex

After considering the preceding factors and

perimental and testing activities , ordnance
plants , underwater sound laboratories , and
other special naval activities . Designation as
direct dependents is necessary to ensuremeet

after reviewing the consolidated transaction
reports , ESO estimates the total requirements
for the electronics supply segment. The
amount of stock that must be procured to bring

ing the high percentage of requirements of

the quantity of each item up to the required
figure is then determined . If stocks are in

these consumer activities for types ofmaterial
not ordinarily included in the range of stock
at primary stock points .
SHIPS IN CONTINENTAL PORTS . - These
ships submit their requisitions for ESO con
trolled material to the nearest primary or

excess of requirements , ESO determines the
amounts which need be retained and designates
the excess for possible cancellation of quanti
ties on order or for surplus disposal. When
ever possible , the requirements of stock points

secondary stock point unless specifically au
thorized to submit requests directly to a

are filled by shipment orders initiated at ESO

distribution point. Ships in the San Francisco
Bay area are authorized to submit requisitions

action . When there are local excesses at one
or more activities, redistribution is ordered

and forwarded to applicable stock points for
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to equalize stock levels. Remaining require

material is not available at lower echelons of

ments are satisfied by initiating purchase

supply , or will not be available as a result of
submitted transaction reports in time to meet

action , usually for direct delivery to requiring
activities .

required delivery dates . ESO with its system

Channeling of daily transaction reports and
requisitions is shown in figure 10 - 2 . This
figure also illustrates the flow ofmaterial as

wide record of stocks can determine where in
the system the required material is available
and can issue a shipment order accordingly .
If it is determined that the material, or an

directed by ESO in response to these requests .
As indicated on the chart, consumers' emer

acceptable substitute , is not available for di
version to therequesting activity , ESO initiates
purchase action or authorizes local purchase .

gency requisitions may be forwarded to ESO .
This is the usual procedurewhen the requested

ELECTRONIC
SUPPLY OFFICE

MANUFACTURERS

PRIMARY

PRIMARY

DISTRIBUTION
POINTS

STOCK
POINTS

STOCK
POINTS

1. OVERSEAS BASES AND FORCES AFLOAT
2. CONTINENTAL CONSUMERS

3. SECONDARY STOCK POINTS

T. TRANSACTION REPORTS

MATERIALS

R . REGULAR REPLENISHMENT

REQUEST

REQUISITIONS

E . EMERGENCY REQUESTS

PURCHASE ORDERS

Figure 10 -2.- Electronic material and request flow chart.
the equipments , but is especially important for

PROVISIONING NEW EQUIPMENTS

Repair parts must be available for equip

parts not in common use (parts peculiar). Be
cause of this, Navy -widerequirements must be

ments when they are initially placed in service.
This is important for all types of parts used in

forecast for the kinds and quantities ofthe nec
essary parts at the time the equipments are
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being manufactured . It is a complex problem . .

Sufficient parts must be forecast, because once
the contract for production is completed , any
arrangements for themanufacture of additional
parts are difficult and extremely costly . For

for such responsibilities as maintenance of
appropriate local stocklevels, correct prepa
ration of requisitions, prompt submission of
Failure Reports , and reporting of changes in
ships' electronics installations.

instance , once the manufacturer has discon

Maintenance of Stock Levels

tinued production of a particular item and
scrapped the dies , the engineering expense
required in retooling ior production of a small

The necessity for a consumer activity to
maintain sufficient stocks to meet its require
ments is obvious. Less obvious , but also im

quantity may result in a cost of more than 100
times as much per item as the original sales

portant, is the necessity to avoid overstocking .
Overstocking not only increases the dollar

price .

On the other hand, oversupply is not the
stowage space and cuts into the criticalweight

value of an activity ' s inventory and occupies
storage space unnecessarily , but stocks which
may be needed elsewhere are immobilized .

allowance aboard ship .

As shown in the foregoing discussion of re

answer.

Such a method is not only a waste of

materials and costly , but requires additional

plenishment, stocks at consumer activities are

In order to avoid either oversupply or the
danger of depleted stocks during the life of the
equipment, it is essential that correct forecasts
be made of the quantities to be procured . To

not reported through the supply system . There

is no means, therefore , by which ESO may
order diversion of this material even though an
emergency need for it may exist at another
activity .

this end, Electronic Maintenance Parts Re

quirements Specification (MIL - E - 17362(B ) and
Amendment 2) provides time schedules, pro
cedures , and guidelines , and sets forth the re
sponsibility of the contractor and thecognizant
bureau or agency for determining the quantities

Certain parts may require replacement so
often that there may be a tendency to consider
them as a part of shop stores . In such a case ,

an increase in the quality of manufacture , an
improvement in design , or obsolescence may

of parts peculiar which are to be supplied with
the equipments in the form of equipmentspares.

leave the shop store with a 6 -year instead of a

Procedures for determining the quantities for

90 - day supply .

stock which it is believed willmeet the require

desirable to keep shop stores to a minimum .

For this reason alone it is

ments for these parts peculiar for the life of

Furthermore, if a large quantity of a partic

the equipment are also set forth in the specifi
cation .
ESO 's estimate of thenumber ofparts needed

ular item is built up in shop stores, requisitions

for the life of the equipment is based partially

or semiannual basis rather than on a monthly
basis . The supply officer for electronics ,
however, determines his future requirements

for this item will be forwarded to the supporting
supply officer for electronics on only an annual

on failure data for similar parts in the same
category of material. In this respect, it is
essential that the Fleet furnish the Bureau with
complete Failure Reports on each repair part.

on the basis of quarterly or monthly demand .
Since , for a long period of time,no requisitions

have been forthcoming for this particular item ,
he naturally assumes that the demand is not
great. He transmits this information to higher

These reports , when consolidated , should re

flect a true picture of the frequency and types
of failures so that usage predictions for simi
lar items may be sound.

echelons of supply by means of a quarterly

No parts common are procured under

requisition or a transaction report. When the

Electronic Maintenance Parts Requirements

quantity of this item in the shop store finally

Specification MIL - E - 17362 ( B ) . ESO procures
and maintains these parts as stock on the basis

becomes low and a requisition is submitted , the

supply officer may not have a sufficient quantity
on hand to fill the request and must submit an

of supply and demand requirements.

emergency requisition for action .

CONSUMER RESPONSIBILITIES
FOR SUPPLY

Often excess stocks are built up to ensure
that sufficient material will be available at all

Effective functioning of the electronicsdis

times without immediate recourse to the supply

tribution system depends upon the consumer

system . The electronics distribution system is
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so organized , however, that it can supply the

The JAN (Joint Army-Navy) specification if

electronics officer with material in a minimum

known and applicable.
The manufacturer 's drawing and part

of time if he (1) maintains only a 3 -month sup
ply in shop stores , (2 ) submits requisitions for
material at monthly intervals , and (3) submits
planned future requirements in sufficient time

number - as 27 - 5016P1 or K - 2D10416 .
The contractor ' s part number - as Part No .
347, Part No. R - 36 .
A brief physical description , as single hole

and detail to permit the supply officer for elec

a higher

mounting, slotted shaft 1 inch long by 3 / 8

In order to avoid building up excess quanti
ties ofmaterial, consumeractivities should re
view their stock records periodically .

The important electrical characteristics

tronics to obtain materials from

inch in diameter .

echelon of supply .

as Resistor, 65 ,000 ohms, 1 watt , 5 per
cent, composition , axial wire leads; Ca

pacitor, fixed, mica dielectric, .005
microfarads, 10 percent, 600 working
volts , tab mounted .
Any other information - as stamped type No .
Y176 - A ; has six 12 - inch leads with spade

Preparation of Requisitions

In order to have on hand replacements for
parts which fail ,activities operating electronic
equipments must make their requirements

type solder lugs , one lug coded with

known to the supply system . This is done by
means of requisitions forwarded to the appro
priate supporting supply activity .
To obtain the exact material and quantities
required , it is important that all entries on the
requisition form be filled in properly . The
column marked " stock number " is especially
important. A correct stock number enables

yellow tracer .

Because the cataloging of electronic mate
rial is never complete and stock numbers are

subject to change, a particular item at a supply
point may be stored under a stock number
which differs from the stock number available
to the requesting activity . It is well , therefore ,
to include briefdescriptive information such as
circuit symboldesignation and Navy Type Num
ber even though a stock number is available .
This is required in the case ofrequisitions for
material to fill an emergency need . The de
scriptive information assists in identifying the
required material when the given stock number
proves inapplicable , whether the difference is

ready identification of material by supply per
sonnel who without technical knowledge of the
material would otherwise be unable to fill the
requisition .
Ships may obtain stock numbers from their
parts allowance lists and Stock Number Identi
fication Tables (SNITs) . Shore activities may
obtain stock numbers from Stock Number
Identification Tables, Assembly Breakdown
List, Master Cross Index, and applicable por
tions of the Navy Stock List.
If these publications are not available to the
requesting activity, or , ifafter searching them ,

due to an official change or to an error in tran

scribing the number to the requisition . Delays
caused by the necessity for further correspond
ence to identify the material are thus pre
vented . In all instances where a stock number

has been assigned , requisitions must include
the item (basic ) name and the unit of issue, in
addition to the stock number of the item .
PRIORITIES. - In addition to other required
information , a properly prepared requisition

no stock number can be found, a complete elec
trical and physical description of the required
item , as well as all reference numbers asso
ciated with it, should be entered in the " De
scription " column of the requisition . Only

must contain an assigned priority , and, where

when this has been done can the requisition be

necessary, the date on which the requested
material is required . The purpose of priori
ties is to enable supply activities to process
and ship first those items of greatest impor
tance to the requesting activity . Priorities are
not established for the purpose of allocating
items in short supply .
EMERGENCY, SCHEDULED , and ROUTINE

considered complete.
A complete description lists the following
information :

The set involved - such as RDZ, TDZ , QBH ,
or DAS - 4 .
The Navy Type Number of the material re

quested - as NT 211018 or CNR -49228 .
The circuit symbol designation - as K - 101,

are the types of priorities to be assigned req

L -407, or R - 1062.

uisitions . Emergency and scheduled requests
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must contain a justification of the assigned
priority . The justification mustbe in sufficient
detail to permit the shipping activity to deter
mine an appropriate mode of transportation .
The date on which requested material is

parts in use, and the determination of pre
ferred items, they have a definite effect upon

required must be indicated on each emergency

support new equipments . It is important there
fore that complete data be submitted promptly

the kinds and quantities of items procured to
replenish the supply system . They also in
fluence the forecasting of parts required to

and scheduled request. The assigned date must
be the best possible estimate of the time when
the material is actually required. A dateneed
not be shown on routine requests but may be

applicable instructions .

included if justification for the assigned date iş

Ship Electronics Installation Record

in all instances of failure , in accordance with

also provided .
The priority on a requisition indicates to the
supplying activity the importance of meeting

Changes or modifications in electronics
installations may change significantly the over
all demand for certain electronic repair parts .
To assist in adequate replenishment planning
for these parts , as well as for other purposes ,
it is important that each ship submit promptly

the date the material is required or if impos

sible of being met, the importance of keeping
subsequent delay to a minimum . Both the

8 4110 )chronics Instanit prompti

priority and the date material is required are

a corrected Ship Electronics Installation Rec

significant facts known best to the requesting
activity and transmitted to the supplying activ
ity for guidance in taking supply action . Only

ord (NavShips 4110) whenever a major altera
tion is made in its electronics installation .
Although these records are forwarded to the
Bureau of Ships for inventory control of

the actual nature of the need and an actual or

carefully estimated date should be considered

BuShips electronic equipments , the information
they contain is made available to ESO for use

when assigning a priority and a DMR (date

material required ). Neither should be based
upon supply processing and shipping time.

in its supply demand control of electronic re
pair parts and in the preparation of ship elec
tronic repair parts allowances. An up - to - date

Failure Reports

and correct NavShips 4110 for this latter pur
pose is extremely important. A more detailed

Failure Reports (DD787) have been dis
cussed in detail in chapter 3 . These reports
play an important part in supply . Since they

discussion of the NavShips 4110 is given in
chapter 3 where the procedure for reporting

influence new developments , modifications to

minor installation changes is also discussed .

Conclusion
To recapitulate , ESO is the supply demand

Accounts and to the cognizant technical bureaus .

control point for electronic repair parts , and
as such is responsible formaintaining adequate
supplies at the various stocking activities ,
either by purchase or by movement of stocks
within the Electronics Supply Segment of the
Navy Supply System . ESO performs many of
the same functions as those performed by the

Within the scope of the commanding officer ' s
mission , however , and within the established

previously discussed commercial supply sys

The proper performance of ESO ' s mission ,
providing repair parts at the times, in the
places , and in the quantities required , can be

tem ' s home office.

There is one great dif

ference , however.

The commercial home

policies of BuShips and Busanda , orders and
instructions issued by him in the discharge of

his duties have the same force and effect as if
issued by either bureau chief.

office is the final authority on what its supply

accomplished only through close cooperation

system will stock and on the methods used in
performing its functions; whereas the mission

between the electronics officer and the supply
officer who is handling the parts. The very
name, " supply demand control point" strongly
suggests the close cooperation which must

of ESO is established by the Secretary of the
Navy , and in the performance of its functions
it is responsible to the Bureau of Supplies and

exist between the supply personnel themselves
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and the technical personnel who are most
aware of present and future demands.

other than that which initially received the
request.
The electronics officer is of vital impor

As in all supply systems, the principal

tance to the successful operation of the Elec

impetus of demand comes from the end user or
consumer and flows back through the supply

tronics Supply Segment of the Navy Supply
System . By putting in his requests promptly ,
with full identifying information , andby keeping
his supply officer for electronics informed of
any expected future needs or changes in plans ,
he assists in assuring that the required ma
terials will be available when needed . If no

pipeline until an adequate supply can be located .

ESO the nerve center for this operation , is
assisted by transaction reports made daily by
each of the major activities in the electronics

distribution system . From these reports , ESO
can determine the demand for individual items

prior knowledge is available to the supply offi

and can either purchase an additional supply,

cer , changes in the requirements atany stock
ing point can seriously affect the supply of
parts at that point.

or , if one activity has an excess of material,
transfer a sufficient quantity to meet the de
mands of another activity . Also from informa

Cooperation is essential among all segments

tion furnished in these reports ESO is often
able to fill emergency or interim requests by

and echelons of supply , but nowhere is it more

ordering

and the supply officer for electronics .

shipments from

essential than between the electronics officer

a supply activity
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CHAPTER 11

ELECTRONIC MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION
identification of electronics items. As stated

The preceding chapter pointed out that be

earlier in this text, however , no matter where

fore a requisition is submitted it must bear
either the stock number or a complete electri
cal and physical description of the requested
item . Thus it can be seen that electronics
officers stationed at naval shipyards or aboard
ships and engaged in requisitioning material
must understand the principles and tools of

an electronics officer is stationed , his ability
to speak the language of supply and use stock
numbers and descriptions understandable in the

supply system greatly facilitates both his and
the supply system ' s maintenance responsibili
ties .

The following discussion is offered,

therefore, to show the developments that have

material identification . Furthermore, elec

occurred in material identification and to de

tronics officers attached to supply activities
spend a major portion of their time in identi

scribe some of the tools that assist in identifi
cation . This chapter describes in more detail
those publications listed in chapter 3 that have
to do with material identification .

fying and describing material. For instance ,

one of the missions of electronics material
officers stationed at ESO is to assist in the

Developmentof Standard Identification
To understand the system of material
identification in use today , one learns much
from a look into the past. With the inception of
World War II, the number of items to be sup

of material, the number of stocking and num
bering systems was reduced , as these control
points standardized the identification of mate

rials under their control. But there still
existed several methods of identification , and
each control point had its own guides for de
scribing material and its own method for
numbering items.
Because the need for standardization of
identification was recognized , a Navy -wide
system for describing and numbering was es
tablished . This system resulted in the assign
ment of standard Navy stock numbers (SNSNs)

plied and the quantities of each item increased

significantly . This expansion was especially
great in the fields of electronics and aviation
where technical developments occurred at an

unprecedented rate . Cataloging and control of
this material were unable to keep pace with the
material entering the supply system . As a
result, each stocking activity improvised stor
age and identification methods , and during the
war there were almost as many stocking and

to all material in the Navy Supply System re

numbering systems as there were supply

activities.

gardless of the control point to which the ma
terial might have been assigned .

This resulted in confusion in req

uisitioning and issuing material and in ex
changing material between supply activities .

With the passage of Public Law 436 in 1952,
another step in the development of standard
identification was taken . This law established
the Federal Cataloging System for the Depart
ment of Defense: Army, Air Force, and Navy .

Later , with the development of the Navy

Supply System and the establishment of supply
demand control points for specific categories
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have been left between numbers assigned to

FEDERAL DESCRIPTION GUIDES
To carry out the intent of Public Law 436 ,

adjacent classes. This has been done to per

mit the insertion of new classes in logical se
quence , when necessary because of techno
logical advances, or to accomplish other

and to facilitate interchange of material be
tween departments and activities , uniform
identifications are required so that items in

desirable changes.

the supply system which are physically and
functionally similar , and whose performance

FEDERAL STOCK NUMBERS

characteristics are the samein all applications,
can be combined and controlled under one
positive identification and stock number . To

The Federal Stock Number (FSN ) used

implement the requirements of this legislation ,
guidelines were established for all services
working in the cataloging program and a series
of cataloging handbooks were issued by the
Department of Defense. These handbooks
contain names , description patterns, reference
drawings, manufacturers' codes , abbrevia
tions, and symbols for all kinds of material
that are approved for use in the Department of

throughout the Department of Defense , utilizes
a 4 - 3 - 4 digit pattern prefixed by an alphabeti
cal designator. See figure 11 - 1.

The alpha

betical designator is a device the Navy uses to
identify the inventory manager of thematerial.
It is called a " cognizance symbol. " Some of
the cognizance symbols are listed below .
Inventory Manager

Cognizance Symbol

Defense. In addition , commodity classifica

Bureau of Ships

tions into which all items of supply could be
placed were developed . The structure of the
commodity classification as presently estab

General Stores Supply
Office

Ships Parts Control

lished , consists of 74 groups -- the first two

Center

digits of the Federal Stock Number (FSN) –
which are subdivided into approximately 500

Electronics Supply

classes - the third and fourth digits of the

Aviation Supply Office

Office

FSN . Each class covers a relatively homo

Yards and Docks Supply

genous area of commodities , either in respect
to their physical or performance characteris

Ordnance Supply Office

tics , or in respect to their usually being

When a stock number is preceded by an " N ,"

requisitioned or issued together .

the item of supply is controlled by ESO .

Office

The list that follows gives examples of
assignment of commodity groups and classes.
58 - Communications Equipment

THIS IS HOW AN FSN LOOKS

5815 — Teletype and Facsimile Equip

5920 - 284 -5707

ment

5831 - Intercoms and Public Address
Cognizance Symbol

Equipments , Airborne

Foderol Sworly clossitication Grove

59 - Electronic and Electrical Equipment

Federal Supply Classification class

Components

rederal llom identification Number (Allne

5905 - Resistors

Figure 11- 1. - Breakdown of a typical
Federal Stock Number.

5910 - Capacitors
5920 - Fuses and Lightning Arrestors

61 - Electric Wire, Power, and Distribution
Following the cognizance symbol is a four
digit number which indicates the Federal

Equipment

6130 - Rectifying Equipments , Electri
cal

Supply Class . The first two digits represent
the Federal Supply Group. In the example

6135 - Batteries, Primary
Commodity classification codenumbers are

shown in figure 11 - 1 , the " 59" specifies that

so assigned as to make it possible to expand
the number of groups and classes when that
becomes necessary . Within each group, gaps

the item is an Electrical/Electronic Equipment
Component. The second two digits, " 20 , "
together with the number " 59, " shows the
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Federal Supply Class in which fuses and

3 . The Federal Supply Class of the Federal

lightning arrestors have been classified . The

Supply Group the item falls within (third and
fourth digits ).
4 . The specific item of supply (FIN - last
7 digits) .

last seven digits - the 3 - 4 part of the pattern
are the specific item

identifier .

They are

called Federal Item Identification Numbers
(FIINS) and are serially assigned . The same

To assign an FSN to an item of supply , the
item must have a known reference number .

FIIN is never used to describe more than one

This is usually a military specification or
standard number, or the manufacturer ' s part
or drawing number. Each company or concern
which manufactures material for Government

line item , and once assigned , that number is
never reassigned , even though the item identi
fied by the number may have been dropped

from the supply system .
Each FSN thus indicates

use
's
impoa five digit "manufacturer
use .is assigned
a

rtance,of aanreference
adica ,
The importance
d their ppnumber
code. " The
the manufacturer ' s code, and their application
to identification of material will be indicated
later in this chapter.

1. The activity responsible for thematerial
(cognizance indicator ).

2 . The Federal Supply Group to which the
item belongs (first two digits).

Cataloging - A Common Language
ment, and to differentiate
items of
The importance of the cataloging function
supphe first to an iterspecifamong
c
cannot be fully appreciated until it is realized
a
r
s
ic ti
that the catalog is the basis of the " language"
The first step in item identification is to
used in all supply systems, and that in the

assign a name to an item of supply. The name

absence of such a language the supply system
cannot respond promptly to the needs of the

is defined to include a specific range of items
which have comparable characteristics and can
be described by an applicable description
pattern . (Description pattern handbooks have
been published by the Department of Defense .)
There are two fundamental reasons for knowing
and using correct names . The first is to en
able expeditious location of items in catalogs .

service . The number and variety of electronic

repair parts is great.

This in itself makes

supply support difficult, but the difficulty is
compounded when these repair parts are
spoken of in several different languages .
Electronics technicians have their own ter
minology for repair parts. Frequently the

(Catalogs in use today list all items by their

those which are listed in supply catalogs. If

correct technical nomenclature, and not by
their Navy nickname.) The second reason for

they do not use catalog language in their requi

use of proper nomenclature is a corollary to

sitioning documents, however, delays are en
countered .

the first. In transacting the supply function
between two activities geographically removed ,

item names they use are quite different from

ing are to classify items of supply so that
they can be readily located and compared ,
to eliminate duplication in storage through
proper nomenclature, to provide a means

it becomes necessary to establish a " common
language" by which all articles can be accu
rately identified . A uniform system of standard
nomenclature serves this purpose. If both ends
of the supply " pipe line " use the same termi
nology there is little trouble in identifyingma

of describing materials for supply manage

terial requested .

Some of the objectives of supply catalog

Identification Publications
To many people the word " identification "
implies only physical recognition and use of

name of manufacturer , unit of issue , and
availability . To some degree, identification
also deals with interchangeability and substi

electronic parts and materials . This use is
quite correct when only physical characteris

tution .
If one wanted to bolt a file cabinet to a

tics and uses are involved . But for catalog
users , " identification " refers to correct no

bulkhead , he wouldn 't be too concerned about
what the bolt looked like or what material it

menclature, stock number, specifications,
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CONVERSION LISTS
Conversion from SNSN to FSN was accom

was made of or even the size of the bolt as
long as it was adequate to serve the purpose.
But the substitution of parts in technical equip
ments is limited , and in somecritical applica

plished at ESO by 30 November 1956 . This
involved changing SNSNs to FSNS in all

tions, even where it is possible such substitu
tion may change the performance qualities of

the Navy Supply System , conversion lists have

the equipment. Consequently , precise identifi

been issued.

cation of technical electronic items is impera
tive in order that the exact part desired or an

Conversion List

records. To facilitate this change throughout

approved substitute may be procured .
A Conversion List is used to convert a
Standard Navy Stock Number (former stock

IDENTIFYING NUMBERS
Numbers currently used by the Navy to

number) to a Federal Stock Number (new stock

identify and catalog electronic repair parts are

number ). It contains two sections, Part A and

Federal Stock Numbers . These are the num
bers which should be used on all supply and

Part B .

inventory documents . Where FSNs are not
available , other numbers must be used to

sequence by former stock numbers cross
referenced to the new stock numbers. The

Part A (fig . 11 - 2 ) is arranged in numerical

identify the repair parts . Such other numbers
may be circuit symbol numbers or reference

sequence of former stock numbers is first by
the old Navy class ofmaterial ( e . g . 8 , 10 , 15 ,

numbers.
Circuit symbol numbers are alpha -numeric

16 , etc .), then alphabetically by the alphabetic

designator, and last by numerical sequence of
the remaining digits .

identification codes assigned bymanufacturers
to designate parts in the various circuits of a
SPECIFIC electronic equipment. For example ,
circuit symbol C - 0523, equipment model DBE ,

Part B (fig . 11 - 3) is arranged in numerical
sequence by new stock numbers cross refer

designates a specific item in the Loran Re
ceiving Equipment, Model DBE .

numbers are in sequence first by Federal

enced to former stock numbers .

New stock

Reference numbers arenumbers, other than

Supply Class (e.g . 5905 , 5910 , 5915 , etc .) then

a circuit symbol number or current stock num

by strict numerical sequence ofthe seven - digit

ber , that have been used to identify a part.

Federal Item Identification Number.

For example :

Manufacturer' s Part Number :

Raytheon

Special Conversion List

Part No. 26 -5021
Manufacturer ' s Catalog Number : Aerovex

The Conversion List cross references Stand

Stock No. AFH2 - 104

ard Navy Stock Numbers of only those parts

Manufacturer's Type Number: Triad Type

that were standard items of supply at the time

HS - 50

of conversion . For this reason ,approximately

Army- Navy Type Number:

JAN -CM

40 % of the onboard allowance material cannot

Circuit symbol numbers and /or reference
numbers are obtained from markings on the
part itself , or from drawings found in technical

be identified with a Federal Stock Numbered
ERPAL even though it meets the support re
quirements of the installed equipment. To per
mit utilization of this material, a Special

20A 100K

manuals . Most parts lists in the older tech

Conversion List is distributed to all ERPAL
holders . This list cross references superseded

nical manuals include at least some Standard
Navy Stock Numbers , but these should not be
used on requests for repair parts .

Standard Navy Stock Numbers to Federal Stock
Numbers of current items of supply . The

Instead

they should be converted to FSNs and the FSNs

Special Conversion List is similar in formatto
Part A of the Conversion List just described .

used on the requests .
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ooo
ooooo
oooοoΣο Σ
ο
ΣοΣοΣΣο
ΣΣΣΣ οοοο Σ
ΣΣΣΣΣΣ
ΣΣΣ

Now Stock Number

Former Stock Number

Former Stock Number

ΣΣ
ΣΣΣΣ
ΣΣΣΣ
ΣΣ
ΣΣΣΣ

ΣΣΣΣ

Now Stock Number

NN1166-- ccoo1177oo776 --113371557
N16 - co 17 oΟ 77 - 16

1
NΝ 1166- -ccoo11777o0777792- -37513
N1166- -CcoO117ο8 -- SS 8493s

NNS5S999191100Οo--1- 616628--8107 6207289
NS 910-6368- 6 6 ο
N5NS9S100-1- 96658- 8- 37 67 41
NNS9911o- -6
6 4- 3 3
NN5S9911οo- - 666686--- 73926123092
N5910 - 666 - 5 6 7ο
NN5S9991100--666666-8- 592012997
N5 1ο - 6 - 78 2
NS9101o- o668 -8574 3

NN116 - -CCOO11 77 Ο08856-- 71ο961Ο9
NΝSΝ5959191o1o0-- 6-66666668-- 5387ο27
6
Ν N5S9S9110o-0-6666888-03- 377003ο98
1 .6 - co17700887- 711106
Ν
7
5
2
9
1
N
1
7
5
1
N5Ν 95 19 o10- 1- 966 -5- 38 29 211ο
N1166--co117o 91--87634
NN116666--ccoo116617 2 2-- 91100211184
NS91o - 668 - 371
NN1166--CcOo1177139162-- 19 219317
NNΚ1116---CCcOOo11166611177722 ---15-51S 5276
7
0
7
N16 - CO17722 - 369 1
1
7
7
6
7
8
0 - 66 Θ- -636
N116 - co 1661776 -SO5
1
9
5
Ν
NΝ1166 --ccoo117 2261 -- 37838012
5
N - CO 1 1 - 87 9
NκαιSN 5S99911100ο---66666676 - - 7892796162
NN1166-- CcOo1177722 6777 --816-8963985Ο 9
NN1166--Ccoo1166220164 -- 22229182
Ο
9
N NS51910- -6 2s 7 - OS 967
N16 - co1 30 - 75 71 1η Α
4
8
N166- CO 16 223- 32206
NS 9 10 - 66 - 38
o
6
1
1
NN16--cco116232 -- 6446
N16 - C
NΝ *S55999111ooo-- 6-66668- -7ο1γ1ο3και
o
NΝ 1166 -C- COO116622335 - 9
Ν 16 .
1
S
6
2
N 9 - 6 5η- 8 9 2
.
2
* 1N616- C-cOo1166232636- -628 0S9S1O
N16 - CO16236 - 640

7 - 251853
6 o 6 233
Ν1
NN1166--c-cCoO111662
227746-3
- 6601
ΚN1165- -CcoO11166622ο7 7 -.

Figure 11-2.-Conversion List,PartA.
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Former Stock Number

PART B
Former Stock Number
NN1166 -- CCO03197404659 -- 7216 2597
NN11766 -- 5FS0O54809908600794 -- 73014138740
N16 - F044393361 - 14783
NN 1167 - 8N06500099561 --- 1110024654

Now Stock Number

NN 55993300 --664444 -- 37199394

NNN 1177 -- 5CC0O0688844353966011-- 1669663247
1
7957

5

4

NNNN

NN 1177 -- 5C0072 646 -- 9576 5 2
Now Stock Number
NNS593300 -- 666656 --81493962
NN 1177 -- CC0077214236630 -- 35501060
9 - 2671
4
9
5
1
N
5
3
3
860
9
NN 55991100 -- 666985 -- 7935974
NNN 111777 --- CCC00077700057967 ---66431220501
N 55993355 -- 114790 -- 33304611
NN 59 35 - 192 - 4660
NN 55991155 - 2 804 -8- 5741288
NN 1177 -- CJ0O7309229349 -- 26460751
NN55993355 % 22010- 2748
N 5915 6 -08 20
0512 9
N
NN 1166 -- NF00644789 - 1917
NN55999111555--- 233928657--- 072802328443
NN111777--- CCC00087702326640 --- 31437397666
NN 5599 3355 -- 220011 --85601127
NNS5Y93355 -- 22 0241 -- 67006160
FN55991155 -- 53 017 -- 24239470 NN 1176 -- 3F035206966013 - 83889299
NN 1177 -- CJ0O730935602462 -- 33395110
6
5
9
5
1
2
N
5
3
2
2
9
2
3
9
0
8
6
3
3
N
F
1
6
NN 1177 -- CC007730120463 -- 18935441
NN 1616 -- FF0033224462 7 -- 8902 11 62
NN 55991155-- 560432 -- 49748838
NN 55993355 -- 222374 -0-2410097
N17 - C0728 - 1637
5
9
2
8
1
55993355 -- 223471 -- 03926302
N
2
9
3
1
6
NN S5S9991155 -- 6644422--- 9994449901
0
2
6
N
4
F
16
8
N 177 - JO03792663927 - 1289959
N
66 -- FF003322 46267 -- 98029377
1
N
35 - 241 - 0346
N
92
9
94
5
N
N
1
N
93
94
NN11177--- CCA0072373405814--- 9481601594909
5087- 0020
5
5
2
1
4
0
7
N
F
1
6
NN55991155 -6
7
6
9
5
5
3
2
N
5
3
2
-6
6
1
N 17 - F0
- 0425
422- 9500
N 17 - C07179
N 5599933355 -- 2255788 -- 613808414812
15 --- 664
NN 59
2
7
2
N
4
0
7
1
3
1
0
5
0
76
9
N
F
3
5920
0
05
49
1
9
8
6
9
N5 - 25 - 17812
N
N 59 20 - 131 - 9809
N 17 - S099492977 - 02820
961
854149
NN 117" -- FF00116 2 3421-- 0031300
NN 5599 2200 -- 12321 -- 941491
NI 015551 So - 0175
NN 55992300
556
0
9
N5 2

Figure 11-3.-Conversion List, Part B.
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Figure 11-4.–Stock Number Identification Table, (SNIT) Main Section.
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PENDCIEX # 1IDE
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N50

BTG LEM
H
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Figure 11-5. -SNIT , Allowance Guide, Appendix I.

1. Appendix 1, Allowance Guide , which con

in ERPAL . It also assists activities

tains the recommended allowance of re

without ERPAL to determine the quanti
ties ofmaterial required to support in
stalled equipment. Figure 11- 5 is an
example of an Allowance Guide.

pair parts and tubes considered neces
sary to support one equipment model.
The Guide is especially useful for this
purpose when the equipment is not listed
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TAL
SU-PPLEMAPENPENDIXDA# T2 A SHEET
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s EQU uit MO olSO - 4 es
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SYMBOL RANGE
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QUA

TYPE. MUMRER
50AEQ - 1
20ACU
43ACN
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66AGS
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23AFK 2
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211241

UNIT NAME
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e
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STOCK NUMBER

N6145 - 635 - 9421

SYMBOL NUMBER

E -A3l8l2-C1ircuit Symbol Numbers lisNtOeTdE in this publication appear as
n
item numbers in the source of Informatio .

Figure 11-6. -SNIT, Supplemental Data Sheet, Appendix 2.
2. Appendix 2, Supplemental Data Sheets ,
circuit symbol numbers assigned by the
which provide cross references from
Electronics Supply Office,with additional
manufacturer's part / drawing numbers

notes as required . Figure 11 - 6 is an

or military type numbers to repair part

example of a Supplemental Data Sheet.
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Figure 11-7.-SNIT, Assembly Breakdown List, Appendix 3
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The Navy Stock List of the Electronics Sup

3. Appendix 3, Assembly Breakdown Lists ,
which consist of each assembly item
name, assembly circuit symbol number ,
circuit symbol numbers for the com
ponent parts, the quantity of each item

ply Office (NSL of ESO ) supersedes the BuShips
Section , Catalog of Navy Material. It is com
posed of 3 sections: Electronic Repair Parts ,
Major Electronic Units , and Electronic Equip
ments . It also includes a Standard Price
Supplement, and a Master Cross Reference
List.

used in the component, and when appro

priate, a pictorial diagram . Figure 11- 7
is an example of an Assembly Breakdown
List.
The user of a SNIT must keep in mind that
all parts listed in the equipment technical
manual do not necessarily appear in the SNIT
for that equipment. Items in the technical
manual which have been omitted from the SNIT
are for reference use only and are not re

Repair Parts Section , NSL of ESO
A typical Repair Parts Section , NSL of ESO ,
contains the following parts :
INDEX TO ITEM NAMES. - This is a cross
referencefrom item names to the pages where
the items are described . For example , for

quired for support of the equipment.

FSC 5905 (Resistors ), a portion of the index
looks like this :

NAVY STOCK LIST OF THE

ELECTRONIC SUPPLY OFFICE
Item Name

Public Law 436 provides for a single cata
Resistor , Fixed, Composition . . . .

log to identify material stocked by the Depart
ment of Defense . The catalog may consist of
a number of volumes , sections , or supplements

Resistor , Fixed, Wire Wound

containing descriptive and illustrative informa

Resistor, Fixed , Wire Wound

Resistor, Fixed, Film . . . . . . . . . .

(w / taps ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

( w / o taps) . . .

Pages
100 - 149
150 - 285

Vol. II

tion as necessary . The Navy 's portion of this
catalog is called the Navy Stock List, and each
supply demand control point (ESO is one of
them ) is responsible for the sections which
contain descriptions and illustrations of mate

FOREWORD . - The Foreword contains im
portant introductory information concerning the

rial under its management control.

content, arrangement, and use of the section .

. . . . . . . . . .

Resistor , Step by Step . . . . , . . .
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Item
No .

Wid /er Heig /
met Depth
Length Dla

Electrical Ratings
Federal
Stock
Number

1-9/64 41/64

Contact

Arrangement

AP

1490 15930 -538 -2647 DPST
149510 N155993300 -5380- 1861591_ DPPSSTT. O
- 05 - 2
D .N

NR
MIL -S - 3950
MIL -S -3950

NR

115AC
25R
20R

9R
0DC
250A
0 .5R
22
3N
250AC JAN - S - 23

NR

1-1/16

27/32 23/32 311-/31 /82

MIL -S-3950

L -S-3950
1470 15930-108 -7019 SPDT , 3 POS 125 MI
0AC 5N
5
,2
1 POS MOM
DT ,3 POS 30DC
1475 N5930 -571 -2622 SP
2 POŚ MOM
MIL -S -3950
MIL -S-3950
1480 15930 -539 -6107 DPST
1485 N5930 -518 -0601 DPST

1957

Over-all Dimensions
(inchehs )
ht
t

SWITCH , TOGGLE
FSC 5930

er

Septemb

30DC
NR

1 .484

1-5/16
3/4
1-1/8
3
2
1-9/3 2 /32 23 /32
23 / 32

32

T -9732237

JAN -5 -23

1-29/64 1-33/64 1-3/16
1550 N5930-050 -2719 D1PDPOT ,3S MOPMOS
1555 N5930 -538 -2813 3PST
1560 15930 -519 -6114 3PDT

MIL -S-3950
MS25105

MIL -S -3950
MIL -S-3950

MIL -S- 3950
MS25105
MIL -S-3950
MIL - S

2-1/8 1-3/8 1- 17/ 32
1-17 / 32 1-3/8 2-1/8
2-1/2 1-3/8 1- 17732
2-5/16

: 1484 3PDT

1565 -

ZPNT

Figure 11.8.- Repair Parts Section, Part A.

PART A, ITEM IDENTIFICATION. - Part A

numbers in the sequence in which they are
listed in Part A . The item number is not an
identifying number but is strictly an indexing
device . Item numbers are never used on supply
documents such as requisitions, stock records ,

contains descriptive data for each active item

togeth ampwith
le, fitsiguaidenti
ir par
included in the FSCSC ,, together
fying stock number . For example, figure 11- 8
contains descriptions of electronic repair parts
by major electrical and physical characteris
tics . Individual items are assigned item

inventories , etc . Only Federal Stock Numbers
are used for these purposes.
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PART B
S EX
S
O
R
C
FEDERAL STOCK NUMB-IERNDTO ITEM NUMBER

September 18

Federal
Stock Number

hom

1930 - 20 25
NSY JO - 0508 -- 27
92
6719
8 - 67
44
N5
9 30
-- 10
NN59
30
10
5 9 30 - 108 - 7019
23 - 5 0 64
89
5930
NN 59
300 --- 11
-83
17
42
8
93
40
18
N5
89
1
959
NS 93300 - 20 1 - 50 9
N5 - 20 - 9
N 59 300 -- 20
2 0 4 -- 67
06
NS
9576
4
99
NN5
06
933000 -- 23
35
155°93
41
2 34 - 3614
0

- 24411 -- 841994
5084
NNN5SS99330
30
3
9
U 45816
NS5 30 24S -- 09
33
3 - 2 5S -- 07
24
N 59
593U
0719
NSUU
0
N
3364
Y U - 2 409 -- 53
26
N3
1
59
5
23
2
NNSSU 30
30 -- 225514 -- 031
12
93
728
3
NN5S49 30
592
6
4
56
59330
U - 25S88- S
5207

Number
050
15
15
11650750
1470
0

35
1229
375

650
650
1616
35
11695
1155

NS 9 30 - 508 - 3357

9 300 - 50
5 NS93
44
S09 --05
9412
1142155SS0 N5
90 -- 99
60
5 9 3u
30 -- 50
NN 59
51
05
S
O 0 N 59 30 - 513 - 0774
S71
27
8
N
5
9
51
30
05
)4
700
u
40
N 599330 - 51
510 - 06
U901
55750 N5
10
32
0
93
471
5
88
400 N5
590 * S9 30 - 5
490
N 5 9 30
- 3109 9604
1535
500 NS
519 041
Yu -- 51
N 9 30
14SO0
48

05

129215

N5
N544 30
30 -- 55 19 - 4620

Hem
Number

Number
29
30 --53
5385 -- 46
N5 9 30
75
177T 46- 002 NN 59
88 - 05
45
53
30
17
9
5
1122850 N5
1764
N 599 3030 -- 53
538 -- 17
8 - 1819
99 30
1397000 N5
54
N5
30 --- 53
53
-- 24
47
NS
30
53
26796
NN 59
5 9 30
30 -- 53
533 - 2
S

11640S3150
4 25

88 -- 28
13
N 59 30
16
281116
53
3030 --- 53
NS
4
88 - 2855
53
N5
Y
53
30
NS
63
8
Y
531-- 38
NS
3875
159 JU
50 --5

1205 NS
51
45O9 YUUU -- 53
538 ---339
39221
2 32
0
82
3
4
O
9
5
5
N5
30
4484
-S
N
5
85
945
- 4920

NSoUS
1
yoU - 53
NN
OU-- 55338 -- 44992227
1
2
3
S
6
5
30
N
225
N 59 30 - 5 9 - 27792
180 NS
O JU - S39 -25

5
81
390

90
1 305
7.45
95
14
70
11
90
14
05
15
1390
15SS
15
16
70
16
11
60
1380

oo
onn
noo
onoonno
oonoon
no

l
StocFedk era
Number

k Numralber
StocFede
22 - 14 4
NS
N5
9 30
300 --- 39
41
93
33
N5
47
22 --- 22
20
95
NN 55 99 30
4
22
30
50
1
03
S2
N 5 9 30 - 50 3 - OS85
33 - 07
5N 5 99 30
NNS
50
BB
US69
85
30 - 50 3 - 35
4
0
5
N 599 3300- 505-- 95
8S
4197
N5
NN 59
55 99 3U
00
308
5
0
6
30 - 50
SO8U - 1784

FSC-5930

12
20
1160

5
1164108350

240

yo0
134
9250
111
325

S9 JU - 5399 - 2000

93u 99 - 6111
057
N5
N593u2 ---53
53
91
53399---61
62
75
66
6676

> <

593U
10 -- 51
5199- 4641

Figure 11-9.-Repair Parts Section,Part B.
PART
B , FEDERAL
STOCK
NUMBER- This
TO
ITEM
NUMBER
CROSS
REFERENCE.
part
listsitems
in Federal
Stock
Number
sequence
all
the
included
in
the
applicable
Each FSN is cross referenced to the FSC
item .
number
assigned
forenables
indexing
purposes
in
Part
A
.
Part
B
thus
the
user
to
locate
A quickly
when 11the- 9 FSNthe
isa given
known.item Forin Part
example
, in figure
encircled stock number, N5930 -050-2651, is
listed asreference,
Item Number
1500.mayUsing
1500Partas Aa
cross
the
user
go
to
to get additional information . Item Number
1500 hasto also
order
show been
the encircled
relationshipin figure
between11-8Partin

To a limited extent, Parts A and B may be
used
to findaresuitable
substitutes,provided
stock
numbers
known.
Substitution
is
possible
because
itemsare
catalogedby their
electrical
and
physical
characteristics.
To
find
a num
sub
stitute,the
userlooks
upthe
known
stock
ber in Part B to get the Item Number. Having
foundvicinity
the Itemof thisNumber,
he looks
in Parta wide
A in
the
Number.
Sometimes
latitude
for substitution
exists,
and bylistings
searchof
ing
closely
through
the
adjacent
physical
characteristics, he may find charac
teristics of another item which approximate
those ofthesupply
item support
he desires.
In the interestfeaof
optimum
effectiveness,this
turemaximum
should bebenefits
fully utilized
in order
obtain
the
from the
stock tolists.

A and Part B .
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MT-484 /GPN -2
MT -412 /0

FOR MTG BNC , RF CONNECTORS ; BRASS , SILVER PL ;

S EA A
MTGG /CHO
IN-32,,5SQ-76
. TH1 KIN:; ,4 MTMTG
/4RN5 ER
3CO89
N5PLATE
01, IN0.53
6CONNECTORS
HOLES
IN . DI
; LE0 .43,, 7 1 INDIA
TAPX37#40 4.08
LE , MOUNT
ROUGH R TH 00
UTOUT Y LE

MTG 3 RADIO REC AND CONTROL UNITS ; WELDED ALUMINUM
RA0ME-33
; 23
0 -67IN06, LG X 19EN-1TS/4 IN . WO X 18 IN , MO/A ;
F5WF84
RATCK 15: LB; 3 COMPARTM ; CONTAINS CANNON PLUG
R
ER
TY8PE
816CKK4-18, -32
2500S , OHSPMOTPOSWT ACNUDTL12E 0 HOHAMMM RESITYSTPEOR ; P /O
ARMY-MAVÝ RADAR SET AN /GPN - 2 ; MFR BENDIX .

HO EDTH
CT WI 0.2 IN . C
, KE HO
SHAP ; P/O ARMY -NAVY RADAR RECEIVER -TRANSMITTER
RT -140 MPS -W ; U /W ARMY -NARIVYALRADAR SETST AN /MPS -4 ,
SYMBOL A - 301; MFR INDUST
PRODUC PART

'# 1600 ; CONTRACTOR HAZELTINE ELEC ; NT -10024 .
MT-571 /G
K ; U /W BUT NOT P /O N COMBINED HETERODYNE
NON - SHOC
UENC0Y ME46TTER AND CRYSTAL CONTROLLED CALIBRAT
EQ
FR
0
2
8
NM5OIOUNTI-4EQN1GUI:-PM11EN LR - 1 AND CABINET CY -597 /G ; ALUMINUM

ANT STEEL W /GRAY E FINI1SH ;3 RECTANGULAR SHSSAPE ;RO
X 16 - 7 / 8 IN , X -2 / 32 IN . O / A LE P

MT -672 /SRR - 1

PNCES; 4 MTG HOLES FOR # 10 - 32 NXF

ATIVIOERN MTG ; V /W ARMY -NAVY
NDO VI
-SNGHO,CKRAADI
UNTI
MOAN
REBRCE
TI0TIO-3RE
RA82
162 /5 RR-: 1, PE/O ARMY -NAVY R
69CE-6IV
754ER RN5
LD
-1; C/O
FRAM W /2 REAR
B HO

ED SCREWS ON 18- 1 /4 IN
PONT
110

1 -3

NT CL

ASC

1- 1/4 A !

AR BKT

W / THUM NUT A
SPAY FINISH ;

SET

I N,

IN

Figure 11- 10.-Major Electronic Units Section,Part A.

Major Electronic Units Section

main military characteristics of the major
units , together with other available data such
as dimensions, manufacturers ' reference

(Bureau of Ships Controlled
" F" Cognizance )

numbers, and Federal Stock Numbers.

Issued in two parts (A and B), the Major
Electronic Units Section of the NSL of ESO
describes major electronic units (Bureau of
Ships controlled " F " cognizance) which are
issued separate and complete . The units de
scribed are currently in use by naval ship and

order (Major Unit Designation ) and described
in Part A , as shown in figure 11- 10 . Classi

shore facilities. This section furnishes the

" See classified section for full description ."

Major units are listed in alpha-numeric
fied units are listed here in their proper
sequence , but there will be a sentence stating ,
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S

X

O NMDAEJOR UNIT DESIGNATION
FEDERAL STOCK NUMCBREORS T-I
Fodoral
Stock Number

Major Unioitn
Designat

eral

StocFedk Number

C-2
RTT- 37440 -- UX
FG

F5880055 - 3013- 751597
0 5 - 77 97
FF55805 -3
05 - 30 - 25

551710

5507 - A

F

20 - 321-6

F12220 - 32 1-685545
F1 220 - 32 1- 68 57
F1 - 32 - 68

F58055 - 305 - 26 56
NS80 - 311 - 1858
N58055 - 311 - 3332

6-A
5519
196

58
F12200 - 3211- 68 60
-32 - 68
F1I22
N 220 - 321 - 6884

F12200 - 322 -670417
F122 - 329 - 59
F12200 - 347 - 9048
N125 0 - 253 - 2605
F125 - 282 - 9074

N580
- 311 - 3336
N5805 - 311 - 3339

55 - 1
55207
55124
55223
4
5513
38
XE7- 07-754762 REV E PT 1

1 - 3340
NN55880055 - 31
311 -3341

N580055- 311- 3344
N58805- 311 - 334
N5 - 311 - 3

PU - 168 - SSG - 4

50AFYX
35AB Z
50AF

AFN3 - UXC - 2
50
( -76
351291
3507

35075

350767
3507
0
3508
082
35

3508

20ABG - 1
Z

N12500 - 333 - 3607
N12736 0-6- 32354-7- 1815049
30 - 324 -

F558805 - 3055- 2604
F
- 30 - 2014

55070 - B
5555071906 -C

N11222200 - 3191- 44848
53

ka jor Unitn
Designatio

V - ?-MPN -5

3

* 0 - 32

Figure 11- 11. -Major Electronics Units Section , Part B (cross-index from FSN ).

A cross index is furnished as Part B of

(fig . 11- 10 ) the user goes directly to Part A ,

this section . It cross references the major
units from Federal Stock Number to the Major
Unit Designation listed in Part A . See figure

and locates information on the specific unit .

theuser stock Numbesignation Unit Desi

If the Federal Stock Number only is known,
Federal Stock Number and its cross reference
to the Major Unit Designation . Then, turning

the user turns to Part B first and locates the

11- 11.

In those instances where the Major Unit

to Part A , he uses the Major Unit Designation

to locate the Major Unit Description.

Designation is known, for example,MT-412 / U ,
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N
EQUIPMENT DESIGNATION TO FCERDEORSASL -ISTNODCEKX NUMBER TO PAGE DESIGNATIO
Page Designation
Federal

Stock Number

5 . IAN - PDKR - 18 1 - 2
N

1 A -PD - 18 1 - 2
AN - PDR - 18 1 - 2

Equipment
Designation

2 AN - PDK - 2 1 - 1

F6666655 - 3555 - 5320
F6 65 - 35 - 53213
F66 65- 286 - 1008
F66 5 - 286 - 099
F666 -641- 0742
F666655 - 500 - 07395
F66 5 - 171 -822
F6666665 - 17919 -9587087
-5 - 7
F

AANN -P-PDDRR -- 18
18A
AN - PDR - 18B
R
D
N
A -P R- 2
AN - PD - 26
AANN -P-PDORR -- 2277A
AN -PDRR - 2780
AN -PD - 27
AN - PDR - 270
AANN -P
- PDDRR --2277F

F6665 - 286 - 1005
F6666655-6411-074446
F6 665 -64 - 07 9
F6 55 - 599 - 779 8
F66 - 599 - 628

AANN -P- PDORR -- 22776H

R

AN - PD - 26 1 - 2
5 . 2 AN - PDR - 27 SERIIEESS
2 AN - PDR - 27 SER IES 1
5 . 2 AN -PDKR - 27 SERRIES
1-5
2 AN - PD - 27 SE
• 2 AN -PDR - 27 SERIES 1 - 5
2 AN - PDR - 24 SERIEESS 1 - 5
2 AN - PDR - 27 SERIIES 1 - 5
1 -5
AN -PDR - 27 SER
• 2 AN -PDR - 27 SERIES 1

5.

AN - PDR - 27 - 11 1 - 2
1 AN -PDR - 21 - TIA 1 - 2
3 1- 1
2 AANN --PPDDRR --3A
1
DR -31 1

AN - PDR - 27 - TI

F6351

- POR - 27

POR - 3
R

Figure 11-12. - Electronic Equipment, Cross=Index.

Electronic Equipments Section

equipment is classified . The data for classi
fied equipments are found in the classified

The Electronic Equipments Section of the

NSL of ESO contains information applicable to

Electronic Equipments Section .

electronic equipments and includes all sepa
rately issuable equipments in use by naval ship

In the descriptive portion, equipments are
grouped by categories, such as radio , radar,
sonar, and are arranged in equipmentdesigna
tion sequence. Figure 11 - 13 shows one first
page of the descriptive material for a radio
set, equipment designation AN / ARC - 38 . The
description includes frequency , range, tubes
and crystals used, brief description ofmajor
electronic characteristics, contractnumber(s),
technical manualnumber, packaging data , and
related equipment.

and shore facilities . (Each section of the NSL
of ESO has its own foreword which explains its
contents and use.) A feature of the Electronic
Equipments Section is the "Cross- Index, Equip
ment Designation to Federal Stock Number to
Page Designation ," as shown in figure 11- 12 .
This Index permits ready location ofdescriptive
information for a known type designation .
In the Cross - Index the letter " C " preceding
the equipment designation indicates that this
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Radio-Transceivers

August 1957

AN /ARC-38

RADIO SET

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The AN /ARC - 38 is designed primarily to
provide CW and phone, two - way communication
between aircraft in flight, aircraft and ship,
and aircraft and shore. It provides both
transmitting and receiving facilities for
high - frequency communication in the 2 to 25
megacycle range.
Twenty preset channels may be selected
Radio Set Control, C - 1398 /ARC- 38 and C - 1399by/
ARC- 38 , which afford operation of the equip
nent convenient to the pilot and radio oper .
ator . It may also be operated at the Receiver
Transmitter location if the type of emission
and channel have been selected previously .

RECEIVER DATA
OUTPUT: 100 mw min with 5 uv input modu
Jated 30 % at 1000 cps.
DI STORTION : 12% max of a 30 % , 1000 cps
modulated wave with input of 50 to 100000
UV.

AUDIO RESPONSE : I 3. 5 db relative to 1000
output for frequency between 300 to
cps
3500 cps .

POWER REQUIREMENTS: 115 v, 400 cps, 174 va,
and
27. 5

MANUFACTURE 'S OR CONTRACTOR 'S DATA

Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids,

la . 1956 .
Contract NOas 55 -821, dated 29 August
Contract NOas 52 -670 , dated 22 December 1951.
Approximate Cost: $6240. 00 with equipment

operated at the pilot' s control po
When
sition , only phone emission on the twenty
preset channels is available. Full frequency
choice and CW emission are made available at
the radio operator' s control position .
No field changes in effect at time of
preparation (28 January 1957 ) .

RELATION TO OTHER EQUIPMENT
Equipment Required but

not, Supplied
: ( 1)
Antenna Coupler CU - 351 /AR
( 1 ) Mounting
MT- 1223/ AR, (1 ) Interphone AN /AIC - 4 orEquiva
lent, ( 1 ) Headset.H - 1/ AR or H - 4 /AR, ( 1 ) Micro
phone NAF - 213264 - 6 , ANB - M - 1, or equivalent,
( 1) Throttle Switch NAF- 1124- 17 , ( i) Antenna
45 to 100 ft . 18. Cable as Required.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS
FREQUENCY RANGE : 2 to 25 mc.
TRANSMITTER DATA
POWER OUTPUT
2 . 0 to 14. 2495 MC : 100 W min.
14 . 250 to 25 MC: 90 W min .
EMISSION : Al, A3.

DC , 26 amps.

spares .

TUBE AND /OR CRYSTAL COMPLEMENT
( 1) 6626 / 0A2WA
( 5 ) 5686
( 12) 5749 /6BA6W
(4 ) 5751
( 2 ) 5902
Total Tubes: ( 51)
( 1) IN67A

(7 )
(4)
(6)
(5 )

5654 / 6AK 5W
5726 /6AL5W
5750 /6BE6W
5814A

( 5 ) 6159

( 1) IN137A
Tocal Crystals: (2 )
REFERENCE DATA AND UTRATURE
NAVER 16 - 30ARC83- 501: Technical Manual for
Radio Set AN / ARC - 38 .
TYPE CLASSIFICATION
DESIGN COGNIZANCE

BUAER

PROCUREMENT COGNIZANCE MIL- R- 18173 (Aer)

MODULATING LEVEL : 95 to 100% when 1000 cps
input voltage is 1 . 0 v .

STOCK NO .

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED DATA
QUANTITY
PER

NAME AND NOMENCLATURE

EQUIPT

OVERALL DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

(inches)

(lbs.)

Radio Receiver- Transmitter RT- 311/ ARC- 38

7- 13 / 16 X 15- 5 / 16 X 23- 7 / 16

Mounting MT- 1415 /ARC- 38
Dynamotor- Power Supply DY -118 /ARC- 38
Mounting MT- 1414 /ARC - 38
Radio Set Control C– 1398 / ARC- 38
Radio Set Control C - 1399 /ARC -38

7- 1/8 X 16- 3 /8 X 21- 7 / 16

9.4

4 - 7 /8 X 6- 3 /4 X 18- 5 / 16
3- 7 /8 X 5- 7 /8 X 15– 7 /8

22. 0

4.0

5- 3 /4 X 6 X 7- 3 /16

7.0

1- 7/ 8 X 3- 7 /8 X 5- 3 /4

1 . 25

Figure 11-13.-Electronic Equipments, Descriptive Section.
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Federa
Stock Numbler

PART A
RESIST

ORX Nome
R
N5905 - 642 - 0117 REESSISTORXFFIIXXEnDclXaFtuIrLe M
I
EDXFI
N590 64 012 RE STORX
N59055--6422 -01221 RESSISTORXFFIIXXEDXFILLM
I
STORXF EDXFIL M
N590 6 01
IXEDXF M
N59055--64422--012233 RESIST
RESIST ORXFIXED ILM
ORXF
XFI
N59 6 01
RE
N590055 --64422--012254 RESSIISSTORXFIIXXEEDXFILLMM
D
T
X
O
N590 64 012 RES
ISTORRXXFIXEDXFFIILM
N59055--6422--01266
FIXEDX LM
N5905 - 642 - 0126 RESIS
FILM
TO
N590 64 01
N59055--6422--012296
N59 64 013
N590055--6422--01310
N

5905 - 642 -0133

RXFI
RES
RESIISSTORXFIXXEEDXFILM
RES TORXFI DXFILM
RESIISSTTORXFIXXEEDXFILM
ORXFIX DXFILM
SE

XFILM

19042 013STO
-

Reference Number
Federal
Code

NA15 - 180
X 1 -2
X1 - 2

722
7222233
72223
19701
81349

D 2A
RNC115R 18517
NF1 - 2
BXL11-72388 ISS
2ISS UE 11
BL17
UE
GA500388 38A22153 11
GA5008
3A2153
X1 - 1 - 383K
X2
NE20

72

72222233
70408
6495
7 9

0408

649
7222539
72223
808
80

Figure 11-14. -Master Cross Reference List (MCRL), Part A .

Master Cross Reference List (MCRL)

looks up in Part B the reference number
stamped on the part.
Part B , as shown in figure 11 - 15 , cross ref

The Master Cross Reference List of the
NSL of ESO (MCRL ) is in three parts . It is

erences manufacturer ' s part or type number
(reference number ) to the applicable Federal
Stock Number . (This, is especially useful in
the identification of unknown material.) When
an FSN is found by cross reference from the
part or type number, this FSN is the key to lo
cating a complete description of the item in the
Repair Parts Section as previously shown in

used primarily to identify unknown material
and to verify binned stock .
Part A of the MCRL is a Cross Index from
Federal Stock Numberto Nomenclature to Ref

erence Number and Manufacturer's Code , as
shown in figure 11 - 14 . This part shows active

" N " cognizance stock numbers in Federal Stock
Number sequence , with the item name cross
indexed to the applicable manufacturer's refer

figures 11 - 8 and 11- 9 .

bears the same reference number that appears

Part C , illustrated in figure 11 - 16 , shows
reference numbers, including manufacturer 's
part and type numbers, which ,because of their
length , were not published in their entirety in
Part B (fig . 11- 15 ) . The reference numbers
shown are cross referenced to the applicable
Federal Stock Number. The column headed
" Federal Code" refers to a code number as

in the MCRL . If the numbers do not agree, he

signed to a specific manufacturer.

ence or part number and to the manufacturer's

Federal Code number . To verify a part, the
user locates the known Federal Stock Number
ofthe item and notes the reference number. He
then inspects the item in question to see if it
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Figure 11-15. -Master Cross Reference List (MCRL ), Part B .
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Standard Price Supplement

stock turnover, technical determination , or
other characteristics. The letters F , M , and
S are termed velocity codes and represent high
quantity
demand
(fastmoving),medium
demand
(ing)
medium
moving
),
and
low
demand
(slow
mov
items,
respectively
.
The
letters
C
and X
represent technical determinations, C - carry
ing Revisions
point and Xto-production
stock.
price,
unit
of issue, since
fraction
code
and
price
additions
established
the
preceding issue are represented by the symbol
0 . Changes to the Price Supplement are pub
lished
in the form of a semiannual addendum .

The Standard
Price sequence,
Supplementthe price
gives,andin
Federal
Stock
Number
unit oftoissue
forFederal
all pricedStockelectronic
repair
parts
which
Numbers
have
been
assigned.
An
example
of
a
Standard
Price
Supplement is shown in figure 11- 17.
Letters,
such
as F, M indicator
, S , C , andin the
X , which
follow
the
N
cognizance
stock
number listing are called " fraction codes."
These codes are established on the basis of
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Figure 11- 18. - Stock Number Action Bulletin (SNAB ).

Stock Number Action Bulletin

stock numbers. It should be consulted before
placing a requisition , for the item desired
may
actually be on hand under a new stock
number .

The Stock Number Action Bulletin (SNAB) is
a quarterly cumulative publication summariz
ing all " N " cognizance stock number revisions,

At reporting activities the SNAB is used in

making cognizancetransfers on " N " cognizance
material and for making changes in storage,

including transfer of cognizance (transfer of
material from the inventory control and man
agement of one SDCP to another) and the
withdrawal of interest. One such revision is

marking stock, disposing of material, and
changing supply records.
While the SNAB is basically a supply tool, it
also can be used by technical personnel prior

shown in figure 11 - 18. Here, the item indicated

by oth been asolab. The

by the first stock number, N5330 - 171- 3860 ,
has been assigned a new stock number
GM5330 -256 -0195. The new stock number
because of the " G " cognizance symbol - indi
cates that the item has been transferred to the
inventory control and management of the

to requisitioning . Its use can sometimes save
quired parts.

as much as a week' s time in receiving re

General Stores Supply Office.

The SNAB is prepared in two sections.
Section I, not illustrated in this text, contains

explanatory notes on how to use the SNAB and

The SNAB provides a cross reference to

better items and shows the latest available

gives instructions for effecting changes.
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Accounting , stores , 127

Communication System , Naval, 118 , 119

Aeronautical facilities engineering branch , 100

Communications

Air stations, naval, 119

branch , BuShips ; responsibilities, 97

Allowances, 48 -57
equipment, 49 -52

facilities engineering branch , BuShips, 100
ComServ Lant, 83

coordinated shipboard (COSAL), 56

ComServPac , 80

electronic repair parts (ERPAL ), 45 ,53 -56
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ESO consolidated load list , 52

shipboard electronics (SEAL ), 45 , 49 -51

requisitions, 143
responsibility for supply , 145 - 147
Contract field service technicians, 68

small craft and boat, 52

Control in Navy Supply System , levels of,

fitting - out, 51
Alterations , 64 -68

· 125 - 130

approval record (NavShips 99 Pink ) 40

Conversion lists, 152 - 154

equivalent to repairs, 66

Coordinated shipboard allowance list (COSAL),

record (NavShips 530 ), 33
requests , 66 - 68

56 , 57
Current ship ' s maintenance project (CSMP) , 32

Arrival conference , 63
Assistant repair superintendent , shipyard , 111
ent
Assistant shipbuilding superintend
yard , ill
Availabilities , 58 -60

Definitions, terminology, 15 - 17
Design division , naval shipyard , 106
Distribution
points , 142

, ship

system development , 135 - 138

emergency repairs, 60

post - shakedown overhaul , 60

Division , shipboard electronics

regular overhaul, 60 - 64

bills , 5 , 6

restricted , 58
technical, 58

policies, 4

Electron tube performance record (Nav Ships
( 538 ), 31
Electronics

tender , 59
upkeep period, 59
voyage repairs , 60

a shore

Battle efficiency competitions, 77

BuShips, 88
organization , 89 - 102
responsibilities , 88
field activities, 103
assistant, repair ship , 23
division , BuShips, 95
equipment history card (NavShips 536 ), 28

Bills , electronics division
organization , 3

preventive maintenance , 5
safety precautions, 5

security , 5
watch , 5

Bureau of Ships, 88 - 102

Information Bulletin (EIB ) (NavShips

electronics responsibilities, 88

900,022A ), 44

organization, 89

Installation and Maintenance Book (NavShips

Manual, 43

BuSandA responsibilities, 130

900, 000 ), 43
material identification , 149

Cataloging

officer , shipboard

standard , development of, 149

coordination of, by BuSandA , 126

administrative responsibilities, 1 - 12
material responsibilities , 13 -26
OpDevFor, 26
Repair Ship / Tender , 23 - 26
performance and operational report (Nav

electronic material identification , 151
supply , 126 , 136 , 151
Checkoff lists , 19 , 20

CinC Lan Flt electronics officer, 74

Ships 3878 ), 37
financing, 55

Cinc PacFlt electronics officer, 73

repair parts allowance list (ERPAL ), 53-55

Civilian personnel administration , 120
Coast Guard , repair parts support, 140

Cognizance
functional, 124
material, 48, 93, 150
physical, 124
Combatant ship EO , 13 - 15

processing , 54
shore division , BuShips, 98
supply

office . See ESO
Segment of Navy Supply System , 135 , 141

ComCru DesPac staff, 75

areas and echelons, 141
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Electronics -electrical design branch , 92
Emergency repairs, 60

Material -- Continued
history , 27 - 32
record , 27

Equipment, electronic
improvement , 25

identification , 149

installations, compilations of, 46

Mobile logistic support, 133

Section , NSL of ESO , 164
ERPAL, 45 , 53 -55

Navy Electronics Laboratory , 115
Nomenclature Assigned to Naval Electronic
Equipment, List of, 46
Nuclear propulsion , 101

ESO , 138 - 141
consolidated load list (CLL ), 52
ERPAL responsibilities, 53, 54
material mission , 140
organization , 141

Numbering , stock , 136

Operational Development Force (OpDevFor --

Federal

changed to Operational Test and Evalu ation Force ), 25 , 84 -87
ship EO, 25
staff EO , 85 , 87
Organization

description guides , 150

stock numbers (FSN ), 150, 160 - 162
Field activities , 98 - 101

Fitting - out allowance , 51
Group technicians' duties, 4

bill , sample , 3

High voltage, 9
Hull division , BuShips, 95

BuShips, 89 - 102
shipyard , 103
staff, 71 - 74
Overhaul, ship
regular, 60 -64

Identification
electronic material, 149 - 169

post - shakedown, 60
Personnel administration , 2 -6

numbers, 152

Physical

publications, 151- 169
standard ; development of, 149 - 15,1
tables, stock number , 155

and functional cognizance, 124 , 125
facilities for material support, 132
Planning

Industrial

department, shipyard , 105 - 109
management, and review department; ship
yard , 105

mana ger, 112 - 114
relations department, 105
Inspections

POMSEE program , 20 -22

administrative , 76
material, 76 , 77
operational readiness, 76 , 77
repair activity , 63

Preferred and substitute items, 137
Preventive maintenance , 5 , 19 -22

Price supplement, standard , 168

Procurement, supply, 126
Production department shipyard, 109
Provisioning new equipments , 144
Publications, 42 -47, 151- 169

report of, 77

Installation

and Maintenance Book , Electronics , 43
and maintenance publications, 43 -45

Readying ship for sea , 64

Practices Manual, Electronic (Nav Ships
900,171), 44

Records , 27 - 33

alteration approval (NavShips 99 Pink ), 40
cards, repair (NavShips 529), 32
of field changes (NavShips 537) , 31
local, 33

Inventory control, 126
Laboratories , electronics , 115 - 117
Liaison , EO , 14

retention procedures , 33

Logistics , technical; BuShips, 93 - 98

Repair
officer, 23

Machinery division , BuShips, 95
Maintenance
shipboard electronics, 17 -23

assistants to , 23
parts

allowances , 53 -56
support guides, 55

.. operational, 18
preventive , 5 , 19 - 22
supervision , 22

record card (NavShips 529), 32
ship

technical, 22

and tender EO , 23- 25
assistance to other ships, 24
training, 24
Replenishment, 142 - 144
Reports, 27, 33 -42

shipbuilding and fleet, BuShips , 92
Master Cross Reference List (MCRL ), 166
Material

cognizance , 48
describing and cataloging , 136

alteration approvals record (NavShips 99

distribution system , development of,

" Pink " ), 40

135 - 138
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Stock -- Continued

Reports --Continued
completion , 64
electronics, 34 -42

points

primary , 142
seconda ry, 143
Storage , supply , 127

failure (DD 787), 40-42 , 147
field change (NavShips 2369), 38
installation record (NavShips 4110 ),

Supervisor of Shipbuilding (SupShips), 114
Supply

34 - 37

centers , naval, 132

performance and operational (NavShips

corps officers , ships with or without, 15

3878 ), 37

Requests, alteration , 66 , 67

departments, 132 , 133

Requisitioning and procurement, 137
Requisitions, preparation of, 146

Office , Electronics, 138 - 141

Research and development division , Bu

personnel, 15

depots, 132

responsibilities, repair EO ' s, 24

Ships , 90

System , Navy , 122 - 134

Resistance test record (NavShips 531), 30

coordination at

Safety, 9 - 11
precautions bill,
SEAL, 45, 49 -51

Bureau level, 125
operating level, 128

5

Electronics Supply Segment of, 135 - 148

Security
bill, 5

official studies of, 123
integrated, plan for , 123- 130
Technical
and supply functions, 124
logistics, BuShips, 93- 101

regulations, 11

Search , guidance, and instrumentation facili
ties; electronics, 117
Service forces, 80 -84
Serv Lant pretraining checkouts , 84

maintenance , 22

manuals , 44
materials division , 93- 98
Tender / yard maintenance and repair , 22

ServPac EO , 82 , 83
Ship

de sign division , BuShips, 90

electronics installation record (NavShips
4110), 34 - 37
Shipalts , 65

Test

Shipboard electronics allowance list (SEAL ) ,

responsibilities, 45 , 49 -51
BuShips, 51

Training, 6 -11

ship , 51

Tubes, dangerous, 9

equipment and tools, 14
Methods and Practices , Handbook of (Nav
Ships 91828), 43
repair ship , 8 , 24

Transportation or freight traffic, 127

Shipbuilding

Type command

and fleet maintenance , BuShips, 92
and ship repair

electronics officer , 78 -80

billets , shipyard , 111
divisions, shipyard , 109 - 112
Supervisor of Shipbuilding (SupShips), 114

organization and administration , 74 -80
Underwater Sound Laboratory, U . S . Navy, 117

Upkeep period , 59
Voltage , high , 9

Shipyard , naval, 103 - 112
Single manager system , 130

Voyage repair , 60

Small craft and boat allowance, 52
Staff electronics officers, 70 -87

Watch bill, 5
Weight and moment compensation , 67

Stock

Work

coordination , 138 - 140
equipment,' 139
policies, 139 , 140
repair parts , 139.

beyond capacity of ship ' s force , 58 -69
list

preparation , 61
review by

levels , maintenance of, 145

Lists of Electronic Supply Office, 159

authority allotting funds, 62
repair activity , 62

Number Action Bulletin (SNAB), 169
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